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INTRODUCTION

This manual is prepared to accompany the final report of the project,

"Improving the Utilization and Educational Relevance of Individual Psycho-

Educational Assessment Reports in the Placement Of and IEP Development For

Handicapped Native American Children" which was submitted February, 1983 to.

the U.S. Derlartment of Education. Included in this volume are the agendas of

the inservice training workshops and seminars conducted as Objective 2 of the

grant along with activities and materials used.

Student Assessment Workshop

Participants: Fort Defiance School Personnel

Dates: Workshop I - August 11-14, 1981

Workshpp 2 - August 11-12, 1982

Orientation and Training in Individual Assessment

o Native &mer scan hi dren eminar

Participants: Staff Psychologists of the Exceptional Child Center

Dates: Seminar 1 - August 27, 1981

Seminar 2 - August 28, 1982

The topics addressed in these workshop and seminars were derived from

the baseline data collected in 1981 and again in 1982 which reflected the

strengths and weaknesses in the psycho-educational assessment process of the

Fort Defiance Agency. Specific topics were selected jointly through analysis

of the data by the principal investigator and the Director of Special

Education, Dr. Charles Deal, of the Fort Defiance Agency.

The agenda for the 1982 workshop and seminar contained many of the same

topics presented in 1981; however, additional topics were added and the

methods, exercises, etc. used in the presentation were altered to reflect the

recommendations and findings of the previous workshop evaluations.



This manual contains the following: (a) a copy of each workshop and

seminar agenda, (b) a forward which discusses why the topic was included

along with the manner in which it was presented, and (c) examples, exercises,
t.

and resource material Presented in the workshop or seminar.

-ate evaluation was undertaken for each of the student assessment°

workshops. The evaluation report is placed following the resource material.

In addition, the evaluation report of the 1981 psycho-educational testing is

included following the resource material of Seminar 1.
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AGENDA

.11

Day 1

8:30 Introduction Marvin Fifield

Videotape Presentation: An Introduction to P.L. 94-142. .

Lunch

Referring Students Voneta Fifield

Simultaneous Sessions

Mainstreaming Strategies Videotape Presentation
P.L. 947142 and the

Classroom Teacher

4:30 Adjourn

Day 2 I

8,130 Tests, Students, and Teachers Marvin Fifield
David Bush

Report Resources Bryce Fifield

Lunch

Use of Report in the IEP Cie Taylor

Demonstration of Tests and Materials

Raven's Marvin Fifield Woodcock-Johnson. . . Cie Taylor

Leiter Marvin Fifield Brigance Charles Deal

Hiskey-Nebraska . . Bryce Fifield Materials Voneta Fifield

DISC -R David Bush

Wrap-up

4:30 Adjourn
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Student Assessment Workshop

Fort Defiance Agency School. Personnel

August 11-14, 1981

Top'. 1 - Introduction to Public Law 94-142

Forward

This topic was included in the workshop to acquaint participants with

their role and responsibility in complying with the provisions of Public

Law 94-142, "Education ror All Handicapped Children Act." 'An introduction to

Public Law 94-142 was presented on a video-tape prepared by Utah State

University. This video-tape addressed the different provisions of the law

and provided examples and nonexamples of school activities undertaken to

comply. The manual, "Mainstreaming: An Introduction to Public Law 94-142",

waslerovided for.each participant and contained exercises and resource

material.

"Mainstreaming Strategies" was a subtonic 'addressed as a component of

Topic I and included a demonstration and discussion of instructional

materials and techniques that regular teachers could use to mainstream

handicapped children to the regular classroom. Descriptive information,

materials, and strategies demonstrated were sent to participants who

requested such material.

"Public Law 94 -142 and the Classroom Teacher" was an agenda item

presented by a video-tape prepared by Utah State University. A series of

discussion questions followed the video-tape presentation.

Note: Copies of the two referenced video-tapes can be obtained by
contacting the Exceptional Child Center at Utah State University and
requesting them by name, "An Introduction to Public Law 94-142" and
"Public Law 94-142 and the Classroom Teacher."

13
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MAINSTREAMING:

An Introduction To Public Law X4.142

STUDENT MANUAL
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INTRODUCTION

HISTORY OF THE EDUCATION FOR ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT

(Pit., 94-142)

Throughout the history of American Public Education, handicapped
children have been excluded or separated from the public school
system. For example:

1919 WISCONSIN SUPREME COURT

The state Supreme Court upheld the school's right to exclude a
physically handicapped Child because his presence was determined
to have a "depressing and nauseating" effect upon other students
and teachers.

Special Education classes 'did eventually evolve. They were usually
self-contained and isolated.

1954 UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

The Supreme Court declared that.an educational opportunity "be made
available to all on equal terms".

Even after this ruling, parents of handicapped children who were
attempting to obtain educational services, found that their children
were excluded from the classroom and a free, public education.

School districts typically had two major arguments as to why
handicapped children were not being included.

a) It was contended that some of these special children were
uneducable and untrainable.

b) It was felt that even if these children could be taught, it
would cost too much money.

Finally through the efforts of parents and professionals, several
famous court cases were won guaranteeing handicapped persons their
full educational rights.

1972 PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS VS THE COMMONWEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA

The State Supreme Court declared that all mentally retarded children
were capable of benefiting from training and ordered the state to
provide a free educational program.



1972 MILLS VS DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BOARD OF EDUCATION

The Supreme Court declared that denying a free public education to
some, while providing it for titters was a violation of due process
and the right to equal protection under the constitution.

These and similar decisions in other states set the stage for
federal legislation which would apply equally to all states.

1975 EDUCATION FOR ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT (P,L, 94-142)

This law was enacted to assure that all handicapped children have
available to them a free appropriate public education which:

a) emphasizes special education and related services designed to
meet their unique needs.

b) assures that the rights of handicapped children and their
parents or guardians are protected.

c) assists states and localities in these endeavors.

d) assess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate
handicapped children.

Public Law 94-142 is best understood by looking at explanations and
applications of the six major components used ,in it's construction.
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These six principles provide the basic building blocks for the legislative
definition of free appropriate public education.
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ZERO REJECT

The first principle of P.L. 94 -1 "2 is ZERO REJECT. This requires
that all handicapped children be provided with a free appropriate
publ ic. education.

FREE APPROPRIATE PUBLIC EDUCATION

A free appropriate public education as defined by P.L. 94-142,
refers to "Special Education 'and related services which:

a) have been provided at public expense under public
supervision and direction and without charge.

b) meet the standards of the State Education Agency.

c) include an appropriate preschool, elementary, or
secondary school education in the state involved.

are provided in conformity with the Individual
Education Program." (Sec. 602 (18))

CHILD FIND

Child Find is a search process conducted by each school
district to locate.all handicapped children in the district
ages 3-21, who may need special-services, especially those
currently runserved or under-served.

Possible ways of locating children:

a) radio announcements

b) telephone contacts

c) sending notes home

8
7



EXCLUSION

No child can be excluded from a free appropriate public
education due to:

a) Presence of handica

A child must be provided with an appropriate education
regardless of whether or not a handicapping condition
exists.

A school district cannot refuse to accept a child simply
because (s)he has a handicap. It is the responsibility
of the Local Education Agency (LEA), to provide an
education for all handicapped children in the district.

b) Type of handicap

A child must be provided with an appropriate education
regardless of the type of handicapping condition.

The school district cannot refuse to assume the respons-
ibility for providing an appropriate education for all
children within their district, regardless of the type
of handicap, whether it be a hearing, speech, physical,
mental, visual, behavioral, or emotional handicap.

c) Severity of handicap
---.-..-

A child must be provided with an appropriate education
regardless of the severity of the handicap, be it mild,
moderate, or severe.

The school district cannot refuse the responsibility for
providing an appropriate education because,the child is
too severely handicapped.

It is the school district's responsibility to provide a free
appropriate public education to all children in the district
regardless of the presence, type, or the severity of handicap.
The district must assume the responsibility for evaluating
and assessing each handicapped child's needs and developing
a program to meet those needs, If'no appropriate program can
be provided within the district, an alternative program must

be located.

9
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Within the school's program, handicapped children cannot be
excluded from:

a) &acatiate academic prosmls

A child must be provided with academic work which is suitable
to his/her individual needs and level of performance, and
not excluded from activities which are thought to be too
difficult.

A handicapped child cannot be separated from the rest of
his/her class to do easier unrelated work. For example,
during a math lesson, the handicapped child should be given an
appropriate math assignment rather than art work.

b) Recreational and non-academic activities

A handicapped child must be allowed to participate in
recreational and non-academic activities within the curriculum.
Appropriate arrangements or adaptations must be made to
accommodate and include a handicapped child.

A handicapped child cannot be excluded from participation
in activities such as group recess, regular lunch, or
field trips.

c) Extra-curricular activities

_Handicapped children must be provided the opportunity to
participate in extra-curricular activities.

A child cannot be excluded from participating in activities
such as chcir, play productions, musical programs, sports, or
other extra-curricular school activities on the basis of
a handicap.

d) Transportation services

A handicapped child must be provided transportation to and
from school, and among schools.

A handicapped child cannot be prohibited from travelling on
regular school buses due to a handicap, unless the school
furnishes specialized travel equipment.

It is the school's responsibility to insure that a handicapped
child is given the appropriate academic program. The child
cannot be excluded from any recreational, non-academic, extra-
curricular activities, or refused transportation services.
Adaptations or special arrangements must be provided to accom-
modate the child with a handicap when necessary.

10 19



PRIVATE PROGRAMS

EdLication Agency-(LEA), is unable.to provide
suitable education programs for a handicapped child, the
agency may refer the child to a private program. When a
private placement is made, the local and state education
agency must insure the following:

a) the private program must meet the requirements of P.L. 94-142.

b) The financial obligation for the room, borIrd, and educational
expensIs of the handicapped student must be assumed by the

school district.

CONCLUSION

Handicapped students must be both admitted to school, and provided
with an educational program which is based upon the results of a
non-discriminatory evaluation.

The principle of Zero Reject prevents a handicapped child from:

a) Total Exclusion

This occurs when a child is denied any educational services

at all.

b) Functional Exclusion

This occurs when the services provided are inappropriate and
irrelevant to the needs of the handicapped student.

2
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NON-DISCRIMINATORY EVALUATION

Every handicapped child must receive a full INDIVIDUAL evaluation

prior to placement in a special education program.

EVALUATION

Evaluation is defined by P.L. 94-142 as procedures used...
"to determine whether a child is handicapped and the nature
and extent of the special education and related services that
the child needs. The term means procedures used selectively
with an individual child and does not include basic tests
administered to, or procedures used with all children in a
school, grade, or class. Thus, evaluation is the beginning

point in planning an individualized program for a handicapped
student. Several criteria must be met for an evaluation to
meet the standards regulating this principle." (;'ederal

Register, 1977, p.42494)

EVALUATION STANDARDS

The following standards must be met when a child is evaluated:

a) Language

Tests and other evaluation materials must be provided and

administered in the child's native language or other
mode of communication, unless it is clearly not feasible

to do so.

A test given in a language or mode of communication the

child does not understand, is more likely to measure the
child's ability to understand the language rather than
actual knowledge of the subject content.

b) Validation

Any evaluation materials must be validated for the specific
purpose for which they are to be utilized.

Each standardized test has been designed to evaluate a
particular skill or cluster of skills. Under P.L. 94-142,
all tests used in a handicapped child's evaluation must be
designated by the producer as a valid measure of the skill
to be evaluated.

2j
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c) Procedures

Each standardized evaluation must be administered by trained
personnel in conformance with the directions provided by the
producer.

Any standardized test used to evaluate an exceptional child

for placement and programming must follow the specified
procedures for the results to qualify as appropriate. For

example, many IQ tests require special certification to
administer and articulation tests require skills and
knowledge most regular educators do not have

d) Purpose

Tests and other evaluation materials used must include
those tailored to assess specific, areas of educational
need and not merely those which are designed to provide
a single general intelligence quotient.

Each area in which the child may need special education
and related service must be assessed with an instrument*
specifically designed to assess that skill area.

e) Intent

Tests must be selected and administered to best insure that

when testing a child with impaired sensory, manual, or
speaking skills, the results accurately reflect the
child's aptitude, achievement level or whatever other
factors the test purports to measure.

Tests or testing procedures which further handicap a child
with a physical or sensory handicap do not produce a valid
measure of the child's knowledge or academic skill. Unless

the test is intended to test skill in the impaired area,
e.g. speechreading skill of a hearing impaired child or
fine motor skills of a physically handicapped 'child, tests
should be selected which reflect the skills being tested
rather than the impaired sense.

f) Multidisciplinarity

The evaluation must be made by a multidisciplinary team

or group of persons representing all areas in which the

child is being assessed.

The evaluation team can include a variety of professionals
including at least one teacher or other specialist with
knowledge in the area of suspected disability, e.g. a
speech pathologist for a hearing impaired student.

r.
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g) Comprehensiveness

No single procedure is used as the sole criterion for
determining an appropriate educational program fora
child. A child must be evaluated by using an array of
tests or procedures designed to assess all areas related
to the suspected disability.

No one evaluation is sufficient. An IQ test or achievement
test alone is insufficient to test all ability, satisfactorily.,

EVALUATION GUIDELINES

A child suspected of a handicap requiring special education
services should be referred for evaluation. (See sample
referral form in the Appendix p. 43 )

Permission to evaluate must be obtained from .a child's parents
prior to initiating the individual evaluation. (See sample
parent permission form in the Appendix p. 41 )

In order to provide services to a. handicapped child, the child
must be classified under one of the handicapping conditions
specified in P.L. 94-142. (See appendix p. 45 ) Each state
in it's state plan describes criteria require for classification
of a student. Each school or school district should have a
copy of the state plan or guidelines for education of handicapped
students which may include:.

_a) _critetia_for classification;

b) guidelines for types of assessments needed for each
classification;

c) possible evaluation instruments.

23
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1

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

An individualized education program, (IEP), must be written before
a child can receive special education services.

IEP COMPONENTS

The three components of the individual education program are:

a) Individual

In any given group of students, the educational needs of
each child are different, particularly for a group of
children who have been identified as handicapped. Any
attempt to meet these needs must be individualized.

While it is obvious a child with a physical handicap will
have different educational needs than a child with a
learning disability, two children classified as learning
disabled may also have different educational needs and
require different programs.

t
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b) Education

The IEP addressed only those educational needs of the
student which require special educational and/or related
services.

For a child with a speech impairment, an individual program
need only include speech training. No other special services
would be required in other academic areas.

c) Program

The program must state in a written form what will be. provided
and who is responsible for providing the services.. ,4s;

See ,appendix for'sample IFP.

16
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6

IEP PARTICIPANTS.

The law requires that the following specific people be dnvolved
in the development of the,individual Education Program: .

a) A representative of'the public agency, other than the child's
teachers, who is qualified to provideor supervisethe
provision of special education, e.g. principal, special
education supervisor.

by The child's teacher(s), special and regular, will have
direct responsibility for implementing the child's
individualized education program.

c) A member of the. evaluating t4am or a person knowledgeable
in -interpreting the evaluatio results,'e.g. a school
psycholdgist, counselor, speec therapist, hearing specialist..

'd) The parents, legal guardian, or surrogate.parent.

e) The child, where appropriate or desired,

f) Other individuals at the. discretion'of the parent or agency.

I

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Every attempt must be made to contact and accommodate the parents
to insure their involvement in the IEP meetings. Each attempt
must be documented. After sufficient attempts have been made
to contact the parents, and they chose not to participate, the
.IEP meeting may be held without t4pm. In instances where no
parent or legal guardian can be located, a surrogate parefit
must be appointed.

2 PI
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LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Handicapped children should be educated with non-handicapped peers
in the LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT. This means that handicapped
children must be educated with nonhand'(.:dpped children to the
maximum extent possible. Removing a handicapped child from the
regular educational environment should only occur when "the nature
or severity of the handicap such that education in regular
classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be
achieved satisfactorily." (Federal. Register p.42497)

CONSIDERATIONS

To ensure that the child'is placed in the Least Restrictive
Environment possible, the following six components must be
considered.

"; i

a) Placement Alternatives

Least Restrictive Environment does not require that all
handicapped students will be automatically returned
to the regular classroom on a full time basis. Existing
programs designed to Supplement regular class instruction
will continue. Existing separate schools will also
continue to operate for the blind, severely intellectually .

handicapped, deaf, multiply handicapped, and severely
emotionally handicapped. Students will be.placed in special
schools based, on unique individual needs.

EnvironmentlUdacations

When handicapped children are placed in regular schools,
physical and environmental adaptations may need to be made.
Physical' adaptatipns of.the.environment may include push
water taps that are easy to turn on and off, doors that
opep easily, visual aids for the hearing impaired, ramps,
and rearrangement of classrooms to accommodate those in

wheelchairs.

c) 'Non-academic Involvement

The Least Restrictive Environment also requires that op-
portunities be provided for handicapped students to
participate with non-handicapped peers in non - academic

activities

r,
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d) Instructional Modifications

Just placing a. handicapped child in a regular class is not
enough. Modifications must be mk.e in instructional
materials and techniques to insure maximum educational
benefit for each handicapped child.

e) Overall Acceptance

A teacher should accept the responsibility of including
the student in all classroom activities, socially and
academically, and actively encourage maximum acceptance
by non-handicapped peers. -

SERVICE CONTINUA

The Least Restrictive Environment involves educational alternatives
on a continuum along which students are moved from more 1.4estrictive
to least restrictive environments.

MAXIMUM INTEGRATION

REGULAR CLASSROOM

FULL DAY

- PART-TIME

44,

SPECIAL CLASS
ot

FULL DAY

16 - PART-TIME

0 .
iP
40

0 de.

4/1 SPCCIAL DAY
4P

7, SCHOOL
0

RESIDENTIAL

HOSE
HOSPITAL

MINIMUM INTEGRATION

19' 28
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Service alternatives may include the following:

a) Regular Class

Full day: A child is placed in a regular classroom
without supportive services. The regular teacher
assumes the responsibility for the child's program.
If the child-is placed in a regular classroom with
supportive services, a special educator provides
program for the child in a regular classroom.

Part time: A child is placed in a regular classroom
while receiving some special services outside of the
regular classroom for some part of the day, e.g. a child
with a speech or language disability may be taken out
of the regular classroom for therapy for one-half hour
three times a week. Or a child with a learning disability
may receive academic instruction in a resource room for
one hour every day.

b) Special Class

Part time: A child is placed in a classroom specifically
designed for his handicapping condition and integrated
into regular classroom activities where appropriate.

Full day: A child is placed in a classroom specifically
designed for his handicapping condition for the entire
school day.

c) Special Day School

A child may be placed in a school specifically designed for
handicapped students, e.g. The Exceptional Child Center.

d) Residential School

A child resides in a facility
program designed specifically
Services are provided on a 24

e) Home/Hospital

that provides a educational
for handicapped students.
hour basis.

A child receives educational services at home or in the
hospital.



Only by looking at the total picture of each student can an
appropriate initial level be determined and only by continual
re-evaluation can the most appropriate and least restrictive
environment for each handicapped student be maintained. ,

21
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PARENTAL PARTICIPATION

P.L. 94-142 involves the parents throughout every facet of the
educational process. Each of the principles discussed so far
includes some degree of parental involvement.

SPECIFIED INVOLVEMENT

The jurisdiction for including parental participation as a
separate principle is that many of the parents' rights and
responsibilities cannot be categorized under any of the above
principles. 'These rights and responsibilities specified under
this principle, relate to access to educational records and
information.

The state agency has the responsibility for providing notice
to parents regarding personally identifiable information,
(defined as the name of the child and/or his family, address,
a personal identifier such as a Social Security number, and
a list of personal characteristics which would make it
possible to identify the child). This notice to parents
should include:

a) Access To Records.

Storage: Parents should be notified of what records are .

being kept on their child, and of who has regular access
to them. For example, teachers and other professionals
working regularly with a student have access to most
records.

Release: Parents should be notified of the specific
procedures which must be followed if others wish access
to a child's records. Should any other agency or indivi-
dual wish to view a student's records, written permission
must be obtained from the parent (or student, if 13 or
older).

Protection of information: Parents should be notified
of how confidentiality of the records is maintained.
For example, in requesting permission from parents to
release records, the individual/agency requesting records
and the reason for doing so must be explained to the
parents.

31
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Content of Records

Parents should be given a description of the type of
information and the methods used in gathering the
information in the records. The information kept in
regular school records typically includes semester
grades, and scores from periodically administered achieve-
ment tests. For students receiving special educational
services, additional evaluation is required (see non-

',discriminatory evaluation) and those scores and results
are included in the student's file.

Parents should be given a description of the potential
uses of the information collected. Should any'additional
evaluation information be desired for a special education
student, parents will be asked to provide written consent
after being told what test(s) will be used and the
reasons for giving each.

Parents should be given a full description of all rights
regarding the information on file. For example, parents
(or the studert, if 18 or older), have the right to
request access to the student's records at any time.
Schools must honor this request within a reasonable period
of time.

IMPLIED INVOLVEMENT

The four preceding principles imply parental involvement as
follows:

a) Zero Reject

Parents have the right to expect that a free appropriate
public education be provided for their child regardless
of presence, type, or severity of handicap.

b) Non-Discriminatory .Evaluzit ion

Parents must be given sufficient information to enable
them to provide informed consent prior to any individual
evaluation of their child. (See sample consent forms in
the Appendix p. 41.)

Parents should be involved as members of the evaluation
team, providing input on the child's skills and behavior
as observed outside of the classroom.

c) Individual Education Program

Parents are expected to participate fully in the develop-
ment and often in the implementation of their child's
educational program.

23
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EVERY effort must be made to schedule the IEP meeting
when one or both of the parents can be present.

Parents should be consulted as decisions are being made
on their child's program.

d) Least Restrictive Environment

Parents must provide consent before a child can be con-
sidered for placement in any special education program,
and also whenever special education placement is
terminated.

Parents should be involved in the selection of an appro-
priate placement from available alternatives.

24
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DUE PROCESS

Due process is a procedure that insures that every child's rights
will be protected when making educational'decisions.

The Federal Government
provides financial assistance
to the states for education
of the handicapped. In

return, each state must
establish due process proce-
dures which are consistent
with the law's requirement
that individual rights be
protected.

25

Due Process can be viewed
as a system of checks and
balances. This system in-
sures that all parties have
an equal input in determining
the most appropriate place-
ment and educational decision
for a handicapped child.



ISSUES

Disagreements between parents and the Local Education Agency may
arise over the following issues:

a) Notification

Parents must be provided with complete information regarding
any decision for which their consent is requested. parents
must be made aware that their consent may be revoked. Parents
must be informed of their right to obtain this information.

For example, parents may agree to a decision about their child's
education without knowing they have the right to object or
demand further information.

61)) Identification

Before a child can receive special educational services, the
parents and school personnel must,agree that such services
need to be considered.

For example, parents and the school may disagree about whether
the child should be considered for special education services.

c) Placement

Every child's placement must be appropriate to their individual
needs.

The school and the parents may disagree over the appropriate-
ness of a child's educational placement.

d) Program

It is the local agency's responsibility to provide every
child within it's jurisdiction with a free and appropriate
education.

Parents and agency personnel may not agree on the appropriate-
ness of the education program.

PROCEDURES

Due Process procedures designed to resolve these disagreements
involve the three following processes:

a) Informal Conference

All parties involved meet to discuss and attempt to resolve
differences. If an agreement cannot be reached, the next
step is mediation.

1
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b) Mediation

All involved parties meet under the direction of an
impartial mediator in an effort to resolve the disagree-

ment. If an agreement still cannot be reached, the next
step is a due process hearing.

`c) Due Process Hearina.

If no resolution can be reached through an Informal Conference

or Mediation, a Due Process Hearing can be requested in

writing by either party.

An impartial state-designated Hearing Officer presides over a

, formal hearing involving parents and representatives of the

public agency. The Hearing Officer renders a decision that
is bindiqg on, both, parties.

Either party has the right to be advised by counsel, present
evidence, cross examine, obtain a record of the hearing, and
obtain a written finding of facts and decisions. Parentspgt
have the right to decide whether the hearing is open or cralia.

d) Appeal

When the decision of the Hearing Officer is unacceptable to
either party, another due process hearing may be requested
from the State Education Agency. Further appeal would involve

civil action.

Due Process procedures, if handled with sensitivity to the real

interests of both the school and the child, encourage better
educational services.

27
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CONCLUSION

Public Law 94-142 was passed to provide handicapped children with

the same right to a public education Americans have long taken for

granted. The regulations associated with each of the six principles

underlying this law were designed to ensure the provision of a free

and appropriate public education for all handicapped children. It

is the familiarity of the professional with the intent and appropriate

application of this law which can make quality education for all

handicapped children a reality.
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SELF -ChECK REVIEW

The following situations exemplify proper and
improper applications of Public Law 94-142.
Read each and indicate whether the situation
is ACCEPTABLE (A), or NOT ACCEPTABLE (NA),
and to which principle(s) in the first section
of the tape each applies.--

PART I

f'
0.
cu
C.)

Q

1.
a:
M

0)
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CC

0

(1)rn
CU
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1. 'A principal assigns a classroom teacher to administer a
series of tests for which she is not trained.

2. A learning disabled child is provided the opportunity to
participate with the rest of the class in academic
activities.

3. An individualized special physical education program has
been designed to meet the unique needs of a child with a
physical handicap.

4. A teacher reads aloud the items from a test for a visually
impaired child.

5. An administrator explains to a parent of a visually
impaired child, that while there is no program available
at present, the child will be evaluated by appropriate
specialists to assess his needs and a program will be
set up to meet those needs.

6. A teacher uses a standardized achievement test with
questions all in English to evaluate a Spanish speaking
child's knowledge of subject content.

7. A school bus driver refuses to take a child in a wheel-
chair, and tells the mother she should drive him to
school herself.

8. A classroom teacher attempts to include an emotionally
handicapped student without referring to his IEP.

An administrator refuses-to accept a child because of the
severity of his handicap, and tells the parents to take
the child elsewhere.

10. A hearing impaired student is evaluated by a team of
specialists including an audiologist, a speech/language
pathologist, an educator of the deaf, the child's regular
teachers, and a psychologist to determine the child's
current level of educational performance.

*NOTE: You may self-check your
answers using the key 29
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A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR. NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP

ZR NDE IEP
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SELF-CHECK REVIEW

The following situations exemplify proper and
improper applications of Public. Law 94-142.
Read each and indicate whether the situation
is ACCEPTABLE (A), or NOT ACCEPTABLE (NA),
and to which principle(s) in the second
section of the tape each applies.

PART II'

i. Parents disagree with the school''s desire to consider ,

their child for special edUcation services,

2. A principal tells parents what records are kept on their
child and who has access to them.

3. The Resource room teacher is told her twenty handicapped
students must be returned to the regular class ko be
mainstreamed.

4. A teacher prepares her class for a new student who has a
speech problem by telling them to avoid talking to him
because he is too difficult to understand.

5. A due process hearing is requested by the parents as soon
as they hear the placement decision recommended by the
school for their child.

6. A teacher not working with the child is allowed to look
at his records without obtaining permission from parents.

7. Students from the special education classroom are
encouraged to audition for the school choir.

8. At an informal conference to resolve differences between
parents and the local education agency, agreement cannot
be reached. Parents ask for a due process hearing at
a state level.

9. Push water taps which arr easy to turn on and off, and
ramps installed in the sck,*11 building are put into
the school over the summer to accommodate handicapped
children.

10. Parents call the school and request an opportunity_to
view their child's records.

A NA

A NA

A .NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

A NA

*NOTE: You may self-check your answers using the'answer key on page .

LRE 'PP 0

LRE 'PP -0

LRE' PP 'D

LRE PP D

LRE PP -0

LRE: PP 0

LRE_

LRE PP 0!

LRE PP ill

LRE PP Of
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ANSWERS TO SELF-CHECK REVIEW

1. Each standardized evaluation must be administered by

trained personnel in con rmance with the directions,
provided by the producer. No one teacher is.14kely

to be trained to admini er tests'in all areas.

2. A teacher should include the handicapped.student in all
classroom activities. A learning disabled child may .
receive Resource assistance for a short time during the
day, but when in the regular classroom, should be
included in the academic activities taking place. This

may mean modifying some instructional procedures.

3. The educational needs of a physically handicapped child
are unique.. An IEP that includes physical education

adapted to meet the needs of this child is necessary.

In'this situation, because of a visual impairment, the
use of written materials is inappropriate. Tests and

other evaluation materials must be provided and
administered in the mode of communication understood
by the child:

Under the principle of zero reject, a child cannot be
excluded due to the type of handittp. Even though, for

this type of handicap, no program is currently available,
itis`the school's responsibility to conduct an indivi-
dualized evaluatfon to.enable deyelopment of an
appropriate individualized program.

Certain evaluation standards must be met when a child is

evaluated. In this situation, the'language of the
child has not been taken into consideration. To
accurately-determine the child's knowledge of subjet
content, the test used may need to be administered
in the child's native language.

7. Under the principle of zero reject, a child must'be
provided transportation to and from school, and among

schools. A handicapped child cannot be prohibited
from travelling on regular school buses due to a
handicap, unless the school furnishes specialized

travel equipment.

8. The individual education program states in written form
exactly what will be provided for the handicapped child
and who is responsible for providing it. A classroom
teacher should know his/her responsibilities and refer to
the child's IEP before attempting to provide educational
services.
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PART I CONTINUED

9. A child must be provided with an appropriate education
regardless of the severity of his handicap. If no

appropriate program is available, the school district
has the obligation to locate an appropriate program and
to assume the financial responsibility.

10. The evaluation described here is appropriate because it
is made by a multidisciplinary team including professionals
with knowledge in all areas related to the suspected
disability.

PART II

1. The parents must consent before a child can be considered
for placement in a special education program. The right

to disagree with the school's recommendations is guaranteed
under P.L. 94-142. Due process procedures have been
established to facilitate an acceptable reconciliation
of differences.

2. The principle of parental participation requires that
parents be informed of all the educational records kept on
their child and who has access to them.

3. P.L. 94-142 does not advocate placing all handicapped
students back into regular classrooms arbitrarily. Under
the principle of least restrictive environment, each
child's placement must be determined `individually.

4. Under the principle of least restrictive environment, a
teach.r should accept the responsibility of including
the handicapped student in all classroom activities, and
actively encourage maximum acceptance'by non-handicapped
peers.

5. A due process hearing is the final step in the Procedures
established to facilitate resolution of differences. A

due process hearing should be requested only after the
informal conference and mediation procedures have been
unsuccessful in resolving differences between school
personnel and parents.
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PART II CONTINUED

6. Those teachers and other professionals working regularly
with the child, have access to his records. Written
permission from parents must be obtained for anyone else
to view the files.

7. The principle of least restrictive environment requires
that opportunities be provided for handicapped students
to participate with their non-handicapped peers in non-
academic activities.

When an informal conference to restive differences between
parents and the local education agency is not successful,
the next step is mediation. A DUE PROCESS HEARING is the
final step in the due process procedure which should only
be requested if no resolution can be reached in the first
two steps.

9. To ensure that an environment is least restrictive for a
handicapped child, physical modifications may need to
be made.

10. Parents have the right to request access to their child's
records at any time. This request is more readily
accommodated if the school is informed in Advance.

a.

LRE PP DP
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Child's Name

Classification

INDIVIDUALIZED.EDUCATION PROGRAM

Birthdate Age School Grade

Date of Referral Date of Eligibility DeWmination Date of Beginning Service

6,1

Anticipated. Length of Service

r=

A statement of the child's present levels of educational, psychological, and
adaptive behavior functioning including strengths and weaknesses:

43
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Justification for placement in special education:
WilM4111111.

Instructional Levels:

Reading

Math

Spelling

IQ Range:

Above Average

Average

Below Average

(optional)
1.1.1

A statement of Annual Goals: Specific educational and/or support
services needed to meet annual goals:

From Rules and Regulations for Programs for the Handicapped.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah State Board of Education, Division
of Staff Development, 1977. Reprinted by permission.

Person(s) responsible
to provide service(s):

44



A description of the extent of the child's participation in the regular classroom, including physical
education activities:

Additional pertinent information as needed:

Participant and anticipated involvement:

EVALUATION/PLACEMENT TEAM MEETINGS and Participant Signatures and Titles ANNUAL REEVALUATION

Date

Recommendations:

Date

Taken from: Turnbull, A.P., Strickland, B.B., & Brantley, J.C.
_Developing and Implementing IEP's. Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, Columbus: 1978.

45
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Parent(s):

..m.mmimmovimwNnol
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PARENTAL PERMISSION FOR EVALUATION FORM

Dear Date

At the request of , we are seeking your permission to carry out a

(Name) (Title)

more detailed evaluation of your child. Areas of assessment, instruments and purposes are indicated below:

Intellectual

Educational

(check)

111.111.1

em.1110101

Instrument(s):

Instrument(s):

Purpose(s):

Purpose(s):

Social-Emotional Instrument(s): Purpose(s):

Adaptive Instrument(s): Purpose(s).:

Lvi

Ch

Psycho/Motor Instrument(s) : Purpose(s):

Audiometric Instrument(s): Purpose(s):
e
.

f.

Language Instrument(s): Purpose(s):
a

Speech Instrument(s): Purpose(s):
0=0 ...MEM

4 Observation _ Instrument(s) : Purpose(s):

Other Instrument(s): Purposes):

-48

Taken from: Turnbull, A.P., Strickland, B.B., & Brantley, J.C. Developin& and Implementing. IEP's. Charles E.

Merrill Publishing Company, Columbus: 1978.



Results of the evaluation are kept confidential.

You do have the right to refuse permission for this evaluation. If you do so the school may request a

conference with you to present its reasons and to seek your approval.

You also have the right 'upon your request to review all of your child's school records and to be informed

of the results of the evaluation in a scheduled conference with school personnel.'

Your child's educational status will not be changed as a result of this evaluation without your prior

knowledge and written approval. For further- nformation see the parent's brochure eititled, "37,000 and

1 Reasons for Reading This Brochure...The 1 May Be Yours".

If you have any questions, please contact: Phone:

Please return this letter with your signature at the earliest possible date. Thank you.

t.

(RI rthdate) (School)

F----1
I hereby authorizejhe evaluation requested for my child.

Ttignature of Parent or Guardiati)------Dafir

I do not authorize the evaluation requested for my child.

49
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COMPLETED REFERRAL. FORM

NameJahmujum____prthdate 10/1168 Age 9-2

School Adams Grade 5 Sex M

Parents/Guardians M . and Mrs. Larr Beam

Address Willow Trailor Park Kenton

Phone None

Referred by Ms. Snow Position 5th grade teacher

Reason for Special Services

De artment Consultation

Problem Areas

Acculturation & Language Mother American Indian who spealis_IndianlagmAge

Health (Medical) Thin restless

Hearing Screened 0K (10/1/77

VisionthalmoloisitentiODAL___
left eye 20/20 (9/20/77)

Speech No interfering speech problems

Perceptual -Motor Performance Poor coordination reluctant s sorts

participants poor handwritiag,__.....

Academic Achievement & Intelligence Two grades below in reading and

arithmetic D. No improvement with structure, time

limits, different work levels. Verbal learner.

Social-Emotional Behavior Cooperative, attentive) but not interested

. in school

Parental Involvement None

Other Comments: Teacher concerns, prior screening' results, and
grades are available on cumulative record. The
principal has observed Johnny and verified concerns.
Johnny's response to modifications in instruction
has been minimal.

Taken from:
Implementing

Turnbull, A.P., Strickland,. B.B., & Brantley, J.C. Developing and

IEP's. Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, Columbus: 1-1737---
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DEFINITIONS OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

(1) "Deaf" means a hearing impairment which is so severe that the child -

is impaired in processing linguistic information through hearing,
with or without amplification, which adversely affects educational
performance.

(2) "Deaf-blind" means concomitant hearing and visual impairments, the
_combination of which causes such severe communication and other
developmental and educational problems-that they-cannot be
accommodated in special education programs solely for deaf or blind
children.

(3) "Hard of hearing" means a hearing impairment, whether permanent or
fluctuating, which adversely affects a chjld's educational perfor-
mance but which is not included under the definition of "deaf" in
this section.

(4) "Mentally retarded" means significantly subaverage general intellectual
functioning existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior
and manifested during the developmental period, which adversely
affects a child's educational performance.

"Multihandicapped" means concomitant impairments'(such as mentally
retarded-blind, mentally retarded-orthopedically impaired, etc.),
the combination of which causes such severe educational problems
that they cannot be accommodated in special education programs
solely for one of the impairments. The term does not include deaf-
blind children.

(6) "Orthopedically impaired" means a severe orthopedic impairment which
adversely affects a child's educational performance. The term
includes impairments caused by congenital anomaly (e.g., clubfoot,
absence of some member, etc.), impairments caused by disease (e.g.,
poliomyelitiS,-bone tuberculosis, etc.), and impairments from other
causes (e.g., cerebral palsy, amputations, and fractures or burns
which cause contractures).

(7) "Other health impaired" means limited strength, vitality or alertness,
due to chroniC or acute health problems such as a heart condition,

, tuberculosis, rheumatic fever, nephritis, asthma, sickle cell
anemia, hemophilia, epilepsy, lead poisoning, leukemia, or diabetes,
which adversely affects a child's educational performance.

(8) "Seriously emotionally disturbed" is defined as follows:
a) The term means a condition exhibiting one or more of the following

characteristics over a long period of time and to a marked
degree, which adversely affects educational performance:
A) An inability to learn which cannot be explained by

intellectual, sensory, or health factors;

39



B) An inability to build or maintain satisfactory inter-
personal relationships with peers and teachers;.

C) InaPProPriata types of behavior or feelings under normal
circumstances;

0) A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; or
E). A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated

with personal or school problems.
b) The term includes children who are .schizophrenic or autistic.

The term does not include children who are socially maladjusted,
unless it is determined that they are seriously emotionally
disturbed.

(9) "Specific learning disability" means a disorder in one or more of
--- the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in

using language, spoken or written, which may manifest itself in an
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or
to do mathematical calculations. The term includes such conditions
as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain disfunction,
dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. The term does not include
children who have learning problems which are primarily the result
of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental retardation, or
of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.

(10) "Speech impaired" means a communication disorder, such as stuttering,
impaired articulation, a language impairment, or a voice impairment,
which adversely affects a child's educational performance.

(11) "Visually handicapped" means a visual impairment which, even with
correction, adversely affects a child's educational performance.
The term includes both partially seeing and blind children.

Taken from: Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 163 -- Tuesday, August 23, 1977.
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Student Assessment Workshop I
=

Fort Defiance Agency School Personnel

August 11-14, 1981

Topic 2 - Referring Students

Forward

It was the purpose of this topic to acquaint participants with the

importance of a clearly and precisely stated referral question. The workshop

provided exercises on identifying good and poor referral questions (see

Appendix A), information on multidisciplinary team evaluations, the referral

flow chart, preassessment activities, and copies of the referral forms used

by the Fort Defiance Agency. Resource materials included examples of the

basic skills for typical academic development kindergarten through sixth

grade, a student review sheet, an example of the teacher's academic reports

and resource material on the child's study evaluation team.0

In addition, the manual for administering and scoring the Teacher. Rating

Scale for the survey of children with exceptional educational needs grades K

through 8 was presented along with definitions and exercises in utilizing the

rating scale (see Appendix E).

f.



MULTID!SCIPLINARY EVALUATION TEAM

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE
.

P P M.

SPEECH THERAPIST
. AUDIOLOGIST

MOTOR PHYSICIAN
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

SELF-INELP PHYSICAL THERAPIST
OCCUPATIONAL IHERAOIST
SPECIAL EDUPTION TEACHER
VOCATIONAL KEHABILITATION

SPECIALIST

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST

ACADEMICS

42

PSYCHOLOGIST
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
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Referral Flow Chart

I. Pre-Referral Activities

A. Review Developmental Expectations

B. Student Review Matrix

C. Screening

1. Arizona Teacher Rating Scale

2. Anecdotal Records

3. Work Samples (compare)

D. Review Existing Data

1. Health Records

2. Cumulative File Folder

3. Anecdotal Records

4. Other

F. Modify/Remodify Regular Classroom Program

1. Utilize Resourzess.e.g.:

a. Other Teachers, Professionals (ideas)

b. Remedial Reading

\c. Counselor

d. Motivation

e. Behavior Management

f. Reuurce Teacher

2. Keep Record of Progress

II. Decision--Teacher (to Refer or Not to Refer)'

III. Develop Referral Question for Principal

."
Refer to Principal

A. Reviews Case Study

B. Decision (to refer/not refer)

C. Refers to CSET 56%
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PURPOSE OF PRE-ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

le COLLECT INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON CHILD'

2. ORGANIZE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON CHILD,

3. SUMMARIZE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON CHILD,

4 IDENTIFY STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES'

5. CONFIRM CONCERNS'

6. MAKE. DATA BASED DECISIONS'



(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

KINDERGARTEN

Examples of Basic Skills For Typical Academic Development

Readin and Lan ua e Arts Math

By the end of the school year the kinder-
garten child will:

I. Listen to and carry out 3-part oral
direction (or commissions).

2. Perform fine -motor skills: write with
a pencil, draw with a crayon, thread
beads, cut with scissors, work with pegs,
lacing, etc.

3. Perceive and identify tactile relation-
ships: hard, soft, furry, smoothlround,
glassy, spongy, cold, warm, letter
shapes, etc.

4. Recite own full name, address and tele-
phone number and give personal informa-
tion about himself/herself.

5. 'Put events of simple story in sequence.
6. Make up an ending for a simple story.
7. Identify upper and lower case letters.
B. Identify initial consonant sounds.

9. Know and use basic handwriting strokes: N,
circle, half-circle, vertical, diagonal,
and horizontal.

By the end of the school year the kinder-
garten child will:

1. Count orally by 5's and 10's to 100.
2. Read numbers to 30.
3. Learn the quantitative language ofmath-

ematics such as: great, less, least, most,
few, one more, many, zero, first, second,
third, fourth, fifth.

4. Recognize and identify triangles, rectangles,
squares, and circles.

5. Understand the composition of a set.

a. recognize equivalent, nonequivalent sets.

`b. understand one-to-one correspondence of
a set.

c. match objects within a set.
d. write a number indicating the number Of

objects within a set.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

KINDERGARTEN

Examples of Typical and Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social Development

A kindergarten child displaying A kindergarten child displaying
Typical behavioral/emotional development will: Typical social development will:

1. Obey others as a matter of course. 1. Play readily with children of own age.

2. Change from one activity to another with 2. Spontaneously talk with peers and adults.
relative ease.

3. Volunteer to be a helper.
3. Show curiosity and eagerness for infor-

mat ion.
4. Be familiar with, but not much interest in

physical differences between the sexes.

4. Enjoy a directed activity for about
20 min.

5. Follow 2 to 4 directions given at one
time.

The following are examples of Atypical
Behavioral/Emotional and Social Behaviors: They are
Red Flag characteristics for a kindergarten child.

1. Hitting others more than two times during a 30 minute work period.

2. Hurting others by throwing sand or poking with pencils or scizzors.

3. Doing just the opposite from what others are doing, i.e., stomping instead of clapping.

4. InCxrupting the teacher, talking out three or more times during a 30 minute class period.

5. Refusing to talk or sit by another child.

6. Unwilling to participate in "choosing" games.

7. Being quite reluctant to be a helper, i.e., passing out papers, pens, etc.

B. Refusing to hold up visual aide.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

FIRST GRADE

Examples .of Basic Skills For Typical Academic. Development

Reading and Language Arts math

By the end of the school year the first
grade child will:

1. Identify consonant sounds with written.
symbols.

2. Recognize two-letter blends and digraphs
(st, bl, th, ch, etc.).

3. identify simple word endings (ing, ed).

4. Be able to retell a story in sequence
and recall details from a given story.

5. Be able to make inferences and draw
conclusions from material read.

6. Read words on grade level from the basic
reading series and the Fry word list.

7. follow a minimum of three-step oral
directions.

8. Write -legibly.

60

By the end of the school year the first grade
child will:

1. Be able to count and write numerals through 100.
2. Understand place value (ones and tens).
3. Be able to count orally and write by 5's and

10's to 100.
4. Know the meaning of the addition sign, the sub-

traction sign, and the equal sign.
S. Learn the days of the week, months of the year,

and be able to give the current date.
6. Solve addition problems with sums no greater

than 10.

7. Solve subtraction problems with differences
no greater than 10.

B. Be able to read and say number words zero
through tcn.

9. Be able to tell time to the hour.

10. 'Recognize and know the value of pennies, nickles,
and dimes.

11. He able to recognize and write the fraction ;a.



(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

fiqST GRADE

Examples of Typical and Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social Development

A fi-A grade child displaying A first grade child displaying
behavioral/emotional development will: Typical social development will

11. Try not to be late for school.

Stick up for his/her own rights and wishes.

1. Participate in group play but "group hops"
a lot.

3. Express standards of goodness for himself,
as well as for others and try to live up

2. Seek praise, attention, and help when
appropriate.

to them.
3. Enjoys being with friends.

4. 'Respond to demand even though it may take
a while.

4. Not shy away from recess and physical
playing with others.

The following are examples of Atypical
Behayjoral/Epotiopatand Social Behaviors: They care

Red Flag characteristics for a first grade child.

1. Being out of seat 4 or more times !I;ring a 30 minute period.

2. Displaifing aggressive behavior more than .5 or 6 times per day, i.e., hitting, yelling, pushing.

3. Interrupting the teacher 5 to 6 times or more per day.

4. Displaying emotional outbursts more than 6 times per day.

5. Spending most of his/her time alone during recess and on the playground.

6. Crying 3 or 4 times during the week.

7. Being picked on consistently by peers.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

fi
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WONDARADI:

Examples of Basic Skills for Typical Academic Development

Reading and Language Arts Math

By the end of the school year the second
grade child will:

. 1. Differentiate between long and short

vowels.

2. Identify letter blends (spr, spl, squ)

3. Recognize and use prefixes (re-, un-),
and suffixes (-er, -est, -y, -1y,) and

note how they change the meaning of
words.

4. Recognize and use inflectional endings
(s, es, ed, ing) and not how they change
the meaning of words.

5. Know words that are commonly reduced to
contractions such as can't, isn't, etc.

6. Discuss and recognize main ideas in a
paragraph and a short story.

7. Identify the sequence of events or

ideas in a story.
H. Spell a basic word list.

9. Write sentences, beginning with capital
letters, and ending with appropriate
punctuation.

10. Write words and simple sentences from

dictation.

11. Read sentences, paragraphs, and stories

observing punctuation marks as guides

to oral expression. .

.
By the end of the school year the second grade
child will:

1. Know concepts and signs greater than, less

than and equal to ( =)

2. Know basic addition and,subtraction facts

through 10, and be able to solve through 18.

3. Know and complete missing number problems

with sums not to exceed 10.

4. Understand place value - ones, tens, and

hundreds.
5. Add and subtract,2 or 3 digit - numbers with-

out regrouping.
6. Tell time including hour and half hour.

7. Solve verbal' or written problems, on pupil's

reading level, using addition and/or sub-

traction.

8. Recognize and write fractions 1/2, 1/3, and

1/4.

9. Add and subtract 2 digit numbers with

regrouping.

10. Recognize and measure .customary linear
measurement in yards, feet and inches.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

SECOND GRADE

Examples of Typical and Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social Development

A second grade child displaying
Typical behavioral/emotional development will:

A second grade child displaying
Typical social development will:

1. Not usually cry openly, yet be sensitive and tears
will well up.

2. Show an attempt to control tensional outlets such as
emotional outbursts, biting fingernails, and .picking
nose.

43. Want to finish work
4. Show signs of recognizing personal responsibility and

guilt.

5. Contact environment curiously rather than aggressively.
6. Work quietly and with absorption for 30 minute periods.
7. Show signs of learning to make his/her own choices and

decisions.
wel

/=
1. Not show fixation on differences

in physique between sexes.
2. Talk with adults and peers about

experiences in a pleasant manner.
3. Show evidences of learning to lose.
4. Reach out to older playmates.
5. Play in pairs.
6. Be able to confide worries and fears

to someone that is close.

.1/www-0=40~.1

The following are examples of Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social
Behaviors: They are Red Flag characteristics for a second grade child.

1. Leaving seat more than 2 times during a 30 minute period.
2. Showing aggressive behavior more than 3 or 4 times per day, i.e., pinch, shove, hit.
3. Sitting without doing anything for periods of 30 minutes or more.

4. Regressing to baby talk, i.e., "Teacher, can I do this," "don't want," "go now."

5. Being alone 40% or more of the time during recess and other social activities.
6. Making vocal outbursts 4 or 5 times during a day.

I. Interrupting the teacher more than 3 or 4 times a day.
8. Bussing and bullying others.

9. Complaining more than 2 or 3 times a week about other students picking on him/her.

10. Being silly 5 or more times per day, i.e., crawling on the floor, putting crayons
in nose.



(PRE-ASSESSMCNT)

TliIRD GRADE
sr,

Examples of Basic Skills for Typical Academic Development

Reading and Language Arts Math

By the.end of the school year the third
grade child will:

I. Be able to break words into syllables
to aid in pronunciation.

2. Identify and use prefixes.and suffixes.
3. Identify and use contractions.
4. Identify and build cdmpound words.
5. Recognize sight words on grade level of

basic reading series and the Fry list.
6. Get factual information from materials

read.

7. Retell main ideas and happenings in
sequential order.

8. Give the main idea of a story and
support it with details.

9. Interpret and make inferences from
materials read.

10. Use cursive writing, applying approp-
riate hand position and letter forma-
tion.

11. Spell correctly words from the basic
spelling text.

12. Read sentences and paragraphs observing
punctuation marks as guides to oral
expression.

By the end of the school year the third grade
child will.:

1. Count and write numerals to 500.
2. Know addition and subtraction number facts.
3. Know place value to thousands.
4. Solve problems involving column addition,

no more than three addends, having one and/
or two digits.

5. Add and subtract two-digit numerals with
regrouping and carrying.

6. Tell time by the hour, half-hour, five-min-
utes, and quarter-hour.

7. Solve stOry problems with one unknown.

8. Know multiplication facts through 9's.-
9. Divide by one-digit number no greater than 9:

10. Know and use measure of one dozen, linear
measure (1 ft., 1 in.,) and liquid measure

. (c., pt., qt., gal.).

11. Read and. interpret simple charts, graphs,
and scales.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

THIRD GRADE

Examples of Typical and Atypical,Behavioral/Emotional and Social Development

A third grade child displaying
Typical behavioral/emotional development will:

A third grade child displaying
Typical social development will:

1.= Respond to attack and criticism with good
feeling rather than with aggression.

2. Be able to be self-critical and impatient
with self regarding academic performance.

3. Obey requests, "If you insist."
4. Respect the property and possessions of

others.
5. Be generally responsible for his/her own

acts and will not usually blame others
without some justification.

6. Be responsive to teacher's humor.
7. Be controlled by a teacher's silence.
B. Enjoys school and dislikes staying home.

I. Show indications of learning to play
some team games such as baseball, soccer, etc.

2. Show concern of the attitudes and happiness
of friends.

3. Be able to have a best friend of the same sex.
4. Be able to identify with and belong to same

sex group as the sexes begin to draw apart in
play.

5. Shift gradually from teacher dependency to
peer group support.

The following are examples of AtuicalBehavioral/Emotional and
Social Behaviors: They are Rea Flag characteristics for a third grade child.

1. Taking toys or school materials away from other peers most every day.
2. Hitting and shoving more than I time each day.
3. Tattling more than 2 or 3 times per week.
A. Leaving the classroom to go to the bathroom more than 1 time per day.
5. Sitting and/or daydreaming to the point of not getting work done.
6. Being without playmates most every recess.
1. Staying in the classroom during social activities and being alone.
B. Engaging in silly behavior more than 1 time per day.

1 A 91.1 I. I



(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

r
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1:01110.11 GRADE.

Examples of Basic Skills for Typical Academic Development

Reading and Language Arts
Math

By the end of the school year the fourth
grade child will:

1. Divide words into syllables to assist in
prondunciation and recognize that one
syllable is accented (stressed) more
than others.

Be able to identify base (root) words
and know the meanings of prefixes and
suffixes such as: pre-, un-, re-6 dis-,
in-, -ment, -ful, -less.

3. Be able to recognize and know the mean-
ings of abbreviations such as: no.,
p. , pp., p.m. , a.m.,., and etc.

4. Identify the topic sentence (main idea)
in a paragraph either stated or implied.
Interpret what is read and apply
critical thinking skills (categorizing
ideas) and interpreting what is read to
answer questions: who, why, what, when
and where.

6. Identify and classify words according
to different parts of speech (noun,
verb, pronoun, and adjective).

7. Spell basic words at fourth grade level
and use them correctly in written work.

By the end of the school year the fourth grade
child will:

1. Identify the place value of a specified digit
in a 4-digit whole number.

2. Identify the word name for a 3 or 4 digit
whole number.

3. Know basic 100 facts of addition.
4. Add 3-digit numbers less than 1,000 and three

addends regrouping twice.
5. Know basic 100 facts of subtraction.
6. Subtract 1-digit,numbers regrouping twice.
7. Know basic 100 facts of multiplication.
8. Multiply 2-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers

using regrouping.
9. Know basic 90 facts of division.-

10. Divide 2-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers with
or' wi thuat remainders.

11. Identify C0111111911 fractions with denominators
of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 8.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

FOURTH WOE

txamples of Typical and Atypical Behavioral /Emotional and Social Development

A fourth grade child displaying

Typical behavioral/emotional development will:.
A fourth grade child displaying
Typical social development will:

1. Interrupt his/her own activity in response
to a demand from an adult.

2. Usually make up his/her mind easily and
change it in response'to reason.,

3. Think in terms of right and wrong rather
than good and bad.

4. Accept an assignment at grade level and
complete it independently.

5. Not usually lose things.
6. Usually respect the possessions and per-

sonal rights of others.

1. Show thoughtfulness and protection for the ,

underdog.
2. Participate in same sex clubs or gangs.
3. .Usually be able to take a juke on him/herself.
4. Enjoy competition.
5. Show concern about the fairness of teacherS.
6. Generally be able to wrestle around (boy)

without showing anger or fear.

1

The following are examples of Atypical BehLvioraliEmotional and Social
pehaviors: They are Red Flag characteristics for a fourth grade child.

as.....IIMIMYI
1. Stealing or damaging the property of others.,
2. fatling to follow directions at least 75% of the time.
3. Acting out almost everyday with some kind of inappropriate behavior, i.e., throwing,

clowning, etc..
4. Being out of seat during work time 3 or more times per day.
5. Showing aggress ion, hitting, tripping, shoving, one or more times every day.
6. Avoiding most opportunities to engage in social activities.
Y. Daydreaming, looking out the window and sitting inactively 4 to 5 times or more each day.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

fipo GRADE

ExamOles.of Basic Skills For Typical Academic Development

Reading and Language Arts math

By the end of the school year the fifth
grade chilCwill:

1. Divide words into'syllables andidentify
priwary.accent (stress).

2.' Learn the following contractions: I'll,

. Will they're, I've, we've, I'd; you'd
he's, Tom's, won't, don't, hasn't,
aren't, weren't, shoOldn't, couldn't.

3. Recall happenings, and events,of
stories in logical sequence,

4. Apply critical thinking skills- -draw
conclusions, make` nferences and
predictions about selections read.

5. Locate and detenuindAhe appropriate
meaning,of specific words in the
dictionary.

6. Group sentences that tell about one
'subject into a paragraph fonuat.

7. Usesound spelling patterns as Cools

in written lang4age.

1

47.iN
ay.
%,.P

fly the end of-the schbol year the fifth grade
child will:

1. Know whole number addition with 3 or more
addends and 4=digit whole numbers.

2. Solve complex'addition problems with whole

numbers.
3. Know whole number multiplication 3-digit

factor by a 2-digit factor.

4. Know whole number division with 3-digit
dividends by a 2-digit divisor, which is a
multiple of ten.

5. knowsdecimali in money problems with
addends involving 4 digits.

6. Be able to subtract money amounts involving
4-digits.

7. Know multiplication of decimais.with 3-digit
money amount by a 1-digit whole number.

8. Be able to add fractions with like denominators

, resulting in sums less than one.

9. Know how to reduce simple fractions less than
one whole to lowest terms.

10. Be able to subtract fractions less than one
with like denominators.
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(PRE-ASSESSMINE)

DIA GRADE

Examples of Typical and Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social Development

A fifth grade child displaying A fifth grade child displaying
Typical behavioral/emotional development will: Typical social development will:

Not frequently become angry and when he/
she does experience anger, it is soon
resolved.
follow a work schedule t6 complete a
sequence of tasks.

3. Evaluate his/her abilities in school and
in athletics.

4. Report and act as though he/she is usually
very happy.

I. Share in the give and take of practical
jokes.

2. Develop relationships with significant
adults which are straightforward, sincere
and trusting.

3. Begin making accurate, critical analyses
of teachers and parents.

4. Enjoy talking and listening to friends.

The following are examples of Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social
Behaviors: They are Red Flag charaEtiiTifiEi for a fifth grade child.

I. Leaving work at home 2 or 3 times per week. .

2. Being unprepared more than half the time in turn-in work.
3. Being a poor sport and becoming angry when the recipient of practical jokes.
4. Displaying emotional outbursts 1 or more times each day.
5. Being off-task 3 or more times during a 40 minute math or reading.
6. Pushing or shoving in the classroom 2 or more times each day.
7. Depending 2 or more times a period on instructions or coaching about assignments from

peers or teachers.
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(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

SIXTH GRADE

Examples of Basic Skills For Typical Academic Development

Reading and Language Arts Math

By the end of the school year the sixth
grade child will:

1. Use diacritical marks as aids in
pronouncing new words.

2. Form the singular and plural posses-
sives and write than correctly.

3. Identify multi-meaning words and their
various meanings as used in the basal
reading text.

4. Read a paragraph and put facts in
sequential order (A. Chronological,
Numerical, C. Order of Importance,
D. Order Mentioned by the Author'.

5. Identify facts or details in para-
gaph that support the main idea.

6. Write sentences using the following
parts of speech correctly: Jnouns,
pronouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives,
prepositions, and conjunctions.

7. Use appropriate punctuation such as;
periods, commas, exclamation points,
question marks and apostrophes.

8. Transfer and apply the decoding the
word analysis skills learned in
reading to spell inti.

By the end of the school year the sixth grade
child will

1. Have mastered the basic facts of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division.

2. Read, write, and state the value of a numeral
through a million.

3. Round off a number to the nearest thousand.
4. Add accurately numbers of five digits and four

addends to obtain the correct sum.
5.. Subtract accurately a five-digit number with

up to four regroupings to find the correct
difference.

6. Multiply with 3 -digit multiplicand and a 3- .

digit multiplier.
7. Add and subtract unlike proper fractions.

a. Reduce all fractions to lowest terms.
9. Change improper fractions to mixed numbers

less than 10.
10. Solve story problems containing two or more

facts using the four problem-solving steps.
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(PRE-ASSISSMINT)

S101 GRADE

Examples of Typical and Atypical Behavioral/Emotional and Social Development

A sixth grade child displaying
A sixth grade child displaying

Typical behavioral/eotional development will: Typical social development will:

1. Generally cover up feelings of anger, disappointment
and frustration.

1. Show interest in reaching out for
social interaction with the opposite

2. Become angry with the teacher but generally keep the
emotion within.

sex: notes, teasing, chasing, hitting..
acting silly, etc.

3. Be prepared with notebooks, pencils, etc. when moving
from one assignment or room to another.

2. 'Tell others spontaneously what he/she
does and does not fear.

4. Assume school responsibilities, lunch duty, traffic 3. Organize team activities..
guard, etc., withdut adult supervision. 4. Participate easily in group and class

5. Keep hands off other children.
discussions.

6. Work independently on school projects for 40 minute
periods.

The following are examples of AtypicalBehaviorallEmotional and Social
Behaviors: They are Red Flag characteristics for a fifth grade child.

1. Displaying emotional outbursts most every day.
2. Being off-task 2 or more times during independent study periods.
3. Criticizing and treading down classmates on a daily basis.
4. Talking and interrupting more than 1 time per class period.
5. Leaving desk 2 or more times per period.
G. Avoiding responsibility for what he/shb has dune: "I don't know!"
7. Spending more than 50Z of social time alone.

!1



(PRE-ASSESSMENT)

I-6

Student Review Sheet

Identifying six to eight students that have the most diffculty
meeting developmental criteria or show the most Red Flag characteristics:

Class
Roster

1. Adam

2. Ann

3. Cindy

4. Cyrus

5. Donald

6. Kaye

7. Fred

3. George

9. James

10. Kelly

11. Lois

Red Flag

Kids

Academic Criteria
No Many

Problem Problems

1 2 3 4 5

x

0.

X

X

Behavioral Criteria ' Social Criteria;'
No Many No Many

Problem Problems Problem Problems

1 2 3 4 5

X

X

X

x
X

X

1 2 3 4 5

X

X

X

A

X

x

X

Behavioral

.1*S1.404.
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Social



(PRE-ASSESSMOT)

I P-3 1

Student Review Sheet

Identifying six to eight students that have the most difficulty
meeting developmental criteria or show the most Red Flag characteristics:

Class

Roster

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

Academic Criteria
No Many

Problem Probems

1 2 3 4 5

Behavioral Criteria
No Many

Problem Problems

1 2 3 4 5

Social Criteria
No Many

Problem Problems

1 2 3 4 5

Red Flag.
Kids

Academic Behavioral_ Social



PRE-ASSESSMENT)-

Student's Name

te.

TEACHER'S ANECDOTAL REPORTS

HENDERSON. Fred

Notations made by teacher after
end-of-year conference:

KINDERGARTEN:

(Not enrolled in this school)

FIRST' GRADE:

(Not enrolled in this school)

SECOND GRADE:

may 21, 1973 Parent reported that
:red complains of stomach-ache two
or three mornings every week, but
that he seems to leel better about
lunchtime. Parent also reported
that the 'pediatrician had said that
Fred probably had a touch of school
:hobia because he could find no
cause for the stomach-aches during
his examination.

THIRD GRADE:

may 20, 1978 Parent said that Fred
has enjoyed school much more'this
year than he ever has, and that he
has especially liked learning to
play the trumpet. Parent
emphasized that Fred practices
everyday and that he hardly ever
nas to be reminded. Parent also
expressed concern over Fred's poor
achievement, in reading and math.
She asked teacher to recommend a
tutor for the sunmer months.

61

Teacher's observations:

KINDERGARTEN:

(Attended school elsewhere)

FIRST GRADE:

(Attended school elsewhere)

SECOND GRADE:

High absenteeism from beginning of
school until March of this year.
Looks out of the window much more
frequently than the other children.
He is out of his seat and bothering
other children while they are trying
to work.

THIRD GRADE:

Work is improying except in reading and
math. He doesn't like to go outside
for recess -- usually wants to stay
inside. He does not play with other
children very often. There's far too
much out-of-seat behavior and talks
without raising hand during formal
instructional periods.



FIGURE 12-4 ANECDOTAL RECORD

SEPT' 4, 1977--INTRODUCED SUBTRACTION WITH REGROUPING IN TEN'S
COLUMN IN MATH GROUP OF SIX.

SEPT. 5, 1977-....JOYCE imp NOT COMPLETE MATH ASSIGNMENT ON TIME
TODAY. HE SEEMED TO BE STRUGGLING THROUGH THE
WORK. FIVE OF TEN ANSWERS WERE INCORRECT,

SEPT, 6, 1977--JOYCE TURNED IN MAT! ASSIMENT VERY EARLY)
ACCURACY LEVEL WAS 10

O
0/I FAPER RETURNED FOR

HER TO CORRECT,

SEPT. 7, 1977--STILL WORKING ON MATH PAPER FROM YESTERDAY, TRIED
TO HELP HgR FOR A FEW MINUTES DURING THE 50-MINUTE
PERIOD. AOT ENOUGH TIME, FERHAPS A PEER TUTOR
TOMORROW.

SEPT; 8) 1977---CINDY WORKED WITH JOYCE TODAY, SEEMS TO BE MAKING
PROGRESS, CINDY SOLVED THE FIRST FEW PROBLEMS)
THEN HELPED JOYCE WITH THE NEXT SIX. JOYCE DID
THE LAST TWO ALONE, MADE ONE MISTAKE. CINDY .

HELPED HER CORRECT IT.

75
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Name:. 100.1.0.%111 Teacher:

Vision

Health Report

Hearing . Physical Health

Strengths
Cumulative File Folder

Weaknesses

Teacher's Ancedotal Records

Strengths Weaknesses

Academic

Arizona Teacher Rating Scale

Behavioral Physical
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Activities of Child Study Team

I. Review:

A. Information Provided by Teacher/Principiil

B. Referral Question

II. Decision to Refer or Not to Refer

III. To Refer for Further Evaluation

A. Provide Assessment on 6 Measures

1. Sensory and Physical

2. Educational Achievement

a. Deficit

b. Current Levels of Functioning

3. Classroom Observation

4. Other Behavioral Observation, e.g.:

a. Dormitory

U. Playground

c. Bus

d. Lunchroom

5. Develop Social History and Family Study

6. Arizona Teacher Rating Scale

B. Writes Report

1. Summary of Information Collected

2. Recommendation

3. Reasons for Recommendations.

4. Statement of Current Teacher's Agreement/Disagreement with
Recummendation

C. DecisionFurther Testing

D. Determines:

1. Referral Question

2. What Tests

3. Who Will Administer

E. Makes Formal Referral to Diagnostician(s)
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REFERRAL, ASSESSMENT, AND PLACEMENT PROCESS

Reg. Class Teacher ..a, Principal -,.......b. CSET gip CSI1 ................................ IEP

J v
Concern Reviews Case Assess 6 Measures Review Eval . Data Develop, IEP

I
,

V
I I

V 1 V ,

Screen Decision llr tten Report Conduct Further Placement

,.I I

Evaluation

vi
cb

V
Data Referral Question Decision Decision I ligament IV_

V
1,

Mo i fy Program Referral Question Recommendation
for Evaluation
Program1 ,

V
Decision Formal Referral

Referral Question

V
Annual IEP

V
3rd Yr. Eval.
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EVERYTHING YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
THE CHILD STUDY EVALUATION TEAM IN ACTION

BUT 'WERE AFRAID TO .ASK

1. Step One: Prior- to referral of a child for an Individual Psychoeducational
Evaluation, all efforts must be made to meet the child's needs within the

context of the services which are a part of the regular education program.
In addition, the regular program should be modified, if necessary, to meet

such needs. This includes,,individualization, peer tutoring, intensive
remedial instruction or any other recognized modalities to remediat.e the
problem-Such efforts and their results shall be documented and placed
in the child's record.

Step Two: In the event that all efforts in step one have failed, the
student would be referred to,the school administrator who would decide
whether the following' services and activities need to accomplished. These

services and activities may also be accomplished as a part of step one;
however, they must be accomplished prior to referral for an individual
'psychoeducational evaluation. The school administrator would require the

child study evaluation team to accomplish the following if he/she determines
that the regular program cannot remediati the deficit:

a. Sensory and physiological Screening if not.previously conducted

within the past three months (vision and hearing). In any event a report,

must be obtained from Community Health Services indicating the most recent
status. Referrals to Community Health must include reason for referral,
behaviots exhibited, and any, other information on the child's health (use

Form HSA-199, Example #1).

;b. Informal or formal educational assessment. This must include

deficit areas as well as current levels of academic functioning. It is

suggested that the Brigance or Woodcock Johnson Achievement Test be used.

The child's academic history must also be summarized at this stage (see

Examples #2 and 3).

c. Classroom observation. This must be accomplished by an observer
other than the classroom teacher using the Fort Defiance Agency observation
report, FDOE Form # SEB. The observer, should document the child's
relationship to peers, teacher and others,.work habits, response to the
teacher and any other relevant information that could assist in the child's

assessment (see Example #4).

d. Other systematized behavioral observation such as behavior in

the dormitory, on the playground or other school settings.

e. Development of a social history and family study. This must
include homelife problems, childhood diseases as well as emotional problems
resulting from any of the above (see Example #5).

f. Administering and.scoring of the Arizona Screening Scale and an
appropriate referral form by the regular classroom teacher (see Example #6).

g. Obtaining the permission of the parents to have an individual
psychoeducational evaluation conducted (see Example #7).
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A. written report summarizing the educational assessment must be prepared

by the individual administering the assessment after consultation with

the classroom teacher. This,,report along with the other data described
above must be 'made available to the diagnostician prior to the diagnostician

assessment. The written report shall contain:

1. A recommendation of-whether an individual evaluation or re-evaluation /

should be conducted. z

2. The reasons for the recommendation.

3. A summary of the information collected.

4. A statement of whether the child's current teacher agrees or disagrees

with the recommendation.

Once this report has been prepared and the LEA Assessment ..hecklist has
been completed (see Example #8), a formal -referral should be made using

the appropriate form (see Example #9). The primary purpose of the referral

is to request an Individual Psychoeducational Evaluation be completed by

the Child Study Evaluation Team to determine whether or not the student
meets the eligibility criteria for placement and special education services.

Parents should be notified of the evaluation progress using the form letter.

of Example #10 and invited to attend a placement/IEP conference using the

form letter of Example #11. At' his point, the Individualized Education,

Plan (IEP) would be developed using the STEP system and the IEP format

shown as Example #12. In the event the student has been identified as

Learning Disabled, the Team Report shown as Example #13 must be completed.,

All records pertaining to the special education student must be maintained

separately from the regular tumulative folders and a list of.personnel

authorized to have access to those recrods must be displayed on the drawer

of the locked container. Each student folder must have a Record of Access

(Example #14) attached to the left inside cover and all personnel that

review the material contained in the folder must complete an ercry on the

Record of Access. Additionally, when a record is transferred to another

--agency,-the example shown as #15 must be completed.

When all of the above steps have been completed and all members of the

Child Study Evaluation Team have agreed that the student will be placed in

a special education program, the 'Student Record Checklist(see Example #16)

should be completed to insure that'all requirements have been met.

By following the steps shown.in the Child Study Evaluation Team Brochure, it

is believed that the identification, screening and referral process will

be greatly improved and thata quality special education program at all

levels will be achieved;
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HSA-199-1 (Formerly HSM-199-1)
1 -74

PATIENT REFERRAL NOTICE

INSTRUCTIONS (This form may be used by Medical, Dental, and Paramedical personnel

to'refer DIH Beneficiaries for medical dental or related services.)

1. TO (Name, title, and address of person or organization or institution to whom

referral, is made.)

2. NAME OF PATIENT (Last Name, First Name, Middle Name 3. SEX 4. BIRTHDATE

1

5. REGISTRATION NO. 6. DDRESS TRIBE 8. RESERVATION

9. ADDITIONAL IDENTIFICATION

10. REASON FOR REFERRAL (Type of service requested)

11. SIGNIFICANT MEDICAL OR DENTAL FACTORS (Including diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, etc.

12. REPORT BY PARAMEDICAL PERSONNEL

13. FROM (Name, title, and address of person making referral 14. DATE

Example #1
68
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FORT DEFIANCE OFFICE oF EDUCATION

PREVIOUS PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL EVALUATION SUMMARY

NAME

CEN GRADE

DOB

1. ,CTBS Data (2 previous tests):

2. Last Report Grades:

3. Other Test Data:

FDOE Form # SE-20

EXAMPLE #2

DATE

BY

CONF I DENT1A I.

09

6 `)
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. EDUCATIONAL SUMMARY

NAME

CEN

DOB

"T. t r y

FORT DEFIANCE OFFICE OF EDUCATION

orrimmirlir

GRADE

1. Educational History at LEA:

2. Modificvlion of Regulary Classroom:

3. Other Types of Remediatioa Provided:

FDOE Form # SE-22

EY.AMPLE #3

DATE

BY

CONFIDENTIAL

70
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FORT DEFIANGe. AGENCY
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
(Individual Studen.t)

Student: Date:,

Time: Teacherf Room #

1. Handedness: R or L

2. Activity: 1111110611101111MOMMIIIMEN

3. Attention Span: (1.) Sec./Mins. (2.) Sec./Mins.

Distractiability: Auditory

Visual

BOTH

4. Oral ParticIpation:

5. Behavior: Withdrawn: Agtessive: Hyperactive:

Distractable: Other:

6. Peer Relation:

7. Teacher/Aide Relation:

8. Language: (Teacher / Sutdent)

OTHER COMMENTS:

Itanmermwa1111.11=.111==.

1.11110.41.

FDOOE FORM # SE-8

EXAMPLE #4

71
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FAMILY HISTORY

NAME

CEN

DOB

FORT DEFIANCE OFFICE OF EDUCATION

GRADE

1. Significant Medical Problems:

2. History of Child Abuse:

DATE

BY

3. History of Alcohol Abuse - Parents - Child:

4. Hcae Living Conditions:

FDOE Form 1/ SE-21

EXAMPLE 5 (Short Form)

CONFIDENTIAL

72
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CONFIDENTIAL

Family History .

-,Date

Name of Student DOB C#

Last First Middle

Address City State

Place of Birth Degree Indian
City State

First year enrolled in school
Where

Name of Father DOB Cl

Last First Middle

Address

Year

Name of Mother

Address

City State

Last First Middle
DOB Cl

City

Names of other children iu the family:

State

DOB -- Grade Cl
Last First Middle

DOB Grade Cl
Last First Middle

DOB
Last First Middle

DOB
Last First Middle

DOB
Last First Middle

DOB
Last First Middle

DOB
Last First Middle

Legal Guardian DOB
Last First Middle

Address
...a.........ameramawmars. sfeen.u.s.vmmiummwermwo.m.maewaarer

EXAMPLE (5 (Long Form)

Grade CI

Grade Cl

Grade Cl

Grade Cl

Grade CI

Cl

11=11=1.1711111.

11111*1111111.111

City State



Language spoken in home
0

Family History (Cont.)

Former places of residence:

From

From

To Address

To Address

Health History

(To be completed from informatiam obtained from the parents and/or school and
health records:)

Name of Student Date .1110.11.

Address City State

DOB School

Clinic

I. Immunication Record:

Disease

Smallpox

Diphtheria

Scarlet Fever

Tetnus

Typhoid

Date of
Immunication

II. Tuberculosis -- Nantoux Test (skin test)

Remarks:

Disease

Whooping cough

Influenza

Polio

Other

Pos. Neg.

x ray

Date of
Immunization

11MIYAMEMMAIMM

Results

III. Vision - Hearing
Date of exam

Vision

Hearing

Test used1
Nim. 41/IIofilm

Test findings. Examiner

'R

(t;



Recommendations:

.11IMEGIONI.OMPOINIMMermawINEN,

Health History Cont.)_C-
IV. Background Information:

A. Were there any unusual circumstances about the birth of the child? (Premature,

Breech delivery, Parent alcoholism, Parent drug use, other.)

B. Has the child ever had.a high fever for more than one day? Yes No

How often? aft/MED
How long did it last?

C. When was the last time the child was seen by a medical doctor?

What doctor?

For what reason?

Where ?

D. Does the child have regular physical check-ups? Yes

Name of Doctor

City State . 411.1.1.1110

Address

No =111111

Date of last cheCk-up

E. Has the child every been hospitalized? If so, how long, when, and for what reason?

F. Has the child ever had surgery? Yes r No If yes, give reason and date.

WEINMfillas110,11MEMnurii101/..15.611.71.1..e-ILUIIIMS711.1OMM...m.INI.....--10.4.173116111111.

Doctor Place

75



Health History (Cont.)

G. List any other accidents and illnesses the child has had and their dates:

Illness Dates

H. Does the child have:

=a.NNIMIO Allergies Heart Condition

Dizzy Spells Sinus Trouble

Headaches Epileptic Seizures

Asthma Other

Other

Any other conditions which would be important for the school to know

I. Is the child under any form of medication at the present time? Yes

No If yes, for what reason?

J. Is the child to be restricted in any school activities because of health?

Yes No If yes, what activity and for what reason?

K. Does the child have a physical handicap? Yes No

If yes, what type of handicap

V. Educational - 74ychological Evaluation
Date of exam Test used

A. Educational

11...e.

MMINUMMa.f 11.10. VEY adfl..0

AFMNMIMMISVII.N.NYO

11.111.141.11.

1111.1.11.

76

Test results
7110TRMIPP.M.MI

11MINIMM11

111111*.Y.M.11111.0110'

TAM a,C Ala

90

Exlminer



B. Psychological

C. Recommendations

Health History (Cont.)

MIN

D. Observations Date Examiner Results

E. Comments---

mIEins.N11=

77
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Health Record Release Form

I hereby give my permission for counselors, special education

teachers, teachers and principals, who are associated directly

with my child, (name) , to review

my child's health 'records at the Public Health Clinic and/or

Hospital.

Parent or Legal Guardian (Signature)

Date

Witness (Signature)

Date

78
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OFFICE OF EDUCATION
FORT DEFIANCE AGENCY

Fort Defiance, Arizona 86504

PARENTAL CONSENT FOR ANNUAL ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION /EXAMINATION

This is to certify that I,

hereby agree to allow my child/ward,

MU-Mardian - Name (Typed)

Name - yped

to receive Assessment(s), Examination(s), or Evaluation(s), as deemed necessary

during the school year in the interest of furthering my child's

education or educational placement.

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF TESTING THAT MAY BE ADMINISTERED

TYPE AGENCY/PRACTITIONER

1. Psychoeducational Testing
Agency Diagnosticians

2. CTBS

3. Individual Achievement Test

4. Vision and Hearing Test

School Staff

School Staff

School Staff

The above services have been fully defined and explained to me and I am satisfied

with the explanation of why thetseLservices may be necessary as presented by:

Name - (Typed)
Official Title - (Typed)

I hereby certify that I have been advised of my rights to inspect all relevant

educational assessment records pertaining to my child, to question such records,

and to obtain copies of them. I further understand that I have the right to

obtain an independent evaluation of my child and to request an impartial due

process hearing regarding the evaluation in case of disagreement. Aware of

these rights, I give my permission for my child to be assessed for possible

Special Education placement if necessary during the school year.

I further understand
that neither my child's/ward's name nor my name will be used

in any form that will violate our rights to privacy, confidentiality, or anonymity,

and that if the results of the
assessment(s) are negative that all records will

be destroyed. I also understand that I will be advised of any assessment(s) given

to my child and will be afforded the opportuniti: to review them and participate

in the placement of my child as well as the debelcpment of the individual educe

tional plan.

Signature
Parent/Guardian

Date

was L/
Interpretation provided

was not / /

Witnessed
Interpreter

Date

I, the undersigned, have detined, and fully explained, the proposed assessment(s)

and explained why assessment(s) is necessary.

Signature
Superintendent/Designated Representative

cc: Parent/Guardian

FDOOE FORM 4 SE-1

EXAMPLE #7

79,
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Fort. Defiance Office of Education LEA Assessment
Check List

Na me : / School:

DOB: Grade:

SES #: Referral Source:

DOCUMENTATION

1.' Modification of regular program
A. Peer Tutoring '

B. Individualization
C. Title I Services
D. Team Learning
E. Contracting
F. Other (Specify)

4. Screening
A. Vision
B. Hearing
C. General Physical
D. Academic

A. Formal
1. List Instruments.Used

YES NO LOCATION

a.

b.

c.

d.

3.

B. Informal

1. List Types Used
a.

b.

c.

d.

Classroom Observation
A. FDOE Forms & SES
B. Other Forms (Specify)

a.

b.

c.

4. Family/Social History
(Includes Brief Educational
Experience History)

5. Arizotla Screening Scale

6. Counseling Efforts (Academic/Guidance

-UMMAINIMI. 311.

A. Case Summaries
B. Other Applicable Documentation

seamasms.,Nabulsme...1.-.

FDOE Form # SE-18

EXAMPLE #8

as 80
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7. Dormitory Observation (If Applicable)
A. Relationship to Peers
B. Relationship to Aids
C. Response to Diractions
D. Performance of Details
E. Problem Areas

Parental Permission to Conduct
Individual Psychoeducation Evaluations

9. Written Summary of Data collected
A.' Recommendation to

1. Evaluate Further
2. Re-evaluate
3. Other Alternatives

B. Reasons for Recommendation

C. Summary of Information

D. ,Statement from current teadher(s)
agreeing or disagreeing with .

recommendation

10. Other Information (Specify)

an
11011

=111110Mall

a

:Li

op

FLOE Form # SE-18

EXAMPLE .#8

Multidisciplinary Committee Chairman

9"
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Student Screening Scale
PRESCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN LEVEL - SHORT FORM A

Special Education

Page i of 3

Child's Name: Date Rated: / /

First MiddleLast

School: SES # Grade: Sex: F M

Teacher - Rater: Date Enrolled:

a.

mimminir

Will you kindly review the records, current performance, and educational progress of this

student and. give consideration to the st*Ient-as_a_cantitcia_te'_for_Lol.a.ceme.nt in a special

education program for exceotional children in light'of Bureau of Indian Affairs standards

for identification and placement. Complete this form and return it to your school

principal no later than / / /

CHECK (A ANY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS BELOW WHICH APPLY TO THIS STUDENT:

READINESS SKILLS UNDEROEYELOPEI
a

( ) Self-Feeding, Washing Delayed

( ) Self - Dressing, Toileting Delayed

) Language'Development Delayed
) Basic Information Deficient

( ) Reading Readiness Delayed
( ) Number Knowledge Lacking
( ) Drawing/Copying Skills Poor
( ) Writing Name, AlNbet, etc., Delayed
( ) Fine Motor Skills Underdeveloped

(cut, paste, etc.)
( ) Gross Motor Skills Delayed

(hop, balance, etc.)

( ) Slow,"Disabled Learner.

HEALTH, IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Visual Problems Suspected
( ) Hearing Problems Suspected

) Crippling Condition
Dental Problems
'Specific Health Problem
Physical Fitness Poor
General Health Poor

( ) Personal Hygiene

SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Articulation Difficulties
( ) Stuttering

( ) Other

EXAMPLE #9

r

BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

( ) Withdrawn Seriously
( Aggressive Behaviors

( Emotionally Immature

a

( Dependent Behaviors
( ) Hyperactive Behaviors
( ) Classroom Discipline Problem
( ) Peer Relations Inadeouate
( ) Short Attention Span

( ) Self-Co9cept_Poor j

( ) Motivation Inadeouate .

( ) Attendance Poor

BACKGROUND FACTORS

( ) History of Developmental Delay
(*) Histdry of Behavioral Problems,
( ) History of Academic Problems
( ) History df Environmental Disadvantage ,

(.) Cultural Divergence Compounds Problem'

Ctu;l4tilir;rlIg=4,4cc7°KdolaVIP:;ble;
( ) Multilingualism Explains Problem

GIFTEDNESS

( ) Intellectually (ffted
( ) Outstanding Talent
( ) Scholastic Achievement Outstanaing

.82 96
Copyright, Daniel L. Peterson, Ed.D., Northern Arizona University, 1927..
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Bureau of Indian Affairs

Special Education

Page 2 of 3

Based upon this review, check one of the four boxes below and sign this form.

EXAMPLE 171 9

Student may be gifted and/or exceptionally talented. I have
completed and attached a referral form for the gifted and
talented.

Student is progressing adequately and there are no significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition.

Student is progressing inadequately but there are no significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition. Educational
disadvantage, language, lack of exposure, or other problems
probably explain his difficu'ties. I recommend

iMMINIMmilIMME

Student is progressing inadeouately and/or there.are some
significant teacher observed signs of.a handicapping condition.
I have completed and attached a detailed rating scale and/cr
a referral form on this student. I recommend that this student
be copsidered as a candidate for an educational evaluation to
determine-eligibility for special education.

TFEEFEFT-STEITIRTii.e

83
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STUDENT REFERRAL Page 3 of '3

(Complete when appropriate and return to school principal.)

Name: Date Rated:

Last First

School: Grade: DOB:

Teacher: Census. # CA:'

1. Briefly describe in specific terms the academic behavioral,Nalth, and/or

speech characteristiCs which you checked as problems on the first Page of

this form. (Describe signs of giftedness or outstanding talent if appropriate.)

2. Briefly describe the language and ethrlicity of the child and home. Indicate

whether multilingualism, cultural divergence, or suspected educational

disadvantages are: 1) irrelevant, 2) explanatory, or 3) compounding

factors as far as this student is concerned.

3. What do you think caused and/or maintains the student's problems?

4. What special attempts have the school and you made to remediate the student's

problems or enrich his education?

5. Describe the student's current academic and behavioral functicninp in the

classroom - estimate grade eouivalence, especially in basi,_ skill areas.

Attach samples of student's work and give recent test scs,es Discuss

strengths as well as weaknesses.

6. What specific questions would you like answered through the disgnostic evaluation?

Teacher's Signa,ure

EXAMPLE #9

84
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Student Screening Scale
ELEMENTARY LEVEL - SHORT FORM B

5pLciai taucation

Page 1. of 3

Child's Name:
Last

School:

Teacher - Rater:

First Middle

SES #

Date Rated:

Grade: F m

Date Enrolled: / /

Will you kindly review the records, current performance, and educational progress of

this student and give consideration to the student as a candidate for placement in

a special education proaram for exceotional children in light of Bureau of Indian

Affairs standards for identification and placement. Complete 'this form and return

it to your school principal no later than / / .

CHECK (4 ANY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS BELOW WHICH APPLY TO THIS STUDENT

ACADEMIC UNDERACHIEVEMENT

( ) Self-Help Skills (dress, ,eat,
etc.) Delayed

( ) Readiness Skills Delayed
Oral Participation Below Expectancy
Reading Skills Delayed

( ) Handwriting Skills Poor

( ) Spelling Skills Deficient
Classroom Seat Work Unsatisfactory

i

Arithmetic Skills Delayed
( Subject Matter Knowledge Weak

( ) Physical Coordination Skills
Underdeveloped

( ) Slow, Disabled Learner

HEALTH IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Visual Problems Suspected
( ) Hearing Problems Suspected
( ) Cripping Condition
( ) Dental Problems
( ) Specific Health Problem
( ) Physical Fitness Poor
( ) General Health Poor

( ) Personal Hygiene

SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Articulation Difficulties
( } Stuttering

( ) Otheram.

.1=109113MMO11.

EXAMPLE #9

BEHAVIORAL,PROBLVS

( ) Withdrawn Seriously
( ) Aggressive Behaviors

( ) Emotional Immaturity/Liability

(

( ) Hyperactive Behavior
) Distractible Behaviors

( ) Classroom Discipline Problem
( ) Peer Relations Inadequate

( ) .Self-Concept Poor
( ) Independent pork Skills Inadequate
( ) Motivation Inadequate
( ) Attendance Poor

BACKGROUND FACTORS

) History of Developmental Delay
) History of Behavioral Problems

( ) History of Academic Problems
( ) History of Environmental Disadvantage
( ) Caltural Diveraence Comoounds Problem
( ) Multilingualism Compounds Problem

( ) Cultural Divergence Explains Problem

( ) ?lultilingualism Explains Problem

GIFTEDNESS

( ) Intellectually Gifted

( ) Outstandirig Talent

( ) Scholastic Achievement Outstanding

85
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Special Education

Page 2 of 3

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Based upon this reyiew, check one of the four boxes and sign this form.

=1

Student may be gifted and/or exceptionally talented. I have
completed and attached a referral form for the gifted and
talented.

Student is progressing adequately and there are n. significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapped condition.

Student is progressing inadequately but there are no significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition. Educational
disadvantage, language, lack of exnosure, or other problems
probably explain his difficulties. I recommend.

Student is progressing inadequately and/or there are some
significant teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition..
I have completed and attached a detailed rating scale and/or a
referral form on this student. I recommend that this student
be considered as a candldate for an educational evaluation to
determine eligibility for special educatibn.

Teacher s Signature

U

EXAMPLE -19 86
Copyright, Daniel L. Peterson, Ed.D., Northern Arizona University, 1977.
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9 STUDENT REFERRAL
.

Page 3.1of 3

(Complete when appropriate and return to school principal.)

f
NHare:

\
Date Rated: / /

Last. first Middle

School: Grads:

Teacher: Census 1

DOB: / /

CA:

1. Briefly describe in specific terms the academic behavioral, health, and/or
speech characteristics which you chocked as problems on the first cane of
this form. (Describe gigns of giftedness or outstanding talent if appropriate.)

-

2. Briefly describe the language and ethnicity of the thild and home. Indicate
whether multilingualism, cultural divergence, or suspected educational
disadvantages are: 1) irrelevant, 2) explanatory, or 3) compounding
factors as fa. as this student is concerned.

3. What do you think caused and/or maintains the student's problems?

4. What special dttemnts have l'he school and you made to remediate the student's
problems or enrich his education?

S. Describe the student's current academic and behavioral functicninT in the
classroom - estimate grade equivalence, especially in basic skill areas.
Attach samples of student's work and give recent test scores. Discuss
strengths as well as weaknesses.

6. What specific questions would you like answered through the disgnostic evaluation?

Teacher Signature:

EXAMPLE 49
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

walamlefewveeeplime .11110immlimMIIMIOr .11.111/.==111.... RlIlwM..IIM
.011.11.1.1

Page 1 of 2

Special Education

To: Date:

Name of Student: SES #:

ImmMIMINEN=1.=.0

The assessment(s), examination(s), or evaluation(s) for which you

gave your consent have been completed. The results indicate that:

( ) No placement in special education programs or services

is recommended at this time.
or

( ) A planning meeting for the purpore of developing, review-

ing, and /or revising an IEP (Individualized Education Pro-

gram) for your child is recommended.

It is important that you participate in this meeting. We would like

to schedule the meeting at a mutally agreedupon time and place. We

suggest the following schedule. If this is not agreeable-to you,

please let us know immediately so we can change the date, time or

place.

Date:

Time:

Place: °

Purpose:_

Participants in Meeting:

1. A representative of the school:
2. The child's teacher:
3. One or both parents:

.11111II

4. The child, where appropriate:
5. Evalaution personnel representative:
6. Other individuals at the discretion of the parents or the

school:

Interpretation ( ) was not provided.
( ) was provided.

To be completed by interpreter when message is delivered to home:

( ) Parent agreed to schedule above.
( ) Parent wished to change schedule as indicated above.

WITNESSED:
Interpreter

EXAMPLE #10

Principal

88 102
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?age 2 of 2

NOTICE TO PARENTS/pUARDIANS

The atta hed notice is being sent to you to explain all of the pro-
cedural safeguards available to you under the law. You are being
notified, in writing, and are being given the opportunity to attend
and participate in the meeting to be held to determine if your child
needs special education and related services, and/or to develop an
appropriate prograM in the least restrictive environment to meet
your child's needs. If you do not attend this meeting, a copy of
the individualized education program developed for your child will
be sent to you. Prior to placement of your child in a special edu-
cation program, your consent must be obtained.

EXAMPLE #10

103
89
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`Page 1 of 2

Special Education
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

PARENT CONSENT - SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACEMENT AND SERVICES

EDUCATIONAL APPRAISAL AND REVIEW COMMITTEE:
The following persons have been consulted regarding placement of

(Name of Student) in a special edu-
cation program. We agree that the student should be placed in a
special education program for (type
of handicap).
Note: If the placement is because the student is eligible for spe-

cial education as a Specific Learning Disabled, the Specific
Learning Disability Evaluation and Placement form must be
attached.

Name Position Signature Date

PARENTAL CONSENT

This is to Certify that I,
Parent or Guardian (Typed)

agree to have my child/ward, , placed

Name (Typed)
in operated by

Program/Service Agency/School/Other Location
for a period not to exceed three (3) years from the date of execution
of this consent. I understand at the end of that period my child/ward
will be reevaluated and that I will be given the recommendations for
placement and further consent. I also understand that this placement
will be reviewed at least annually. I have been informed of the place-
ment options and agree that the placement decision conforms with the
least restrictive environment requirements. I also undetstand that the
procedural safeguards listed on the attached form are available to me
in the event that I disagree with the placement of my child/ward.

hereby

I AGREE to the placement in the Special Education Program as
described above.

Date Signature of Parent/Guardian

I DO NOT AGREE to the placement in the Special Education Pro-
gram described above.

Date Signature of Parent/Guardian

EXAMPLE /711
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Page 2 of 2

la

Interpretation was OR was not provided.

Witnessed:
Interpreter "Date

I, the undersigned, have'defined and fully explained the recommended
placement of the above named student and the parent or guardian as
witnessed above, consents to the placement of their child/ward in the
program sezvice(s) stated. I have also reviewed the attached Parent
Rights and Responsibilities procedural safeguards with. the parent or
guardian.

EXAMPLE #11

10'1t.
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School:

1. Almon, GOA1.5

samli BOO 41M .. ONINermaalm.amial1

Gracie;

NAVAJO AREA SI r.L EDUCATION.

INDIVIDUAL E.OUCATION PROGRAM

toicher.

II, PRESENT LEVEL OF
EDUCATIONAL

PERFORMANCE

SI P No! . _ _

STEP NO.

SI UP NO)

STEP NO

tJD

NUMBER;

.1

NUMBER:

ulle.mmer.

NUMBER:

NUMBER:

III..tkRIODIC OBJECTIVES

NUMBERS:

PAU OP IEP

'Annual Review Date

7.79 -*

Address:

IV, STARTING
DATE

NUMBERS:

IVUMBans:
=111,

SUP NO. _ NUMBER-

M. ST CP NO. H101
1'1 AC! MI NT IN Lk:AST

tit,JVIIIONMENF

NUMBER:

IX. SVECII IC EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

NUMBERS: I

NUMBERS:

4

113. No.
a

Program Placement:

V. ESTIMATED
COMPLETION

DATE
VI. PERSON

RESPONSIBLE

EVALUATION.RESULTS
ILIMOBJECTIVE5 COMPLETED. EY-,

TEACHER)

X. LOG OF PARENT CONTACT

PAItLN 1 AUTHORIZATION
I ebia-eiit to tilt. Plaeoinehl sn.t the in Oqreirn*
A to the 1LP

do consent to the Program

I do nut cohtuot to the Program

fit Sujrr.tture

106
Date

XIII, ENDORSEMENTS

Name

Name

Title

Tltto

Nate

XI. RELATED SERVICES

S.

411.

..iremee.4.0*,..4.....amdmevommadbm.

=MI

.
Title

Name

Name

Ha am

Title

Title

Title

DISTRIBUTION

Whim: Cum Folder

Canary: Teacher

Pink: Agency

Gold: Parent

Pri

va

t.4

0

107"



NAME OF STUDENT

HOME ADDRESS.

SCHOOL

DATE OF MEETING.

LOCATION OF MEETING

FORT DEFIANCE AGENCY

OFFICE OF EDUCATION
MULTIDISCIPLINARY EVALUATION TEAM

'REPORT OF SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES

GRADE

C. TEACHER

TIME

THIS TEAM HAS DETERMINED THAT ' HAS A SPECIFIC

LEARNING DISABILITY. THIS DETERMINATION IS BASED UPON THE FOLLOWING:

WHILE WAS BEING OBSERVED BY

IN HIS /HER

OBSERVED:

THE FOLLOWING RELEVANT BEHAVIOR WAS

THIS BEHAVIOR HAS THE FOLLOWING RELATIONSIP TO

ACADEMIC FUNCTIONING:

41M12 .1111p.miOL 01111.11

THE MEDICAL. FINDINGS LISTED BELOW ARE CONSIDERED EDUCATIONALLY RELEVANT:

ilit9111

FDOOE FORM # SE-9

EXAMPLE #13

1 08
93



61

.111 idemos.11.14
EXHIBITS A SEVERE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN ACHIEVEMENT

AND ABILITY IN THE AREAS OF:

AS INDICATED BY:

OE/ 011MIRINE.

THE TEAM BELIEVES THE SEVERE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN ACHIEVEMENT AND ABILITY IS

NOT CORRECTABLE WITHOUT SPECIAL EDUCATION AND RELATED SERVICES.

HAS BEEN PROVIDED WITH, THE APPROPRIATE REGULAR.

EDUCATION EXPERIENCES LISTED BELOW (DESCRIBE HOW THE CHILD,FUNCTIONED IN

c THESE EXPERIENCES):

THE TEAM HAS DETERMINED THAT ECONOMIC DISADVANTAGE, CULTURAL AND ENVIRON-

MENTAL FACTORS ARE PRIMARILY THE CAUSE OF THE LEARNING DISABILITY BASED UPON

41.1111A2Mm.110,1.111MMMMOIMIIMO.1.110,,,,dmos

I CERTIFY THAT I CONCUR I ITH THE CONCLUSIONS WRITTEN IN THIS REPORT.

THE ATTACHED STATEMENT REPRESENTS MY CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE CASE OF

NAME

IMWOIII

FDOOE FORM # SE-9

EXAMPLE #13

DISCIPLINE

94
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I CERTIFY THAI I DO NOT AGREE WITH THE CONCLUSIONS WRITTEN IN THIS

REPORT. THE ATTACHED STATEMENT REPRESENTS MY CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE

CASE OF

NAME DISCIPLINE

FDOOE FORM 4 5E-9

EXAMPLE #13

95
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STUUNT1';) NAME:

Access
Date

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

RECORD OF ACCESS

Party
AcceJsing
Records

Page 8 of 9

Special Education .

S.E.S. No.:

Type of
I.D.

Presented

Purpose
of

Access

Date & Signature of
Employee Verifying

I.D.

1111MMMIIMMINININI11.

IMINa.M1,

EXAMPLE 014
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

TRANSFER OF RECORD(S) FORM

REQUESTOR: Name:

Address:

REQUESTED FROM: Name:

Address:

Student: Name:

Page 9 of 9

Special Education

Parent/Guardian:

S.E.S. No.:

Purpose:
1=3A

Routine Transfer

Evaluation

Due Process

Other (Specify)

This is to certify that I do hereby agree to the release of educa-
tional records (defined as any information used to make a decision
regarding special education for my child) with the understanding
that they will be released only for the purpose stated above and
only to the person/institution stated above.

Date Parent, Guardian or Eligible Student

The undersigned releases these records with the understanding that
they are being released only for the purpose stated above and only
to the person/institution stated above.

.romo,....sie.p.........19IMM.....
Date Authorized School Of

EXAMPLE #15

X712



MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

Date:

STUDENT RECORD ClinCKLIST

Page 1 of 3

1. Referral request.

2. Signed parent consent for evaluation with content of notice.

3. Evaluation information that is:

a. Dated within past three years.

b. Administered by qualified multidisciplinary group
of persons.

c. Administered in primary language.

p.

d. 'Reviewed by multidisciplinary team or group of per-
sons.

e. Validated for specific purposes for which tests were
used.

f. Child assessed in all areas re,ated to suspected
handicap.

4. Learning Disability Eligibility Report (where applicable).

a. Team composition.

b. Assessment criteria used.

c. Observation results.

d. Written report.

1. Clear statement of diagnqsis of LD.

2. Explanation of procedures used to assess.

3. Statement of need for special education.
13OMUM.M

4. Signed by all team members.

5. Ir.lividualized Education Program (IEP) .

EXAMPLE #16

a. Date written or reviewed is within the last year.

98
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b. Participants at meeting.

OININIMI1111

'Page 2 of 3

1. Parent(s) or documentation of school's
attempt to involve parents.

2. Teacher.

3. Student (where appropriate).

4. Member of evaluation team or someone who
can interpret the evaluation results for
first IEP after assessment/reassessment.

5. Supervisory representative.

6. Any other.

c. Content of IEP.

I. Present educational performance levels.

2. Annual goals.

3. Short term objectives.

4. LRE

5. Special education services to be provided.

6. Related services to be provided.

7. Extent to which child will be able to par-
ticipate in regular programs.

8. Dates of initiation and duration.

9. Evalution procedures to determine if short-
term objectives rre being achieved.

6. Signed parent consent for placement with content of notice.

7. Placement decision that is:

EXAMPLE #16

a. Result of information obtained from a variety of
sources.

b. Made by group of persons, including persons knowl-
edgeable about child, meaning of evaluation data aid
placement options.

c. In accordance with IEP.

I
99
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ILA

Page 3 of 3

d. Made in conformity with least restrictive environ-
ment (LRE).

e. Determined at least annually

8. Confidentiality Safeguards.

.MIN=a11

a. List of persons with access posted in agency.

b. Secure records.

c. Trained person in charge of records.

d. Record of access in each folder.

.1
1. NEme.

2. 'Date of access.

3. Purpose.

9. Release of record consent (where applicable).

10. Parental consent for any substantial re-evaluation before a
substantial change in placement (where applicable).

11. Optional Records:

1. Medical history when not required for appropriate place-
ment.

2. Social his-,Lory.

3. Student's written work.

4.

5.

6.

7.

EXAMPLE #16

100
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U.S. Government Printing Office: 1974 534-417

HSP199-1 (Formerly HSM-199-1)
1-74.

PATIENT REFERRAL NOTICE

INSTRUCTIONS (This form may be used by Medical, Dental, and Paramedical personnel
to refer DIH Beneficiaries for medical, dental or related services.)

1. TO (Name, title, and address of person or organization or institution to whom
referral is made.)

rndian Health Services
2. NAME OF PATIENT(trsT Name, First Name, Middle Name) I 3. SEX 4. BIRTHDATE

John !..1 8 -18 -70

5. REGISTRATION NO 6. ADDRESS '17TRIBE 8. RESERVATION

Navajo0000 Fort Defiance, Arizona
9. ADDITIONAL IDENTIFICATION

10. REASON FOR REFERRAL (Type of service requested)

John's teacher has recently become concerned about his below average academic

performance and tendency to be withdrawn in class. We are requesting a vision

and hearing evaluation to determine if there is any possibility that problems in

thp,la crPi 0 h.. I id f s in school.
11. SIGNIFICANT MtOICAL OR DENTAL FACTORS (Including diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, etc.

A recent review of John's cumulative record indicated he was last screened

for vision and hearing problems two years ago at School. At that

time, there was no evidence to suggest he was having difficulty hearing or

seeing.

- 12. REPORT BY PARAMEDICAL PERSONNEL

13. FROT(Name, title, and address of person making referra) DATE

ExamPle 01

ra
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1

FORT DEFIANCE OFFICE OF EDUCATION

PREVIOUS PSYCHOEDUCATIOMAL EVALUATION SUMMARY.

NA tro:

CEN GRADE 5th BY ....=.0...

DOB 5-16-70

DATE 11-20-80

1. CTBS Data (2 previous tests):

3, - 1980 45, - 1979

Reading 2.3 Reading 1.5

Math 1.5 Math 1.4

Language 3.8 Language 2.5

2. Last Report Grades:

Reading - F PhysicaZ Ed. - B

Math - P Art - C

Social Studies - C

Science - D

3. Other Test Data:

None

FDOE Form # SE-20

EXAMPLE

CONFIDE
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',1% 'V* :4-s.: 71,- tt., ,
At .' " ;

FORT DEFIANCE OFFICE OF EDUCATION .

EDUCATIONAL. SUMMARY

NAME John DATE 11-20-80

CEN 6.0,0 GRADE 5th BY

DOB 8-16-70

1. Educational History at LEA:

This is John's fimt year at School. Academically, his teacher has

been concerned about his slow progress in reading and math. She is also con-

cerned

'-

about his behavior. John does not like to participate in class activ-;ties

When called by the teacher, he participates reluctantly. Typically, in this

situation, he speaks in a low voice and does not Zook at the teacher. 'Also,

John has not made many friends among his peers. He prefers to stay to himself

and if pre..sed by other children, may become angry.

`,..

2. Modification of Regulary Classroom:

John's teacher has tried sitting him in the front of the room and encouragi4g_

him .to participate in class. She has, also asked several of the more popular

students to befriend him, however, to date, their efforts appear _to have had

no effect.

3. Other Types of Remediation Provided:

To help eThn with his math and reading, the teacher has had her aide spend

1 hour per aay with him working on special assignments. Progress 'during these

lessons has been slow because John does not like the lessons, and the aide

must use a great deal of coaxing to get him to respond at all.

C O N F I D E N T I A L

"DOE Form # SE-22
C

EXAnnE 3
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1

Student: John

FORT DEFIANCE AGENCY
OFFICE Of EDUCATION

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
(Individual Student)

Date:

Time: 9:00 a.m. Teacher: Mrs. Smith,11M 7MMINOMP ~ .

1. Handedness: R or L

2. Activity: Reading

11-20-80

Room (I 000

3. Attention Span: (1.) 4 min.

Distractiability: Auditory No

(2.) 3 min. 45 sec.

Visual No

BOTH

4. Oral Participation: clol.;n,nevAr volunteered to pgrticivate and when called

on, spoke reluctantly in a Zow voice and without makim eye oontact.
.....1111

3. Behavior: Withdrawn: Agressive: yes Hyperactive: 'no

Distractable: nc2 Other:

6. Peer Relation: He
.

never initiated interaction with other children, and withdrew

. or became openly hostile when approached by other childrin. .

7. Teacher/Aide Relation: - , in - ction occurrin here was when his teacher

called on him during the reaIng esson; e particspa e re uc an y.

S. Language: (Teacher/Sutdent) E:rtaisbiA'n2L.ish_,_________

OTHER COMMENTS: _gaped on observation in the classroom toda John appears to be

a withdrawn child whose interactions with the rest of the class are limited to

reluctant oarticivation when called on by the teacher. When the teacher tried to

4,nclude John, he became defiant, and retreated from the group. As the teacher

became more attentive to John, the more he backed away from her.

F1JOE FORM a SE-8

EXAMPLE 04

119
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..I

.

,r7
'FORT DEFIANCE OFFICE OF EDUCATION

FAMILY HISTORY

NAME John DATE 9-28-80

CEN GRADE 5th BY

DOB 9-16-70 *

1. Significant Medical Problems:

None

2. History of Child Abuse:

None

-it

3. History of Alcohol Abuse - Parents - Child:

None

4. Home Living Conditions.::

John lives in a three bedroom framed house with his mother, and older

brother, and younger sister. His father has worked on the other side of

the state since last Spring and is rarely present in the home. The home is

well kept and John shares a room with his brother. John's mother reports

that typically he does not go out to play with the other children in the neigh-

borhood. She has tried to encourage him to do so, but he prefers to stay to

himself playing alone in his room. It appears, from the mother's report,

that John has always preferred to'stay to himself, but that-this tendency'

has gotten worse since his father took a job across the state. Al3o since

the father's absenc, John han not gotten along very well with his brother.

The two, when together, are always fighting.

FLOE Form # SE-21

EXAMPLE #5 (Short Form)a

CONFIDENTIAL
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TEACHER RATING SCALE
For The Survey of Children With Exceptional, Educational Needs

Grades K throuer8

Name Join Age 10
Grade, 5th

Teacher___Av. &kith School. District

Please rate each item on a scale of 1 to 5 utilizing the following criteria;

1. The child does not exhibit this performance or conduct
2. The child seldom exhibits this performance or conduct

3. The child occasionallx. exhibits this performance or conduct

4. The child frequently exhibits this performance or conduct

5. The child consistently exhibits this performance or conduct

1. ,Functions below present grade placement in reading.----Er

2. Becomes more excited than other
_..

3. Functions below present grade placement in spelling. """7.1:21

4. Is hyperactive and restless, can't sit still.- /Tr

5. Has trouble holding on to objects.--------- ----

6. Functions below present grade placement in arithmetic.-L51

7. Exhibits explosive and unpredictable behavior.--- ------

S. Exhibits poor coordination in sports and games.

9. Cannot follow academic directions.

10. Little self control; will speak out or interrupt others.

11. Handwriting difficult to read. Mange IONOMMIMM1 -------4110WW4001.127

Os

12. Fails to grasp simple word meanings.----- ------ ----

13. Often over react.s; new situations are disturbing.--------.--.117

14.- Coloring and paint ings-Are- messy . ---

13. ,Assignments are incomplete and poorly written. - --

16. Exhibits impulsive behavior. --- amiraaeag

17. Often disorganized in manner of working. LE/ -

18. Has difficulty in finding his way or locating objects.r.

19. ..annot work independently. //

20. Very poor balance.

21. Seldom participates in group discussions. ZIT

22. Very poor in manual manipulation.

.
Developed by the Arizona State Department of Education

Division of Special Education
106 12,
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C-7" - % 77Z.t - , -

n.

P TEACHER RATING SCALE
Page 2

23. Speech is unclear and difficult to understaud.

24. Exhibits erratic, flighty or scattered behavior.

25,, Learns from listening, but not from reading.

26. Coatinuei activiry, cannot shift response. -

27. Lacks perseverance, is easily

28. Writing is cramped, crowded and laborious.-- -------

,29. Cannot remember instructions.

30. Draws attention to self by his

31.____Short attention

32. Does not-gresp_conceptpf

33. Uses incomplete sentences

34.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

numbers, space

with_grammatic

Stutters or stammers frequently.-

errore.--..;.-/.3

117

Does not complete assignments, changes activity.---------7/CT

Overactive, uncontrolled, impulsive

Uses immature or improper vocabulary.-----7---

Ore.ts sounds to words.

1.1.7

M.1.4.MM 1144n4.414W4im.00111remnar

Can.verbally express himself far above his written

Unable to relate isolated facts.

Listens,, but rarely comprehends well.----------
tO 4

42. Does not perfortd well with'tasks concerning objects.---------4-7617

43. Unable to tell a comprehensible story.

44. Mind often wanders from discussion.----!--

45. Does not use common sense.

46. Can follOw verbal instructions but not written /77

47. Is clumsy or awkward, breaks or tears things.
/.

43. Is unable to call forth the exact word.---

WOMIIIMMOWNIMOSW/778111

ril=1.104.10.1 0111.11. Z

a

44. Performance is lower than tests indicate it should be.

107
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iACHER RATING SCALE
'ilia 3

O. Speaks in extremely loud or soft

1. Withdrawn; doesn't stand up for self. -- .4177

2. ,Exhibits "Don't care"

.3. Daydreams 01000110111411M101~621010%

4. Complains of earaches or running ears.

5. Appears apathetic or underactive.

56. Takes, things,, that belong to

-217

57. Is shy, timid, rirT ,

I I

.

...

58. Holds head in peculiar position when spoken.

59. Has little respect for

60. Shove preference for working or playing alone.-----1787

61. Appears to hear scree things and not hear others. E.67

62. Is a bully; picks on

63. Spends excessive amounts of time on assignments.-------417

64. Often asks to have words, questions, etc., repeated.------------.1:7

65. Is destructive of. property.

66. Rubs eyes

MOMOMMOMPIMMOMIL:7

67. feelings. wain VIIIIMM1011110rIMMIWNPINIGIIDoes not express

68. blinks frequently.-----------------------r--FrOwns or

69. Has little or no interest in school

70. burningComplains of aching or .

71. le often tardy or

72. 4411.10&---1.1.7Tilts head to ,zee side when reading.

73. / 3 /13 disobedient or defiant in. class.

74..1-1olds book close to face when reading.--------

75. Has physical handicap which impedes educational

progress in regular classroom. No/ /' Yes/7

Flikam/05/7.16
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Na&e -10 110

Teachur_

A 9 10 11 12

B 6 7 8

10

0 8 9 10 11

1' 9 10 1.1 12

(; 4 5

0 7. 8 9

1 , 8 9 10 11

J... 5

.1241

K 5

6

TEACHER RATING SCALE
Wor The Survey o1 Children With Exceptional Educational Needs

Grades K-8

Age 21

School

Grade 5 Date

Normal Salient

13 14 15 16 17 .18 "32 34

9 10 . 11 12_ 22 23

11 12 13 14 26 27

12 13 14- 16 30 31

9 10 11 12 22 23

13 14 15 16 17 10 29 31

6 7 8 1691wNnagoalaaala

10 .11. 12 13 14 27

1g. 13 16 16 30 31

7 8 1.0 ra a a 18 19
amaaaaaaaaaaaamema.amaaa

Vi6

aato

7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 1 t 15 1.6 17 18 19

Physical Impairment

liCaUera

19 20 21 22 23 .1
1K7,1.I.:

26 C: 30 31
---

Control
18 19 20 21.

..,.....

,..-----Iiiiiiulse

.18. --12; 15 16 1/

Psychumot
15 16 17 18 19 ,

_ .................

)r. Skills .

21. 22 23 24. 25

Intel'
17 18 19 20 21 2

Ittuality

i 27 29

At:tent:1.)n

13 14 15 16 .1

..25

Span
18 19 20 21

.._,..lipecific Learni

1.9 20 2)

ig Disabilities
23 24 26 23

Spe[ch
, .....10 3.1 le

Withd
15 16 17 1.8 19 2)

"13 14 15

-ac,:ar-----,...,
21 22 23 24 -?-5'.

Soctul-
17 j.B. 20if 2)

.----- ,

Ieliiiiior

25 27 4.
.10

..

.....--

ilea

11 19 11 1

'ing
. lc IA 17

No Yes 17-7

Critical

.41...01011MI

36 38 40 42 44 45

24.25 26 27 28 29 30

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
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Fort Defiance Office of Education LEA Assessment
Check List

Name: John School:

DOB: 8-.76-70 Grade: 5th

SES #: 000

DOCUMENTATION

Referral Source: Reg. Teacher, Mrs. Smith

YES NO LOCATION

1. Modification of regular program
A. Peer Tutoring
B. Individualization
C. Title I Services
D. Team Learning
E. Contracting
F. Other (Specify)

2. Screening
A. Vision
B. Hearing
C. Genenal Physical ...INZ
D. Academic

A. Formal
1. List Instruments Used

a. CTBS

b. Woodcock-Johnson
c.

d.

B. Informal

1. List Types Used
a.

b.

c.

d.

3. Classroom Observation
A. FUOE Forms & SES
B. .other Forms (Specify)

a.

b.

C.

....11 1. 1

4. Family/Social'History
(Includes Brief Educational
Experience History)

S. Arizona Screening Scale //'

6. Counseling Efforts (Academic/Guidance)
A. Case Summaries
6. Other Applicable Documentation

FDOE Fenn # SE-18

EXAMPLE 08
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7. Dormitory Observation (If Applicable)
A. Relationship to Peers
B. Relationship to Aids
C. Response to Directions
D. Performance of Details
E. Problem Areas

8. Parental Permission to Conduct
Individual Psychoeducation Evaluations

9. Written Summary of Data collected
A. Recommendation to

1. Evaluate Further
2. Re-evaluate
3. Other Alternatives

B. Reasons for Recommendation

C. Summary of Information

D. Statement from current teacher(s)
agreeing or disagreeing with
recommendation

10. Other Information (Specify)

c.

01LIMIIImoM

1=M1=1111

FDOE Form # SE-18

EXAMPLE #8

,A4;61.1
Multidisciplinary Ciemmittee Chairman
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Student Screening Scale
ELEMENTARY LEVEL - SHORT FORM B

""944

.1410 4. lii l .VVYVOI.I 1.111

Page 1 of 3

Child's Name:

School:

John
Last First Middle

Date Rated: 11 / 1 / 80

SES # grade: 5 Sex: F

Teacher - Rater: Ms. Smith Date Enrolled: 8 / 15/ 80

Will you kindly review the regords.current performance, and educational progress of
this student and give consideration to the student as a candidate for placeMent in
a special education program for exceotional children in light of Bureau of Indian
Affairs standards for identification and placement. Complete this form and return
it to your school principal no later than / / .

CHECK (4 ANY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS BELOW WHICH APPLY TO THIS'STUDENT

ACADEMIC UNTERACHIEVEMENT

( ) Self-Help Fkills (dress, eat,
etc.) Delayed

( ) Readiness Skills Delayed
( ) Oral Participation Below Expectancy
( Reading Skills DelayeA
(I Handwriting Skills Poor
( ) Spelling Skills Deficient
( Classroom Seat Work Unsatisfactory

Arithmetic Skills Delayed
( )",Subject Matter Knowledge Weak
( ) Physical Coordination Skills

Underdeveloped
(v7' Slow, Disabled Learner

HEALTH IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Visual Problems Suspected
( ) Hearing Problems Suspected
( ) Cripping Condition
( ) Dental Problems
( ) Specific Health Problem
( ) Physical Fitness Poor
( ) General Health Poor
( ) Personal Hygiene

SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Articulation Difficulties
( ) Stuttering

Other 1:/ :lhart -,21

with a soft voice

BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

(f Withdrawn Seriously
(4 Aggressive Behaviors
( ) Emotional Immaturity/Liability
( ) Hyperactive Behavior
( ) Distractible Behaviors
( ) Classroom Discipline Problem
(1 Peer Relations Inadequate
(r Self-Concept Poor
( ) Independent Pork Skills Inaded:Jate
( ) Motivation Inadequate
( Attendance Poor

40

BACKGROUND FACTORS

) History.of Developmental Delay
) History of Behavioral Problems

( ) History of Academic Problems
. ( ) History of Environmental Disadvantage

( ) CUltural Diveroence Compourds P.'oblem
( ) Multilingualism Compounds Problem
( ) Cultural DivercAnd Explains Problem
( ) Multilingualism Explains Problem

GIFTEDNESS

( ) Intellectually sifted
( ) Outstanding Talent
( ) Scholastic Achievexent Outstanding

EXAMPLE #9 112

12 8
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bpacial tducation

Page 2 of 3

Bureau of'-Indian Affairs

Based upon this review, check one of the four boxes and sign this form.

Student may be gifted and/or exceptionally talented. I have
completed and attached a referral form for the gifted and
talented.

Student is progressing ddeouately and there are nt, significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapped condition.

Student is progressing inadequately but there are no significant
teacher observed signs of_a handicapping condition. Educational
disadvantage, language, lick of exnosure, or other problems
probably explain his difficulties. I recommend

.11.1111.,

Student is progressing inadequately and/or there are some
significant teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition.
/ have completed and attached a detailed rating scale and/or a
referral form on this student. I recommend that this student
be considered as ucandidate for an educational evaluation to
determine eligibility for special education.

Softe.2.44.?
TinTier's Signature

EXAFIPLE #9 113 12
Copyright, Daniel L. Peterson, Ed.O., Northern Arizona University, 1Y77.



FEARAL

(Complete when appropriate and return to school principal.)

Name: John " Date Rated: 11 / 1 / 80
Last rirst Middle

Scheel:

Teacher: Ms. Smith

Grade:

Census i

5 DOB: 8 16 70

CA: 5 / 4

1. Briefly describe in specific terns the academic behavioral, health, and/or
speech characteristics which you checked as problems cn the first pace of
this form. (Describe signs of giftedness or outstanding talent if appropriate)

John does not participate in class unless called on and then he participates

reluctantly. He has not made friends, prefers to stay .to himself, and -may

become angry if pressed by the other children. Also, he is significantly

bind the other chi in reading and math skills.
2. Briefly describe the anguage and ethnicity of the child and hore. Indicate

whether multilingualism, cultural divergence, cr suspected educational
disadvantages are: 1) irrelevant, 2) explanatory, or 3) compounding
factors as far as this student is concerned.

John comes from a bilingual family, but appears to have good facility in both

Navajo and English. The factors above are considered to be irrelevant to his

current problems.

3. What* do'you think caused and/Or maintains the student's problems?

Don't know

4. What special atterots have the school and you made to remediate the student's
problems or enrich his education?

John's seat has been moved to thi front of the room and I have tried to encourage

his participation in class. Also, I have asked se-veral of the more popular stu-

dents to befriend him. To help him in math and reading, I have had my aide work

with him for 1 hr. per day. None of these efforts have been very successful.

5. Describe the student's current academicand behavioral functioninn in the
classrocm - estimate crade equivalence, especially in basic skill areas.
Attach samples of stuhnt's work and give recent "test scores. Discuss
strengths as well as weaknesses.

Academically, John's work in reading and math is far below average, approximate*

second grade level. Behaviorally, he is withdrawn. He does not participate in

class activities, he has not made friends, and he often becomes angry when

approached by other children.
6. W'u.t specific questions would you like answered through the disgnostic evaluation?

What can be done to remediate John in reading and math?

What can be done. to improve John's class participation?

What can be done to help John make friends and stop his getting angry at others?

Teacher's Signature

EXAMPLE #9
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Lopyrigt, Canicl L. Peterson, Ed.D., Northern Arizona University, 1977.
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Student Assessment Workshop I

Fort Defiance Agency School Personnel

August 11-14, 1981

Topic 3 - Tests, Students, and Teachers

Forward

This component of the workshop provided background information on the

purposes of individual psychological testing, and exercises in utilizing

testing data in preparing IEPs. Resource material included: a glossary of

technical tern, a comparative test score chart, a cultural appropriateness

rating form, one-page descriptions of commonly used individual assessment

instruments, an outline of the testing report format (see Appendix B), an

example of a psychological testing report (see Appendix C), and the

assessment- summary form.

;
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CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS RATING FORM

Use the following system to 0..dluate the tests for bias:

0- Does not, apply,
1- Acceptable, no bias.
2- Acdeptable, almost no bias.
3- Inappropriate, some bias.
4- Inappropriate., major bias.

BIAS CATEGORY

Examiner Bias:

-Appropriate Test Selection

- Familiarity With Test

-Prejudice

- Cultural Unfamiliarity

-Distractions

- Scoring Errors

-Other:

1.1.111&92.1AIL

- Instructions

-Stimulus Translation

-Response Translation

Item Bias:

-Illustrations

- CultUralVGeographic Specific
.1

Normin Bias ,v

- Socio-Economic

- Representation (Minorities, Region,etc.)

116
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HISKEY-NEBRASKA TEST OF

LEARNING APTITUDE

Marshal Hiskey
Union College Press
Lincoln, Nebraska

ES

The Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude is one-of only a few
general intelligence tests which have been developed for psychological

assessment of deaf or hard-of-hearing students.° The test is designed to

be given with little or no verbal instructions, hence it can also be used

with bilingual students.'"

Items for the test were selected based on their similarity to tasks

a child performs in school. The norms for the test were standardized using
. 1,079 deaf children between the ages of 3 and 17, and 1,074 children who

were not deaf, also between the ages of 3 and 17. The test consists of
twelve subtests; only half of which were given to the student, depending

on the student's age.

BEAD PATTERNS - requires the student to reproduce various patterns from

memory by stringing beads.

MEMORY FOR COLOR - requires the student to reproduce patterns of colored

strips from memory.

PICTURE ASSOCIATION - requires the student to identify similar character-

istics in pictures.

PICTURE IDENTIFICATION - requires the student to match identical pictures.

PAPER FOLDING - requires the student to fold paper designs from memory.

BLOCK PATTERNS - requires the student to reproduce three-dimensional

block patterns froM a diagram.

COMPLETION OF DRAWINGS - the student completes drawings which have a part .

missing.

MEMORY FOR DIGITS - the student reproduces number sequences from memory.

PUZZLE BLOCKS - the student re-assembles a puzzle block.

PICTURE ANALOGIES - the student selects pictures based on analogy and

association.

SPATIAL REASONING- the student selects the component parts of a geometrical

figure.

VISUAL ATTENTION SPAN - the student selects a sequence of drawing from memory.

Although the tes items sample memory skills rather heavily and there

is a noted lack of ac demic-oriented items, the fact that the test does not

use verbal or reading tem makes it very useful with non-English speaking

populations.

117



4 C.

WOODCOCK-JOHNSON

The Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery

Teaching Resourcei'Corp. (1977)

Test Description: The Woodcock-Johnson is an individually administered wide-

range comprehensive set of tests measuring cognitive ability,

achievement, and interests. The test was designed to provide

one synthesized inrument with common norms to compare ability,

achievement, and interests.

Agil Level: Pre-School through Adult

Time Required: 30-60 Minutes + (Depending on the section)

Subtests: Part One (Cognitive Ability)- 1. Picture Vocabulary 2. Spatial Re-

lations 3. Memory for Sentences 4. Visual-Auditory Learning

5. Blending 6. Quantitative Concepts 7. Visual Matching

8. Antonyms-Synonyms 9. Analysis-Synthesis 10. Numbers

Reversed 11. Concept Formation 12. Analogies.

Part Two (Achievement Tests)- 1. Reading (Letter-Word Identification,

Word Attack, Passage Completion) 2. Mathematics (Calculation,

Applied Problems) 3. Written Language (Dictation, Proofing)

4. Knowledge (Science, Social Studies, Humanities)

Part Three (Interests)- 1. School (Reading, Math, Written Language)

2. Non-School (Physical, Social)

Administration: The Woodcock-Johnson is a specialized diagnostic aid that should

be administered exactly by persons properly prepared and familiar

with the instrument. Formal training is not required, but inter-

pretation without a testing background is discouraged.

Scoring: Basal- 5 consecutive correct responses
Ceiling- 5 consecutive errors (for most items)

Raw scores for each subtest are combined in cluster scores and recorded

in grade scores, age scores, percentile rankings and functioning levels

(average, above average, etc.)

Technical Data: The Woodcock-Johnson is a very new test and little research

has been completed to determine the reliabilty and validity.
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LEITER

The Leiter International Performance Scale

Test Description: The Leiter is basically a culture free IQ test for the

communicatively disabled person. The test requires no

verbal instruction as guidance is strictly gestural.

Age Group: 2 Years through Adult.

Time Required: 60-90 Minutes

Test Procedure: The examiner places a printed strip on a special slotted board,

c. then places a variety of blocks in front of the subject. The

subject places the blocks in the appropriate slots according

to the sequence suggested by the printed strip.

Administration- Ti Leiter is difficult to learn and awkward to administer.
The manual is inadequate and only trained individuals should

administer the test.

Scoring: Basal is determined by estimating the mental age and testing downward

2 years below the estimate until all the subtests are passed on a given

age level. Ceiling is reached when the qaminer test upward until

all subtests are missed at two consecutive-levels%
The examiner adds tne basal and all items correct up to thti ceiling

for a raw score (add three months for each item passed on age levels

2-10 Yrs. and six months for items on 12-18 Yrs.). The Mental Age

is divided by the Chronological Age to obtain the IQ score as found

in the tables in the manual. Due to norming standards from Hawaii

5 points are to be added to tne IQ score to adjust it to a level

consistent with other intelligence measures.

Advantages: Non-verbal instructions for communicatively disabled (deaf,

or severe motor-disabled).
Culture Free

Disadvantages: Large, Lengthy, and Awkward to Administer

Only 4-6 subtests at each level
Lack of current research data
No test of any auditory-vocal channel

Technical Data: Reliability based on 25 separate studies using over 4,000

cases-consistently strong.
Validity with the Stanford-Binet (LM) between .75-.91
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Author: J.C. Raven

t

RAVEN'S ,

Title: Raven's Progressive Matrices

MK*

Test,Uescription: Raven's Matrices were developed to provide a measure of a
person's immediate capacities for observations and clear
thinking. The progressive matrices were designed to be
used in conjunction with the Mill-Hill Vocabulary Test.

Age Group; 5 Ytts. through Adult

Time Required: 15-30 Minutes

Test Forms: Standard Progressive Matrices,: 5 sets of 12 problems each in
order of increasing difficulty, for normal subject.
Coloured Progressive Matrices: 3 sets of items for children under
the age of 11 or for the elderly.
Advanced Progressive Matrices: more difficult form for sujects

over 11 with above average intellectual ability, .

Test Procedure: The task is organized so that the subject views an incomplete

pattern and selects, an elemetit from six choices to comple,te

the pattern.

Administration: The test is highly flexible and may be given individually,
self-administered, or as a group test. The test does not
require-.specialized training and subjects work at their

own speed until all items are completed.

'Scoring: Raw scores are computed for each set and totaled. The total score

is then converted to a rough percentilikranking.

Advantages: Essentially culture free.
Holds interest of young Children.
Can be administered to the very old.
Used in clinical work-arid research.

Disadvantages: Norms are not very complete (Standardization is weak).

Few administrative guidelines.
Interpretation is questionable.

Technical Data: Reliability (Test/Retest)- .83-.93
Validity (Terman Merrill Scale)- .86 .

120
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WISC-R

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children- Revised

Author: David Wechsler
Publisher: The Psychological Corpor4.,on2, 1974

Test Description: The WISC-R is a general measure of a subject's current

intellectual,capacities (reasoning, comprehension, and

problem solving skills).

Age Group: 6-16 Years

Time Required: _50-15_Minutes____

Subtests:
Verbal- Information: verbal comprehension, memory for ideas, semantic relations

Similarities: associational and expressional fluency

Arithmetic: general reasoning and symbolic facility

Vocabulary: verbal comprehension
Comprehension: judgement, verbal comprehension, sehsitivity to problems,

Digit Span: (Optional) memory

Performance-Picture Completion: visual cognition, perceptual foresight

Picture Arrangement: convergent production, evaluation

Block Design: figural relations, redefining, and selection

Object Assembly: spatial orientation, visualization

Coding: symbolic possibilities and facility

Mazes: (Optional) visual-motor coordination

Administration: requires specific training (refer to manual_fOr directions)

Scoring: Provides raw scores and scaled scores for each subtest.

Total scaled scores and equivalent IQ scores available for:

Verbal Tests
Performance Tests
Full Scale

Technical Data: Standardization Sample: Over 2,200 children 6 -16 tested between

December, 1971 and January, 1973 with use the following

variables: age, sex, race (white/nonwhite), geographic region

(4 major regions), and occupation of head of household (profes-

sional, managerial, crastmeh, service workers, and laborers),

based on 1970 Census data.

Reliability:lveyage coefficients,for Verbal- .94
Performance- .90
Full Scale- .96

Validity: WPPSI WAIS S-B (LM)

Verbal- .80 .96 .71

Performance- .80 83 .60

Full Scale- . ..82 .95 .73
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\GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

age equivalent ... The age for which as articular raw score
'would be the median or average score.

irnorms The chronological ages corresponding to per-
formance in raw scores en a given population.

.alternate form ... The correlation between students'
scores on parallel forms of a test.

Elternate farms... See equivalent forms.
1ptitude... A person's likelihood for acquiring new skills or

knowledge in a particular area.
average... A general term for measures of central tendency

such as mean. median, and mode.
oncurrent validity... The relation between a student's test

scores and criterion scores that are obtained at or about
the same time.

construct validity ... The _relation_ between_a. test__ and_exe___.
planetary concepts or theoretical constructs.

content validity ... The extent to which the items in a test
can be logically justified in terms.of what the test purports
to measure.

correlation ... The relation between two variables; the extent
of similarity in direction and degree of variations in cor-
responding pairs of scores on two variables.

criterion-referenced test ... A test for which scores are in-
terpreted in relation to established criteria for level of
performance or degree of mastery of objectives.

_derived score ... A score obtained from another score or
scores by statistical methods; e.g., a percentile score,
a standard score.

discriminative power of a test Item ... The extent to which
a test item is passed by persons of ability greater than
the level corresponding to the item and 'tailed by those
of ability less than the level corresponding to tee item.

equivalent forms ... Two tests which, although not identical,
are so similar that they can be used interchangeably.
Equivalent torms must test the same functions and yield
the same type of score distribution. the same central
tendency, and the same dispersion. Also called alternate
forms. comparable forms. and parallel forms.

error of measurement ... The difference between an obtained
score and the corresponding true score.

iace validity Apparent relevance of test Items to the pur-
pose of the test.

factor analysis ... Any method of analysis of the interrelation.
ships among a set of variables by which the proportion
of the variance of each variable that is associated with
each factor may be determined.

frequency ... The number of cases falling at any score, within
any class of scores. or in each cell of a double-entry
table.

grade equivalent ... The grade level for which a particular
raw score would be typical or average.

grade norm ... The mean or median score made by students
at a particular grade level,

Internal consistency ... A measure of how well the items
within a test all measure the same dimension.

inter-rater reliability ... The degree to which different scorers
or raters agree among themselves. (Not to be confused
with test reliability, for which it is a lower bound)

item analysis Any statistical process of determining the
validity of individual test items.

KuderRichardson formulas ... A series of formulas for es-
timating the reliability of a test, the particular one to oe
used depending upon the amount of data available or
the precision of the estimate desired.

mean... The sum of the scores divided by the number of
scores: the point or value in a distribution of scores
such that the sure of the deviations of the scores above
it is equal to the :sem of the deviations of scores below
it. Also callec, arithmetic mean and, in common usage.
average or arithmetic average.
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median... The point or score value which divides the cases
in a frequency distribution evenly or into an upper and
a tower 50 percent.

mode ... The most frequently occurring vreue in a score dis-
tripution.

norm ... A type 'of measure based on a specified sample
that assists in the interpretation of raw scores; e.g.,
means, percentiles, standard scores, etc., for a specified
sample.

normalized standard scores ... Standard scores eo transmuted
that the distribution of resulting scores is normal.

Pearson product moment correlation coefficient ... A number
between the values of 1.00 and 4- 1.00 which expresses
the degree of relationship between two continuous vari-
ables. _

percentage score ... The percent of the total number of items
a student answered correctly.

percentile ... The point in a frequency distribution below
which occurs the percentage of the cases indicated by
the particular percentile. Thus, 62 percent of the cases
fall below the 62nd percentile.

percentile score ... The percentile that corresponds to a given
score in a frequency distribution; a given score expressed
as a percentile.

population ... All of the cases in the class of things being
investigated by statistical methods. The limits of a popula-
tion are specified by the characteristics common to all
of its members; e.g., all second-grade elementary school
children 7 years of age as of December '1. 1977. Also
called a universe.

power test ... A test for which time limits permit essentially
all test-takers to respond to all items so that performance
is determined by ability to respond, not by speed of re-
sponse.

predictive validity ... The relation between a set of scores
on a test and performance for the same group on a cri-
terion measure obtained at a later time

quartile ... The first quartile is the 25th percentile: second
quartile the 50th percentile; third quartile the 75th per-
centile.

random sample ... A limited number of cases selected from
a population in such a way that every individual case
has an equal and independent chance of being included;
a sample selected in a purely chance manner from a
universe or population.

range The diffdrence between the highest and the lowest
obtained test scores for a group of subjects, plus one
unit: a crude measure of variability.

raw score ... A test score as originally obtained, before any
transmutation or statistical treatment.

reliability . ,. The accuracy with which a measuring device
measures something; verifiability of test results after the
lapse of time. Consistency between results of repeated
administrations of the same measuring device to the same
individuals. Reliability is usually estimated In terms of
the coefficient of reliability or the standard error of
measurement.

reliability coefficient ... An estimate of the corremtion acme;
ficient between a. test and itself, i.e., between the :cores
on a test given twice, or on two equivalent tests given
to the same subjects, without disturbance by Such factors
as memory, practice. boredom. etc.

representative sample ... A sample that duplicates the char-
acteristics of the universe or population in alt respects
that are likely to influence results based on the sample.

sample ... A number of cases selected from all of the cases
in a particular population or universe: part of a total POP -
ulatlon chosen for investigation. An attempt is often made
to choose a sample that will be representative of the
population of which it is a part. As a special case, the
sample may consist of the entire population.

1.$) r)
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scaled scoret... Scoret such it stinines, standard'seOret.
and grade equivalents which are designed to reflect
certain .characteristick,notlepperent,in the raw
from Which they Wire deriVed:

significant dIfferente:----A-,dliference large enough that it
would rarely have occurred by chance. A difference sig-
nificant at the 1, perdent level is one that would arise
less than 1- time ': aUtai: 1o0 .dUe,to;ons-noe.9StietiOn:

Spearman-Brown prophecy formuia.... A means of. estimating
-the reliability of a test when It is lengthened by the ad-
dltion of equivalent items: a formula that shows the rela-
tion between the length of a test end its reliability. Also
called Spearman-Brown formula and prophecy formula.

speed test... A test for which time limits are set so that
ability to get a good score depends on how fast the test-
taker works.

split-half method... A method for estimating the reliability of
a test by splitting it into supposedly equivalent halves,
correlating the scores on the two halves, and applying
the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to estimate the

_ correlation botween the total test and an equivalent test.
standard deviation... A measure of the variability of a list of

numbers, such as test scores, obtained by taking the
square root of the mean of the squares of the deviations
of the scores from their mean .

standardized test... A test for which a distribution of scores
for a specific population is available. Standardized test
manuals usually include instructions for constant admin-
istration, relevant scale scores, and information on test
reliability and validity.

standard score ... A deviation from the mean expretitedAn_.
terms of the standard deviation of the distribution:
gross score minus the mean, divided by the standard
civiation. Alto called -z-score and sigma score,

alanine... A statistically derived score designed to
scale with 9 intervals; the mean is 5 and each interya.
represents half of a standard deviation.

stratified'. sample,., A sample selected by dividing a; large
group IMO entailer 'Sub-Oro-OS On the basis ofeheradier.
istics likely to affect results and taking a proportional
number of cases from each sub-group.

test-retest correlation ... An estimate of the reliability coef-
ficient obtained by correlating scores on two administra.
tions of the same test.

true score ...The value of a measure entirely free from 'erroi.'

validity... The extent to which a test or other variable mea-
sures what it is supposed to measure: the extent tO7whieh
test scores can be used to predict criterion scores. ye--'
lidity is often measured by the correlation of the variable...
with a criterion. Also called diagnostic value and disty
criminative poweri-

validity coefficient... A correlation coefficient oetween a test- _

(or tests) and a criterion that it is ,ntended to predict--
variability ... The extent to which the scores of a distribution

spread out from the mean or some other measure,of,
central tendency.

weighted score... A sum of subscores each multiplied bra..,
unique constant to maximize lame statistic. such as C.
validity coefficient.

r.
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COMPARATIVE TEST SCORE CHART

NAME OF TEST SCORE DATE

METHOD
OF

REPORTING

NAME

SCHOOL

TCHR. or CNSLR.

GRADE ,.. DATE

ENTERING

COLLEGE

POPULATION

STANowto SCORES 2 3 4

PERCENTILES .1% 2% 16%

QUOTIENT SCORES
. Binet LM

Kuhlmann-
- --Anderson 7th Ed.

Kuhlmann-
Anderson 8th Ed.1

Wechsler Tests

STANINES

One Figure
Represents
10% of the
General Pop-
ulation

5

96 70% 84% 93% 98% 99% 99.9%

2io
1

350

15
1

45f

20

590
1

25

650 7
I

30

0

li
68 84 1 Q0 . 116

1

124
i

132 14

68 84 lop 116 124
/

132 14

76 88 100
i

112
1

118 124 1:1.

5 70 85 100 115 130 14

1

(4%)
2

17%)

3
(12 %)

4
(17 %)

5
(2OV

6
(17%)

7
02%)

8
0%)

9
(4%)

OTHER TESTS

K-A 8th Edition Ratio 1G. others are Deviation !Qs.

PERSONNEL PRESS, INC.

8

B

5

SAO
ACTS -

For
Local,
Staninn

2. Score points on these scales refer to College Population.

PRINCETON, N. J.

COPY9121.1r 1994 OCRIONSRL PRIM. ao N49941.1 IT" PRINCITON. N. J.

124 1 40
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USING THE COMPARATIVE TEST SCORE CHART

The purpose of the Comparative Test Score Chart is to provide a graph on

which a student can plot scores from the tests he has taken in a manner that will

allow him to make a visual comparison between his scores and those of two

important reference groups, the general population and the college population.

The GENERAL POPULATION curve represents peopleineneral, of all
levels of ability, in the proportions in which they are believed to exist. The

various test scores given as landmarks are derived from the extensive research

that has been done on the nature of mental ability, how it is measured, and

how it is distributed in the general population.

The COLLEGE POPULATION curve represents a carefully studied estimate,

based on research findings and reports of individuals concerned with testing and

counseling college students and high school upperclassmen. It depicts what is

thought to be the average ability and distribution of scores of all students
entering college. For any one ( Counselors may wish to prepare for student use
Comparative Test Score Charts with curves drawn in to represent distributions
of scores for specific colleges.) college, the location and shape of this curve
could be considerabi: different. It is also true that the scores and a,,erages of

all college students at all grade levels would be somewhat higher than those

represented on this chart since it depicts entering students only.

Although the college population curve is estimated, the Comparative Test

Score Chart can be used with confidence by the student in determining where,

approximately, a given score ranks him in relation to the two reference popu.

lations. The student with an SAT.V score of 400, as an example, can see that,

although his score is somewhat below the average of the entering college
population, it is also well above the average of the general population.

The fact that two score scales are near each other on the chart or that two

score points, when plotted, fall close to each other, should not be interpreted to

mean that the two tests have measured the same characteristic or are psycho.

logically equivalent. Each score plotted should be considered primarily in

relation to the two reference populations rather than in relation to other scores.

PERSONNEL PRESS, INC. 20 NASSAU ST., PRINCETON, N. J.

Publisher of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Measure of Academic Potential

'7.i?'7,5;14VViiii-
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ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
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Sensory and Physiological
(Summary)
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Language :

Reading:

Math:
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Evaluation of the Fort Defiante
Inservice Training Workshop

Students, Testing, Teachers and Special Education
August 11-14, 1981

During the summer of 1981, a contract was issued to the Exceptional Child

Center by the'Fort Defiance Agency to conduct two two-day workshops, one.on

the eastern and one on the western side of the Fort Defiance Agency on the

Navajo 'Reservation. The audience for these workshops included regular teac:i-

ing staff, special educators, counselors and administrators. Objectives for

the workshop included the following:

1. Familiarize participants with the project "Improving the Appropriate-

ness and Educational Relevance of Psycho-Educational Assessment". (Re-

search Grant awarded to the Exceptional Child Center and Fort Defiance

Agency by OSE/DE.)

2. To instruct participants in techniques of making referrals for psycho-
el

logical services, forms andprocedureS.

3. To teach participants what occurs during individual psycho-educational

testing, purpose of testing, sources and techniques of bias and methods

of ninimiz,tng biases (Dispositional Assessment Model).

4. Teach participants the necessary skills in using testing reports and

instructional materials in the development of IEPs and making place-

ment decisions.

Procedures:

A team consisting of special educators and psychologists at the Exceptional

Child Center, Utah State University, were identified to develop the presentations

addressing various objectives of the workshop. The tentative agenda was pre-

pared and responsibilities for specific objectives were assigned. A participants

manual containing forms, background information, exercises, etc. was prepared.

The agenda, manual and other instructional materials were reviewed by Dr. Deal a
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sne 6

week prior to the workshop. Appropriate changes, alterations, etc. were made

at that time to better accommodate the needs of the participants in the work-

shop and Fort Defiance Agency.

Evaluation

An evaluation form was prepared to evaluate each segment or component of

t )ie workshop. In addition, systematic attempts were made to collect verbal

and oral feedback from participants as the workshop proceeded. At the end of

each session the suggestions and 'recommendations for improvement were brought

together in a debriefing and appropriate changes were made for future sessions.

Each participant prepared an individual review of the workshop with comments,

recommendations, and suggestions. Presenters also prepared suggestions for

conducting futur'e workshopi, i.e., tips and suggestions, examples, and so forth.

These will be brought together in a separate document. The information collected

for this report consists of participant evaluation forms, informal feedback and

additional notes and suggestions from participants and presenters.

The remainder of this report will, be divided into three parts.

1. A chronology of the evaluation of the various activities and events

that occurred in the workshop obtained from presenters, informal com-

ments of participants, direct observation, and implied in the partici-

pant evaluation workshop.

2. Participant evaluation of the various components of the workshop taken

from the participant evaluation form.

3. kecommendations

Chronological Evaluation

Although knowledge that the workshop would be provided and the general out-

line of the objectives of the workshop was known several months prior to the

131
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workshop, the actual details of the contract, funding source, dates, presenters,

location, etc. was not known until approximately a month before the workshop

was conducted. This resulted in a short lead time for preparation. The ma-

terials, activities and lectures appeared to be well prepared but many details

were left until the time of the presentation. This resulted in some confusion

and inefficiency on the part of the presenters; primarily for the first workshop.

Participants had inadequate. information about the workshop. Several parti-

cipants indicated that they _00_ not know about the workshop until they were as-

signed to go. Others did not understand who it was for or what the topic was.

It was apparent that proper prior notification of potential participants was

a weakness.

In addition, certain logistical problems occurred, i.e., video equipment

that would not work, this resulted in regrouping, rescheduling and organiza-

tional confusion for the first workshop. Such problems could be eliminated by

arriving earlier, checking out all of the equipment, bringing working equipment

down with the presenters or the utilization of less sophisticated audio/visual

equipment.

IaliWorkshop

Due to the late arrival of many participants, the starting hour was moved\

back. To keep the workshop on schedule, it was necessary to collapse some of

the information in the first session. Anticipated audio/visual equipment was

not working. Thus, the small group sessions for the component on Public Law

94-142 was eliminated. This component was presented in a large group session.

It was found that the video presentation was very well received and evaluated

as outstanding. Participants however, complained about the evaluation form for

this component. By noon, the workshop was back on schedule. This was achieved

at the expense of greater audience interaction and participation.

132
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The afternoon components went rather smoothly. The component on referral

questions and the 'use of the Teacher Rating Scale, and so forth were covered

carefully. It was observed that the interaction and response from the group

was limited and the sessions tended toVrag a little. This resulted in some

participants drifting away. The component "Strategies for Mainstreaming" was

very well received but there was poor attendance in the concurrent sessions

(mainstreaming videotape - demonstrations of individual test administrations).

It was difficult to get participants to break into small groups. Possibly

this was due to the fact that they did not know which group to,ichooSe and did

not have prior information about what would be presented in the condrrent

small group sessions.

Following the first day of the workshop, the presenters debriefed the acti-

vities and made adaptations to better meet The needs of participants. .Although

the second day of.theyorkshop was not as well attended as the first day, partici-

pants evaluated it higher. The difficulty observed the first day in breaking par-

ticipants into small groups was overcome by providing additional structure.

The major criticism participants expressed about the first workshop was

the length and complication of the evaluation form.

Chuska Workshop

Following the Toyei workshop, a number of adaptations were made to accom-

moddte the needs of the participants for the Chuska workshop. These included

the following:
k

1. The Chuska workshop started with small group activities designed to
p

increase :nterpersonal interaction between participants and presenters,

generate interest in the topics and objectives of the workshop, and

to make better allowances for late arrivalsof participants.

2. Small groups were structured so that partilmnts lead the discussion

133
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with presenters acting as facilitators.

3. Increased effort was made to organize participants into small group

'activities, utilizing simulation,discussikin and report-back techniques.

Greater group activity was scheduled. This included shifting back and

forth from large groups to small groups and reorganizing and mixing

group membership.
o

Attendance at the Chuska workshop was not as great as Toyei, and again, it

dropped off the second day., It was noted'that several people who commented the

first day that this' was the best workshop they had ever attended,'were not able

to attend the second day. Proper advanced n'tice about the workshop seemed to ,

account for this absence.

The general evaluation of the second workshop appeared to be more positive

and the workshop ran smoother with greater efficiency.

Participants

Each participant was asked to register, however,,it was noted that several

people did not register. .Some only attended specific sessions, others apparently

had other assignments that took them away for periods of time. Others attended

strictly as observers and came and went with no specific pattern. Participation

was higher in those of who registered, but attendance fluctoted during the day

and between the two days.

- Participants'of the Workshop

Toyei Workshop Chuska Workshop

School Number School Number

Delcon 16 Chuska 13

Toyei 15 Tohatchi 10

Wide Ruins 9 . Crystal 8

Sube Delkai 8 Hunterspoint 6

Kinlechee 2 Pinespring 6

Greasewood 5

Total 55

134
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Overall Evaluation

Although all participants did not fill out and return the evaluation forms

and some evaluation forms turned in were not complete, a good sample of evalua-

tion forms were completed and turned in.

Overall, the participant evaluation of the workshop on a scale of 1 to 5

(5 being high) was 4.2. Most participants felt that the objectives of the work-

shop were well met and that it was a very valuable experience. Most participants

commented on the excellent quality of the manual, the video tape, the presenta-

tions on materials, and the fact that they left with a much better understanding

of the purpose of individual assessment.

Participants were asked to provide information on the positive and negative

aspects of the workshop. Positive comments included:

1) The Manual. Participants identified the manual as being useful. They

commented that it had helpful information, presented in an excellent

form.

2) Videotape. The presentation on Public Law 94-142 was identified as

being very helpful in understanding elements of the law and how teachers

and other school specialists interrelate.

3) Psycho-Educational Services. Comments also indicated that the section

on psycho- educational services was informative and helpful to them.

4) Demonstration on Materials and Strategies. The demonstration on main-

streaming materials and strategies was commented on by several partici-

pants.as being very helpful and informative.

Negative comments included:

1) Too Much Information Presented. Several participants pointed out that

there was not time to absorb all the information that was presented.

135
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Suggestions indicated that we should either cut down the amount of

information or lengthen the workshop.

The Workshop Evaluation Form. Participants felt that the workshop

evaluation form was too complicated and was an aversive experience.

3) Lack of Prior Information. Several participants commented on the

fact that they did not know about the workshop earlier and that

people who should have been at the workshop were not in attendance.

Prior information about the workshop to participants was considered

inappropriate.

4) Scheduling the Workshop. Several comments suggested that the workshop

was scheduled at a very awkward and difficult time. Participants

suggested that it be scheduled during the year and not during the first

week before school when they should in in their classroom and getting

ready.

Evaluation of Individual Components by Participants

Each individual component of the workshop was evaluated separately. This

presented some difficulty during the Toyei workshop due to the fact that the

evaluation form was not handed out until the second day. Participants had some

difficulty remembering and evaluating their reaction to the components of the

first day. At the Chuska workshop, this was altered where the evaluation sheet

was handed out and they evaluated each component at its completion.

Component L: Overview

This component was evaluated as very worthwhile, yet it was pointed out

that the presentation was a little dull. Overall rating from a scale of 1 to

5 (5 being high) was 3.7. It was suggested that the purpose and overview of

136 0 40
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the workshop cuuld have been provided and information distributed before the

workshop.

Component 2 - Assessment Procedures Used by the Fort Defiance Agency

The overall rating of this component was 3.5. Comments submitted suggested

that participants wished that the assessment process could be simplified, i.e.,

fewer forms, less data, and less paper work. The format of the presentation

was evaluated as 3.0,

Component 3 - Description of the Research Project with Fort Defiance Agency and

the Exctptional Child Center "Research on Improving Individual

Psycho-Educational Assessment"

This component was evaluated as 3. On this review it was suggested that

they did not adequately understand the need for the research or what it would

do for the agency. The format of the presentation was rated as 2.7.

Component 4 - Videota e Presentation - Public Law 94-142

The overall rating of this component was 4.1. Comments suggested that the

videotape was very good. The format of the presentation was rated as 4.5.

Component 5 - Referrin Students for Ps cho-Educational Assessment

At the Toyei workshop, this component was rated as very important and

worthwhile (rating at 4.6). The format of the presentation was rated as 3.

Comments focused on the need for the presentation to provide more interaction

with participants using group participation and simulation. This suggestion

was implemented before the Chuska workshop. At the Chuska workshop this

component was rated as 4.5 and the format was 4.0.

1J?
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Component 6 - Referral Process Used for the Fort Defiance Agnecy

This component received an overall rating of 3.2. The only consistent

comments suggested that the total process used by the agency should be reduced

and made more simple. The format of the presentation was rated as 3.

Component 7 - Videota e of Public Law 94-142 Res onsibilit of Re ular Teachers

This component received an overall rating of 3. Attendance at this session

was rather small and no comments were submitted.

Component 8 - Strate les for Mainstreamin S ecial Education Students

Component 8 received an overall rating of 4.5. The most consistent comment

indicated that the material was worthwhile, was useful and that: .a) there was

insufficient time scheduled for this component., and b) too much information was

covered too fast. The format of this presentation was rated at 4.2.

Component 9 - Testing - Why Testing, Bias in Testing, Individual Test Theory

and Approaches

This component received an overall rating of 4. The format of the presen-

tation was rated as 3. Most comments were very positive, reflecting appreciation

for the information as to why and how individual testing is utilized.

Component 10 - Report on Resources to Implement Instructional Placement

This component was rated as 3.2.' Comments indicated that the sample of

psychological reports provided was very good, but most psychological reports

were very poor. Several participant's indicated that they had not seen any

psychological reports for several years and did not know where they were loca-

ted or how they could be accessed. The format of this component was rated as 4.

138
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Con229MILILLJIMS_LIEILlaiSAILE291:1121_1190122ing TEPs

This component received an overall rating of 4.2. Comments suggested that

participants would like to have more activities of this nature (simulation, group

participation). It was also suggested that the case should be more realistic

to their :;tuation. The evaluation of the format ind the structure of the com-

ponent was 4.5.

Component 12 - Demonstration of Individual Psychological Tests and Materials

An overall rating of 4.2 was received on this component. Since participants

divided their time between different demonstrations, there were few comments that

applied to all sections. Certain participants indicated that this could have

been done with a videotape; others suggested that it was very worthwhile to see

what occurred in an individual testing situation. The overall rating of the

format and structure was 4.

Summary and Recommendations

Overall the workshop appeared to be very successful. Many of the difficul-

ties that were encountered were situational in nature and although these can

never be totally eliminated, some steps can be built into future workshops to

facilitate flexibility and more efficiently accommodate unforseen problems that

may be encountered. A repeated comment of participants both orally and written

addressed the need for principals, administrators and supervisors to partici-

pate in this type of workshop, and the need for more of the regular teachers

to participate. Several participants pointed out that the people who most

desperately needed this type of training were not required to attend.

A number of participants commented that they would like to see the work-

shop done at another time, i.e., during the school year. Most people felt that

the few days before the students arrived for school was an awkward time.
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It was further recommended that the workihops be scheduled and arranged

in such a way as to increase small and large group activities and interchange.

It was suggested that less emphases on media presentations (listening and watch-

ing) be scheduled, and more time for interaction between participants.

MGF/sn
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Psycho-Educational Assessment and Related Topics

Inservice Training Workshop

For Ft. Defiance Agency

Thursday, August 11, 1982

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. -- Introduction Charles Deal (registration,
pretest)

9:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. -- PL 94-142 - Wayne Johnson

i,,12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. -- Lunch

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. -- Assessment

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. -- Referral and Assessment Process - Richard
Baer

3:00 - 4:00 p.m. -- Demonstration of Assessment Process - David
Bush

rasa.

Friday, August 12, 1982

9:00 a,m. - 12:00 p.m. -- Assessment

9:00 11:00 a.m. -- The Assessment Research Project - David
Bush

11:00 - 12:00 p.m. -- Demonstration of Tests - Charles Deal,
David Bush, Richard Baer

12:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. -- Lunch

1:00 p.m. 3:30 p.m. -- Precision Teaching - Richard West

3:30 p.m. 4:00 p.m. -- Post-Test, Evaluation

59
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Student Assessment Workshop II

Fort Defiance Agency School Personnel

August 11-12, 1982-
&.°

Topic 1 - Public Law 94-142 and Student Evaluations

Forward

This agenda item was a follow-up of the video presentation and exercises

presented in the previous year's workshop. The presentation consisted of a

simulated Public Law 94-142 compliance review of a BIA school. A simulated

exercise evaluation manual was developed by the Intermountain Plains Regional

Resource Center which participants used to review the various provisions of,

the law. Participants then conducted a simulated review of the policies and

procedures of their school district's compliance, with the law.
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SIMULATED
94-142

COMPLIANCE
REVIEWS

FOR 81 A SCHOOLS

EVALUATION MANUAL

A Project Conducted by The
Intermountain
Plains
Regional
Resource
Center
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1 DAILY PROGRAM'

.Y0,4, A 1+,14 ,A

SUMMARY OF COMPLIANCE RESULTS FOR EACH CATEGORY

1. Indicate the compliance percentages for

Criteria

1. Written plan for public awareness
'2. Contact with other agencies
3. Adequate percentage of handicapped

children served
4. Written plan for referring children

tt can't serve

"

IMPLEMENTATION OF 94,142

SUMMARY RATING SHEET.

CHILD FIND

Com:nieces i

IM111

0=
0111

criteria.

Z. Indicate the compliance percentage's for MULTIDISCIPLINARY EVALUATION

gattlit142.5
criteria;

*06. Handicapping condition identified
*9. Criteria for classification

*10. Report explained to parents
4,11. Behavior observations
*012. Synthesized report

13. Testing in dominant language
14. Re- evaluation every 3 years

Criteria

1. More than one evaluator
2. Valid and appropriate tests
1. Signed parent consent
4. Understandable report

5. Suggestions for programming
6. Data from referral source
7. Medical data when needed

3. indicate the compliance percentages for

criteria.

.11111

l7

I INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM.]

Criteria Compliance S

1. Present level of functioning
2. Annual goals
3. Short-term objectives
4. Start and completion dates for objectives
5. Person responsible for each objective
6. Appropriate evaluation component

*7. Dated initial placement

111111112111

ammaionIti
.1111

criteria.

Criieria

6. Related services specified
*9. Parent signature on IEP

*1110. Signatures of appropriate team
Summary statements for objectives

12. Annual placement review
*613. 1140 linked to program

4, Indicate the compliance percentages for LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Criteria

1. Education with nonhandicapped
2. Alternative placements available
3. Education at same school as if

not handicapped

S. indicate the compliance percentages for

Criteria

81. Scope and sequence
'92. Written daily schedule
'el. Curriculum materials specified
'lg. Teacher written programs if needed
'05. Monitoring system

Compliance

criteria.

Criteria

4. School staff understand LRE
requirements

*S. Procedures for determining LRE
E

criteria.

Compliance 5! Criteria

*MI Individual programming
7. Behavior programs
"B. Cumulative folder'
*9. Teacher explains program

11101
1111,

6. Inutuaio the compliance percentages for PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION

Criteria

1. LEA application
2. Wily expenditure accounte

*03. Additional fundina applications
'Psi. written OnliCIPd and procedures

4101Amsmd.....0

Cceptiance

6.11.1

criteria.

Criteria

S. Forms. for releasing records
A. Forms for requesting records
7. Confidentiality procedures

"R. Monitors outside contractors
"S. Pertinent documents filed

NJ Stars: Items required by P. 1. 9.1-142,
lions recuired by 31A State Plan. but not P. L. 94-142.

": Items I= ritlulfed by P. L. 94,142 or TM State Plan, considered "Cot Practice".
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PROGRAM NAME'

Comoliancl..2

Compliance %

Compliance %

wlMonolamli

Complianse_S

ow
MIIMI10

Camellanve

1 62 Et im;

Dita t): 1 1 d Ot.

AVERAGE %

COMPLIANCE:-

ED
LEGAL 2

CO7
1

MPLIANCE:

AVERAGE %

MPLIANCE

C=3
LEaAL %

COMPLIANCE

AVERAGE %

CO=MPLIANCE

1
LEGAL 2

COMPLIANCE

C=
, -

AVERAGE %

COMPLIANCE

LEGAL 2

COMPLIANCt

I

AVERAGE

COMPLIANC

LEGAL 2
COMPLIANCEcJ
AVERAGE 2

COMPLIANC

I 1

LEGAL 2

COMPLIANC

C=3



I PARENT INVOLVEMENT I

Indicate the compliance percentages for Di5:11Y criteria.

=LUU. Cmpliance 1

. "1. Adequate floor space
"2. Integration with regular students
n. Classrooms well distributed

.0111/111101.01.

41011111

Criteria

e. 'Classrooms equal to regular
education

"5. School accessible

8. Indicate tier compliance percentages feel STAFF criteria.

Criteria Compliance 1

1, inservice training
2. Stall' evaluated annually
"3. Acceptable turnover rate

4. Certified personnel

9. Indicate the compliance percentages for

Criteria

'Si. Parents observe assessment
2. Participate in placement
3. Able to examineprecords
4. Notified prior to change

'5. Receive written progress reports

10. indicate the compliance percentages for

Criteria

1. Notified of hearing
2. Due process hearing officers
3. Due process procedures

Compliance 1';

ONImmi.IMPIN

miliMananwolow

Criteria Compliance %

"5. Written job descriptions
"S. Noncertified staff supervised
w7. Staff evaluate administrator

criteria.

Compliance 1 Criteria

19, Observe Instruction
0T, Information on supposet services
°IS. Program orientation
9. Parent training

.1.1110.

DUE PROCESS

Compliance 1

11111111111

....11.1.1=11MM

criteria.

Criteria

4. Disciplinary procedures appropriate
5. Surrogate parents

Mo Stars: Items required by P L. 94-142.

*: Items required by 8IA State Plan, but not P. L. 94-142.
: Items not required by P. L. 94.142 or vrx State Plan. considered 'best Practice'.

OVERALL AVERAGE % COMPLIANCE

OVERALL LEGAL % COMPLIANCE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING AVERAGES

Laos criterion receives one of the following ratings:

0 no compliance '

1 w partial compliance
2 is full compliance

1111.11MIMMIIII/M
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LEGAL

COMPLIANCE.
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AVERAGE

COMPLIANCE

LEGAL %

COMPLIANCE

)

. AVERAGE 74

COMPLIANCE

LEGAL

COMPLIANCE

To complete compliance % for an item. take the total number of points received on that
criterion and divide it by (the number

of ratings for that retterion multiplied by 2). For the criteria rated only once for the school (e.g.. the criteria in CHILI)

FIND). then this watt a O. 1, or 2 divided by 2 (i.e.. 0%. 50%. or 100%). For the criteria rated for individual children

(e.g.. the IEP criteria), then this will be the number of points obtained by all children,
divided by (the number of children.

multiplied by 2). For example, for criterion d4 under Ige-if data were collected on 12 children and looked as follows:

Children's Initials

4. Start and completion dates are included for AB EL H2 JW SK AS DP JF D8 DT EC

all objectives and programs.
.2 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 2

Iniormatiun in the folders of the first three children completely met the criterion, the next two did not Meat it at all, the

next two met it parts:11:v. etc. A total of 13 points were obtained for the criterion and 24 were possible (12 children X 2

points o4ch A 24). Percentage compliance for this criterion was 13 v 24 w 54%.

To compute "Average "i Compliance", do a simile arithmetic average of the individual compliance % rating for each area (e.g..

ander CHILD FIND. this might he (100 *'100 * 50 0) 4 * 831.

To rempme "Legal 1 Compliance". dd the same thing but only for the non-starredoitems.

BEM VRY AVAILABLE
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4.

INTRODUCTION

The attached materials are designed for use in conducting simulated.

compliance reviews for Bureau of Indian Affairs special edmation programs.

The purpose of these simulated compliance reviews is to assist Area and Agency

'81A officials in identifying areas of strength and weakness regarding

compliance with Public Law 94-142. Information colletted during each

simulated compliance review will be useful in developing practices and

strategies for needed adjustments and remediation.

It is important to note that standards for being *in compliance" With

P.L. 94-142 are still a matter of interpretation in many cases. Two different

site visit review, teams from the Federal` lvernment might easily reach

different conclusions about whether a school is in compliance regarding a 4)

/r
specific element of P.L. 94-142. Since the results of,this simul4ted

compliance review will be used only internally by Area and Agency officials to

improve the quality of their programs, we have designed these procedures to be

.rigorous rather. than lenient. In this way, Area and Agency staff can be

overprepared rather than underprepared for later compliance visits from the

Federal government.

Ten major areas have been identified for consideration during the

simulated compliance reviews. These.areas include:

1. Child Find

2. Multidisciplinary Evaluation

3. Individualized Education Plan

4. Least Restrictive Environment

5. Daily Program

6. Program Development and Operation

7. Facility Criteria
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8. Staff Criteria'

9. Parent Involvement

10. Due Process

Under each of the 10 major areas, specific criteria have been identified

which: (a) based upon Public Law 94-142, and/or SIA regulations, are required

components of programs serving the handicapped; (b) based on state of the art

research and literature, are desirable components of high-quality programs.

Throughout the manual and worksheets, objectives not required by law, but

desirable for high-quality programs, have been marked with two asterisks ( * *);

objectives required by RIA State Plan but not P.L. 94-142, have been marked

with one asterisk (*). The remainder of this manual describes each of the 10

major areas using the following format:

1. A general overview and rationale for the inclusion of each major

area is provided.

2. The specific criteria or standards which will be used in determining

atVinment of each criterion are described.

The evaluation teams will be composed of two or three persons, primarily

from the Intermountain Plains Regional Resource Center (IPRRC) staff. Members

of the evaluation team will collect data specific to each of the items under

the ten major areas described above. These data will come from four pr '.wary

sources:

1. A random selection of cumulative folders of children being served by

the school.

2. Other documentation which is assembled prior to the team's arrival by

the principal, or staff members responsible for the program. The

specific information which is .elevant here is cited in Table 1.

3. Discussion with classroom teachers of a random selection of the

children (the same children referred to in #1 above).
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TABLE 1

I. 0-11113 FIND

1. Documentation off written plan to create public

agareness.

2. Documentation contact made with other agencies.

3. Percentage of childrri being served.
4. written plan to refer children unable to serve.

1. Evaluation by more than one evaluator. /

2. Tests administered are valid and appropriate.

3. Parent signed consent form prior to testtng.

4. Evaluation report understandable by parents.

5. Evaluation report induces specific program-
ming suggestions.

6. Child's folder includes data from referalsource.
7. Child's folder.includes medical data where

appropriate.

8. Statement indicating handicapping conditions.

9. Criteria for determination of classification.

10. Report explained to parrntS.
11, Evaluations include'behavior observations

about strengths, weaknesses.
12. Evaluation report written in synthesized-

format.

13. Evaivation conducted in child'yfibminant
language.

14, Evaluation conducted at least every three
years.

II. MULTIDISCIPLINARY EVAUJATICN

III, INDIVICUALIED MCKIM Pl 'Y1

1. Statement of present level of educational
functioning.

2. Annual goals stated.
3. Short-term objectives stated in behavioral

terms.

4. Start and completion dates for services.

*5. Person responsible for delivery of services

stated.

S. Short-term objective evaluation component
stated.

7. Date of initial placement.

8. Statement of related services.
9. Parent signature

I0. Signatures of team on !EP; team appropriate.
11. Summary statements written for each goal at

annual review,

12. Placement is formally reviewed annually.

"13. lEP linked to daily programming.

LEAST RESTRICTIVE EINIRNINT

1. Handicapped children educated with nonhandicipped'

children.

2. Alternative placements available to implement IEP.

3. Handicapped attend same school as would if

nonnandiciepped.

4. teachers lidministrators informed of responsibilities

for implementation of LRE requirements.

5 Consider potential harmful effects and quality of

Service when selectino LRE.

V. DAILY RCM
, Prdqrar scope and sequence included.

" 2. Daily scnedule written.

" 3. :urriculum materials suggested for program
ociectiwes.

4. %ocher written programS included where
necessary.

" 5 Ponitoring system included.
" 6. Child in'olveJ in one-half hour individual

proce3cring.
B",iv)v penoram included. when appropriate.

%V AiAt'Ve !Older okePt !pr each Child,

' ft t err eq)1,41ns Progam.
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VI. PROGRAM DEVEIPINT NM OPERATIC('

1. LEA submitted application for 3100 and 1974.
2. LEA has accounts for service delivery system.

" 3. LEA submitted For additional funding.
4. Written procedures regarding referral,

evaluation, placement, !EP, termination
available.

S. Farms developed and used for releasing child's
records.

6. Forms developed &Id for requesting child's
records.

7. Confidential information kept in locked files.
8. LEA has work scope with contractors to implement

Program.
9. LEA has pertinent documents on file.

*

VII.
1.

FACILITY
4A.

Facility meets 81A guidelines for amount of floor
space per child.
Special education instructional areas facilitate
integration with regular students.
Special education classes well distributed.
Special education instructional areas are at least
equal to those in regular education.
One building at each level is accessible.

VIII. STAFF

1. School has written plan for staff training.
" 2. Staff formally evaluated once per year.
" 3. Staff has acceptable turnover rate.

4. Programs supervised by certified personnel.
Written job descriptions for staff.
Staff members receive feedback on their performance.
Staff members evaluate school administrator.

«. 5.

5.

7,

IX. WM' INVOLVEIST
Mt 1. Parents are invited to observe screening/

assessments.
2. Parents participate in developing child's !EP

and determining child's placement.
Parents are given opportunity to examine child's
records.
Parents given written notice prior to change in
child's placement, 1EP goals.
Parents receive written reports of their child's
progress.

Parrots are invited to observe child's instruction.
Parents receive information regarding support
services.
Parents Invited to a formal program orientation.
Parents receive training in their rights and
responsibilities.

3,

4.

S.

6.
a. 7.

8.

9.

X. DIE PROCESS

1. Parents notified in writino or verbally that
due process hearing is being initiated.

2. Due process hearing conducted by impartial due
Process nearieo officer.

3. Due process nearing follows due process
PrOcedure;.

Disciplinary Procedures do not exclude children
fro,- receiving services.

5. Surrogate Parents assinned
law.

. 4,

in accordance with
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4. DiscusSion with the special education administrative staff and other

key administrative staff.

5. Direct observation of classroom activities.

The monitoring team will spend approximately one full day collecting and

summarizing their observations. After all data have been collected and

collated, an overview of the strengths and weaknesses of.the program, as

perceived by the review team, will be prepared and presented to the

appropriate program staff and administrators on the second day of the visit.

In conducting the simulated review, team members will review pertinent

documents, the children's cumulative folders, and interview appropriate staff

members involved with the special education program. Each team member will

fill out his own copy of the compliance monitoring checklist. When ratin:

each criterion statement, it is important to be aware that the rating of

criterion may be difficult to assess. This manual will give you a clearer

picture of what might constitute the rating In each category. Content will be

judged as (a) no compliance-0 points, (b) partial compliance - -1 point, and

(c) full compliance--2 points. Collation of information will be accomplished

once the data are collected. Any items for which information could not be

obtained should be discussed with the principal to determine where such

information might be available.

Within two weeks of the onsite visit, a report of findings will be

written by the review team and sent to the school and the Agency and Area

offices.



CHILD FIND

The principle of zero reject, a component of Public Law 94-142,

mandates that all handicapped children be provided a free, appropriate public

education. Subsumed under the zero reject principle is an emphasis on

developing child find programs. Consistent with this, local educational

agencies should, on at least an annual basis, conduct.a thorough program to

locate, identify, and evaluate all handicapped children living within their

catchment area. Availability of Federal funds is tied to this activity as

local educational agencies receive these funds based on the number of

handicapped children served. For funding purposes, a maximum of 12 percent of

the school population can be counted as handicapped.

Public Law 94-142 alrx identifies two service priorities in this child

find activity: (a) children not receiving an education, and (b) children with

the most severe handicaps who are not receiving an appropriate education

should be served first.

Child find activities must be documented and show a concerted effor)t

toward identifying all handicapped children.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL FOR CHILD FIND CRITERIA

The school has a written plan to create public awareness of s ecial

education op ortunities for handicapped children.

An informed community tends to be more sensitive, accepting, and

responsive to the handicapped. When the community is informed, barriers

created by ignorance and stereotypes are broken down, leading to the

development of day care programs, sheltered workshops, group homes,

resource programs, and other programs for the handicapped. To be in full
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compliance, the school's written pl4n should include references to

newspaper releases, radio or television announcements, posters, speeches

at community gatherings, and/or meetings.

2. There is documentation the school has made contact with other

organizations or agencies i, hild find effort_

Names, relevant correspondence; and any anecdotal data concerning

contacts should be available for each organizatioP the school has

contacted concerning child find. To be in full compliance, the school has

4,..PV 7.1044

0

on file all pertinent information on agencies they have contacted in child

find efforts. For partial compliance, the school can state the agencies

they have contacted.

3. The percentage of children being served b the school indicates the child

find efforts have been adequate..

The Office of Special Education will fund up to 12 percent of a

school's population as handicapped. The minimum goal recommended by the

Office of Special Education is that about 10 percent handicapped children

versus nonhandicapped children should be served. It is not mandated that

12.percent of the school's population be counted as handicapped. The

following figures are arbitrary to indicate an example, like if a school

has identified only 3 percent of its population as handicapped, this may

indicate the child find efforts have not been adequate. Also, over or

under representation in some handicapping categories is questionable,

e.g., the student roster indicates the school identified and placed 20 LO,

2 EMH, and 0 EP. This might indicate misplacement of students or

inappropriate assessment perhaps.

-1 '70
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4. The school has written rocedures for determining alternate placements for

students which it is unable to serve.

To comply with least restrictive environment considerations, children

should have a variety of placements available; in ad4ition, interagency

agreements usually make for smoother transitions from one program to

another. Interagency agreements could be developed with local public

schools, social services (tribe, BIA, state) private schools, parochial

schools, Public Health Service, etc. To be in full compliance the school

has on file copies of interagency agreements.

171
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY EVALUATION

The rationale for multidisciplinary evaluation stems primarily from

Public Law 94-142: The Education of All Handicapped Children Act. The most

pertinent sections of the law related to the assessment-and placement of

handicapped children are quoted below.

U. . . all children residing in the state who are
handicapped, regardless of the severity of their handicap,
and who are in need of special education and related

services are identified, located, and evaluated, and that

a practical method is developed and implemented to

determine Which children are currently receiving needed
special education and related services and which children

are not currently receiving needed special education and

....,Yelated services. . . . procedures to assure that testing and

evaluation materials and procedures are utilized for the

purpose of evaluation and placement of handicapped children
will be selected and administered so as not to be racially or

culturally discriminatory. Such materialcor procedures
shall be provided and administered in the child's native

language or mode of communication, unless it clearly is not

feasible to do so, and no single procedure.shall be the sole
criterion for determining an appropriate educational program

for a child." Public Law 94-142, Section 612.

There are two important components of multidisciplinary evaluation which

are referred to above. The first is a requirement which specifies that

nonbiased assessment procedures should be utilized. The second specifies that

no single procedure should be utilized to place a child.

Generally, nonbiased assessment procedures include provisions for testing

in the child's native language, avoiding tests which contain obvious bias and

securing measures of a child's functioning level within his/her own culture.

The purpose of this part of the law is to ensure that identification of

possible bias is made and accounted for in ways possible with testing

materials.

The .second issue relates to avoiding the use of one test or assessment

procedure and looking at a child's performance in a variety of ways. This
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section of the law ensures that the child is given every opportunity to exhibit

his/her true level of functioning.

The following guidelines should be considered in evaluation.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL FOR MULTIDISCIPLINARY EVALUATION

1. The evaluation was conducted b more than one certified evaluator in

different areas eso holo medicine s ecial educationt_meech and

hearing, physical therapy, occupational therapy.

In assessing a child, information should be collected by more than

one person.

The evaluation is made by a multidisciplinary team or

group of persons, including at least one teacher or

other specialist, with knowledge in the area of

suspected disability. No single procedure is used as

the sole criterion for determining an appropriate

educational program for a child. The child is

assessed in all areas related to the suspected

disability, including, where appropriate, health,

vision, hearing, social and 3rotional status, general

intelligence, academic performance, communicative

status, and motor abilities. (Federal Register, 1977,

pp. 42496-97)

If the above procedures were not followed, a statement explaining why is

included. Full compliance consists of above criterion being met. Partial

compliance would be given if the team was unable to determine what

specialties the evaluators represented.

Tests administered are valid and ro riate for the children tested and

Co. ies of the test rotocols are included in the children's folders.

Tests and other evaluation materials have been validated

for the specific purpose for which they are used. Tests

and other evaluation materials include those tailored to

assess specific areas of educational need and not merely

those which are designed to provide a single general

intelligence quotient.
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Tests are selected and administered so as best to ensure that
when a test is administered to a child with impaired
sensory, manual, or speaking skills, the test results
accurately reflect the child's aptitude or achievement level
or whatever other factors the test purports to measure,
rather than reflecting the child's impaired sensory, manual
or speaking skills (exceet where those skills are the
factors which the test purports to measured). (Federal
Register, 1977, pp. 42496-97)

Copies of all test materials should be available for review by evaluation

team members. To be in full compliance, the test protocols of appropriate

tests should be'in the child's folder and should correspond to referral

information. Example: If the child was referred because of speech and

language difficulties, speech and language protocols should be included in

the child's folder.

Partial compliance would be given if test protocols are included but

have no indication if they were appropriate for that child.

The evaluation includes a signed parent consent form sieldpria.12.

testing.

A signed.parent consent form is required by law. A copy should be

found in the child's folder. The form should indicate an interpreter was
I

used when necessary.

4. The summary evaluation re ort is deemed b the simulated compliance review

team to be understandable by parents.

Many evaluation reports are written in professional jargon which is

not generally understandable. Team members should scan reports for the

selected children to make sure the language used is clear and

understandable. A consideration of the parents' dominant language should

be made. An example of an evaluation is included on p. 16.

**5. The evaluationreport includes specific programming suggestions_

The assessment team will serve as a valuable resource for programming

ideas. These ideas will be determined as a result of assessment findings.



To be in full compliance,
programming-suggestions such as: "It is

recommended that the child receive special tutoring on the following

speech sounds: s, 2, 1. An audiometric evaluation is also recommended."

would be useful.

A report which gives a diagnosis or classification'without specific

programming suggestions is not very useful. An example of a statement

that would meet partial compliance is: "This child is severely retarded

and should be institutional zed."

6. The child's folder includes observational data from the referral source.

Observational data from the referral source (classroom teacher) can

assist the assessment team in decision making. An example of such a

statement would be: "Sarah is 10 years old. Sarah is constantly asking to

have things repeated. When asked a question, Sarah will often not answer.

When she does answer, it is in 2- or 3-word phrases, not in complete

sentences." As one result-of this statement, the assessment team would

request a hearing evaluation.

7. The child's folder includes medical data where necessary.

Example: "Sarah has a hearing loss which may be why she is having

trouble learning to speak clearly. Her family physician

reports that her particular impairment la sensori-neural

loss."

Evaluation reports should be examined for references to significant

physical and developmental events in a child's life. Examples of when

medical data would be appropriate are: if referral source mentions

hearing or attentional problems, if parents report seizures, or if child

is frequently absent for health reasons.
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* *8. The evaluation includes a ualification statement which clearl indicates

the handicapping condition of the child'

Agency funding is usually tied to diagnostic or qualification

categories. The evaluation report should clearly indicate the child's

handicapping condition. The following is a list of handicapping

conditions:' mentally retarded, deaf, hard of hearing, visually

handicapped, emotionally disturbed, orthopedic handicap, health impaired,

specific learning disability, multiple handicaps, deaf/blind, and speech

impaired.

*9. S ecific criteria are delineated Which allow the determination of a

child's harlc---"sification.

The report should be examined for such statementsj For example, when

a child is diagnosed as Learning Disabled,, specific criteria statements.

concerning the rationale must be written in the report. There must' be

evidence'of a Significant discrepancy between ability and performance

scores. A significant discrepancy can be found in the areas of: reading,

reading comprehension, spelling, handwriting, arithmetic reasoning,

arithmetic computation. Statement can be present on process deficits. A

learning disability checklist should be completed on children categorized

as Learning Disabled. Another example concerns the category of mental

retardation. If a child is classified as mentally retarded, evidence

should be documented that both IQdand adaptive behavior were measured.

*10. Test results have been explained to the parents.

Parents should have evaluation results clearly in mind. The best way

to have understandable reports written is for parents to review them and

rule on their clarity. This can be done at the time the parents attend

parent-teacher conference and IEP meetings. Evidence in writing that

reports were sent and/or explained would qualify for full compliance.
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* *11. The evaluation includes behavior observations or statements about the

child's strengths weaknesses or articular learning st.le from the

multidisciplinary team.

These statements can be particularTY useful in daily programming.

Statements that would qualify as full compliance are:

Example: James can ,subtract two five-place figures. but cannot

borrow.

Statements about observable behavior are also useful in programming.

Example: James hits and kicks peers, runs out of the building

frequently, and does not respond to verbal compents. He

will, however, respond favorably to the bus driver when

1

riding the bus.

The documentation can be on .'he evaluation report or compiled

separately. Statements that dis6ss test results and scores would qualify

as partial compliance.

* *12. The evaluation report is synthesized

includes all assessments in one re crt rather than se arate reports for

each-assessment done.

A synthesized report ensures that evaluation team members have

discussed and considered all evaluatioq information. 'A member of the team

is usually designated to write the synthesized report. An example of a

synthesized report is included. A copy of the report is current

(within three years) and in the child's folder.

13. The evaluation was conducted in the child's dominant language.

There is written doCumentation that tests are provided and

administered in the child's native language or other mode of
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communication, unless it is clearly not feasible to do sn. The language

the test was administered in should be indicated in, the report or test

protocol.

14. There is documentation that a formal re-evaluation of the child is

conducted at leastteuthrellearsormore often as warranted by the

situation.

The evaluation report is dated within the last three years. If a

.
parent or teacher, feels there is a.problem with the present placement, a

requcst is made in writing-and a re- evaluation may be conducted even if

three years have not passed. This situation could arise if teachers and

oarenti decided the previous assessment was not complete or an:area

(example, language development) was omitted that should, have been

assessed or if significant progress-was made and a change in placement was

in order.
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CLIENT: Bill

Age:
Date of Birth:
Parents:

DATES OF EVALUATION:

TESTS ADMINISTERED:

SAMPLE OF /SYNTHESIZED REPORT

Bayley Scales of Infant Development
Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile
Kent-Hecht Gross Motor Assessment
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language Scale
Preschool Language Scale

REFERRAL QUESTION:

Bill was referred to the Exceptional Child Center by his parents
because of concerns about Bill's lack of speech, effects of a reported

hearing loss, and problematic behaviors which are occurring both in the

home and at school, 1'

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Bill was accompanied to the Exceptional Child Center by his parents

who provided the following background information. Bill was the result

a normal pregnancy; however, complications arose during his delivery,

in that Bill was in a breech position and the amnionic fluid tontained

fecal matter. Additionaly, the placenta was abnormally small and weak.
At birth, Bill weighed five pounds and twelve ounces. His breathing was
irregular, his cry was very soft, and he demonstrated a poor sucking

reflex. The parents expressed concern over the possibility that Bill

may have suffered from dehydration as a newborn, since he refused to

suck.

6

Throughout his development, Bill has consistently remained below the
sixth percentile for children his age in height and weight. The parents

stated that 8111 has a rare chromosomal abnormality,characterized by a small

addition to the distal arm of one of the 11th chromosomes. According to
, their chromosomes were found to be normal. The chromosomal

studies were conducted at the University of Utah.

Bill's self-help skills are also reported to be limited. He is able to

feed himself independently by using a spoon and drinking from a cup, but he

has difficulty using a fork, and sometimes rejects foods of certain text4res.

Bill is also able to undress himself, al%hough he does not do so routinely.
He can unzip, but he has not yet developed additional fastening skills. Bill

is not toilet trained The parents have attempted to use a toileting program

without success. It was furtner reported that Bill suffered anemia between

the ages of six and nine months. During this time, no motor development gains

were observed by his parents, however, he evidenced developmental motor mile-

stones within ?lama: age ranges (e.g., independent sitting by six months,
crawling at 9-10 months, and independent walking by 15 months). Overall, his
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parents have seen that his motor development has been slow, particularly in

the fine motor area. Bill's lack of language development has been a major

concern to his parents. Bill has had recurrent ear infections since approxi-

mately eight months of age. At age two, tubes were inserted in both ears to

control otitis media. The parents suspected that Bill had a possible hearing

loss, but this was not confirmed until Bill was approximately 3-1/2 years of age.

At that time, hearing tests revealed a moderate hearing loss in the left ear;

the hearing in the right ear appeared to be within normal limits. In

Bill's adenoids and tonsils were removed, and tubes were inserted in both

ears. The parents reported seeing an improvement difference in Bill's speech

by in that he was beginning to verbalize more clearly. However,

at the present time he still lacks functional communication, skills, and uses

only five to ten words spontaneously and consistently. He usually communicates

his wants and needs by gesturing or leading family members by the hand.

Bill is presently attending an early intervention preschool program in

. His parents reported that the program's major goal this

year is for Bill to increase his attention span. Bill does not engage in

manipulative and/or constructive play activities at school or at home. The

parents feel that he does not do so because his attention span for such

activities is too short. However, on certain activities of his choosing

(e.g., pushing his ticycle), he shows extended time interest (e.g., up to

45'minutes). Both at school and at home Bill demonstrates limited social

interactions with his peers and adults. When other children are playing

in a group, Bill will typically stand at the outskirts
of the group and observe.

He does not engage in constructive play with his siblings.

Bill's parents were asked to identify the major behavior problems in the

home. For Bill's father, the major problem is Bill's tendency to open cabinets,

closets, and drawers, and to empty the contents on the floor. The correction

procedure which the parents have uzed for this behavior is to take Bill away

frOm the, cabinet and scold him. They have not required him to return the

items which he misplaced. Bill's father expressed that he did not consider

reprimands useful in disciplining Bill because it was his opinion that Bill

was incapable of understanding that what he had done was inappropriate. For

Bill's mother the major problem in the home is Bill running away. Bill will

check the outside doors of the house until he finds one that is open. He

then leaves the house and, will not return on his own. The parents have

reprimanded Bill for this behavior, but this technique has been ineffective

in reducing running away. The parents have also attempted to use time out

procedures consisting of placing Bill in his bedroom; however, Bill's toy box

is in the bedroom, and the parents agreed that this may not constitute an

effective time out procedure. Both parents requested suggestions to help

them deal with Bill's inappropriate behaviors in the home. Additionally,

they wish to help Bill develop a communication system so that they may

communicate with him, and so he may be able to interact with people in his

environment.

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS:

Bill was observed during the initial intake interview, and during

subsequent testing sessions. During the initial interview, it was necessary

for Bill to be removed from the room since he was engaging in disruptive be-

haviors. such as throwing toys, climbing on furniture, opening cabinets,

and flushing the toilet in the adjoining bathroom. When Bill engaged in any

of this behaviors, it was obsered that he would go to a nearby adult and smile.
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He also smiled when his father intervened to terminate these behaviors by

removing him from the activity from which he was involved.

In general, throughout testing Bill was easily distracted from test

tasks and his attention was limited. When assessment tasks required him

to be seated at a table, he was quite active (e.g., squirmed in his seat,

got cut of his seat). Bill worked best at table tasks when he was seated
with his chair back against a wall and the testing table positioned to

restrict his options for mobility. Center staff observed that Bill's eye

contact was of very brief duration (i.e., one or two seconds), and that his

compliance to requests was inconsistent. However, eye contact and compliance

appeared to improve when test items were presented at a rapid pace. Bill

responded to praise by smiling, and by repeating the action that he had just

completed.

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS:

Bill was administered the Mental and Motor Scales of the Bayley Scales

of Infant Development. These scales are designed primarily to assess skills

of children up to 2-1/2 years of age. Although age exceeds the upper limits

for which this test is designed, the test can be useful in obtaining an

estimate of developmental skills acquired. One the Mental Scale, Bill

successfully completed most of the items up to a 17 month level. He

completed 50% of the tasks up to the 20 month level, and 25% of the tasks

between tne 21st and 30th month levels. Many of these tasks required verbal

responses. On the Motor Scale of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development,

Bill obtained an overall estimated age equivalent of 24 months. He was able

to demonstrate several skills up to the 30 months level.

The Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile was also administered. This

profile consists of a series of questions that are directed to the parents

about the child's performance in various skill areas. The five areas which

are assessed on the Alpern-Boll, and the approximate age equivalents which
Bill obtained in each of these areas, are as follows:

Developmental Skill Area

Physical Age
Self-Help Age
Social Age
Academic Age
Communication Age

Age Equivalency

3 years, 6 months
2 years, 2 months
1 year, 10 months
1 year, 10 months
1 year, 6 months

The results of the Alpern-Boll indicate that Bill is functioning considerably

below his age level in the five areas sampled on this test.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSESSMENT RESULTS:

The Kent-Hecht Gross Motor Assessment and Eye/Hand Coordination Assessment

rests were used to obtain additional information on Bill's motor functions.

These two checklists are non-standardized development checklists which provide

an estimate of a child's eye/hand coordination (use of fine muscles of the

hands and eye usage) and gross motor (use of large muscles of the body) from

birth to five years of age. According to the items passed on these checklists,
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Bill is functioning at an 18 to 24 months level in eye/hand coordination and

at a 24 month level in gross motor skills. At a 24 month level, Bill was

able to complete the following gross motor tasks: (1) kick a large ball;

(2) stand on a balance beam; and (3) go downstairs placing both feet on each

stair. One isolated gross motor task at the 32 month level that Bill was

unable to perform was to jump in place. Bill was able .to complete some

gross motor tasks at the 36 month level that include: (1) rides a tricycle;

and (2) walks upstairs by alternating feet. Bill was unable to perform the

following gross motor tasks: (1) walks on tiptoes (26 months); (2) walks
backward 10 feet (28 months); (3) broad jump (29 months); (4) hops twice

or more on one foot (30 months); (6) walks heel-to-toe gait (32 months);

(7) balances on one foot for two seconds (42 months); (8) walks on line

10 feet (48 months).

Eye/hand coordination skills at the 24 month level that Bill was

able to complete were: (1) puts one-inch diameter pegs in holes; (2) imitates

clapping; (3) imitates revolving hands around each other; (4) turns door knobs;

and (5) places round and square shapes in form board. At the 36 month level

Bill was able to do the following: (1) string two or more 1" beads; and

'(2) throw and catch a large ball. Bill was unable to perform the following

eye/hand coordination tasks: (1) imitates vertical stroke (18 months);

(2) builds 6 to 7 block tower (24 months); (3) imitates circular stroke

(24 months); (4) builds 7 to 8 block tower (30 months); (5) imitates building

train one-inch blocks (30 months); (6) imitates horizontal stroke (30 months);

(7) copies circle (36 months); (8) builds 9 to 10 block tower (36 months);

(9) imitates cross (36 months); (10) unbuttons (36 months); and (11) cuts

with scissors (36 months).

Bill displayed clumsy prehensio!' (position and use of the hand to

grasp an object) when picking up small objects. He was able to use his

thumb and forefinger to pick up inch beads; however, his grasp was not

neat or precise, and the beads slipped from his finger several times. His

clumsiness may be due, in part, to a slight outward rotation of his thumbs.

Balance reactions were also informally, evaluated by the occupational

therapist. Bill exhibited normal equilibrium reactions (involuntary responses

which maintain the vertical alignment of the body when tipped), when lying on

his stomach, on his back, and on his hands and knees. His equilibrium reactions

were inadequate in the sitting and standing position. The resting tone of his

muscles was also noted to be low.

In an informal assessment of Bill's oral-motor skills, it was noted by

the occupational therapist that Bill's voluntary tongue and lip movements

were within normal limits. Bill's chewing was characterized by up and down

jaw movements only, lacking the more mature rotary motion of the jaw.

MEDICAL ASSESSMENT RESULTS:

Bill was seen by the Medical Director at the Exceptional Child Center.

He observed a variety of morphological irregularities. It was noted that

Bill's head is elongated in the anterior-posterior direction, that his ears

are low-set, and irregularities were also observed in the structure of the

outer ear. Additionally, Bill's jaw is slightly narrowed in relation to the

rest of his features. Both of Bill's hands have a transverse simian line,

and his fingers are broad at the base with incurving of the fifth finger and
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a rather broad thumb; both thumbs also show some outcurving, Incurving of

the toes was also observed. The Medical Direttor observed that tubes were
in both external canals of Bill's ears; the one on the left appeared to be

just in the canal, and the one on the right appeared to still be through
the tympanic membrane.

An opportunity was given to the parents to ask questions concerning
Bill's birth defect, and what they can anticipate in the future, It was

the opinion of the Medical Director that Bill demonstrates some degree of mental
retardation, but his prognosis will be affected by the quality of speech,
education, and behavioral intervention which Bill receives in the future.

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT RESULTS:

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was presented to Bill. This test

requires the child to point to one of four pictures at the request of the

examiner. Bill was unable to identify any pictures by pointing, although
the instructions were varied in their presentation and he was assisted to
perform the task several tiir.es. A child of would be expected

to point correctly to approximate% pictures. .

The Preschool Language Scale was administered. This test requires a

child to demonstrate a variety of skills and tests for both auditory compre-

hension and verbal ability. Bill achieved a 15 month age equivalency score

in both auditory comprehension and verbal ability. His auditory comprehension

skills were demonstrated by his ability to understand simple questions, such

as, "Where is mother?", and by his ability to look attentively at pictures.

He was unable to identify body parts or follow directions, such as "Put the

block on the chair," or to identify pictures by pointing. In verbal ability,

Bill's score was demonstrated by his ability to echo or imitate sounds and

to use a few simple words. He did not ask for simple needs, use two or three

word combinations, or use as many as 10 words.

The Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language Scale was administered in

order to determine Bill's level of language development. This scale is based

upon observations made by the examiner in conjunction with parental interviews.

It requires no formalized response from the child. The results indicate that

Bill is at a 16 month level in his receptive language abilities. His receptive

language skills include the ability to sustain interest for two or more minutes

in looking at pictures if they are named for him, and the ability to demonstrate

understanding by carrying out some simple verbal requests. He also appears

to recognize come of his own body parts, although he does not demonstrate this

in pictures. Expressively, Bill is functioning at approximately the 14 month

level, as measured by this test. This skill level was demonstrated by his

ability to use five or more true words with some consistency, and to attempt

to obtain desired objects by using his voice in conjunction with pointing.

He does not use true words along with gestures, nor does he demonstrate the

use of many of the consonant sounds.

SUMMARY:

was evaluated at the Exceptional Child Center. The results of this

evaluation indicate that Bill is functioning significantly below his age level
in mental abilities, speech and language skills, and motor skills. His severest

area of delay is in speech and language functioning; his receptive and expressive
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language skills are at approximately the 15 month level. A hearing

examination , revealed that Bill

has a mild to moderate hearing loss in his left ear; and has boarderline

normal to mild loss in his right ear. The extent to which Bill's hearing

deficit has contributed to his delay in language development is not known

at this time; however, it was noted that in working with Bill, the use of

gestures and the use of a loud voice increased the probability that he would

respond correctly to the examiner's request, Motorically, Bill is displaying

a delay of approximately 2-1/2 years in the acquisition of both eye/hand

coordination skills and gross motor skills. His inadequate balance reactions

and low muscle tone are contributing factors to his gross motor skill deficits,

and his short attention span may be contributing to his delay in eye/hand

coordination skills. Bill's delayed eye/hand coordination skills may, in

turn, be contributing to his inability to completely dress himselfli.e., use

of fastenings). However, based_on_these evaluation findings, Bill will need

intensive intervention programs in the areas of deficit. The most critical

area for programming is in speech and language functioning.

During the evaluation, it was reported that Bill is also exhibiting a

series of behaviors which are problematic both at home and at school.

Behavior common to both settings is Bill's tendency to run away whenever he

can find an unlocked door. In addition, Bill engages in a variety of disrup-

tive behaviors which appear to be for the purpose of obtaining the attention

of adults in his immediate environment. These behaviors include, hitting \

other children, emptying cabinets and drawers, throwing objects, playing

with water, etc. Bill appears to enjoy social interactions with others, as

evidenced by his smiling in response to praise, and by the way he engages in

activities to obtain the attention of other individuals. It is the opinion

of Center staff that consistent use of behavioral programming combined with

the development of a functional communication system should result in con-

trolling Bill's misbehaviors.

Recommendations:

The following recommendations are made for Bill:

1) It is recommended that Bill continue in his present preschool

program with the addition of speech therapy on a daily basis. This

therapy could be conducted by either the teacher or an aide under

the supervision of a qualified speech pathologist. His daily

therapy programs should include the use of sign language, and

signs should be used spontaneously throughout the day in conjunction

with spoken language.

2) Instructions to be given to Bill should be precise and simple,

requesting one action per instruction; for example, "Bill, sit

down," instead of, "Bill, we need for you to sit down so we can start

to work." Bill's attention should be directed to the speaker's face

and to the task with which he is being presented, Both auditory and

gestural cue$ should be given.

3) Bill should continue in a formal behavior program to increase his

attention span and develop eye contact. Concurrently, programming

should focus on eliminating those behaviors which are interfering
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with his ability to attend to the task on hand. These include:

opening doors, throwing objects, flipping light switches on and off,
and other behaviors which appear to be directed at getting the
attention of people in his environment. The use of a formal time-
out room to consequate these behaviors is also recommended.

4) Behavioral programming should also be implemented to eliminate
Bill's response of running away whenever he finds an open door.
Suggestions for programming to reduce this'behavior are included
in Appendix A.

5) Bill undergo a visual examination to determine his visual acuity.
Since gestures and signs are recommended for language program,
it is imperative that it be determined whether or not Bill is
capably of visually discriminating signs.

Bill would benefit from gross motor and eye/hand coordination
stimulation activity. These activities could be presented to
him as play. Initially, three to five minutes should be set
aside to work on one or two of the activities. This time should
be increased as his attention span lengthens. Suggested activ-
ities are attached to this report in Appendix B.

7) Bill should be encouraged to develop age-appropriate self-help
skills. These would include dressing/undressing and hygiene
skills. Self-help tasks should be practiced daily. Suggestions
for self-help tasks are also attached and are included in
Appendix C.

8) Bill's immature chewing pattern may be improved by encouraging
him to take smaller mouthfuls of food.

9) Bill'; parents should be involved in structured parent training
to help them increase their consistency in disciplining Bill.
Ideally, this training should be provided by a therapist skilled
in behavioral intervention.

10) Bill's family is currently under a great deal of stress as a
result of family difficulties, in addition to the responsibilities
related to caring for a handicapped child. For this reason, it is
recommended that they seek counseling to help them to cope with the
pressures that are impinging on the family.

Team Members:

Case Coordinator

Coordinator of Clinical Services
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Individual Education Programs are required by Public Law 94-142 for all

handicapped children. IEPs are helpful for both students and teachers. They

let the student, his family, and teachers know exactly what is expected of the

student and assist him in gaining skills and independence. IEPs also benefit

teachers by outlining the direction and purpose of the treatment and by

establishing who is responsible for what, when, and how. They also provide a

record of achievement.

Therapeutic effectiveness can be more readily assessed when using

individual education programs which specify .outcomes in behavioral terms.

By continuously monitoring the treatment effectiveness that is required by the

IEP, the handicapped child's progress can be maximized. In addition,

appropriate changes in the child's program can be made if monitoring results

indicate inefficient procedures have been used.

The individual education program also helps to ensure that each child's

program is individualized and best suited for that particular child. By

specifying instructional goals and objectives based on the child's current

level of behavioral performance, and by regularly monitoring behavioral

performance according to specific evaluation criteria, the probability of

successful intervention with handicapped children is greatly inc-eased.

The use of the individual education program should also increase

accountability for teachers. If individual !Tsponsibilities for intervention

are clearly defined, they can be effectively carried out and supervised.

Participants responsible for developing the IEP include a representative

of the public education agency (such as the principal); the child's teacher;

one or both of the parents; the child (where oriate); and necessary
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others. If the child has been evaluated for the first time, the IEP must also

include a member of the evaluation team or some other person who is familiar

with the evaluation procedures used and the interpretation of the results.

The time and location of any meetings concerning the IEP should be

mutually agreeable to parent and educator. The school district must eosure

that parents understand the proceedings of the meeting. Necessary

arrangements might include the use of an interpreter for deaf or

non-English-speaking parents.

A written notice indicating the attendance, purpose, time, and location

of the meeting must be sent to the parents in time for them to attend. If

parents cannot be identified, the school district is responsible to assign an

appropriate surrogate parent for the development of an IEP.

Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, many concerns have been raised about

the requirement to have an IEP for every child. Some educators have been

concerned that developing an individual education program for every student

would require an excessive amount of time. Of course, any system takes time

to implement, but the benefits for developing IEPs are worth the extra

investment. One way is to begin individual education programs for one or two

students at first, and then continue their development as one moves through a

handicapped student caseload. Additionally, a good IEP system actually

requires less individual student contacts in the long run and schools will be

able to manage more students with fewer staff.

Others have been concerned that individual education programs would

create more unnecessary paperwork In reality individual education program

are designed to take the place of, rather than duplicate existing paperwork.

Once the framework has been developed for organizing background material on
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the student, stating educational goals, and docUmenting student progress

toward achieving those goals, less paperwork 4s required.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL ON INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PLANS CRITERIA

A statement of the child's present level of educational functioning is

included.

This section includes objective, measurable statements about a

Child's performance: Information to be included in present levels of

function should be gathered from assessment data. Statements should

include what a child can do as well as what he cannot do. How well the

child performs the tasks needs to be included. Test results (scores) or 9

labels should not be used alone to describe the child.

A good example of an appropriate statement of present level of

functioning would be: Marie can name. the multiplication facts 2's, 3's,

4's with 90 percent accuracy and 5's with 50 percent accuracy; she can name

all reading sounds within 3 seconds of presentation but she cannot blend e

sounds together.

If some type of statement is made but it only includes test scores or

labels, only partial compliance should be given.

2. Annual goals are stated.

Annual goals should be based on the child's current level of

functioning and expected to require about one year to accomplish. Goals

are broad long-term* statements of the child's expected performance. Goals

that can be accomplished in one month are not appropriate and goals that

will require many years are not appropriate. Obviously, the difficulty of

the goal will vary according to, the handicapping condition of the child.

For a profoundly retarded child, learnir,i to feed himself m4qht be an

appropriate long-range goal, while the same goal would be totally
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inappropriate as a long-range goal for a Learning Disabled child. Care

should be taken in not listing too many goals per child.: An ideal number

of goals would be three to five. Annual goals should _be prioritized.

An example of a goal is: Gary will learn to multiply two-digit

numbers. Three to five goals (broad long-term statements) stated in the

IEP would be considered full compliance. If less than three goals,are

stated, the criterion would be judged in partial compliance.

Short-term objectives are stated in objective criteria (e.q., including

statements of measurable behavior evaluation rocedures and time

linked).

Short-term objectives are written for each annual goal. Each

objective should state the child's name, what the behavior is that the

child is to perform, under what conditions he will perform that behavior,

and how well he will perform it. Objectives should be sequenced beginning

at the child's current level of functioning and ending with the behavior

stated in the annual goals. The number of objectives necessary to meet a

goal will vary for different children. .

An Lpexarile of an objective is: John will point to the color red when

shown two cards of different colors, one being red, within five seconds

with 85 percent accuracy on three consecutive days. This would meet full

compliance. Partial compliance would be given for objectives that are not

written in behavioral terms.

4. Start and completion_ are_included for all objectives and programs.

The date an objective is begun as well as the date it is completed

snould be stated in the IEP. This indicates at least an annual review to

determine if short-term objectives are being met. Start dates for

16
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services must also be stated. The above must be met for full compliance.

It should be apparent that this information is being updated

systematically. For example, something is wrong if the visit is made in

March and the child'has an IEP with starting dates for each objective in

September, but no completion dates. In this case, the criterion would be

marked partial compliance.

An example of the format which could be used for this information

appears below:
1

Objective

tate

Begun

la e

Completed

erson
Responsible

pec. . an, or
'Related Services

1. ............

2

3.

*5. The person responsible for delivering each special education and related

service is stated for.each objective.

The name of the staff member that will carry out the program should

be stated. This helps eliminate confusion as to responsibility for

programs (see example of format in #4).

6. The. IEP includes appropriate objective criteria and evaluation procedures

for determining whether short-term instructional oblectlyesampeing

achieved.

An evaluation procedure to determine whether short-term objectives

have been met must be included. This evaluation could include a system

for daily program monitoring. This system is tied into the criteria

section of the short-term objective. The evaluation procedure should be

4
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-specific enough that .anyone reading the IEP would know if the objective had

been met or not. 'Criterion-referenced evaluation procedures are emphasized

over norm-referenced assessment procedures.

To. be in full compliance, a data shebt (see p. 32) -could be utilized

to record correct and incorrect responses. Partial compliance might

consist of dating objective passed,.or keeping anecdotal.records.

**7. The date the child was initially placed in the pro ram is stated.

The IEP should include the date the child entered the program. If the

child is continuing in the program, a brief statement could be made.

Example: Jopn entered the program on: September. 12, 1980. John

011 continue in the program for the 1981-82 school year.

8. Necessary related services the child is to receive are stated.

A statement should be included listing any special related services

the child is to receive. Related services can be tbought of as services

that every child would not receive. Special related services are

identified to meet the unique needs cf the handicapped child. Such

services include speech therapy, physical therapy, occupational therapy,

medical consultation, etc. The amount of time the child receives each

service' should also be stated (e.g., a statement such as: "Speech

therapy/two times per week/half-hour sessions" would be considered in full

compliance.

Parents participated in determining the child placement.

The parents should be included in the IEP meeting and have input into

the writing of the IEP. This is evident by a statement of agreement with

program goals, objectives, and placement signed by the child's parent(s).

A place for interpreter's signature is included and completed.when

necessary.
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An example of an IEP statement:

.76

I agree with and helped develop the preceding individu=al

education program for my child and agree with his educational
placement.

Parental Signature ate

"12LITEELiELIIIELWAEILI=110211111 IEP.

All members of the team,wha_hadinput_into_the_writing of the IEP

should sign the IEP. The team should include the child's parents,

teacher, program administrator, and appropriate specialists (e.g., speech

therapist, occupational therapist,_ physical therapist, psychologist,

medig4l personnel). Specialists are determined and selected according to

the Child's handicap. A member of the evaluation team should be included

as part of the IEP team if the child is new to the program. Having all

appropriate members listed and their signatures included would result.in

full compliance. Partial compliance will be given when a team member's

signature is missing from the IEP.

"11. At the end of the year, anIEP review is conducted and a summar

statement is written for each goal.

A summary statement including progrejs to date should be written on

each goal'on at least an annual basis. This can be completed at the

annual IEP revi -ew- at the end of the year. A completed review sheet 'is

attached to each IEP. The goal should be restated and the summary

statements should include -the criteria at which the child is functioning

at theitime Of the review and whether or not. the goal was met. A

statement that would be considered in full compliance is:

Goal_ : Johnny will subtract 4-digit numbers with carrying.

Summary Statement: _Johnny can subtract 1- and 2-digit

numbers with carrying with 100 percent accuracy. However,

he has difficulty with 3-digit numbers' unless he has

teacher assistance.



Partial compliance will be given if any documentation of progress is

stated.

12. The child's placementillamillmithtsinnually.:.

Near the end of the school year, when the IEP team conducts the

annual IEP review meeting and progress is assessed, placement decisions

for the upcoming year will be made. The next year's IEP will be written.

**13. The IEP is linked to daily programming.

The IEP should serve as a basis for the child's daj,ly 'programing.'
'

The core of his program should consist of the objectes stated in the

IEP. For each goal stated in the child's IEP :at least one of the

objectives set to meet that goal must be included in the child's daily

programming.

If the IEP stated any related services were to be part of the child's

program,.for example, speech therapy two times per week for 30 minutes

each, there must be written evidence in the child's daily programming

schedule that this is indeed happening. Full compliance will be given

when each.goal stated in the IEP is programmed for on the daily schedule.
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BEST. WY AVAILAKE

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Public Law 94-142 states that each handicapped child must be educated

with nonhandicapped children to the maximum extent appropriate. Provision

of special classes, separate schooling, or the removal of handicapped

children from the regular edunational environment may occur only when the

nature or severity of their handicap is such that education within a regular

classroom "with the use of supplementary aids and services" cannot be

achieved satisfactorily. The concept of Least Restrictive Environment also

applies to the handicapped child's participation in extracurricular

activities with nonhandicapped students. Placement in the school the

handicapped child would attend if he/she were not handicapped is preferred.

Viwever, consideration must be given to any potential harmful effects of

this placement on the child and the quality of services.

The appropriateness of a learning environmen4for a handicapped child

is to be determined by the severity and effects of the handicapping

condition as well as by the nature and quality of the learning environment.

For example, the placement of a hearing-impaired child might depend upon the

degree of hearing loss -- language development, vocabulary, lip-reading

ability, speech ability, reading level, personal and social development, and

the availability-of supplementary media, special teachers, or other supports

to deliver the services stipulated in individualized education plan.

Several items need to be considered when determining Least Restrictive

Environment. There should, be a continuum of alternative placements. This

includes instruction in regular classes, itinerant teachers, resource rooms,

special classes, special schools, homes, hospitals, and institutions.
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In order for a handicapped student to succeed in a regular classroom,

there should be a positive attitude on the part of teachers and peers as

well as instructional and social integration. Another key factor is the

availability of support services and inservice training. Capitalizing on

the handicapped student's academic and social strengths while remediating

weaknesses may promote success.

To ensure that a child is indeed being educated in the Least

Restrictive Environment, regular class teachers need to be familiar with the

Least Restrictive Environment concept as well as with the nature and needs

of their handicapped students. Regular educators must know what materials

and which professionals in the public agency are available for support in

implementing Least Restrictive Environment placements. Open communication

channels between regular and special educators, particularly between the

sending and receiving teacher, are essential.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL ON LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT CRITEKIA

To the maximaitEilmmul!aulimasamichildren are-educated

with children whoamemillladiumall

The handicapped child should be educated with the nonhandicapped

children when appropriate. Special classes and/or removal from the

regular educational environment should only then be considered in those

cases where a child will have difficulty attaining IEP goals with the

available resources.

Handicapped children should be integrated with the nonhandicapped

students in meals, recess periods,4Tcreational activities, clubs,

athletics and in student activities not related to school work such as

gmes during recess, Girl Scouts and basketball team.
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-2. Various alternativ121!c.nents are available to the extent necessar to

provide an appropriate education. a

An appropriate education might require placing the child in various

settinys. For example, a learning disabled child with, a speech

handicap might need to spend half a day with a speech therapist in

addition to special education placement in a resource room or one-half

day in the regular classroom.

The continuum of alternative placements include, by order from

least restrictive to most restrictive:

Instruction in regular. classes

Itinerant teacher
Resource room
Self-contained classes
Special schools
Home instruction
'Instruction in hospitals and institutions

3. Each handica ed child is eduqated in the school which he/she would

attend if not handlcaultunless the severit of the child's handicap

ret_11:1LesotherrLsLiement.11.

If the child can function with help in a regular classroom, there

is no need for any other type of placement. If the child's handicap

hinders his learning in the regular classroom, special education

services must be provided, i.e., itinerant teacher, resource room,

special education class, etc. If the school does not have the needed

facility, other agencies can be contracted with to provide appropriate

services, but efforts should be made to educate the child in his home

school. Removal of handicapped children from the regular education

environment should occur only when the nature or severity of the

handicap is such that education in regular classes with the use of

I, 9S
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supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

[(Sec. 61215)(5)]

4. Teachers and administrators understand their res onsibilities for

implementing Least Restrictive Environment requirements and are given

neccssar technical assistance and training.

The school has a written policy concerning how educators and

administrators will be informed of LRE requirements. A training session

may be provided for all administrators, teachers, teacher's aides,

kitchen staff, etc., covering various aspects of special education. A

survey may be made to familiarize yourself cn what your staff/faculty

members know on special education.

*5. Procedures are available for determining the Least Restrictive

......artarorieewtetoeactJ....Environelandicaedstudentincludit22.

consideration of any otential harmful effects.

This task may be addressed by a thorough evaluation of the child's

strengths, weaknesses, and needs with subsequent determination of how a

regular program can be minimally modified to meet those needs. Any

supplementary services and/or materials needed should be provided. The

special educator may inform the regular classroom teacher where the

materials are available and how to provide the needed services.

Example: Handicapped student in an art class--the student may need a

special paint brush so he/she can participate in class. A balance must

be struck between what is least restraining environmentally and

apnropriate educationally. The child's placement should be reviewed at

least annually.

The type of services provided is very important. Qualified

personnel should deliver or supervise any/all services requested.
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ProvIsion of the services should be within an atmosphere that would be

comfortable with the child. Example: A'physicilly handicapped child- a

licensed physical therapist should deliver or supervise all services in

a setting that is most comfortable with the child.
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DAILY PROGRAM

The purpose of a child's daily program or lesson plan is to provide

information for determining the adequacy of a child's program and to indicate

where program modifications are needed. Each child's daily program is devised

by the teacher, enabling him/her to determine if the child ham an appropriate

program to meet that child's educational needs. Since it should be based on

the child's IEP, the daily Program will determine if the program outlined in

the IEP is being carried out and the quality of the program. In the

evaluation process, daily programs will be judged by interviewing individual

teachers.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL ON OAILY PROGRAM CRITERIA

**_p_a_l.pirors.saalautatassiLlechildinthe

appropriate program area.

It is important for a program to have an overall developmental

sequence in each of the critical skill areas in which the child is to

receive instruction. This sequence will enable the teacher to establish

informal tests and adequately program for different ability levels. If

the teacher is using a specific program model, the model will have these

sequences established. On the following page is an example of a scope and

sequence. chart.

Areas in which a scope and sequence could be written are: (a) math,

(b) reading, (c) writing, (d) spelling, (e) other cognit!ve areas, (f)

self-help, (g) motor development, (h) language development, and/or (i)

social/emotional development.
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Cliutat ArititinCtic 1 Scope and Sequence Chart
'"
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To ue in full compliance, a scope and sequence would be available for

all areas covered in the child's IEP. If any are not available, only

partial compliance would be given.

**2. A daily schedule of events is written for each chilo.

A daily schedule is a breakdown of events or activities which happen. ,

each day and a time line for their occurrence. The daily schedule may be
,

located on a' large wall chart stating the schedules for- all children, or

it can be found written in each child's folder or program book. The

important criterion is that the schedule is written out;:activities,

person responsible for the lesson, and the materials that will be used to

teach thefliisson should be included.

An example of a daily schedule follows:

Child's Name

Times Activity Responsible Materials Used

9:00- 9:30

9:30-10:30 ...'

.

10:00-10:30

10:30-11:00 .

.

,

11:00-11:30
.,... .

11:30-12':00

12:00 -12:30

.

.

12:30- 1:00 ,

1:00- 1:30
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Full compliance is given if the child's schedule is written and

partial compliance is given if the teacher can state the schedule

verbally.

"3, Curriculum materials or eda tationsstmillingtaterials are suggested

in each child's daily plan.

Commercial or teacher-made curriculum materials or activities can

4 facilitate the accomplishments of stated objectives in the IEP. For

example, if a commercial program is designed to teach oral language

development, that material should be designated in the child's daily plan

of activities.

It is sometimes difficult to judge on a short observation the effi-

ciency of curriculum materials. To facilitate evaluating the effective-

ness of curriculum, the following is a list of questions that could be

utilized:

4

(a) Is the curriculum appropriate for the population with which the

school uses it?

(b) Is the program easily adapted to meet individual differences?

(c) Ooes the program include these adaptations?

(d) 'Are procedures outlined for placing students in the program?

(e) Are procedures outlined for measuring daily progress?

(f) Are mastery criteria specified and are they appropriate?

(g) Is enough and approprlate practice.provided? _

(h) Ooes th2 program include a task analysis for each skill it

teaches?

(1) Are correction and reinforceMent procedures specified?

(j) Could a parent or paraprofessional easily understand and use this

program?

1
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Many times due to a child's individual needs, a program may not quite
4ZS

meet his needs. When this occurs, the program must be adapted to meet the

unique needs of the child.

The_teacher should write out objectives and teaching_procedores for_

any program which is either adapted cr teacher-made. When a program is

adapted, specific reasons should be stated for program alterations, such

ac "expressive language level was not sufficient for child to respond in a

complete sentence, so three-word phrases are acceptable for Susie at this

time."

Examples of methods of adaptation that can be made are:

(a) change the response called for, and

(b) break the task down into smaller steps.

The team will determine if curriculum materials being utilized are

best suited. This will be determined through a conversation with the

child's teacher.

**4, When curriculum materials are absent, teacher-written programs are

included.

if no appropriate commercially-made materials are available or the

teacher so desires, the teacher will write a program or lesson plan

outlining methods to teach the objective. These programs will serve as

the source of instruction for that objective.

An example of a teacher-written program appears on the following page.

Full compliance is given when teacher written programs are found in place

of commercially made materials. If commercially made materials are being

used, this item does not apply.
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Learner
Date started
Date mastered
Supervisor
Implementor.

INOMMAN/

Program nameTerminal objective-.
4, g-

in& sjiy.sizeathug...
dimensional volumel yoon request. and wittioyt
_assist

a....

WHAT YOU DO WITH
STEP MATERIAL THE MAERIAL

a

WHAT YOU DO AND SAY-

1. 5 red big Place one box as model.
paper boxes Place four others in
(%.2 x 5 x 7) front of student.

5 red big Place one big box and and

boxes and 1 little box as models.
little box Place four red boxes in

x 2 x 3) front of student.

Say, "Put all the big boxes'
hce."

_

ite

Reinforcement

Correction.

WHAT THC LEARNER DOES TRIALS

Places four boxes with the 3

model.

Say, "Put all the big boxes
here." Point to the big box as
an example.

Same

WkilMMININI.i.

CRITERIA

3/3

3 3/3

5 red big Place one big and one
boxes and 5 little box as models.
white little The other 8 boxes mixed
boxes in front of student.

Say, "Put all the.big boxes
here," (Point to a big box as
an example.) and "Put all the
little boxes here." (Point to
a little box as an example.)

Matches 8 boxes. 3 3/3

4 big red Place one big red and on
boxes; 1 big little box as models.
blue box; 5 Other boxes mixed in
little white front of student.
boxes

Same

3 big red
boxes; 1 big
blue box; 1
big green box
5 little
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**.54!_agnilEim(lla collecting) system that is appropriate is established

for each objective in the child's program.

A short-term objective will state a specific criteria level for its

accomplishment, e.g., 80 percent, 8 out of 10 correct responses. A data

collection (monitoring) system should be. included to determine when

objectives are passed. There are several methods of collecting data. An

example of data collection would be to count correct and incorrect

.responses and determine a percentage correct. Criteria should be

established for passing objectives. .The'daily monitoring system should be

capable of determining when and if the objective is achieved.) An example

of a data collection sheet is found on page 45.

full compliance is given when a monitoring system is written and

systematic, and includes spot checking of progress as well as pre-post

data, Partial uompliance would be given if only pre-post model is. used.

**6. Each child is involved in at least one -half hour. er ro ranmIn da of

$

individual programming performedor.sumaimilunapromatl

specialist

Most programs present some or all activities in small and large

groups. This objective means that out of an entire day, at least one-half

hour is spent conducting one-on-one instruction Ath the child. This

instruction can be delivered by an aide or vplunteer, but it must be

supervised by an appropriate specialist. The team should be presented

evidence of such individual programming. Full compliance is given ifsthe

team can observe the individual instruction or it is written into the

daily plan. Partial compliance is given if the teacher verbally states

the individual instruction does take place.
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**:EyjpR7.Childrenwhoareboavioriandioaedhaveabehaviorrcgram specific

to their netLinElAatiLlIttlIEXE2Monlagg.

Behavior programs should be specific to individual needs of the

child. Programs can deal with eliminating inappropriate behaviors or with

improving any appropriate social behaviors.

**B. A cumulative folder fullualjatuwid.

A complete cumulative folder would lqclude the following items:

(a) completed IEP,

(b) all medical records,

(c) placement and referral information,

(d) required parent consent forms,

(e) evaluation reports,

(f) .anecdotal records, and

(g) previously used daily program sheets.

It is important that all pertinent information on a child be readily

accessible within the classroom. If a school district requires that

permanent records he kept other than in the classroom, a copy of the

child's IEP, anecdotal records, and daily program sheets and any other

program data should be accessible within the classroom.

To be in full compliance for this criterion, 80 percent of the items

must be included in the cumulative folder. Partial compliance would be

given if less than 80%.

Given the name of a child, the staff member can state exactly the daily

Eloorams
for that child and can relate the daily program back to the IEP.

Interview a sample of classroom staff regarding certain children they

aril responsible for teodocument this. Full compliance is given if

randomly asking staff members to explain a certain child's program results

in verbal explanation pf such program are given.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION.

Program development and operation activities have three general

objectives:

1. To raise funds from a variety of sources, to achieve a broader

funding base and to improve progrim facilities, purchase equipment,

and improve classroom prOgrams.

2. To develop long-range plans leading to improved interagency liaisons

which facilitate children's transitions from agency to agency.

3. To provide for en information flow which provides confidentiality

safeguards,.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION CRITERIA

The LEA has submitted an LEA lication for activit 3100 and 1974.

f The BIA base funding for regular education and special education

(activity 3100) is based on pupil per capita formula. Excess costs are

those costs of special education and related services which exceed the

3100 funding for special education. The excess cost (activity 1974 or

Title IV Part B) comes from P.1.1_94f142_which_is_based, on total_nqmber

handicapped students receiving services by handicapping category.

Documentation of funding sources find /or LEA application should be

available for the team to review.

2. The LEA has dailx...JLel._,eIditveaccugliforvariovicedeliver

The LEA is accountable for its budget. There are stipulations

attached to excess cost Part B funding to ensure that the funds are used

only in a manner consistent OUT-the goal of proViding free, appropriate



public education for all handicapped children. Part B funds are not

commingled with state or other Federal funds. The base funding should be

exhausted before Part B. funds are used. This ensures that children served

with Part_8 funds have at least the same average amount spent on them,

from sources other than Part 8, as do the children in the school district

taken as a whole.

The above assurance is satisfied by the use of a separate accounting

system that includes an "audit trail" of the expenditure of the Part B

funds. To be in compliance with this criterion, the school should have an

accounting journal to show the visiting team.

The LEA has submitted applications for additional funding.

An attempt made by the school to solicit additional funding above and

beyond the program's budget indicates that the special education program

is a priority:- To be in full compliance, the school has records of one or

two applications submitted for additional funding. For partial

compliance, the school submitted one application or none depending on the

needs of the program. No compliance would be no application submitted by

the school for additional funding when the program is in bad need of

additional funding.

**4. The LEA has writttualstizelsagailag.program referral, evaluation,

lacement !EP termination,of services for the student and follow-uulf_

students leaving_the, program.

A handbook outlining procedures for referral, evaluation, placement,

IEP development, etc., makes it easier for new employees and parents t,

become acquainted with the program. It also promotes program organization

and consistdncy. Comp4iance can be judged by the availability of the

handbook or written procedures.
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5. The LEA has develoyed and uses forms for releasing_information to other

agencies.

Disclosure of records with the child's personal identifiable

information to anyone other than parents or parents' designated

representative must be closely controlled. The school must obtain

parental consent before disclosure to another agency. The parent should

understand and agree in writing as to the reasons for releasing

information on the child. Compliance is determined by the availability of

a blank release form or a signed form.

6. The LEA has develo ed and ustuarariatiiimEsiarimataill

information from other tgencies.

The school must obtain parental consent in requesting the child's

personal identifiable information from another agency. Persons authorized

to receive personally identifiable information may not disclose that

information without fither parental consent. School must avoid the

temptation to get "blanket permission from parents. To be in compliance,

the school should have on-file a blank form or a signed release-form.
IS

7. Confidential information is protected. f.

The LEA should protect the confidentiality of personally identifiable

information at collection, storage, disclosure, and destruction stages.

One person should assume responsibility for ensuring the confidentiality

of any personally identifiable information on students. The LEA should

maintain, for public inspection, a current list.:nq of the names and

positions of those employees within the agency who may have access to

personally identifiable information. Documentation can be done by

inspecting the files or list of names.
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**8 The LEA has procedures for monitorin the quality of work performed by

outside contractors.

S'rvices provide by outside sources, e.g., inservice training,

workshops, assessments, support services, etc., should be closely

monitored by the contracting officer of the LEA. Adequate procedures

should be used to certify that services have been received in accordance

with the contracted work scope. A copy of the contract work scope shou:d

be made available for the team to review.

**9. The LEA has pertinent documents on file.

The following items should be made available.

(a) P.L. 94-142 regulations;

(b) Procedures for evaluating Specific Learning Disabilities regulations;

(c) Current BIA State Plan;

(d) Area Special,Education Plan;

(e) LEA application;

(f) Regulations for BIA special education.

21,1
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FACILITY

Every public building designed, constructed, or altered shall be in

accordance with the standards established by the Architectural and

TransportatiOn Barriers Compliance Board. One is to ensure whenever possible

that physically handicapped persons will have ready access to and use of

public,buildings. This also means redesigning of equipment, reassignment of

classes or other services to accmible buildings to be utilized by physically

handicapped students

Explanatory Detail on Facility Criteria
.1

**1. The facilit meets Bureau of Indian Affairs guidelines for the amount of

floor space required for each child.

Approximately 36 square feet of floor space per child is required by

BIA regulations.

**LlatEialeducation instructional areas includin itinerant are laced in

areas which facilitattlaleargimurahregular students.

Location of instructional areas must contribute to the concept of

"mainstreaming". A child whospends time in multiple settings needs

variation of settings that promotes interactio4 with the nonhandicapped

students. (Also reference *note)

**2.1...§2pci la education classes are well distributed throughout the system.

Handicapped students must be provided the opportunity to interact

with the general student body. They must not be isolated in a separate

outbuilding away from the regular instructional area, e.g., a trailer

situated away from main building used as special education classroom.

(Also reference *note)
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4. The wit of special education instructional areas is at least equal to

those for regular education.
41

Storage rooms, closets, old furnace rooms are not. acceptable for

handicapped student classrooms if regular classrooms are better.

Instructional areas for handicapped children should be well maintained,

attractive, and free of auditor/land visual distractions from outside.

Instructional areas should have adequate space, light, ventilation,

acoustics and temperature control. (Also reference *note)

At least one building at each level(Donlaalmiddle, high school) is

accessible to mobility-impaired students, e.g., ramps, elevators, wide

do,.orsetc

While a school district need not make each of its buildings

completely accessible, it may not make only one facility or part of a

facility accessible if the result is to segregate handicapped students in

a single setting.

*Note: While a school district need not make each of its buildings completely

accessible, it may not make only one facility or part of a facility

accessible if the result is to segregate handicapped students in a

single setting. Reference #2, 3, 4 above.

**Note: Most items in this section relate to Sec. 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act.
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STAFF CRITERIA

---.'''"'?"'..*-9!!;`.ff-r.;:.1^-. - '

The primary purpose of programs for handicapped children is to improve

the functioning level of these children. Such programs require qualified and

committed staff members. Programs should have specified roles for personnel,

a planned sequence of staff development activities, and a staff evaluation

system.

Developing a system for evaluating the effectiveness of staff development

programs is an essential component of an overall evaluation plan and when

combined with systems for evaluating other components, it provides complete

evaluation data regardipg the program. Development of 11 staff development

evaluation system allows the data collection which documents: (a) activities
,.

in the staff development program, (b) staff progress in skill areas

(knowledge, planning, and implementationh and (c) staff involvement and

satisfaction.

Staff development activities usually. start with a needs assessment which

documents staff training needs. When consensus is reached on these needs,r

they can be incorporated into an overall staff development plan.. If the

cap6ility to provide training is found within the school staff,

responsibility can be assigned to these individuals. Sometimes the needed

staff development will involve visits by one or more staff members to other

sites.. At other times outside consultants may be brought in to train the

staff.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL ON STAFF CRITERIA

This school has a w2:1112LLilaasarastaffLILLservice trkinina.

This plan should include the activities to be undertaken in staff

development areas, the person assigned responsibility for each activity,

and some system for evaluating the effectiveness of each activity.
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There should be documentation that staff members have had an active role

',41 formulating the staff development plan.

**2. This school staff is formall evaluated once per year.

The school should have a written evaluation system for this activity.

Included here also would be an evaluation of the school administrator by

the school staff. Documentation would include copies of evaluation forms

utilized.

**3. The staff had an acceptable turno......LtratLverratedurieasteate.j*

and has documented specifisreasons for staff turnover.

Turnover occurs for a wide variety of reasons. Documenting turnover

will reveal whether personnel are leaving for normal reasons (advancement,

marriage, pregnancy, better pay, etc.) or leaving because ,of burnout or

dissatisfaction with the program. Turnover which is higher than 25% a

year is considered high using national averages. To be in full compliance

for this criterion, the school should have documentation as to the rate

and'reasons for staff turnover. To be in partial compliance, the school

personnel would be able to state reasons for turnover rate. The school

should determine the turnover rate as due to normal reasons or burnout.

All s ecial education services which should be rovided to children are

.iatelsumjpp_......ypfisedt person ....arotsonwithrofessimal certification.

Due to legal, moral and professional obligations, all handicapped

children have the right to a free, appropriate public education

implemented by trained personnel, e.g., special education teachers, speech

pathologists, physical therapists, etc. Paraprofessionals involved in the

delivery of services to children should provide instructions under the

supervision of a qualified person. To be in full compliance , all

paraprofessionals are working under the supervision of 1 qualified staff.
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**5. The school has written ob &seri tions for each staff member.

A well written job description helps an employee to carry out his/her

role and responsibilities as required by the position. Written job

descriptions should be on file for each staff member involved in the

special education program. To fully meet the above criterion, the school

should have job descriptions on file for each staff member 90 to 100% of

the time. Partial compliance would require.the school to have Job

descriptions on file 50 to 89% of the time. Anything less is no

compliance.

"6.* Paraprofessional staff members receive feedback at least once weekly._

LAIsttiyLinstructionalroranearecarrinout.

Feedback should take the form of information given to the classroom

aides after they have been directly observed carrying out a program. This

could take the form of a note or a onepage evaluation sheet. To be in

full compliance for this criterion, the supervising person has on file

evaluation notes indicating that observation is done once a week or once

every other week. To Pe in partial compliance, evaluation notes show that

observation is done once a month to once every two months. More than

three months would indicate no compliance.

**7. Individual staff members.have in ut into evaluation of the school

administrator.

Staff members complete a written evaluation of the school

administrator at least once a year. To be in full compliance, copies of

evaluation forms utilized in this process should be available. Partial

compliance is given if the staff members can describe the evaluation

system.
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT

It is inevitable that parent involvement is part of a goal of providing

full educational opportunity to all handicapped children. The school must

have written procedures to ensure it makes provision for participation of and

consultation with parents or guardians of handicapped children regarding

referral, evaluation, placement, IEP, service delivery, and due process when

necessary. Parents must be notified beforehand that a meeting involving their

child will take place. Scheduling of such meetings must be done on a mutually

agreed upon time by both the parents and the staff. It is essential that the

school provide an interpreter when the parents' dominant language is other

than English.

Parents who are actively involved in their child's educational program

acquire a great deal of expertise with regards to their child's learning style

and various educational techniques which are appropriate for their child.

They can transmit this iu. nmation to other agencies who will be working with

their child in the future. Also, they serve important advocacy roles and

provide valuable input by serving on project advisory councils.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL ON PARENT INVOLVEMENT CRITERIA

* * Parents are invited to observe and participate as appropriate in the

2JsL',......._screenjn/assessnitoftheirchild.

Parents should be invited to view certain assessment activities such

as observing the evaluator give the various types of instruments, the

interaction between the evaluator and the child. This observation is

important because the parent will be able to ask questions as to'why the

evaluator gave certain instruments and did certain activities. To be in

full compliance, the school has on file written notes that two or more



. .1..L*stvytnigt*M'zt.

parents observed and participated in the screening/assessment of their

child. Partial compliance could be given if staff members verbally agree

that the parent observed and participated for one and/or two_children, -but--

no written records exist.

2zparttsshoOdactivelparyperideterminingthechild'slacenemt

and developing his/her IEP..

P.L. 94-142 requires that parents participate in determining the

child's placement and developing an IEP. If neither parent can attend,

the LEA should use other methods 'to ensure parent participation, including

home visit, telephone calls, etc. Detailed records of attempts made or

copies of correspondence should be on file. Documentation can be the

parent's signature following a statement of agreement on the IEP form.

Full compliance will show that all current IEPs are signed by the parents.

Partial compliance could be given if previous IEPs are signed, and.not

more than three current IEPs are blank, but staff say parents were

contacted.

Parents are given an gmartunity.12examine all records of their child.

Access to such information allows parents to hold educators

accountable for their decisions and actions. For example, a parent may

read his/her handicapped child's entire record, request an interpretation

of any of the information therein, and challenge the content of the

records by requesting that they be amended. A copy of the written policy

on examining of records is distributed to parents. A copy of a letter or

notification should be on file showing that parents are given the

opportunity to examine their child's records.
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4. Parents am.given written notice prior t; an change in the child's

placement or IEP goals.

Parents should have received a written explanation of the fact that

they will be notified prior to mal.ng any changes in their child's

program. A copy of this notification should be in the child's folder.

**5, Parents receive written reehortsontlirctilgaEsgLtuAtleast twice

yearly.

**6

It is the obligation of the school to keep the parents informed on

the progress of their child. Documentation should show to whom reports

were sent and the date they were sent. If the language of the parents is

other than English, the school should make available an interpreter to

explain the reports to the parents. Full compliance shobld show that

reports are sent to the parents and interpreted where necessary for all

handicapped students' at least twice yearly. Partial compllance would

entail reports on all students are sent, but no interpreter, and done at

least once yearly.

Parents are invited to the classroom to observe the educational techniques

used with their child.

It is the obligation of the school to invite and welcome the parents

to the classroom to observe the learning process of their child and how

they interact with other students. This helps the parents to become aware

of their child's daily activities and the concept of special education.

To be in full compliance, the school is able to produce letters of

invitation. There would be partial compliance if the staff say letters

were sent but no documentation exists.
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**7. Parents receive information regarding su

by other agencies.

111 ort services or programs offered

Documentation can be in-the form of notes of an interview with a

parent, an outline of topics to be covered in such interviews, handout

describing such services which is given to parents, or a record of an oral

presentation to parents. There would be full compliance if the school has

on file ill written documentation, partial compliance if the school says

they do it but nothing is written.

**8. Parents are invited to a formal orientation program at the beginning of

the program year.

An outline of orientation content could serve as documentation.

9. Parents receive training in exercisin their rights and res onsibilities.

Under Public Law 94-142, parents have certain rights and responsibi-

lities to ensure that their handicapped child As receiving a free and

appropriate education. Information concerning these rights and

responsibilities could be disseminated in newsletters, parent training

sessions, letters, and/or home visits. Written documentation should

be available to substantiate the type of training which was given.

Partial compliance would be given if staff say that it is happening, but

no written documentation is available.
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DUE PROCESS

Due process refers to the right of a citizen to protest before a

government takes action with respect to him or her. This is a right

guaranteed each handicapped individual through P.L. 94.142. For the

handicapped child, this right refers to having the power to protest actions of

the state education agency (SEA) or the local education ager.ny (LEA) which

affect him. Procedural due process, the right to protest, is a necessary

educational ingredient in IlIntilate of the handicapped child's education.

The SEA or LEA may also initiate a hearing in disputed references concerning

the identification, evalation, or educational placement of the child or the

provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.

EXPLANATORY DETAIL ON DUE PROCESS ,CRITERIA

*1. The child's 2............1_1.1.......LarentoruedianatiotifiediL.iwrit22..:wwawres

_jSjxj.L..theirdominarivaethatadt.ocesshearinisbeininitiated.

The notice must describe the action the school proposes to take, the

reasons for it, and available alternative educational opportunities. Also

included is the right to a conference before the school evaluates or

places a child. The notice must inform the parent of the reasons for the

proposed action and of his right to object_to the proposed action, to

receive a hearing on his objections, and to obtain free medical,

psychological, and educational evaluations. The agency must inform the

parents about any available low cost or free legal aid in the geographic

area. To be in full compliance, the school must have procedures for

notifying parents in writing. Partial compliance is given when the school

can verbally state what these procedures are.
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hearing

inc_Invier____ttofthelocal school authorities at a time and place convenient

to the parent.

Procedural due process allows a potentially adversely affected person

to protest proposed SEA or LEA action and it also furnishes him with a

forum where he can present his objections and have them heard and ruled on

by a disinterested party. 'To be in full compliance, the LEA must be able

to document that previous DRI's have bezah conducted by hearing officers,

or have written policies In a manual stating the procedures for screening

a hearing officer if one is needed, or have agreements on file from

qualified DPO's that they uould be willing to serve. Partial compliance

is given if the school can state verbally how they would acquire a due

process hearing officer.

3. Hearings are conducted accordinto, due proce ss procedures,.

The parent must be informed that he has the right to be represented

at the hearing by counsel, to present evidence and testimony, to confront

and cross.examine witnesses, to examine school records before the hearing,

to be furnished with-tverbatim transcript of the hearing if he wishes to

appeal the decision of the hearing officer, to receive a written statement

of the 1.41dings of fact and conclusions of law, and to appeal aay

decision.

The LEA shall ensure that not later than 45 days after the receipt in

writing of a request for a hearing, a final decision is reached in the

hearing. The policies to conduct these activities must be written and all

inclusive 'to be judged as full cempliance. If r'ocedures are only given

verbally and items have been left out, only partial compliance will be

given.

6 ti
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**4. Disciplinary procedures do not exclude children from necessary special

education services.

In the past, some disciplinary procedures were misused to exclude

handicapped children from public schools. An example is suspending

children who are behavior problems. Court decisions now prohibit the

application to those procedures in such a way as to exclude handicapped

children from education. Suspension and other disciplinary action may not

be accomplished until notification to the parent of the action to be taken

and the reasons for it. This includes the right to an evaluation and

examination of the school records by the parent.

Surrogall_parents are asst ned in accordance with the law.

SEAs are required to ensure that the rights of a child are protected

if his parents are unknown or unavailable or if the child Is a ward of the

,state. This requirement is met by having written procedures as to how SEA

would assign a parent surrogate. Basic requirements include no conflict

of interest and the individual should have the skill to represent the

child in all matters relating to identification, evaluation, and

educatione. placement of the child. A superintendent or other eiployee of

an institution in which a child resides may not serve as a surrogate for

him. Having written documentation meets full compliance and having the

procedures stated verbally would result in partial compliance.
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PUBLIC LAW 94-142 REFERENCES

I. Child Find

I. Documentation of written Plan

2. Documentation contact

3. Percentage children served

4. Written referral plan (rewrite as
placement/service options)

II. Multidisciolinary Evaluation

1. Evaluation by more than one

2. Valid and appropriate tests

3. Parental signatures/consent

4. Evaluation report understandable

**5. Specific programming suggestions

6. Data from referral source

7. Medical data

**8. Handicapping condition

*9. Criteria determination of classification

*10. Report explained to parents

"11. Behavior observations

"12. Synthesized format

?. Dnminant language

14. Triannually

III, IEP

1. Present level functioning

208
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** = not required by
P.L. 94.142

* = required by BIA
State Plan

Reference

Pale Section

42482 121a.128

tl
121a.132

42497 121a.532

42496 1214.532

42495 121a.503

42495 121a.505

42497 121a.533

42496 121a.532

42496 121a.532

42497 121a.534

42491 121a.346



.

Page

Reference

Section

2. Annual goCis 42491 121a.346

3. Short-term objectives 11

4. Start and completion date/services 11 U

*5. Person responsible

6. Short-term evaluation . It

**7. Date of initial placement

8. Statement of related services 11

9. Parent signatures/IEP

"10. Team signatures

**11. SummatT statements

12. Annual review of placement 42490 121a.343

**13.. IEP linked to daily programming

IV. Least Restrictive Environment

1. Handicapped integrated 42497 121a.550

2. Alternative placement available 121a.551

3. Attend same school 121a.552

4. Teachers/administrators informge 42498 121a.555

*5. Potential harmful effects

V. Daily Program

**5.1 Scope and sequence

**5.2 Daily schedule

**5.3 Curriculum materials

**5.4 Teacher written programs

"5.5 Monitoring system

**5.6 Individual programming

209
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**5.7 Behavior programs

**5.8 Cumulative folder

**5.9 State child's program

VI. Program Development

1. LEA application/3%00,:1974

2. Account for service delivery

**3. Additional funding

**4. Written procedures'

5. Forms/release

6. Forms/requests

7. Confidentiality

**8. Work scope with contractors

**9. Pertinent documents on file

VII. Facility

**7.1 Floor space

**7.2 Special education instruction areas

**7..3 Classes well distributed

**7.4 Special education classes equal to

regular education

**7.5 Building accessible

Reference

Pale Section

42486 121a.229

42486 121a.228430

42486 121a.221
42498 (121:1.561)

42499 121a.571

42494 (121a.500)

These probably relate
more to Sec. 504.
Could find no refer-
ence in P.L. 94-142
nor in BIA Plan.

VIII. Staff

1. Written plan/staff training 42492 121a.383

**2. Staff annually evaluated

**3. Acceptable turnover rate
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4. Certified personnel

**5. Written job descriptions

**6. Performance feedback

**7. Staff evaluations

IX. Parent Involvement ,

**1. Parent observation/assessment

2. Parent participation/IEP

3. Parent examination'records

4. Written notice

*5. Written reports

**6. Parent observation/instruction

**7. Parent information/support services

**8. Parent invitation

9. Parent training

X. Due Process

*1. Parent notification

2. Impartial hearing officer

3. Due process hearing

**4. Nonexclusion

,Reference

age Section

42497 121a.12

42490 121a.343

, 42491 .121a.502

42495 121a.504

42498 121a.561

42495 121a.507

42495 121a.508

5. Surrogate parents 42496 121a.514

230
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Forward

Student Assessment Workshop II

Fort Defiance Agency School Personnel

August 11-12, 1982

Topic 2 - Assessment

Included in this topic was a series' of exercises from which teachers

identified and then prepared clear'and appropriate referral questions. Also

included was a review of the student referral forms, and the psycho-

educational critique form. The instructions in the manual for the "Teacher

'Rating Scale" (see Appendix E).were presented and dikussed along with the
. ,

f "CAMS" self-help criterion-referenced tests.

This was followed by a presentation of three short case studies in which
. ,

data from actual cases were included. Participating personnel were then

asked to develop referral questions and provide pre-referral assessment data.

The final section of this topic provided examples of psychological testing

1

reports in which participants were asked to abstract information to be

included in a student IEP (see Appendix C).
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NAME:

DATE OF BIRTH:

PARENT/GUARDIAN:

ADDRESS:

SPECIAL EDUCATION REFERRAL FORM

DATE OF REFERRAL!

AGE: SEX:

.11M,,wwww/,m.1.1...M.

REFERRAL SOURCE:

ADDRESS:

PHOME:

CONTACT PERSON:

PHONE:

What agencies/professionals have previously worked with'this child and why?

1.

.

3.

Why is the child being referred for special education services? Please list
specific concerns and your reasons for them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

...,oOsm.welb



BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

'Special Education

Page I of 3

Student Screening Scale
PRESCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN LEVEL - SHORT FORM A

Child's Name:

School:

Last First

SES

Teacher - Rater:

Middle
Date Rated: ___/ /

Grade: Sex: F M

Date Enrolled: / /

Will you kindly review the records, current performance, and educational Progress of this
student and give consideration to the student as a candidate for olaclment in a soecial
education orooram for exceotional children in light of Bureau of Indian Affairs standards
for identification and placement. Complete this form and return it to your school
principal no later than / / /

CHECK (A ANY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS BELOW WHICH APPLY 10 THIS STUDENT:

READINESS SKILLS UNDERDEVELOPED

( ) Self-Feeding, Washing Delayed
( ) Self-Dressing, Toiletina Delayed
( ) Language Development Delayed
( ) Basic Information Deficient
( ) Reading Readiness Delayed
( ) Number Knowledge Lacking
( ) Drawing/Cooying Skills Poor
( ) Writing Name, Alohabet,. etc., Uelayed
( ) Fine Motor Skills Under4eveloped

(cut, Paste, etc.)
( ) Gross Motor Skills Delayed

(hop, balance, etc.)
( ) Slow, Disabled Learner

HEALTH IMPAIRMENTS

( ) Visual Problems Suspected
( ) Hearing Problems Suspected

) Crippling Condition(

( ) Dental Problems
( ) Specific Health Problem
( Physical Fitness Poor)

( ) General Health Poor
( ) Personal Hygiene

SP,' :CH LMPAIR!.'ENTi4-

( ) Articulation Difficulties
( ) Stuttering
( ) Other

11.1.

BEHAVIORAL PROBLES

( ) Withdrawn Seriously
( ) Aggressive Behaviors
( ) Emotionally Immature

) Dependent Behaviors
( ) Hyperactive Behaviors

(

( ) Classroom Discipline Problem
) Peer Relations :nadeouate

( ) Short Attention Span
( ) Self-Concept Poor

( ) Motivation Inadeouate

( ) Attendance Poor

BACKGROUND FACTORS

( ) History of Developmental Delay

( ) History of Behavioral Problems
( ) History of Academic Problems
( ) History of Envirdnrrental Disadvantage
( ) Cultural Divercenca Coroounds Droblem

( ) Mvltilingualim'Comsounds Problem

( ) Cultural Divergence Explains 3roolen

( ) Multilinguaiism Exolains Problem

GIFTEDNESS

214

( ) Intellectually rifted
( ) Outstandi'g Talent_

( ) Scholastic Achieve-nt ..utstancIng

9
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Bureau of Indian Affairs

0040*.

WIOVVIVO WWW4w.o.."

Page 2 of 3

t.Based upon this review, check one of the four boxes below and sign this form..

41.611m,...1110
Student may be gifted and/or exceptionally talented. I have

completed and attached a referral form for the gifted and
talented.

Student is prog'ressing adequately and -there are no significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition.

Student is progressing inadequately but there are no significant
teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition. Educational

disadvantage, language, lack of exposure, or other, problems
probably explain his difficu'ties. I recornend

.maMMIIssw

Student is progressing inadeouately and/or there are some
significant teacher observed signs of a handicapping condition.
I have completed and attached a detailed rating scale and/cr
a referral form on this student. I recommend that this student

be considered as a candidate for an educational evaluation to
determine eligibility for special education.

Tiacner s Signature

234
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Name:

School:

STUDENT REFERRAL

tx

Page 3 of 3

(Complete when appropriate and return to school principal.)

Last rail

Grade:

Teacher: Census. #

111
wagiaammwaRmommisaingirassw

I

Date Rated: ,\
DOB: / /

CA:

IIMM

1. Briefly describe in specific terms the academic behavioral, health, and/or
speech characteristics which you checked as problems on the first eace of

this form. (Describe signs of giftedness or outstanding talent if appropriate.)

2. Briefly describe the language and ethnicity.of the child and home. Indicate

whether multilingualism, cultural divergence, or susoectrj educational
disadvantages are 1) irrelevant, 2) explanatory, or 3) compounding

factors as far as this student is concerned.

3. What do you think caused and/or maintains the student's problems?

A What special attempts have the school and you made to remediate the student's

problems or enrich his education?

6. Describe the student's current academic and behavioral functicnin in the

classroom - estimate grade ecuivalence, esoecially in basic skill areas.

Attach samnles of student's work and give recent test scores. Nscuss

strengths as well as weaknesses.

6. What specific questions would you like answered throuch.the discnostic evaluation?

Teacher's Signature
V.
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Evaluation Area

Speech and Language

Motor

Self-Help

Social-Emotional

Academics

MULTIDISCIPLINARY EVAL4ATION TEAM

217

Appropriate Team Member

Speech Therapist
Audiologist

Physician
Physical Therapist
Occupational Therapist

_Physical Therapist
Occupational Therapist
Special Education Teacher
Vocational Rehabilitation

.Specialist

Psychologist

Psychologist
Special Education Teacher
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CASE STUDY #1

NAME: Veronica Tsosi

DATE OF BIRTH: September 6, 1976

GRADE: 1st

BACKGROUND: Veronica is a timid little girl who lives with her mother and

father by Yatahey, New Mexico. She is the youngest of 8 children

and has never been to school. She doesn't speak any English and

is not living in the Dorms. She is always looking at the ground

and frequently cries (especially when asked questions). She has
!..

older brothers and sisters in school, but they think she is a baby

and ignore her.

REFERRAL: Veronica was referred by her 1st grade teacher Mrs. Yazzie because

she can't seem to perform any work in class and cries all the time.

Occasionally Veronica wets her pants and the other children tease

her.
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CASE STUDY #2

NAME: Calvin Begay

DATE OF BIRTH: January 22, 1972

GRADE: 4th

BACKGROUND:.Calvin. is the second oldest of four children who lives with

his mother .A father by. Three Turkeys. He has attended Crystal

Boarding School for the past three years. Calvin has a hard

time with school but is never a problem in class. He was sup-

posed to be tested for special education last year, but came

late to school (after the Fair) and so remained in the regular

classroom. Calvin seems to enjoy school and tries, but has

limited English abilities. When he first comes in for testing

you notice that he squints from time to time to see the pictures

you show him. He is a friendly child and very cooperative.

REFERRAL: Calvin was referred by his teacher last year, Mrs. Chee, who

has since moved to another school. His fourth grade teacher

has only worked with him for two weeks and noted that he is

unable to read very well. Calvin is also having some problems

with math, and whenever she has problems on the board he misses

them. Calvin is no trouble in class, but she wants to know if

he is eligible for special education.
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CASE STUDY #3 f

NAME: Max Watchman

DATE OF BIRTH: May 17, 1969

GRADE: 5th

BACKGROUND: Max lives with his grandmother in Ganada, but has transfered

to Toyei Boarding School for the 1982 -83 school year. He

attended three different schools during the past six years

but you do not have a current file. You learned from some

of the other students that his mother and older sister were

killed in an automobile accident two years ago. Max says

that his Dad works in Navajo, but he doesn't know where his

Mom is living. Max is a big boy (the tallest in his class)

and says he likes to play basketball. When asked how he

-feels about school, Max doesn't answer.

REFERRAL: Max was referred by his 5th grade teacher Mr. Jackson who

wrote: Danny is having trouble reading, and can't spell

very well. He is often a bully in the dorms and on the play-

ground, but usually quiet in class. He has many academic

problems.
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ASSESSMENT DEMONSTRATION EVALUATION

CORRECT INCORRECT

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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s Lod

0.6 mos Fl.
F2.
F3.

F6.

7.12 MIL Fl.

F9.

F10.

F11.

F12.

114.

IMO OM F13.

F19.

F20.

19.24 mom. F23.

Irsedimg

Ones his Ups on a nipple,
such on a nipple.
Opens his mouth ow

approach of a
1010.

bins his hand to Isis
mouth.

Ogees his lips on a
spoor/tit of
Stained food.

Moves food ascend his
mouth with his tongue.

Reaches for and holds
the bottle or breast.

Drisks from a slam
held for him. '

Eats Wispy or "junior"
food.

Feeds himself W. !aline
SW MOIL

Claws solid food.

&gins to eat with a
spoon.

Holds a elan in both
hands and drinks.

Feeds himself using
spoon.

Unwraps food.

2,3341 am. F29. Eats with a fork in Ids
flu.

F32. Drinks from a suss&
F4S. Ems with a fork and

spoon Mid modes.
hand.

F46. Sits in a chair tkous
out a meal.

37-48 Woos. F62. Drinks from a than
held lo ono hand.

F63. Uses a napkin at
multiuse.

F64. Mans up Isla own spins.
F66. Sawa Nnnelf from a

saving bowl.
F67. Clears his obey veinal

from the tableafter

a mut.
F61. Chows with his mouth

dosed. -,
F71. Spreads food with

knife.

4940 moo. FN.

Fla.

F119.

Cuts food with*
fork.

Pamus a lath%
bowl.

Helps to set the
table.

CAMS SELIHELP
Dmelopmentsi Chart

Dressing Skills

Helps in dressing and
ondscstIng by
holding out hit arms
and 1g..

1:117.. Pulls off his socks.

022. Takes off hit coat.
023. Takes off his pants.
024. nation his pants.
1326. Takes at and puts on

a loose hat.
027. Unzips a sipper.
028. Removes his shoe after

the beet have been
Waned.

034. Loosens the item and
retnavel his shoes.

D39. Opens snaps.
040. Takes off a pullover

skirt.
D43. Puts on his coat (floor

owt hod).
D44. Pins oa his sock.

DS1. Pots on s pullover
shirt.

052. Unbuttons large
buttons on the front
of clothing.

DS3. Sultans lose buttons
on the front of clothig.

055. Hanoi his clothes on * hook.
036. Ms a htlf.iinot on his

shoelmea
Dee. Folds his own clothing.
[169. Puts on his shoes with

reminder..
010. Pins on his boots.

D74. Wm hla sties.
075. Distingoethei the front

(torn the lock of
clot tang,

Hags his clothes on
Nara in the closet.

Close, a snap.
Zips an open-ended

tippet.
082. Puts on his east laden

method).
Puts dirty clolfifig in a

designated tint.

DU.

DSO.
D61.

2 2 2 241

Personal Hygiene SkiZa

P114. Allows himself to be
bathed.

PUS. Allows his NU to be
washed.

PH13 Splashes his hands In
water.

PHIS Allows his teeth to be
brushed.

PH21. Allows Ms nom to be
. wiped with a

thane.

Toile teg Stills

P1430. Delos his km and loads. T33.
PH31. Wash** leis hands with soap.
PH33. Wipes his nose. T3G.

PH41. Obtains a tints. for ese.
P1142. Throws away the

tissue after est.
P1147. glows his now with T38.

asistance.

PHS'. Bathes Maisellf with
assistance.

PH57. &whet his teeth with
dui:tam.

P1160. Dries himself with
erristertee

P1461. Rinses his mouth after
hiving his teeth
brushed.

P1165. Washes his (are.

T37.

PH76. When reminded, keeps his
nose wiped and Moan.

PH 71 et hes and dries himself.
"4 Mashes his teeth.

1.11K3. Uses toothpaste,
PH85. Combs his hair with

assistance.
P1490. Adjusts water temperature.

T48.

T49.

130.

TSS.

T72.

173.

117.

Defecates is the
POT.

Indicates his need
to defecate.

Weems while os
the patty.

Indicates his need to
mime.

Stands to urinate
IN the toilet (boys
only)

Flushes the toilet dim
use.

°Wks his 01111 tole
Mo.

Stays dry Omsk the
night.

leices isimmtf with
toilet cepa.

Wig a(ta
wrination
only).

Uses the toilet without
supervision.
'Wan.

E s: rfeY AKESA;
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CAMS, SELF-HELP PROGRAM
PLACEMENT TEST

4...1=M1111.1=MINIII.

Adds o= Date of Test:

nom Examines.:

This placement test is even to determine at what step the child should :tut in the program.

The test items Aft the criteria from the final step of each of the program objectives.

Give the placement test individually to each child in a quiet, room.Gather all required materials

before stetting the test in order not to distract the child and prolong the test. The criterion for each

step is printed at the end of each test item. If the child meets the criterion, circle YES If he don not,
circle Na Whenever possible, the examiner should directly observe the child engaging In the

behaviors described in the criteria. If this is not possible, the examiner should interview the mother

and swept het typed WTI regarding the child's behavior. When it is necessary to accept a report,

Arra weal at us of NO should be circled next to the test item.

The test is divided into four suctions covering feeding, dressing, personal hygiene, end toileting.

Within each section start testing the child at a level below the child's actual age. The child may be

presented with a task three times before a NO is scored on that item. Discontinue testing in each

section after the child Pus three conescutive tnconect responses. When the test Is over- for each

section, pint the numbers of the lint three items to which the child responded incorrectly ire the

three boxes at the top of the test. Then will be the first three objectives on Mikis the child will work

63 each use.

In some of the test items the child's position is described and a position number is given in

parenthests. This number refers to the number of the photograph that illustrates the position
described Whatever a position number is noted the photograph should be consulted to ensure that

de child Is placed in the correct position for learning the skill properly. These position photogisplu

appear on pages 68 to 72 of this,text.

Feeding 0 pre"ing 0 o Personal 0 0 0 TI3ikting 0 0 0

Howdah for CAMS SelHelp Provira Test Kit

The knowing Rom are needed to administer the CAMS SelfHelp Program Placement Tett. They should be

co-Ucted Is adviutoi end most of them can be stored in a boa or bag. For more efficient use doting tome& keep the

Items for each action sepsesk.d.
Tice taster should *far to the placement ten for a more detailed description of the items.

Feeding Personal Hygiene

I, bottle and nipple (ramie nipple if needed) 1. two towels

2. moan spoon 3. washcloth

kle 3. fork 3. tub

4. bay 4. baby shampoo

S. bowl S. child's toothbrush

9. plebs 6. toothpaste

7. wail pliable plastic glass 7. mirror

I, straw with a A inch diffitiltef hole L box Apar tissuesI paper or cloth napkin 9. uosp

IC. Wilt chair fil mailable) 10. mall eau
11. table w 11. combos brush

12 repast char 12. low stool (optional)

13. a variety of foods (ea the individual test items 13. sink

es the placement test)

Lbeming Toasting
dill'a elloeing 1. potty ihair or toilet

1. Snobs fitting ankle socks ,. I 3et paper

L loom flit* COO

it

3. pants with clank waist band

4. loose fitting hat
S. it or jacket with openended zipper in front

G. lace shoes
7. article of clothW with snaps
I. shortsiem loose pullover shirt

9. shirt with buttons
10. pelt of boots
11. clothes hanger 2 4 2
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FEEDING SECTION

YES NO RPT Fl. THE CHILD CLOSES HIS LIPS ON A NIPPLE (0 maths).

Materials bottle or breast nipple. vomit nipple if needed

Flocoduser Cradk the child in your Qum with his hood slightly raised and bent

tot wend (position II. Insert the nipple into the child's mouth.

altorient The child closes his lips on the nipple foe has seconds.

YES NO RFT Ft THE CHILD SUCKS A NIPPLE (0 months). .

khteleho breast, or bottle with regular nipple

Procodure: Cradle the child in your arm with his head slightly raised and bent

forward (position 1). Insert the nipple into his mouth.

CrItstiont The child sucks live, times on the nipple.

YES NO RPT FL THE CHILD OPENS HIS MOUTH ON THE APPROACH OP A NIPPLE (0 months).

Metwials breast, or bottle with regular nipple
Pmeedures Cradle the child in your arm with his head slightly relied and bent

forwsrd (position I). Rting the nipple close to, but not laughing his

mouth,
Crifeston: The child opens his mouth before his lips aro touched by Ilk nipple.

YES NO RPT FL THE CHILD BRINGS HIS HAND TO HIS MOUTH (S moths).

listeelsis none
Procedunti Place the child en his stomach or side one flat surface. Pleat his hinds

in his Urn of vision so that he notices them.

Critakku The child brings one of his hands to his mouth rot at Mut one second.

YES NO RIT Fl. THE CHILD CLOSES HIS LIPS ON A SPOONFUL OF STRAINED MOD (1

trant11.1.

Materials: small spoon, bowl of strained food. high chair (optional)

Ploceduses Seat the child uptight on your lap or in a high chair. Place a small
amount of food on the spoon and tip it onto the front halt of his
tongue tpenition 3).

Mobs: The child closes his lips to remove strained fowl from a spoon.

YES NO RFT FS. THE CHILD MOVES FOOD AROUND HIS MOUTH WITH HIS TONGUE (7

momilts).

Wcalb-1Isi soft food (such as, sort chcou or pudding), spoon, mirror, high dab
(optional).

Pau Buse: Scat the child uptight on your lap IX in a high chair. Place food in the
child's mouth with a spoon. Place the first spoonful on one side of his

mouth and the neat one on the other side (position 4).
Critorims The child moves the food around with his WNW! to swallow it.

YES NO RPT F9. THE CHILD

histailais
Pnicedsuis

YES NO RFT

YES NO RPT,

Oiterkus:

FICI. THE CHILD

Matellsts
Procedure:

Wheless

REACHES FOR AND HOLDS THE BOTTLE OR 6REAS1' (9 months).

bottle or breast
Cradle the child In your urn with his head slightly raked and bent
forsiud (position I). Hold the bottle or brew within his reach. As he
teaches for and stews it, place the nipple its his mouth.
The child reaches for and holds the bottle or Invest for 20 seconds.

DRINKS FROM A GLASS HELD FOR HIM (9 months).

small. plunk plastic slats, beverage. high chair (optional)
Stet the child upright on your tap or in a high dais as you eland behind
NM Place the rim of the elm on his bottom lb) and tip the glass so
that he sips a small amount of beverom (positron 5). LOW" the ea%
but rest it on his bottom lip between each sip.
The child drinks three sips tit" Hass held foe him.

P11. 11Th CHILI) EATS LUMPY OR "JUN toR" WOD (10 months).

materials

Procedure:

Otte:ion:

cooked or soft chopped foods (such as, vegetables, macaroni, rice, soft
Nils), dish, spoon, hteh chair (optional)
Seat the child upright on your lap or ins high chair. Put a small amount
of food onto the end of the spoon and tip it onto the (runt half of his
tongue.
The child sv.a.licTsys those 6iii; otliAlWrFod.
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REST CORY AVPL/iBLE

YES NO Rrr P12. THE CHILD FEEDS HIMSELF SY USING HIS FINGERS (10 maths).

Matetiales finger foods (such as, dry cattle. chow Mts. Irraa crackers. fruit
{obel), high chair (optional)

Paseeduret Seat the child upright on your tap or Ina high choir. PIUS picots of
food within his reach.

Criterions The child feeds himself I hreo pieces of food by using his fingers.

YES NO RFT F14. THE CHILD CHEWS SOLID FOOD (I I months).

Mateirds: wall pieces of wild foods (such as, bread, cricket, fresh apple)
Procoitue: Seat the child supported it a table or la a high chair. Plan a piece of

mild food between his gums or teeth on either side of his mouth. Teil
him to chew his food several tlf444 before swallowing It.

Criterions The child chews and swallows solid food.

YES NO RFT F111. THE CHILD BEGINS TO EAT WITH A SPOON (IS toseths).

Masoeies small spoon, strolghtsided bowl at a sticky food (such as, moslad
potatoes, podding), high chair (optional)

Precedent Stitt the child eta table of in 4 With choir. Place a bowl of a sticky food
that he likes in front of him. Tell him to pick up the spoon and to eat.

Ctitatioot. The child picks up the spoon, dips it Into the food, and easel Matt halt

of that spoonful.

YES NO Rrr F19. THE CHILD HOLDS A GLASS IN SOTH HAWS AND DRINKS (IS romiths).

Malarial.: melt noribreakablo gists, favorite liquid tans ce two inchu In 04
Nth chair (optional)

Procedinet Seat the child at a table or la a high chair beside you. Place his giant is

front of him on the table. Telt him to drink. Help hire to return the
plus to the ruble.

Ctitaion: The child brings a glass to his Ups with both hands and drinks with:mat
'shunter, except help In returning the glass to the table if needed.

YES NO RFT F20. THE CHILD FEEDS HIMSELF USING A SPOON (IS nemtki),

Matevials. small spoon, dish of favorite food
INUCIPOIS: Seat the child at a tabk or in e high chair beside you. Place a bowl of

his favorite food and a emelt spoon directly In front of hire. Tell him to
eat with the spoon. Tell him whenevet the spoon is too full.

Criterion: The child feeds himself three spoonfuls end spills nay little.

YES NO RP? F21. THE CHILD UNWRAPS FOOD (22 months).

candy twisted In paper, candy ten, banana with top end cut off,
crackers or other solid food wrapped In waxed paper

Procedure Solt !ho child by you. Give him one pivot of wrapped food at s Ham
and encourage him to open tt.

Critedoe: The child unwraps at least two different foods.

P29. THE CHILD EATS WITH A FORK IN HIS FIST (29 nvollas).

Matte cubes of food (such as, cut up waffles, cheese, cooked vegotabki)
Procodainn Seat the child at a table with a fork and a plate of food directly In NM

or him. Tell him to eat the food with his fork 41,01111on 104-
Cautious The child eats three bites of food either by rubbing it with a fork or by

pushing the fork under the food.

F32. THE CHILD DRINKS FROM A STRAW (30 months).

or Idesevids: gists, favorite beverage, plastic or tubber straw with a hole about
one-fourth inch in diameter

?loaders: Seat the child at a table beside you. Piece a strew into a glace of
beverage which Is in front of Mm. Tell hint to pleas the straw between
his lips and drink, Hold the Woe away from the bottom of the glass fot
him (position SW.

Critedua: The child drinks three sips frqm a straw without taking the straw from
his lips.

THE CHILD EATS WITH HIS FORK AND SPOON HELD UNDERHAND (36
months).

YES NO 9rr

YES NO RPT

YES NO 9 PT 1:45.

Materiels: fork, spoon, and dish or plate of favorite food
hot:Wenn Seat the child at a table with his plate of food, s fork. and a spoon In

front of him. Encourage him to eat his food while holding his fork or
spoon ureterheritttpo anion tettl.7.---

Oiterion: The child eats with* spoon and a fork held underhand.
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YES NO RPT F46. THE CHILD SITS IN A CHAIR THROUGHOUT A MEAL (36 inantla).

italuidu leble, regular chair, food
Prnostoros Seat the child on his chair at the table with his plate of food Maly

before him. Tell him to eat his meal before he gets sip.
Clinician The child sits In Walls throughout the rosal (et least Us minutes).

YES NO RPT F62. THE CHILD DRINKS FROM A GLASS HELD IN ONE HAND (42 etionths

Materiels a small unbreakable glass, beverage
Piocedutei Ghee a small gloss of beverage to the child end tell him to drink,
Criterion: The child holds the On in one hand to drink. and Mures h to the

Palle without spitting any beverage, .

YES NO RFT F6L THE CHILD USES A NAPKIN AT MEALTIME (42 months),

Maimed': a paper oe cloth napkin
Frocederst Seat the child at the table for his meal. A rola has been placid kends

his plate. If necessary, remind him lo place his napkin on his lap at the
beginning of the meal, to wipe his mouth. or to put his napkin beck on
the tin:nest the end of the meal.

Criterion: The child um his napkin with no more then two sanioden dories the
meal.

YES NO RPT F64. THE CHILD CLEANS UP HIS OWN SPILLS (42 montlra).

Materials spill of juice or colored wets
Piscoduesi dare the child make s small *Pill (or make one yourself) on a table or

floor. Make a comment such se, "Shaw me how you then 11110 sou."
Tell the child to get the sponge, which he: been placed nearby.

Criterion: The child gets a sponge, wipes up the spill, and nun.* the spoil to Ma
proper Place.

YES NO RPT F64. NE CHILD SERVES HIMSELF FROM A SERVING SOWL (4S month*

Materials filled serving bowl, arrive) spoon, plate, and utensils
hi: odium Sat the child at a table in front of his plate. Place I. HOW setvirg bawl

and a spoon on one side of him and tell him to put some of the food on
his plate.

Oiteilan The child saves himself flora a serving bowl without splllb anythisig.

YU NO IUT F67. THE CHILD CLEARS HIS PLACE SETTING FROM THF. TABLE AFTER A MEAL
(46 menthe).

iteto riant Mite or bowl, utensils, cup, counter near a sink
Readers: Tell the child to take his dishes to the kitchen counter.
WW1*: TN child "others tile place setting and takes It to the counts/ without

spilling or dropping anything.

YES NO RFT

YES NO RP7

YES NO RFT

pa. THE CHILD CHEWS WITH HIS swum CLOSED (48

a snack that requires dewing
Salt the child at a table with. tome food in front of him. Encourage him
to eat.
The child chews the food with his mouth dosed,

THE CHILD SPREADS FOOD WITH A KNIFE PO months).

Marsden:
Praedurs:

iteVan

toast, butter, a knife, and a plate
Silt the child at a table with a knife and toast on a piste in front of
him. Butter should also be an the table. Ted him to butter the toast
The child spreads boner on the roan with' knits.

FI16. THE CHILD anS FOOD WITH A FORK (34 months/.

Materials
Frocedun:

attain:

a fork, a soft food (such Iv a slim of cheese)
Seat the child at a table with a piece of cheese on a piste in front of
him and with fork beside the plate. TO him to cut the place of cheese
with the fork (polition 17).
The child turns ette. ane.tide-of.the tines on the food and
presses down on the food to cut it apart.
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EAST CC"? AlifaitilLE

YES NO RPT FM THE CHILD PASSES A SERVING BOWL 04 reeithig

111148tilat a plate, a saving bowl filled with food
Procedure: Seat the child at a table in front of his piste. Place a filled IMMO bowl

on the table on one side of him. Sit on the child's alba side. Ask hint
to pass the bowl to you.

Med= The child passes a saving bowl Mihail spilling anythinn.

YES NO RFT FIB. THE CHILD HELPS TO SET THE TABLE (60 mos**

OtitSliag a plate, glass, napkin, knife, spoon, and fork

Proeeduan Place the above items on the table. Tel the child to sat the tab,.'
properly.

Menotti The child pieces a plate, glees, napkin, knife, spoon, and fork in the
plow places on the table.

DRESSING SECTION

YES NO RPT 016. THE CHILD HELPS IN UNDRESSING AND DRESSING HIMSELF BY HOLDING
OUT HIS ARMS AND LEGS (12 months).

3

oo

YES NO RPT D17. THE CHILD PULLS OFF HIS SOCILS moans).

ilatetiais loose fitting ankle socks
Psocedonn Ssot the child, who is wearing a pair of ankle tracts, beside yus or es

your bp (position I). Tel him to pull off Ms sacks.

Maio= The child pulls off his socks.

YES NO RPT P122. THE 01ILD TAKES OFF HIS COAT (21 months).

Maselaic kose fitting cost
1Vocodunt Begin with the child wearing a cos! which has bees upened' is the front.

Ted him to take off his coat, then pick It up if It has fallen to the Boor.

Crhation: The child tau off his cost and picks it up if It has fallen to the Dom

YES NO RPT 023. THE CHILD TAKES OFF HIS PANTS (21 months).

Matelals pants thet lit the child, preflight? with en elastic waistband (g the
pants do have fasteners, unfasen then; before testing)

Peocedato Stand the child, who Is wearing his pan% Is boat of pee. Tel hhe to
take off his pints.

OiNtiom: The child completely takes off his penis.

024. THE CHILD PVTS ON NIS PANTS

ustedaga: short or long gents tlen fit the dtild
Proceduzis Pisa the child in front of a large thluor. Place the cheer poem an a

flat turface with the front aide up and tha waistband in front of the
shild'e feet. Tell the child to pull on his pants.

Criledoss The child pugs on Ms pints compistelP

026. ME CHID TAKES OFF AND FUTS ON A LOOSC HAT (22 lelostke).

WW1*: !cote fitting hat, large minor
Procodostu Pim the chad in front of s large minor. Show hire a hat. Plow h on

and take it off his head. Td( him to put it on, then take of the hat.
attain: The child puts on and bias off a loosa hat.

D21. 1HE CHILD UNZIPS A ZIPPER (23 ondetha

Mater-We shirt or Jscict OAS ainoct .
Procedure: Stand the child in front of you. The child should be wearing s Jacket.

zipped up tiscotourths of its !twit. Tell him to pull the zippy tab

down to the bottom of the jacks! and unfasten it.
Criterion: The child unzips, a jacket.

Mataelels child's clothing
Pincedohn Ley the child or, his beck on a fiat surfs*. Tel Mon to hold out hie arm

or leg to help you to dress or undress him. For vadrotsins, begin to take
oft a sleeve or pant lag, rot dressing, Wing the comet pert of clothing
towed* the Coned AIM Of leg.

Ottertail The child holds out his auras and legs when he Is being Mead and

undressed.

Y121 NO RPT

YES NO k?T

YES NO an
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Student Assessment Workshop II

Fort Defiance Agency School Personnel

August 11-12, 1982

Topic 3 - Precision Teaching

Forward

This topic was included in the workshop to train school personnel in the

skills to obtain accurate and daily assessment of the effects of their

teaching and/or intervention activities. The presentation was designed to be

applicable to not only special education teachers, but regular teachers as

well. The presentation included an introduction to precision teaching,

followed by a series of exercises in which participants took ratedata, used

techniques to predict success, and determined learning pictures. Partici-

pants were also taught the skills of plotting and charting on a six-cycle

chart.
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EVALUATION REPORT

FOR

PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND RELATED TOPICS

INSERVICE TRAINING WORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION

This report describes evaluation data relevant to an inservice train-

ing workshop provided by Utah State University's Exceptional Child Center

for education personnel in the Fort Defiance Agency. The workshop was

offered in response to RFP #NA-600-9417, and provided two days of training

covering, PL 94-142, The Education of All Handicapped Children Act, Psycho-

Educational Assessment, and Precision Teaching. It was held on August 11

and 12, 1982 at Chuska School in Chuska, New Mexico, and was attended by

more than 100 teachers and other educational personnel.
.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS

Public Lam 94-142

The presentation on Public Law 94-142 covered basic requirements of

the law including the necessity of providing a free and appropriate public

education, definition of handicapping conditions, content necessary in the

development of individual education programs, procedural safeguards (due

process, confidentiality, surrogate parents), requirements for serving

children in the least restrictive environment, and requirements for invol-

ving parents.

Workshop participants were introduced to an evaluation system they

could use in determining the degree to which their programs were in com-

pliance with Public Law 94-142. This system was developed by the staff of

the Exceptional Child Center under a contract with the BIA Central Of-

fice. The system has been used over the past years to help more than 30
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BIA special.education programs determine their degree of compliance with

the law and identify areas of strengths and weaknesses. The system con-

sists of a manual which lists specific, measurable criteria programs should

meet in order to be in compliance with the law and a summary checklist.

The manual lists criteria under 10 broad program areas including child

find, multidisciplinary evaluation, individualized educational plans, least

restrictive environment, daily programming, program development and opera-

tion, facility criteria, staff/parent involvement, and due process. The

summary checklist allows for computation of a percent of compliance for

each of the 10 broad program areas and for the program as a whole. The

Exceptional Child Center staff and the staff of the various BIA special

education programs where this system has been used have found it a useful

tool for determining where a program stands relative to Public Law 94-142

and for helping to define areas where changes need to be made to better

comply with the law.

Psycho - Educational Assessment

Referral and Assessment Process

This presentation was designed to give workshop participants an appre-

ciation of the psycho-educational Assessment process as a whole. Emphasis

was placed on developing an understanding of hew the components of the

assessment process come together to determine the needs of handicapped

children, and to help.identify the type of educational programs that can

best meet those needs. Included in the presentations were discussions on

writing referral questions, choosing appropriate psycho-educational asses-

sment teams, meaning and uses of standardized test data, and meaning and

uses of criterion referenced test data.

The Assessment Research Project

During the past year, the Fort Defiance Agency, in.conjunction with

25
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the Exceptional Child Cen'Ar, has been conducting an assessment researd

project. The project was undertaken in an effort to improve the quality

and usefulness of psycho-educational assessment reports received by the

Fort Defiance Agency special educationpersonnel. The project has used a

series of interview and critique procedures to obtain feedback from asses-

sment report users (special educators, coordinators, principals, etc.),

identifying what in the reports was helpful and 'what was not.° This infor-

mation has in turn been used to `improve the quality, of reports. The

assessment Research presentation reported on the findings of this project,

introduced workshop participants to its prbcedures, and involve them by

soliciting their feedback as to what is and is not useful in assessment

reports.

Precision Teaching

This presentation introduced participants to the methods and proce-

dures of precision,teaching: a technique that can be applied by special

educators for teaching handicapped children academic, social, behavioral,

and other skills. Included in the presentation was a discussion on how to

define what to teach, how to teach it, and how to record data on progress

for accountability purposes.

EVALUATION

Evaluation of the workshop was accomplished in two ways. First,

participants were pre-posttested relative to the workshop's content, and

gains on the test were taken as an index of the workshops effectiveness in

imparting information. The test consisted of 13 true/false and multiple

choice questions designed to measure participants' knowledge relevant to

major points in each of the three presentation. A copy of the test is

contained in Appendix A. The pretest was taken by 91 participant's who
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achieved a mean score of 6.2 points (36%, Range 0-11). Seventy-nine parti-

cipants took the posttest and achieved a mean score of 9.6 points (56%,

Range ,1 -15). 'The difference from pre- to posttesting of 3.4 points repre-

sents an approximate gain of 20 percent of the test's 17 possible points,

and indicates that the presentations were moderately effective in imparting

new knowledge to participants. A complete listing of pretest, posttest,

and gain scores for participants is cbntained in Appendix A.

Participant satisfaction with the workshop presentations was measured

via a questionnaire distributed following each presentation. A copy of the

instrument is contained in Appendix B. It asked participants to rate a

number of aspects of both the presenter and presentation among which was an

overall rating of the presentation. Mean overall ratings on a five point

scale (1=poor to 5=excellent) for the PL 94-142, Psycho-Educational Assess-

ment, and Precision Teaching presentations were 4.2,4.2, and 4.3 respec-

tively. These ratings indicate that the presentations were very well re-

ceived by participants. A complete summary of evaluation data for each

presentation is contained in Appendix B.
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N'arne:

Position:

Pre-Posttest

Psycho-Educational Assessment and Related Topics.

School:

r.L. 94-142

1. In the development of a program for handicapped children, the malor

reasonts) for its development is:

a) the deVelopment of administrative procedures to support the

provision of handicapped child services.

b) the development of services which teacherS and ancillary personnel

can use in providing educational help to the handicapped.

c) the development of program dodumentation procedures (e.g., manuals,

guidelines, policy, etc.) /

d) the development of effective programs/services for handicapped

children based on their educational needs.

2. True - False j).L. 94-142 has changed appreciably in its emphasis

since its enactment in 1975.

3. F.A.P.E. is an acronymn which stands for:

a) Free Appropriate Private Education.

b) Fair Appraisal Procedures in Education.

c) Free Appropriate Public Education.

d) Family Active PartiCipation in Education.

Assessment.

1. A good referral question should do two things.

a) State why the/child is handiCapped.

b) State why the person making the referral is concerned.

c) Point to a specific area for assessment.

d) Ask for a carplete psychological evaluation on the child.

e) Request that a vision and hearing examination be done.

2. Anyone assessing a child should collect two types of data.

a) IQ

b) Standardized Test

c) Audicaetric

d) Behavioral

e) Criterion Referenced Test

3. A child who is referred because of motor problems might be evaluated

by which of the following:

a) Psychologist

b) Physical Therapist

c) Speech Pathologist

d) Special Education Teacher

e) Physician.

4. The Assesbukilt Research Project was desiglud to:

a) discover teacher needs in tit.) classicxin in corking with children.

b) dot:ermino how useful psychological tests are in educational

decision-making.

c) assess the adequacy of workshops on the reservat n.

d) provide the Exceptional Child Center with a prject to keep busy.
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In psycho-educational testing, the most important contribution of

the classroom teacher is:

a) a long list of children to test.

1111)k a family history.

c)' an understanding attitude.

d) a welli-written referral question.

..1
Precision Teaching

1. Precision teaching,isr

a) a curriculum of sequenced objectives.

b) a collection of worksheets designed to teach a skill.

c) direct and daily measurement, and decision-making.

d) direct instruction.

2. Which stage of learning is characterized by generally accurate

performance and moderate response rates?

a) acquisition

b) fluency-tuilding

c) maintenance

d) generalization

3. Which is not a characteristic of a ratio chart (as compared to an

arithmetic chart)?

a) More appropriate for studying learning.

b) Emphasizes proportional change.

c) Accommodates wider ranges of behavior frequencies.

d) Presents data on a standard scale.

e) Projects future course with straight lines.

4. True - False "Proficiency" describes the theoretical boundary

Ntween the fluency-building and acquisition stages of learning.

5. Which types of information are necessary to determine the rate of

a response? (Circle all that apply.)

,0a) Number of response opportunities.

b) Length of observational period.
L

c) Number of stimulus presentations.

d) Level of difficulty.

e) Number of target behaviors.

f) How long it takes to perform a response.
A
'cr) Whether or not an academic response is correct.

06w4 ti
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prLps:sttesLDalaZor2j..._L4orksho Participants

Participant Pretest X/ I7 Posttest

1 0 0 13

2 4 24 11

3 3 18

4 4 24 6

5 7 41 10

6 7 41 9

7 5 29 6

8 11 65 11

9 10 59 12

10 9 53 10

11 6 35 12

12 5 29 10

13 4 24 1

14 6 35

15 7 41 6

16 7 41

17 .... 11

18 5 29

19 3 18 MOM

20 6 35 7

21 5 29 5

22 9 53 13

23 5 29 8

24 8 47 12

25 5 Pc1 10

26 5 29 8

27 2 12 01.

28 9 .53

29 7 41 MI.

30 6 35 8

31 9 53 11

32 8 47 10

33 8 47 11

34 8 47

35 4 24 MO.

36 4 24 10

37 w so -- 8

38 5 29 8

39 5 29

40 6 35 9

41 6 35 10

42 7 41 12

43 9 53 15

44 8 47 7

45 6 35 9

46 9 53 14

47 3 18 15

48 6 35 12

49 3 18

50 6 36 --

51 4 24 10

52 9 53 24 2 15

X/17 Score
Gains

76 13 76

65 7 41
OW

35 2 12

65 3 18

53 2 12

35 1 6

65 0 0

70 2 12

59 1 6

70 6 35

59 5 30

6 _.(-3) (-184
mde

35 (-1) (-6)

65

M. W.

41 1 6

29 0 0

4 24

47 3 18

70 4 24

59 5 30

47 3 18
SW

In.

..
WM

M.

WM

53 3 18

65 2 12

59 2 12

65 3 18

gy.

59 6 35

47 am am

47. 3 18

53 3 18

59 4 24

70 5 30

88 6 35

41 (-1) (-6)

/53 3 13

82 5 30

(88 12 70

6 35

... .... --

59 6 35

88 6 35



Participant

,,,

Pretest

ber110,PKT`:,

%
X/17

.1771

Posttest
%

X /17 Score
Gains

%

*53 3 18 18 0 0

54 4 24 ui 35 2 12

55 4 24 9 53 5 30

56 7 41 8 47 1 6

57 7 41 -- NV MI

58 5 29 9 53 4 24

59 5 29 M. .00 41, .
60 10 59 13 76 3 18

61 2 12 4 24 2 12

62 4 24 12 70 8 47

63 3- 18 A. MI

64 8 47 7 41 (-1) (-6)

65 5 29 8 47 3 18

66 12 70 9 53 (-3) (-18)
67 9 53 Ma M.

68 ,7 41 14 82. 7 41

69 6 35 9 53 3 18

70 9 53 8 47 (-1) (-6)

71 2 '12 3 18 1 6

72 5 29 9 53 4 24

73 4 24 11 65 7 41

74 3 18 11 65 8 46

75 -- -- 12 70 -- .

76 6 35 11 65 5 29

77 10 59 10 59 0 0

78 10 59 13 76 3 18

79 7 41

80 10 59 12 70 2 12

81 11 65 12 70 1 6

82 MI Oh 9 53 -- __

83 5 29 6 :15 1 6

84 4 24 11 65 7 41

85 5 29 11 65 6 35

86 -- -- 9 53. -- --

87 6 35 7 41 i 6

88 8 \ 47 11 65 3 18

89 7 41 7 41 0 0

90 7 41 11 65 4 24

91 6 35 11 65 5 29

92 12 70 -- ....

93 7 41 8 47 1 6

94 8 47 VI . . . AM MN --
95 6 35 7 41 1 6

96 0 0 0 0 0 0

97 3 18 11 65 8 46

98 6 35 12 70 6 35

Mean 6.2 35 9.6 56 3.4 20

(Range) (0-11) (0-65) (1-15)263 (6-88) (-3-12) (-18-70)

2 4 3
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BEST COSY grillEall

I. EVALUATION OF PRESENTER

OVERALL RATING
OF PRESENTER

Outstanding

Beterthin average

Below average

Poor

Average

Workshop Evaluation Form

Name Date Presentation Title

KNOWLEDGE OF
SUBJECT MATTER

ATTITUDE TOWARD
SUBJECT

Clear

ABILITY TO
EXPLAIN

ATTITUDE TOWARD Iv:
PARTICIPANTS

Very well informed

AdeqUately informed

Not well informed
Very poorly informed

Enthusiastic

Rather interested

and to the

adequate

inadequate

Very helpful a
*wawa

__Point

Usually

1111
understanding
.

Interested
Routine interest

Disinterested
Somewhatinadeouate

OmallIND

TotallyOMNI

Routine, neutr011011 OINNIMEND

OMIN811

Distant, cold,1111111.1110

aloof

II. EVALUATION OF PRESENTATION CONTENT AND FORMAT
VtiVVV
fm,

LI 01
C1 RI6 iii
do) iN
V/ Of

V
6
CR
RI
Nal

V
V

I;
V0
E

4
VI.
CM

RC

>%

C
T

6106 L.1L1

OA 01
L/1 IC

1. Overall the presentation content and format were excellent SD 0 U A SA

2. The objectives of the presentation were clear SD 0 U A SA

3. The balance between lecture and participant interaction in the presentation

was good
SD D U A SA

4: The presentation contributed well to the overall goals of the workshop. .
SD 0 U A SA

5. The presentation was well structured and organized SD 0 U A SA

6. The presentation was clear and understandable SD 0 U A SA

7. The scope and coverage of this presentation was appropriate SD 0 U A SA

8. The value I derived from this presentation was well worth the time required

of me to participate
SD D U A SA

9. The workshop provided specific guidance and ideas which I can apply in my .-

job responsibilities
SD 0 U A SA

10. Presentation content was summarized well and major points were easy

to identify
SD 0 U A SA

4.
)

III. THE TWO BEST THINGS ABOUT THE PRESENTATION WERE:

1.

2.

IV. TWO THINGS THAT WOULD HAVE IMPROVED THE PRESENTATION ARE:

1.

2.

COMmENTS:

IIMIMM...041.0.1,-11....01i11
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1
JIM

Is EVALUATION OF PRESENTER

OVERALL RATING
OF PRESENTER

all Outstanding

Alletter than average

)n Average

Below average

Poor

= 4.2
II, EVALUATION OF PRESENTAT!ON CONTENT AND FORMAT

Idds..

IMS.....,

--..t...-.6;;;%-.1.4z.:..45,r.-
...-=,i';:4-...--,;;,?,,..:4;z1-. 4.',ItT'x4r4.17.'Z'grg....-':f.:

:. __ ,........,..- -. .

. .

.

Workshop Evaluation Form

1VPST
Nahke

0

SUBJECT
KNOWLEDGE OF

SUBJECT MATTEk

ilL Very well informed

le:Adecuately informed

.Not'well informed

Very poorly informed

E/17,/q1
clate

FTTITUOZTOwARD
SUBJECT

46 Enthusiastic

// Rather interested

_.6; Routine-interest._

1 Disinterested

= 3.7 X = 3.5

Precision Teachinr
:-resentation Title

ABILITY TO
EXPLAIN

.511 Clear and to the
point

25 Usually adeowate

1. Overall the presentation content and format were excellent

2. Tne objectives of the presentation were clear

3.' The balance between lecture and participant interaction in the presentation
was good

.

4. Inc presentation contributed well to the overall goals of the workshop. .

S. The presentation was well structured and organized

6. The presentation was clear and understandable

7. The scope and coverage of this presentation was appropriate

C. The value I derived from this presentation was well wortK the
of me to participate

9. The workshop provided specific guidance and ideas which I can

10.

time recuired

apply in my
job responsibilities

Presentation content was summarized well and ajor points were easy
4.(4 identify.

HI. THE TWO BEST THINGS ABOUT THE PRESENTATION WERE:

-2.

....

SomewhatinadecUite

Totally inadequate _IL Distant
aloof

ATTITUDE Ti
PARTIC/

4.1 Very hel
understa

25 Interest

3.6
>ow c
at s,
c C.,

fi

1

1

1

V

W

7

4

14
7
7

10
7

7

14

9

X

tri

4(.)

50

47
43
42
38
46

45

40

50

=
}.

C Pa
101

aml P
VI

28
27

20
31
31
31
26

20

25

20

4
4

4
4
4

4-

4

A

4

V. TKO THINGS THAT WOULD HAYS IMPROVED THE PRESENTATION ARE:

2. .--7..
allP11111

:, ..... ..,imaa.=m...Ciro -
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'KNOWLEDGE Oi
SUBJECT MATTER

PF,r f.Yr!2? AVAILABLE

I. EVALUATION' OF PRESENTER

OVERALL RATING
OF PRESENTER

3.9. Outstanding

AL Better than average

11. Average

Below average

Poor

Workshop Evaluation Form

JOHNSON
Name Gate

-11421-121.-
,resentation Tit e

2.4. Very well informed la Enthusiastic

22_ Adeouately informed du Rather interested

Not well informed ..a Routine interest__

Very poorly informed Disinterested

= 4.2 3t. 3.7 X = 3.7
II, EVALUATION OF PRESENTATION CONTENT AND FORMAT

ABILITY TO
EXPLAIN

ATTITUDE TOw,
sPARTICIPAN!:

ea. Clear and to the -Up Very helpfL
point understand'.

2.5.. Usually adequate

Somewhatinadeouate

Totally inadequate

1. Overall the presentation content and format were excellent

2. The objectives of the presentation were clear

3. The balance between lecture and participant interaction in the presentation
was good

4.. The sresentation contributed well to the overall goals of the workshop. .

_ 5. The presentation was well structured and organized

6. The presentation was clear and understandable

7. The scope and coverage of this presentation was appropriate

B. The value I derived from this presentation was well worth the time recuired
of me to participate

9. The workshop provided specific guidance and ideas which I can apply in my
job responsibilities

10. Presentation content was summarized well and major points were easy
to.identify .

i

111. THE Two BEST THINGS ABOUT THE PRESENTATION WERE:

1.

2.

Interestec

Routine, me

Distant, c:
aloof

* 3.. 7

1J 10
11.1

CI he 6
CI

fe ed
VI N

VI CI c

40
4,1

40

;1;
tJ

42

3

4)
1706
al
.,

X *
70% 41)

fd 11.I
C+ I...
C CIa
... .

. ....-

3.6

1 4 62' 24 4.2
3 2 65 24 4.2

7 16 51 20 3.9
. . 1 6 61 29 4.2

1 7 63 21 4.1

2 7 62 23 4.1
2 12 53 27 4.1

3 13 56 20 4.1

4 15 56 20 4.1

2 11 58 22 4.1

-314100.M.0/...1,

?:f. ThQ THINGS THAT WOULD HAVE IMPROVED THE PRESENTATION ARE:

V

AVE. =Is ...am. 10)-`,.... 48VYO/VVO6/

---1.1&1310 247
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I. EVALUATION' OF PRESENTER

OVERALL RATING
OF PRESENTER

Outstanding

Better than average

10 Average

Below average

KtiNLEDGE OF
SUBJECT MATTER

al Very well informed

Adeouately informed

Not well informedft

Workshop Evaluation Form 1.7

8/12A1V.S2 sessment
NAM4 Date ;menu:ion lit e 7'7

Very poorly informed.

sji. Enthusiastic

la. Rather interested

Routine interest

Disinterested

ABILITY TO
EXPLAIN

1,2 Clear and to the
point

11 Usually adequate

Somewhat inadeouate

.Totally inadequate
Poor

3; = 4.4 y = 3.8 3; m 3.8 5( 3.7

II. EVALUATION OF PRESENTATION CONTENT AND FORMAT

1. Overall the presentation content and format were excellent

2. The objectives of the presentation were clear

3. The balance between lecture and participant interaction in the presentation
was good

4.. The presentation contributed well to the overall goals of the workshop. . .

5. The presentation was well structured and organized

6. The presentation was clear and understandable

7. The scope and coverage of this presentation was appropriate

. B. The value I derived from this presentation was well worth the time required
of me to participate

9. The workshop provided specific guidance and ideas which I can apply in my
'job responsibilities

10. Presentation content was summarized well and major points were easy
to..identify

) .

III. THE TWO BEST THIVGS ABOUT THE PRESENTATION WERE:

1.

2.

ATTITUDE TI
PARYICIP'

41. Very het,
understa,

0.. Interest

Routirie,
0.11.1.

Distant,
aloof3,7

21416/
r. W

C es%
Co

`°'

4
W

VI d

W
W
11.
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W
t:w

4

V W

4
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vs 43

1 4 44 23 4.-
2 47 24 4.

1 6 39 28 4.
5 44 26 4.
3 47 25 4._
5 43 24 4.

1 6 45 18 4.

1 5 40 25 4

1 2 .. 5 36 27 4.

2 3 47 20 4:
I-

:v. Two THINGS THAT WOULD HAVE IMPROVED THE PRESENTATION ARE:

2.
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Orientation and Training in Individual
Assessment of Native American Children



AGENDA

Seminar-for-Evaluators-of the
Fort Defiance Assessment Project

August 27, 1981

I. Schedule

A. Transportation

1. Travel _Authorization
2. --Travel Advance
3. -Motor Pool Cars
4. Departure Time of Each Car
5. Drivers
6. People to Pick Up Cars from Motor Pool
7. Insurance

B. Lodging

1. Sunday Night - Gallup
2. Weekdays - At the Schools or in Boarder Towns
3. Weekends -

C. Review of the Daily Schedule

1. Testing
2. Staffing
3. Dictation

D. Navajo Testers

1. Observation
2. Interpretation
3. Specific Test Administration
4.- Statement and Testing of Assumptions
5. Reporting Findings
6. Total Test Administration
7. Dictation of Results

II. Individual Assessment

A. Bias

B. Individual Testing

1. Hypothesis or Assumption Testing
2. Confirmation
3. Findings
4. Recommendations

C. Dispositional Assessment



III. Review of the Folders

A. Interview and "Draft Report Form"

1. What it contains - talk through each section.

2. How it is to be used.

B. Guidelines for Reviewing Assessment,Procedures

C. Definition .and Wording of Diagnostic Statements

D. Example Reports

E. Test Score ,Comparative Chart

F. One Line Description of Tests to be Used

G. Testing Manuals

1. Wepman
2. DAM
3. Language Dominance
4. Teacher Rating Scale
5. Math Screening
6. Diagnostic Test of Coding Skills

H. Record Form for Student Tests'

I. STEP Objectives

IV. Envelopes and Testing Boxes

A. Pencils, Paper, Staplers, Tape, Test Forms, Special Instructions, etc.

B. Stop Watches

C. Dictating Equipment

1. Tapes
2. Batteries

D. Testing Kits

WISC-R, Leiter, Raven, DIMS, Woodcock-Johnson, Woodcock Reading,

Key-Math, Brigance, Hiskey, WRAT, PPVT, QT, VMI, Phonics Screening,

Math Screening, etc.

V. Testing

A. What tests are appropriate for each area - preferred' tests,

alternates, confirmation testing.

B. How to use the interview form.

z_.1) r)
t;
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Background information needed rom referral forms or Teacher

Rating Scales. s.

D. Testing Script and Sequence

VI. Seminar and Staffing

A. What Participants will bring to the Staffing

1. Envelupes
2. Protocols
3. Interview and Draft Report
4. Referral Form
5. Other

Present Each Case Orally

1. Client Information
2. Testing Administration
3. Why
4. Findings
5. Suggested Diagnostic Statement
6. Suggested Results

C. Discussion

oks

1. Diagnostic Statement (expand to obtain input from other
participants, identify exact wording, disclaimers, etc.)

2. Recommendations (expand to other recommendations, suggestions
or referrals, suggestions for referrals, suggestions for
long-term and short-term goals, etc.) STEP Program (examples)

Presenters will take notes during the seminar, record appropriate
wording for recommendations, etc.

E. Dictation of Reports

F. Second Opinion - Speech Pathologists, OTs, etc.

VII. Dictation Procedures

-A. Tell the transcriber who you are, what you will be putting on the
tape, what format you will be using, and any other instructions
you need to provide.

B. Mechanics of Dictation

1. Start out by writing everything down and dictating the full
report from written material, listen to what you dictate,
edit and improve. Next start leaving gaps in your written
material and dictate the information in. As time goes-on,
your ability to think on the dictating machine, paginate,
etc. will improve.
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a. Talk slowly - good enunciation.

b. Start the machine before you start speaking.

c. Check the machine every few minutes to insure
that you are recording properly and not erasing
(if the light in on).

d. Dictate appropriate punctuation (i.e., comas,
periods, new paragraphs, quotation marks,
underscore, etc.)

e. Spell all unfamiliar words (i.e., testing jargon,
names of the schools, cnild's name, towns names

of tests used).
f. Dictate headings and indentations.
g. Dictate instructions if you are using the other

side of the tape.

VIII. Processing Testing Reports

A. Reports Returned for Typing

B. Typing

C. First Editing

D. Critique and Review

E. Corrections

F. Final Typing.

G. Signatures
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Seminar I

Orientation and Training in Individual Assessment
of Native American Children

Exceptional Child Center Staff Psychologists'

August 27, 1981

Topic 1 - Orientation and Procedure Plan for Student Assessment

Forward

This topic addressed the logistic, physical and contractual arrangements

between the staff psychologists of the Exceptional Child Center and the Fort

Defiance Agency to provide psycho-educational assessment to referred

students. Workshop\participants reviewed background material, scheduling,

contract arrangements, timeframes, and performance expectations. Example

copies of psycho-educational testing reports (see Appendix C), the Testing

Report Format (see Appendix B) , and Diagnostic Categories and Considerations

(see Appendix G) were presented and discussed.

Participants reviewed the purpose, utilization and administration of

several unbiased or nonlanguage dependent individual testing instruments. At

the conclusion of the seminar, each psychologist had demonstrated coopetency

in administering and interpreting the above referenced tests.
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Test "One-Liners"

The Hiskey-Nebraska, a primarily non-verbal test, was administered to
assess learning aptitude.

The WISC-R was administered to assess verbal and non-verbal cognitive

abilities.

The Leiter International Performance Scale, a non-verbal test, was
administered to assess general reasoning ability.

The Columbia Mental Maturity Scale is a non-verbal test which is
assigned to assess reasoning ability.

The Raven's Progressive Matrices, a relatively culture-free task, is

a measure of reasoning ability through non-verbal means.

The Draw-A-Person Test, a human figure drawing task, is a measure of

intellectual maturity and'personality assessment.

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was administered to assess receptive
verbal ability through the student's auditory vocabulary.

The Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test, a paper and pencil figure drawing

task, was administered to assess visual-graphomotor and visual-perceptual

motor skills.

The Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test was administered to assess the

student's ability to differentiate between the various sounds used in

the English language.

The Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration, a paper and pencil

copying task, was utilized to assess the degree of visual perception and

motor behavior in the student.

277
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GUIDELINES FOR REVIEWING ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

AND PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL'REPORTS

I. Review raw data.

A. Test Protocols - Are test materials included
with the report?
Comments:

B. Referral:
1. Is there information as to what the

teachers felt was the problem?
2. Guidance staff?
3. Parents?
Comments:

C. Background - Is there information from the
past that is relevant for the presenting
problem(s)?
Comments:

D. Vision and hearing screening - Has vision
and hearing acuity screening been completed?
Comments:

E. Intelligence - Were appropriate tests used?
(Note: Review for significant signs of
capacity.)
Comments:

F. Achievement - Were appropriate tests used?
(Note: Review for significant deficiencies.)
Comments:
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G. Perceptual/Psychomotor:
1. Is data gathered on visual functioning?

2. Auditory functioning?
3. Psychomotor functioning?

Comments:

R. Socio-emotional:
1. Is psychometric data gathered to clar-

ify personal/social and behavioral

adjustmedt?

2. Behavioral data?

Comments:

I. General Impression:
1. Do the data present one consistent

ture?

2. Do they give information about the re-

f erring problem?

Comments:

II. ReviewpsychEslusationreports.

A. Consider general writing style:
1. Is he report written so that teacher

can understand the information?

2. Look for Red Flag items;, could a parent
and teacher read the report without be-.
coming angry at the evaluator or school?
(Note: Examples of Red Flag items:
brain damage
neurological dysfunction
other terms which might be interpreted

to mean brain damage
"defective"
"inappropriate parenting:
the school "should"
marital conflict)

Comments:
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B. Review diagnosis:
1. Is the diagnostic statement clear?

a. Is it phrased in the state. classif i-
cation terms followed by any neces-
sary modificationi?

b. Are the conditions backed up with
reference to data?

g. Is there evidence that the condi-
tions adversely affect educational
performance?

2. If the student is diagnosed as mentally
retarded, or equivalent, does the report:
a. Rulecout cultural, linguistic, en-

vironmental or severe emotional fac-
tors as the primary cause of the
handicap?

b. Examine adaptive behavior in nonaca-
demic settings?

c. Document intellectual functioning
when a and b above have been con-
trolled?

3. If the student is diagnosed specific
learning disability or equivalent:
a. Is he/she of averaee potential in

intellectual functioning?
b. Is he/she significantly delayed

academically?
c. Have visual, hearing, motor handicap

mental retardation, emotional dis-
turbance or environmental, cultural
or economic disadvantage been ruled
out as primary, causes of handicap-
ping conditions?

d. Does the report back up these con-
ditions with reference to data?

If the student is diagnosed as seriously
emotionally disturbed or an equivalent,
does the report:
a. Specify the factors which suggest

emotional disturbance?
b. Describe the evidence which suggests

the youngster cannot be adequately

al
or safely educated without provision
of special education?

c. Differentiate between chronic and
temporary distress?

d. Rule out intellectual, sensory, and
health factors as 'cause of dysfunc-
tion?

3
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.5. For other handicapping conditions Umluding;

deaf, deaf blind, hard of hearing, multi-

handicapped, orthopedically or other health

impaired, speech Impaired or visually handi-

capped, does the report;

A. Include referral to appropriate profes-

sionals for further diagnosis?

b. Include assessment information from one

of these specialized areas?

6. If the student's problem is primarily cul-

tural/linguistic or environmental, does the

report:
a. Consider the possibility of handicapping

condition in addition to the cultural/

linguiRtic environmental factors? .

7. If no handicapping condition is found, does

the report:

a. Account for the referral problem in a

way that makes sense?

b. Handle inconsistencies between teacher

and examiner observations?
c. Indicate if the problem(;) are related

to educational disadvantages, language

background or socio-cultural background?

Comments:

C. Review recommendations:
1. Have suggestions been provided for dealing

with the referral problem(s) as well as

those identified through testing?

2. Are the following included as recommenda-

tions?
a. A list of priortized annual goals.

b. A list of proposed short term objactives

for each annual goal.

c: Recommended instructional strategies for

short term objectives.

d. Recommended instructional materials for

objectives.
e. Recommended related services.

f.. Recommended possible environmental

modification.

Comments:

Tkie checklist wee developed by eh* Soothes's hosissal %mum

Center *ad Darrell liet, blimatleftel Support Systeme, int', is.

compactly* utth a talk tares l'hyvaicArsa, STA, Symons

lawrimmes, Asaa Special Sdatetlea C4417111114t014

September, 1,711
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Seminar I

Orientation and Training in Individual Assessment
of Native American Children

Exceptional Child Center Staff Psychologists

August 27, 1981

Topic 2 - Assessment Instruments, Directions, Etc.

Forward

In this presentation, individual assessment instruments were reviewed

including the Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test,. the Draw-A-Person Test,

Informal Math Inventories, Phonetic Screening Tests, the Primary Language

Questionnaire, Teacher Raying Scale, Behavior Rating Scale, and other tests

(see Bibliography of Tests). Directions and manuals were available for

psychologists to review,Auestion, and then discuss the purpose and

utilization of these tests. 4

The individual psycho-educational assessment script and sequence was

discussed and simulated tests administrations to children were role played.
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INDIVIDUAL PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

SCRIPT AND SEQUENCE

Introduction

In administering individual tests to children, there is an accepted pattern

and sequence that generally should be followed. Each test administrator should

he very familiar with that sequence but prepared to take liberties or make altera-

tions to the sequences as the occasion demands.

Refer to the child by his/her first name_and yourself as Mr., Mrs.. or Miss.

The sequential steps are suggested for psycho-educational individual assessment

battery:

1. Review the Referral Information., Referral Form, Teacher Rating Forms,

/ and other information on the child previous to meeting the child.

Generally, you should know what children you are going to see
during the day and have their folders with referral informa- 41,

tiop available. Early in the morning, the first child's re-
cords should be reviewed. You can generally review the second
child's records during testing of the first c:Ald - while they
are doing some independent task.

In reviewing the records, note salient factors about the child's
home, environment, school, presenting problems, formulate some
contact and ice-breaking questions or statements that can be
used when you first meet the child, i.e., "Your name is ?",

"You are how old?", "Your teacher tells me you like baseball.",
"Your teacher tells me that you don't like girls." Anything
that can get the child talking and overcome anxiety and pro-
blems of separation.

2. Formulation of Hypotheses. From the review of the record, identify

some hypotheses or assumptions for the problem. From this you deter-

mine the assessment instruments that you will use to confirm or refute

these hypotheses or assumptions.

3. Maintain a friendly, encouraging, yet in control approach to the child.

"Hi I am Mr. or Mrs. Your teacher
wants me to play some games with you that will help us see how
good you are at thinking, answering questions, and solving pro-
blems. I think you will find these games or tests very fun...
Some of them are very, very easy; so easy they are almost silly.
Some are quite tricky, but I am sure you will like every one of
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SCRIPT AND ASSESSMENT
NIDIVIDUALIPSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Page Two (2)

them... I want very much to see how hard you can try, and when
you are not sure about some tricky question, try and guess it
right. A smart person like you will be able to guess an awful
lot of these right..."

"The first thing I would like you to do for me is to draw me a
picture of a man. Draw a whole man, not just his head and
shoulders, and try to make him the very best man that you can.
This is one of those tasks that are so easy that it is almost
silly. While you are drawing the man, t will get some other
things ready and will ask you some questions."

4. Interview Form. Go through the interview form asking crly those ques-

tions that are needed to fill in missing information from the referral

form. Each time the child provides information you should indicate

that this is self-report information not contained in the record. (Gen-

erally the interview information can be ob...ained while the child is

doing the drawing of the man.) Children often 1-ike to be engaged in

motor activities while they are answering quest ions. If this is dis-

rupting, however, do the interview separate.

5. Language Dominance and Language Assessment.

"I am going to ask you some questions about your language. If

you don't understand them, just tell me so."

"This next game is a picturecgame, where I am going to show you
some pictures and all you will have to do is point to pictures."

6. Ability Assessment. Depending on the child's performance in the lan-

guage dominance test and in the Receptive English Test (QT/PPVT) yop

will generally select either the WISC-R, Leiter, Hiskey, or some other

multi-dimensional mental ability testing battery. Usually this test

is administered next. It is folloWed by a confirmation test, such as

the Raven's Progressive Matrices or the Columbia Mental Maturity. These

two tests are given to confirm the results and findings of the previous

Test.

Or,
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10. Fatigue,. Between tests or between activities, it is a good idea to

have the child stand, move around, switch from one activity to another

to prevent both boredom and fatigue.

11. Observation. Throughout the testing the examiner should record obser-

vations. Assumptions,, confirmations, situational stress, testing of

the limits, etc. then are pulled together during the testing and written

on tie "Interview and Draft Report Form."

12. Rapport. The proper testing atmosphere is essential. Environmental

conditions, i.e., noise, distractions, temperature, furniture, and so

forth are seldom ideal. Hopefully all of this can be overcome with a

positive, rewarding, supportive, ,and encouraging atmosphere on the /

part of the examiner. The child should truly enjoy the entire test.

Compliments, encouragemeht, and reinforcement for effort should be

used throughout testing.

13. At the end of testing, reward the child with some tangible reward.
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INITIAI HYPOTHESES

REVIEW
THE

REFERRAL

iJ

C"

BEHAVIORAL
DISTURBANCE

ASSESSMENT SEQUENCE AND DECISION GUIDE

OBSERVATIONS

Interaction

With Examiner
(Verbal/Non-verbal)
-Language
-Dress
-Posture/Facial Expression

With Teacher/Peers

EVALUATION

Interview
Burks', DAP
Extra-Curricular Interests
-Home Situation
Attitude

-School (Teacher/Peers)
-Life

REPORT & RECOMMENDATIONS

Psychological Evaluation

Counseling

Family Intervention

T.L.C.

ACADEMIC.

DELAYS

1151.4.Telf.i0ENNININIr

Note Language Skills
Comprehension
-English
-Navajo
Reading Skills

Math Skills

Language Dominance
PPVI, Quick Test

Ability Assessment
-Math

Key Math
Diagnostic Math

-Reading
Brigance
Woodcock

-Spelling

Remedial Tutoring

Special Education
Full/Part Time

(

Emphasis on Subject

Individualization

Effort

PHYSICAL
ILLNESS'

2S1

Physical Appearance
-Height
-Weight
- Injury
Visual Ability
Auditory Ability
Speech Production
-Teeth

VMI

Wepman
DAP
Bender-Gestalt

4.
Physical Examination

Nutrition

Eye Examination

Ear Examination

,Speech Therapy
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Seminar I'

Orientation and Training in Individual Assessment
of Native American Children *

Exceptional Child Center Staff Psychologists

August 27, 1981

Topic 3 - Writing Reports and Conducting Stuffings

Forward

On this agenda item, participants were familiarized with the Psycho-

logical Testinc Report Format and the contents of the various sections

(see Appendix E). Copies of psychological reports were distributed,

reviewed, and critiqued. Additionally, copies of the Evaluation of the Fort

Defiance Student Assessment Project were distributed and reviewed.

Procedural plans for dictating, correcting, obtaining second opinions,

and editing the testing reports were reviewed. Tipeframes for the completion

and submission of the reports were also reviewed. Psychologists were

familiarized with the use of dictating machines, resource material, and

Procedural steps to follow in preparing, editing, and finalizing testing

reports.
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Evaluation of the Fort Defiance
Student Assessment Project

Fall, 1981

Report Submitted By:

Dr. Marvin G. Fifield, Director
Exceptional Child Center

Utah State University

0

October 10, 1981
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Evaluation of the Fort Defiance
Student Assessment Project

September 1-14, 1981

Background

In August, 1981, a contract was negotiated between the Fort Defiance

Agency and the Exceptional Child Center for the purpose of providing indi-

vidual psycho-educational assessments to students appropriately referred

by schools in the Agency. A Memorandum of Agreement was prepared stipulating

those elements associated with this contract (see attached Memorandum of

Agreement).

The procedures agreed upon consisted essentially of adaptations of

previous contracts for testing and inservice training between the Fort Defiance

Agency and the Exceptional Child Center. The Exceptional Child Center agreed

to: 1) provide the testing in the prescribed manner, 2) conduct research and

evaluation on the process to ensure that referral practices, unbiased testing,

and report writing were utilized in such a way' as to ensure accuracy and

increase the relevance of the data collected, and 3) provide an opportunity

for Navajo School Psychology candidates to observe, serves as interpreters,

and provide appropriate testing under supervision in a practicum setting.

The testing contract was preceded by another project in which inservice

training was provided to regular teachers, special education teachers, and

administrators in selected schools in the Fort Defiance Agency. This training

was designed tc acquaint participants with appropriate referral procedures,

the rationale for individual student assessment, and techniques to eliminate

bias in testing.

In late August, a schedule, listing the schools requesting individual

testing and the approximate number of students to be tested, was prepared.

A copy of the schedule was forwarded to each cf the participating school
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principals, Dr. Deal in the Fort Defiance Agency and the Navajo School

Psychology candidates.

During the negotiations of the contract, a number of decisions were made

concerning practical factors such as logistics, time. and financial restraints.

These restraints were as follows:

I. Cost for the service should be maintained at a minimum.

II. High standards should be maintained for the selection of psychologists

and monitoring to ensure the quality of the ,services provided.

A. Selection of Psychologists

1. The psychologists selected should have completed and

demonstrated competence in appropriate academic course

work (classes in test administration, practicum experience

in testing, counseling, working with children and possess

appropriate work experience).

Each psychologist will have participated in an intensive

orientation and training program previous to the trip to

the reservation. This training is to ensure that psychologists

are familiar and competent in the administration of a number

of unbiased tests, competent in report writing, and staffing

procedures.

B. In addition to the selection procedure described above, the

following procedures were outlined to monitor the quality and

accuracy of tests administered, staffing, and report prepaNtion.

1. The psychologists will be divided into teams, each team

supervised by an advanced and experienced team leader.

2. Prior to the preparation of each psychological report, a

staff meeting would be held with the referring teachers,

other appropriate school officials, and two or more of the

ppo
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psychologists on the assessment team to ensure multi-
,

discipline and multi-professional Kiut.

3. Each psychological report would be reviewed, critiqued,

and signed by a second certified school psychologist. This

procedure was followed to ensure the accuracy of the diagnostic

statement, findings, and recommendatioh.

III. Testing should be undertaken as early in the year as possible to

facilitate the identification and placement of children in a special

education program previous to the October count day.

It was recognized that scheduling testing this early in the year

was a trade-off between the desire to complete the testing at the

earliest possible date and yet permit staff time to become acquainted

with the children and conduct proper screening and referral procedures.

IV. It was recognized that the psychological report is the document left

to the school upon which decisions concerning placement and programming

of the children are often made. To maintain quality control of the

testing repor_ts,_a specific format was designed based on research oata,

BIA special education regulations, and recommendations of the teaching

and administrative staff of the Fort Defiance Agency. This format was

used for every child tested.

It was recognized at the onset that working within the cost and time

restraints listed above and at the same time maintaining quality some problems

would occur. Problems were expected in obtaining accurate referral information,

.scheduling testing of children and the staff meetings, and processing the

reports. These potential problems were weighed against the considerations

listed above.
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Evaluation of Student Assessment Contract

Systematic information was collected through observations and interviews

with school staff in an effort to evaluate the process, quality of the work

performed, and upon whiLh to draw recommendations for future psychological

services.

The following steps were utilized in collecting evaluation data:

1. Dr. Deal and Dr. Fifield participated in the orientation meetings,

i.e., the USU psychologists, the Navajo School Psychology candidates,

and the Chuska staff members.

2. Time was scheduled during the two weeks of August 31 through September 11

for Dr. Deal and Or, Fifield to circulate from school to school,

observe test. administration, answer questions, and obtain impressions

of the quality of the tests provided and the relation of the school

staff to the testers.

3. Dr. Fifield and Dr. Deal participated in several staffings to collect

data on the quality of the reports, recommendations, and interaction

between staff members and test administrators.

4. Each evening the psychologists met together in a debriefing. During

this rime, issues were addressed concerning: a) tests selection,

b) the need for additional referral information, c),changes in the

testing schedule, d) physical arrangements, e) utilization of the

Navajo School Psychology candidates, and e) to review the diagnostic

statements and recommendations of specific children tested during the

day.

5. Dr. Fifield and Dr. Deal conducted informal telephone interviews with

school officials for 'feedback concerning the testing procedures, the

interaction of the psychologists with school staff and collect sugges-

tions and recommendations to improve future student assessment efforts.

29
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The results of this data was brought together and the findings are

incorporated in the following section.

Findings

Overall the testing proceeded relatively smoothly and on schedule. Al-

together 128 was evaluated from seven saKolls. Although referral information

was less than ideal, school staff Went out of their way to collect what was

available and provided it to the psychologists. Most of the referring teachers,

special educators, and supervisors participated in the staff meetings and

provided observational data, confirmation, or oppositional findings to the

impressions and findings of the psychologists. This provided additional

objectivity concerning the diagnostic statements and recommendations.

Due to schedule changes, the numkey--of children to be tested, requests

to test specific children, and in an effort to accommodate the schedule needs

of specific schools, some confusion existed.

As anticipated, changes in the schedule to pick up last minute children

referred caused confusion and resulted in some frustration on the part a

school staff and examiners for it was difficult to communicate these changes

to everyone who needed to know. For the most part, these factors appeared to

be minor and did not result in compromising the accuracy of the test adminis-

tration or procedures followed to ensure quality assessments.

The following problems and concerns were identified:

1. There appeared to be insufficient lead time for the school staff to

identify, screen, and refer children for assessment. .

Changing the testing schedule, when the psychologists would be at

specific schools, how many children were to be tested,. etc. caused

some confusion in the collection of adequate referral information,

physical accommodations, and availability of school staff at the

staff meetings.
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Some concerns were expressed by the school staff as to the qualifi-

cations of the psychologists administering the tests.

In the following section, explanations of the problems and cohcerns will

be provided and recommendations discussed to more appropriately address these

concerns and problems in the future.

Explanations and Recommendations

1. Insufficient Prior Information and Lead Time

The problem of providing adequate lead time was mitigated by

a number of factors. These included the desire to complete the

testing and return the reports in sufficient time for the October

count day. Ideally, student assessments should have been undertaken

during the latter part of September or early part of October. This

would have assured that all children would have been enrolled in

school and that the teachers would have sufficient time to become

acquainted with the child and identify and screen potential learning

and behavior problems.

In the future, it is recommended that this trade-off be re-

examined to determine if the turnaround time from test admin;stration

to the submission of final reports can be reduced to the point that

reports can still be received prior to the count day and still give

sufficient time on the part of the school staff to become better

eapainted with the children and collect necessary screening and

refOral information.

2. Cowunications on SchedulimSloms

Communicating and getting information to teachers and others

concerned about decisions made is a perennial problem in all school

situations. This is further aggravated on the reservation due to

the remoteness of the schools and numeroanoIher activities which
4.q/ti
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be accommodated.

However, greater effort must be made to communicate with the

individual teachers, special education teachers, teacher supervisors,

as well as the principal and agency administration.

It is recommended that in the future all matters concerning

testing schedules, changes in testing schedules, facilities needed

to accommodate testing, lodging, etc. be communicated directly to the

teacher supervisor and principal in the schools concerned. It is

further suggested that communications with the school be undertaken

not only by the Fort Defiance Administration but also by the team

leaders of the participating psychologists. This will ensure that

needed information is received in a timely fashion.

3. Qualification and Experience of Psychologists Selected for Test

Administration

This concern reflects a lack of information about the selection of

psychologists .and the graduate program at Utah State University. Inform

mation concerning the criteria and selection of psychologists was not

provided to the school officials and/or the teaching staff. In the

future, this information will be sent along with proposed testing

schedules as described in item 2.

A specific question asked concerned the practice of utilizing

graduate students who have not completed masters degrees as

psychologists and test administrators. The rationale for this practice

was not adequately communicated.

The graduate program in psychology at Utah State University is

organized somewhat differently than graduate programs in education.



'Ot-5'.1%711,

Whereas most graduate programs in education procede from a bachelors

to a,masters to a specialist and then to a doctoi.ate program, the

psychology. graduate program at Utah State University is an integrated

program leading towards a doctorate degree in psychology. The masters

degree is an optional interium step if. the candidate desires. Most

graduate students complete their requirements for the doctorate degree

in course work, practicums, etc. before they finish the masters thesis.-

A great many do not elect to take the masters but go straight thrqugh

to the doctorate. Considering these factors, the selection of test

administrators who held masters degress was felt irrelevant. Thus,

the emphasis was placed on the course work, practicums, and work

experience of each individual. The criteria for selection of the

psychologists was listed on, page 2.

It is recommended that in the future an abstract of the vita for

each psychologist recommended be prepared and forwarded to the

appropriate administrative personnel in the Fort Defiance Agency.

5ummary.

The information presented above suggests that the psycho-educational

assessment contract was completed in an appropriate and effective manner and

in accordance with the Memorandum'of Agreement. The problems which occurred

were the result of inadequate communication and recommendations described above

should go a long ways towards resolving this problem in the future.

Much of the difficulty resulted from an attempt to provide a great deal of

testing in a short amount of time and utilizing two or three teams of psychologists.

In the future, it is recommended that contract psychologists be held to small

teams an.A only one or two working on the reservation at a time. This will

facilitate better communications, coordination of scheduling, and supervision.



If possible, the testing should be scheduled a little later in the year to

facilitate c llection of referral and screening' information by the teaching

staff. F.

The utilization of the Navajo School Psychology candidates as interpreters

and to to do part of the testing was rated by the Utah State University psychologists:,_

as truly outstanding. Not only were these psychology candidates getting

experience in test administration and working directly in a real situation with

_experienced psychologists, but they were providing invaluable input concerning

the Culture an., the language factors essential in obtaining unbiased assessment

and relevent information. The Navajo School Psychology candidates only

participated to a minimal degree in the staffings and preparation of reports.

In the future, practicum experiences of this nature, participation in the

staffings, preparation of recommendations, and writing reports should be expanded.

Experience has dictated that utilizing untrained interpreters provides

little additional information and often invalidates the' entire testing situation.

However, utilizing the Navajo School Psychology candidates that are trained in

test administration and acquainted with the theory and standardization approaChes

of individual test administration has proven to be an extremely effective

procedure. It is, therefore, reccmPnded that in future testing that great

effort be made to contact the Navajo School Psychology candidates to' obtain

their release from their regular assignments so that they can participate in

the testing. This has the double advantage of not only improving the accuracy

and relevance of the testing being conducted but also providing training and

experience to those who will some day be needing to carry on these services in

the schools in which they reside. The utilization of the Navajo School Psychology

candidates in the future. should be built into each contract for psychological

services.
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In analyzing the referral information, communicating with school staff,

etc., it is clearly evident that those teachers and supervisors who partici-

pated in the inservice training conducted in August on improving the relevance

of psychological testing reports were much better prepared to provide infor-

mation and to utilize information collected through the individual psycho -

educational assessment process. This finding speaks clearly to the need of

continued inservice training on teacners and school staff on how to refer for

outside diagnostic services. The school, staff needs additional information

on the purpose of individual testing, what needs it serves, when to refer, how

to refer, how to formulate referral Questions, how to collect observational

information that will lend itself, improving the relevance of the information

received through individual assessment. Additional inservice training and

workshops in this area would appear most adyantages to the school. In addition,

it has been observed that the children'" tested lacked the "testwiseness" skills

often found among anglo children. They had not developed a strategy of

elimination on multiple choice questions; thus,, they tend to be somewhat

penalized. It can be assumed that this penalty is even greater on the group

standarized tests that are administered where the opportunity to accommodate

these techniques and strategies cannot be provided. It is recommended that

some inservice training and possibly training workshops for'the children be

undertaken in the skills of taking tests, strategy of analyzing open-ended

and. multiple choice questions; scoring answer sheets, etc.

Mf/sn
10/81
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AGENDA

PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT SEMINAR

I. Introduction

A. Confines of Special Education
Resources on the Reservation

1. Staff
2. Staff Training
3. Time
4. Physical Facilities

S. Contract for Evaluators

1. Purpose
2. Decorum

a. Psychologist Affects Student's
Education At Two Levels

(1) Staffing
(2) Report

C. Assessment Research Project

1. How are Reports Used

a. Level of Use and Impact

2. Intervention with Teachers

a. Impact

3. Intervention with Psychologists

a. Impact

D. Brief Review of Data Collected

E. Brief Overview of Goals of This
Training Seminar

II. What Psychologists Should Know About

the Assessment Process

A. Sequence and Decision Making

1. Flow Chart
2. Case Studies
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Presenter Date

B. Legal Terminology for Diagnostic
Recommendation/Classification

1. Review of Legal Categories
Review of Minimum Assessment Required

3. Other Information Needed for a

Diagnostic Recommendation
4. Exercises (Test Scores)

C. Tests and Bias Minimizing Strategies

1. Use of Non-verbal Tests
2. Focus on Academc Skills
3. Adaptive Behavior Instruments
4. Dispositional Assessment Model

III. What Psychologists Should Know About
Writing Reports

A. General Guidelines

1. Vocabulary, Paragraph and Sentence Length
2. Statements of Conclusions

a. Avoid the Use of Absolute Terms
b. Use Terms Such as "Suggests",

"Indicates % Etc.

3. Review of Previous Memos and Problems

B. Dictating Rules

1. Speak Clearly
2. Spell Everything, Eveytime
3. State Your Name
4. Review Previous Memos and Guidelines

C. Writing Appropriate Recommendations

1. Use of Curriculum Guides
2. STEP

3. Use Staffing to Get Information on
Available Support Services

4. Examples, and Exercises

D. Editing Techniques

1. Use of Red Pencil
2. Get Rid of Trite Repetitious Phrases

a. Examples

a



3. Follow Outline
4. Exercises

LUNCH

IV. Conducting a High Speed Staffing

A. Material to Collect

1. Past History
2. Health

3. Support Services Available as Needed

4. Other Information
5. Adaptive Behavior
6. Other

B. Material to Present

1. Test Scores
2. Diagnostic Recommendation
3. Other Recommendations
4. Other Variables
5. Disclaimer
6. Double Check

V. Logistical Details

A. Test Equipment

B. Cars

C. Accommodations

to
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Seminar II

Orientation and Training in Individual Assessment
of Native American Children

Exceptional Child Center Staff Psychologists

August 28, 1982

. Topic 1 - Overview

Forward

It was the purpose of this agenda item to review the topics to be

presented in the seminar, logistical factors in preparation for the testing

on the reservaticdn, availability and preparation of materials, time

scheduling, etc.

Three case studies were distributed containing typical referral

information. Participants utilized these case studies in developing and

interpreting the referral question and making decisions concerning the

hypotheses or assumptions to be tested, instruments to be utilized, and

assessment procedures to be followed.

The Psycho-Educational Assessment Monitoring Report Form was distributed

and discussed. This form provided an outline of the factors used to evaluate

psycho-educational reports.

The psycho- educational assessment script and sequence was reviewed,

followed by a role play by participants of the testing procedures.
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To:

TAH STATE UNIVERSIT
University Affiliated

Exceptional Child Center

MEMORANDUM
Psycho-Educational Testers

From: Marvin Fifield

Subject'
Fall Testing at Fort Defiance Agency, Navajo Reservation,

September 7-10 and September 13-17, 1982

Orm: August 3, 1982

We are now finalizing the arrangements to provide psycho-educational assess-

ment to approximately 100 students this fall for the Fort Defiance Agency,

Navajo Area Office. David Bush and Gina Green will be coordinating this

activity. They will make final arrangements for travel, lodging equipment,

supplies, etc.

I am proposing we arrange for two teams:

(1) The first team, consisting of four psychologists, will travel to the

reservation on Monday, September 6, and provide testing on September 7-10.

They will then came have on September 11, and unload the testing materials,

testing'equipent, supplies, etc. into the car for the second team..

(2) The second_team will consist of four psychdlogists. This team will leave

on Sunday, September 12, travel to the reservation, and provide testing

on September 13-17, 1982.

Based on past experiences, each psychologist should be able to test between

two and three students a day. I have scheduled the schools and the number

of children to be tested accordingly. The attached schedule indicates the

number of testers, the dates, and the schools in which you will be testing.

This schedule is somewhat tentative, for the number of students to be tested

is an estimate. This will necessitate some flexibility.

I have scheduled an orientation workshop for Saturday, August 28. This will

be an all-day workshop in which we will provide: (1) orientation information,

(2) experience in dictation and editing reports, (3) role-playing, (4) oppor-

tunities for further familiarization with the tests to be administered, and

(5) exercises in preparing recommendation and findings from testing data. I

will send additional information on the location of the workshop, etc. as soon

as possible.

Each psychologist will be responsible for their own proficiency in test admin-

istration, interpretation, recommendations, and preparation of the reports.

If you do not feel proficient in these skills, please prepare before the work-

shop. The testing will be supervised not only by the team leader, but by

myself and others. We will critique and edit each report.

In addition, the Navajo School Psychology candidates will be observing and

working with you. They will provide feedback concerning test familiarity,

administration, etc. The Navajo School Psychology candidates will start by

observing you, conducting interviews, and then administering some of the testing.
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Psycho-Educational Testers
August 3, 1982
Page 2

They will be earning test a&rinistration practicum credit. Each Navajo School
Psychology candidate will have a form for yeu to fill out and sign indicating
the amount of time that they spend with you and what activities they perform.

Each psychologist will prepare an abbreviated curriculum vita identifying their
acadaric preparation and experience as evidence of qualification to provide this
service (see attached curriculum vita andexample).

We anticipate paying per diem of $50 per day and $40 per child evaluated.
(Clinical Services graduate assistants will be paid for evaluations conducted
under a separate arrangement.) As indicated above, in the past, good testers
have been able to average between two and three children a day. The daily
schedule while on the reservation is as follows:

(1) We start testing as early in the morning as we can get the child, If
possible, we test through recess and strive to complete testing on at
least two or three students each day. On most days, it is possible to
test three students if proper arrangements have been made.

(2) At the end of the day (3:00 to 3:30 p.m.), the testing team will come
together in a staffing where they will present and discuss each child
tested during that day. During this staffing, testers should he pre-
pared to describe information about the child tested and solicit input;
from other testers pertaining to suggestions for short-term and long-
term objectives, intervention, recommendations, and additional infor-
mation fran the teacher. We have encouraged the teacher supervisory_
the special education teacher, and the referring teacher from the
schools to participate in these staffings and to take notes so that
placement and pcgraming decisions can be made even before the reports
are returned. During the staffings, careful notes should be taken cn
suggestions and input from the teachers. Utilize such input, suggestions,
and reccrwendations in your reports. Although it is sometime difficult
to get all of the school personnel in on the staffings, this has been
one cf the most valuable parts of the entire testing process. We must
do everything possible to make it effective.

(3) In the evenings, generally after supper, the psychologists will dictate
their reports. For the first few Cays, this will take several hours.
Later on you should he able to dictate your reports in less time.

(4) The tapes containing the dictated reports, referral forms with release
of information, parent permission, and copies of testing protocols are
then placed in an envelope with the narre of the child, name of the tester,
and the date on the outside. These will be'brought to the Exceptional
Child Center for typing.

(5) Completion of the testing and dictation of your report is only the first
step. The following time frames have been outlined and must be strictly
adhered to:

a. All reports must be dictated on the day the child is tested.
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Psycho-Educational Testers
August 3, 1982
Page 3

b. All tapes and testing packets for each child tested must be turned

in the Monday morning when you return (September 13 for the first

team and September 20 for the second teem).

c. Each psychologist must check in with Sonja every two days to pick

up the first draft of the reports as they are typed. Each psycho-'

logist must then edit and critique their reports and return the

edited and critiqued reports back to Sonja within two days'after

picking them up.

d. A second opinion of the report (or a critique of the report) will

be provided after you have done your first editing. People critiquing

the reports will check every day with Sonja. They will have two days

from the time the report is picked up until it is returned properly

critiqued.

e. The testing psychologists will then pick up the critiqued reports

and make the changes recommended in the critiquing.' Unless there are

very minor editing changes, the reports should then be redictated with

the.editing, inserts, and all corrections dictated. Again, two. days

time limit from the time the report is picked up by the psychologist

to the time the report is returned to Sonja is thezmucisun time al-

lowed.

f. The testing psychologist will check every two days with Sonja to ens"re

that they are processing each of their tests-from the first dictation-

on to the final signature in a timely sequence.

g. Final review of the report with your signature must be completed and

returned no later than two days after final typing.

h. For each time frame that is not met, a deduction of $5.00 per test will

be imposed (i.e., $5.00 deducted for not returning the first draft

of a report edited and critiqued to Sonja within two days). This will

be taken from the fee that the tester will receive.

In dictating reports, be sure of the following:

(1) Your report must follow the outline. If not, the person critiquing the

report will make you do it over again.

(2) Be sure you provide adequate information and details concerning the hack-

-, ground of the child tested. We need personal information, teacher rating:.

the referral question, family, etc. Often this has to be obtained from

the child himself or in the staff meeting with the referring teacher.

(3) Be sure to use proper grammar, good sentence structure, etc. Eliminate

trite phrases, i.e., "in order to", "this child", etc. Also eliminate

speculations, drawing conclusions, etc. The workshop and orientation

will provide exercises in dictation.
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Psycho-Educational Testers
August 3, 1982
Page 4

4'

(4) Be sure information is correct and accuate (i.e., names, dates, and
diagnostic statements). Spell out the nameb of the tests, the teacher,
and the ch..1d. Spell them out on the dictating machines so that they
will be accurate.

(5) Put insufficient information on short-term and long-term recommendations
and suggestions. This is the area that they have asked us to broaden.
They have asked us to reduce the amount of information on the report or
findings and descriptive information.

(6) Suggestions and recommendations should'be educationally relevant derived
fram the evaluation or observation data.

(7) Be sure that the reports are individualized. We do not want to follow
a set automatic format saying the same thing for each child.

Payment will be in two forms. First, those persons selected will be able to
obtain an advance on their travel. The checks for consulting and the fees
f'.A. the children tested will be provided at the end of the testing after you
have signed off all reports. Note that I have also enclosed a copy of a vita.
This must be filled out immediately and returned to me. Copies of the vita
will be sent to each school before mcamencetesting the students.

If you have any questions concerning this, please contact me or discuss them
with David Bush. .

MGE/sn
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Abbreviated Curriculum Vita for
Psychology Graduate Studets

Personal Information

Name:

Current Position:

Address:

Telephone:

Marital Status: t4')

Cate and Place of Birth:

Children:

Nationality:

Physical Condition:

Social Security No.:

Elation Public School Under raduate Graduate)

School Location Dates Degree Major . Minor

professional Experience

Location Assignment Dates City/State

niar Consulting Activities

Agency Topic or Area

287

Dates City/State
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Certificates of Competency

Professional Organi ,ations

Relevant Graduate Course Work Completed

.gagyalUagyjs.t11

Publications and Presentations

Dates Credit Hours
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Navajo Scho :1 Psychology Practiurn

Instructor Dr. Marvin Fifield

*Obversation, Translation, Interview, Testing a, Psy -motor, Conformation b., Ackievement
' d, /UM< Ability, ( ) Total testing ( ) Dictation
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CASE #1

Name: Michael Brown

Birthdate: October 23, 1975

Date of Evaluation: September 1, 1981

Grade: 1st .11

Referral: Michael was referred by hislst grade teacher who was

concerned about his skills. She reported that he seemed

immature and had a very short attention span. 'He often

cried in class and in the dorm. Results of the teacher

rating scale were normal except for salient scores in

the academic area and critical scores in,thg area of at-

tention span.
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CASE #1

,Name:
Michael Brown

Age: 5 yrs: 10 ninths

Grade: 1.0

Results:

-PPVT: 1st percentile (age equivalent, 3-11)

- PLQ: dominant Navajo, limited English

- VMI: 4-6

-Raven Coloured Matrices; 10th Percentile

- Hiskey Nebraska: 5-8

- Burks' Behavior Rating: significant-scores in Poor Academics/Poor Attention

-DAP: 5-0

-Brigance Readiness (See Attachments)
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'EST PAGE
11.44 II I,

1 2 Color Recognition: KRed Blue Green Yellow Orange Purple Brown Black Pink Gray It

2 3 4 Visual Discrimination: K0
INIMPI11.

0 T I D G N 1 's d d e no new bed when

'3 6 Visual Motor Skills: KDraws: Circle, Plus Sign,

4 1 Visiial Memory: Ko 0+

5

.6 9

. o- I

Square, 'Triangle,

lo+- o+-T12.

?Diamond, 'Double Tri

L#Body image; Picture includes: Khead legs eyes nose mouth arms trunk
WWI...

'hands ears 'neck

Gross Motor Coordination: KWal s line, Jumps on both t, Hops r t foot, Hops le t foot,

7 10 identification of Body Parts: K Nose Hands Eyes Teeth Mouth Heed Legs Back SIL

Chin Jaw Arm Knee Shoulder Ankle Hips 'Heel Elbow

8 11 Directional/Positional Skills: KUp, Over, Above, Down, In, Out, Top, Behind, Right,

'Front, Back, Under,

9 12

Beneath, Beside, Forward, Backward, t;3 No_
r.4

es shoe Zipper, Uses scissors, Laced =Fine Motor. Skills: Puts o coat, Bu tons,

10 13 Verbal Fluency: KTwo words in combination, Phrases, Short sentences, Asks simple qu:_

'Shares past experiences in logical sequential order with understandable speech2.

11 14 Verbal Directions: Remembers and executes how many verbal directions: El 2 3 4'.

12 15-16 Articulation of Sounds: KP BMW / Hurl:3N K G NG Y F J WH
0 Z 'V TH SH L ICH R BR / 3ST SK SP TR4.

13 17 Personal Data Reksponse Gives verbally: KNatne,

Pirthd9Y Proth9r PaAts2.
Age, ddress Phne number,

Sentenceictemoriy:-Papeats sentences of how many syllables: K2 4 6 '8 10 212 14 316

15 19 Counting: Cour!Vs by rote to: kl 2 3 4 5 6 7 fl 9 10'.

41

wadro..............,weaMit...

16 19 Aphabet:Recitesto:EABCDEFPHIJKLMNOPORSTIIVWX

lir re -riefelhippir
rupvilAtit 0 1176, 1917--Cutricutum AssudAtes, Inc.

BEST Urn AVAILABLE 316



TEST PAGE --- READINESS (continued)

17 20 Numeral Recognition: Recognizes: 'il -------2_ 3 4 5 6 7 8 -9-------10'.

f82),21L__.imber
19 21 if),RecognitionofLowerCesoLetters:

Comprehension: Matches quantity with symbol: Ii1 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9

KO ad gq bpcelt i fjnmrhuvwy x z

20 22 ,VP1FJNRecognition of Upper Case Letters: KO AD
MR H U

G

V

0
W

B

`I'

P

X

C E

Z K

21 22 Writing Name: K First 'Last Middle'

22 22 Numbers In Sequence: Writes numerals sequentially to: Pi1 2- 3 4 5 '6 7 8 f

23 23

7z
/Lower Case Letters by Dictation (Manuscript): 10 a d

mrhuvwyxzks2.
g q b p c el t I

,

f

24 23 Case Letters by Dictation (Manuscript): 10 A

IFJNMRHUVWYMS2.
D GC) 13 P C E.

at
C+3

TEST PAGE

II. READING

A. WORD RECOGNITION

A- 1 25

31

Word Recognition Grade Level Test: Grade level:

1

go day

horn baby

wo food

2 3

game always year common

here any . teacher drew

next serf write hour

was walk around ou, hungry ocean
EEZT

.10'0
Pt.1LE



CASE #2

Name: Alfred Smith

Birthdate: December 14, 1970

Date of Evaluation: September 8, 1981

Grade: 5th

Referral: Alfred was referred by his teacher who indicated he was low in
C.

all academic areas. She wanted to know if this was due to

language deficits or absenteeism. No results were available

from the teacher rating scale.
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CASE #2

Name: Albert Smith

Age: 10yrs. 8 months

Grade: 5.0

Results:

-PPVT: 4th Percentile

- PLQ: Bilingual

-Wepman: 5/30 errors on same sounds; 0/10 errors on different Sounds

- Raven Progressive Matrices: 25-50th percentile

-VMI: 11 -9

-DAP: 10-9

Woodcock: See Attachments
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leth of
Year

I. SitoteSt
Letter-Mrd Identification

Basal . consecuttvf? con ft!
. S coma:1;11We faded

_ 0
2
3 _ R

4 _ Z
5 G
6_-.._ II
7 _ U

8 ±is
9 go

10 _lit to
II in
12 _ _ dog
'13 _ not
14 gel
15 had

Tinting ilh or
Date Us?

15 6 Apr 16May 15 .8

ti, 7 May 16Jim 15 .9

321

16
17
18
19_
20

21 IL
22 4
23 _
24
25 _
26 _
27
28 _
29 _
30 _

his ".
keep
must .

got 1.

part

fight A J.
once (10:.
knew
point
whole

piece
shoulder
island
Whose
announcer

. _
33 ____

34
35

36
37___
38 _
39 _
40

41 _
42 _
43 _.
44
45 __

urdinary
knowledge
bounties
knead
thermostat

moustache
courageous
acrylic
sufficient
significance

therapeutic
silhouette
municipality
debris
trivialities

46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54

MOO pinochle
debutante
stochastic
1-tat
argot

satiate
kopje
enceinte
puisne

13 RAW
SC0111:

outitt-AA
Word Attack

Basal . Item
t ;rrilitxl . 5 conseci stivu

A _ts nal

1 It. till
2..0 hap ;
3 nan
4 _. melt

. 5 * iox
6_0. tack
7 then't '
8 chur
9 leap

10 wuss- ?
11 shamble
12 yosh
13 _ mibgus
14 _._ splaunch
15 saint

16 wroutch
17 _ knoink
18 ___ quog
19 _ lindify
20_ whumb
21 phigh
22 __. hudned
23 .matreatsun
24 cynic
25 __ coge
26 _ depnonlel

nnw
;

U
Passage Comprehension

Basal . r:rituascritivi? (wrier/-
Carlow 5 con:my:Wive

A __l man

hat

2 _ book
box

4 is
5 ..4* time
6 books

7 _17 at
8 ..0 is
9.4. cities

10 his
I 1 turtles
12 ship

13 shoe
14 _ paper
15 _ water ,

_ round
17 _ read
18 . but

19 alphabet
'20
21 nomads

22 _ capitals
23 ____ exeept
24 v®. fear

25 _ though
26 _ by

WI HAW
SCORE

321
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0 Subtest 18
Dictation

Au, it 5 (if/p.m:Wve cot/IN:i
NI .5 ,;(iiiNectirivri

3213

A ..._ (name)
1 (S) 0,o
2 (5) ..._. W, w

4 0)
5(S)_ I

6 (S) it
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9

( bee
9 (S) _ seen

10 (S) _ house
(U) men

12 (S) table

13 WI ___ read
14 (S) sixteen
15 (SI don'l
16 (S1 ___ Ave
17 (I)) mice

(5) comb
19 (U) 11.11.. women
20 (5) _.._ cough
21 (S) clothes
22 (S) against
23 (U) knives
24(5) error
25 (5) _ fillyone
26 (5) etc
:'1 ( I')

20 (5) ___ accept
29 (5) _ calendar
30 (P)
31 (S) arrogance
32 (5) .__ chaos

33 (5) _ physicist
34 (5) bizarre
35 (5) _ conscientious
:11; (I) itillartunation

( S ) Questionnaire

10 (5) bouillon
3!) (5) solikxply
40 (5) crevasse. .M.O..
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3 a h

4 It fl

5 A
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13

14

15

16

e 17

18

19

7 20

21

8 b 22

9 gn,

10 hotta 23 One knife, two

11 One man, Iwo _Ivan__ 24
12 25

+FNIga

28

29

I

Proofing Al

. . COMIN'IltiVis .4 If

Ceding . 5 consecutive hided

31

One mouse, Iwo 3?

33

One woman, two 34

35 1007

36

37

26

27

'I

39

40

,-.116111K

r!,r-sir
CO

V:11 414
tic.ff

D lost

1(U).40. is
2(P) 1

3(U)..Y. birds

looking
5(P) Yes

(S) sheep

7(U)_ . run
8(P) 7.3()
9(P)_ Mary

10(S) .._ uncle
11(S)_ two
12(P) __ house .,

13(S) __ plain
14(P) _._.
'15(S) using

16(U) _. seen
17(P)_ Swills!)
18(U)_ lay

19(P) _ (period)
20(P) ___ professor,

Psychnkxiv
21(U) _ especially1.11 --.-
22(U)_,
23(S) reservoir
24 (P)-- (colon)
25(S) primarily
26(P) rivers
27(P) world wars -

28(U) _. were
29(U)__,.. is
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REFERRAL

Name; David A.
Date: April 1, 1982
Grade: 6

CASE #3

David was referred for evaluation by his 6th grade teacher,
Mrs. Peterson. He has a history of academic underachievement.cnd
inappropriate and a:ting out behavior in class.

Pt
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CASE #3

Name: David A.

Date of Evaluation: April 27, 1982

Date of Birth: November 30, 1968

Age: 13
Grade: 6

PPVT %ile si 4

Wepman 2 "different" errors

Raven Standard Matricies %ile = 75

VMI age equivalent 10-2

DAP Attached

Woodcock-Johnson Attached

Walker Attached

1
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SUMMARY OF SCORES: Do these test results provide a fair representation of the subject's present functioning? CI Yes No

'' t, what is the reason for CIUOSIIOrlpg the results? ----
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BEST Crin AVAILABLE
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1, Complains about others' unfairness and/or discrimination towards him.

2. is listless and continually tired.

3. Does not conform to limits on his own without control from others.

4. Becomes hysterical, upset or angry when things do not go his way,

5. Comments that no one unCerstends him.

6. Perfectionistic: Meticulous about having everything exactly right

7. Will destroy or take apart something he has made rather than show it or ask to have it ...... 6.0668 ea" ...... 11611

8. Other children act as If he wars taboo or tainted

9. Has difficulty concentrating for any limit's of time.

10. Is overactive, restless, and/or continually shifting body positions.

11. Apologizes repeatedly for himself and/or his behavior.

12. Distorts the truth by making statements contrary to fact.

13. Underachieving: Performs below his demonstrated ability level.

14. Disturbs other children: teasing, provoking fights, interrupting others.

15. Tries to avoid calling attention to himself.

16. Makes distrustful or suspicious remarks about actions of others toward him.

17. Reacts to stressful situations or changes In routine with general body aches, head or stomach aches,

nausea.

18. Argues and must have the last word in verbal exchanges.

19. Approaches new tasks and situations with an "I can't do it' response.

20. Has nervous tics: muscletwitohing, eyeblinking, nallbiting, hend.wringing.

21. Habitually rejects the school experience through actions or comments.

22. Has enuresis. (Wets bed.)

23. Utters nonsense syllables and /or babbles to himself.

24. Continually seeks attention.

25. Comments that nobody likes him.

26. Repeats one idea, thought, or activity over and over.

27. Has temper tantrums.
28. Refers to himself as dumb, stupid, or incapable.

29. Does not engage in group activities.

30. When teased or irritated by other children, takes out his fnatration(s) on another inappropriate
person or thing.

31. Has tepid mood shifts: depressed one moment, manic the next.

32. Does not obey until threatened with punishment

33, Complains of nightmares, bad dreams.

34. Expresses concern about being lonely, unhappy.

35. Openly strikes back with angry behavior to teasing of other children.

36. Expresses concern about something terrible or horrible happening to him.

37. Has no friends.

38. Must have approval for tasks attempted or completed.

39. Displays physical aggression toward objects or persons.

40. Is hypercritical of himself.

41. Does not complete tasks attempted.

42. Doesn't protest when others hurt, tease, or criticize him.

43. Shuns or avoids heterosexual activities.

44. Steals things from other children.

45. Does not initiate relationships with other children.

46. Reacts with defiance to Instructions or commands.

47. Weeps or cries without provocation.

48. Stutters, stammers, or blocks on saying words.

49. Easily distracted away from the task at hand by ordinary classroom stimuli, i.e. minor movements

of others, noises, etc.
50. Frequently stares blankly into space and is unaware of his surroundings when doing so.
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PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT REPORT MONITORING FORM
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INITIAL HYPOTHESES

REVIEW
THE

REFERRAL

j.3

BEHAVIORAL
DISTURBANCE

.1' .'..

ASSESSMENT SEQUENCE AND DECISION GUIDE

OBSERVATIONS

Interaction

With Examiner
(Verbal/Non-verbal)
-Language
-Dress
-Posture/Facial Expression

With Teacher/Peers

EVALUATION REPORT & RECOMMENDATIONS

Interview Psychological Evaluation

Burks', DAP
Extra-Curricular Interests Counseling

Home Situation
Attitude Family Intervention

-Self
-School (Teacher/Peers) T.L.C.

-Life

ACADEMIC
DELAYS

Note Language Skills
Comprehension
-English
- Navajo

Reading Skills
Writing Skills
Math Skills

Language Dominance
PPVT, Quick Test

Ability Assessment
-Math

Key Math
Diagnostic Math

-Reading
Brigance
Woodcock

- Spelling

Remedial Tutoring

Special Education
Full/Part Time

Emphasis on Subject

Individualization

Effort

PHYSICAL
ILLNESS

Physical Appearance
-Height
-Weight
- Injury

Visual Ability
Auditory Ability
Speech Production
- Teeth

VMI

Wepman
DAP
Bender-Gestalt

Physical Examination

Nutrition

Eye Examination

Ear Examination

Speech Therapy
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INDIVIDUAL PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

SCRIPT AND skallag

Introduction

In administering individual tests to children, there is an accepted pattern

and sequence that generally should be followed. Each test administrator should

be very familiar with that sequence but prepared to take liberties or make altera-

tions to the sequences as the occasion demands.

Refer to the child by his/her first name and yourself as Mr., Mrs., or Miss.

The sequential steps are suggested for psycho-educational individual assessment

battery:

1. Review the Referral Information. Referral Form, Teacher Rating Forms,

and other information on the child previous to meeting the child.

Generally, you should know what children you are going to see
during the day and have their folders with referral informa-
tion available. Early in the morning, the first child's re-
cords should be reviewed. You can generally review the second
child's records during testing of the first child - while they
are doing some independent task.

In reviewing the records, note salient: factors about the child's
home, environment, school, presenting problems, formulate some
contact and ice-breaking questions or statements that can be
used when you first meet the child, i.e., Your name is ?",

You are how old?", "Your teacher tells me you like basetiiirm,
"Your teacher tells me that you don't like girls." Anything
that can get the child talking and overcome anxiety and pro-
blems of separation.

2. Formulation of Hypotheses. From the review of the record, identify

some hypotheses or assumptions for the problem. From this you deter-

mine the assessment instruments that you will use to confirm or refute

these hypotheses or assumptions.

3. Maintain a friendly, encouraging, yet in control approach to the child.

"Hi ..... I am .Mr. or Mri. . Your teacher
wants me to play some games with you that will help us see how
good you are at thinking, answering questions, and solving pro-
blems. I think you will find these games or tests very fun...
Some of them are very, very easy; so easy they are almost silly.
Some are quite tricky, but I am sure you will like every one of

.307
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INDIVIDUAL-PSYCHO=EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT
SCRIPT AND ASSESSMENT
Page Two (2)

them... I want very much to see how hard you can try, and when

you are not sure about some tricky question, try and guess it

right. A smart person like you will be able to guess an awful

lot of these right..."

"The first thing I would like you to do for me is to draw me a

picture of a man. Draw a whole man, not just his hea( and
shoulders, and try to make him the very best man that you can.
This is one of those tasks that are so easy that it is almost

silly. While you are drawing the man, I will get some other
things ready and will ask you some questions."

4. Interview Form. Go through the interview form asking only those ques-
f

tions that are needed to fill in missing information from the referral

form. Each tire the child provides information you should indicate

that this is self-report information not contained in the record. (Gen-
Z.71

erally the interview information can be obtOned while the child is

doing the drawing of the man.) Children often like to be engaged in

motor activities while they are answering questions. If this is dis-

rupting, however, do the interview separate.

5. Language Dominance and Language Assessment.

"I am going to ask you some questions about your language. If

you don't understand them, just tell me so."

"This next game is a picture game, where I am going to shr.n. you

some pictures and all you will have to do is point to pictures."

6. Ability Assessment. Depending on the child's performance in the lan-

guage dominance test and in.the Receptive English Test (QT /PPVT) you

will generally select either the WISC-R, Leiter, Hiskey, or some other

multi-dimensional mental ability testing battery. Usually this test

is administered next. It is followed by a confirmation test, such as

the Raven's Progressive Matrices or the Columbia Mental Maturity. These

two tests are given to confirm the results and findings of the previous

Test.
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7. Psycho-Motor Assessment. Generally the VMI is administered for psycho-

motor assessment. At times one may use the Bender Gestalt, House-Tree-

Person, or a variety of other tasks. The VMI presents an independent

task, so you can do other things while the child is responding.

8. Achievement Testing; Achievement testing is almost always broken into

two or more sections; reading and math, Depending on the referral-ques-

tion a decision is made as to wnaL depth one needs to go into in achieve-

ment testing:, a) If the referral form indicates all academic areas are

low, the preferred approach would be to administer the Woodcock-Johnson

Achievement Test; b) If the referral form indicates that reading is low

but math is good, the preferred approach would be to use a screening

achievement test,, such as the WRAT or PIAT and follow it up with a

diagnostic reading test, such as the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test or

the Phonics Decoding Test, the Brigance, or the Diagnostic Reading

Scales; c) If a math diagnosis is needed, utilize the Key Math or the

Math Screening Test.

9. Diagnosis of Achievement. Approximately half to two-thirds of the time

in testing should be devoted to diagnostic academic skills. This is

the area that provide the greatest help for teachers. The diagnostician

should identify: a) The level at which the child is performing; b) The

recommended point.at which the teacher should start the child, where

the child could attain success; c) Recommend one or two of the next

teacher sequences; and d) Identify specific things that the child does

and doesn t know. As much specificity as possible in the achievement

areas is the goal of diagnositic testing.

.....
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10. Fatigue. Between tests or between activities, it is a good idea to

have the child stand, move around, switch from one activity to another

to prevent both boredom and fatigue.

11. Observation. Throughout the testing the examiner should record obser-

vations. Assumptions, confirmations, situational stress, testing of

the limits, etc. then are pulled together during the testing and written

on the "Interview and Draft Report Form."

'12. Rapport. The proper testing atmosphere is.ressential. Environmental

conditions, i.e., noise, distractions, temperature, furniture, and so

forth are seldom ideal. Hopefully all ofsthis can be overcome with a

positive, rewarding, supportive, and encouraging atmosphere on the
44.0.

apart of the examiner. The child should truly enjoy the entire test.

Compliments, encouragement, and reinforcement for effort should be

used throughout testing.

.13. At the end of testing, reward the child with some tangible reward.

34
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Orientation and Training in Individual Assessment
of Native American Children

Exceptional Child Center Staff Psychologists

August 28, 1982

Topic 2 - Assessment Research Project

Forward

Participants were familiarized with the research design, procedures, and

expected outcomes of the Assessment Research Project. Copies of testing

reports were available and participants reviewed the Test Report Critique

Form in an effort to understand how school personnel were reviewing their

reports (see Appendices C and 0): The Psycho-Educational Testing Report

Format was reviewed and the content of the various' sections discussed (see

Appendix F).

4i0
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ASSESSMENT RESEARCH STUDY
Fort Defiance Agency

Procedural Phases, Tasks, and Steps
1,January 1982

I. Phase OneAssessment of the Utilization and Educational Relevance of Psycho-

Educational Assessment Reports in the Fort Defiance Agency r.

Pre - Project Activities

Task A-- Collection of Baseline Data

Step 1--Identification of the primary users of the 1980-81 individual psycho-

educational testing reports in the Fort Defiance Agency.

Step 2--Identification of the level and/or the extent the 1980-81 psycho-

educational testing reports are used in the Fort Defiance schools. .

Step 3--Identification of the types of information on the 1980-81 reports

which the teaching staff felt to be most useful.

Step 4-- Identification of the information on the 1980-81 testing reports

whichlWas seen by teachers and other school staff as being least

useful.

Step 5-- Determination of the relationship between the recommendations and
findings in the 1980-81 psycho-educational reports and the recom-

mendations contained from the students' IEPs.

Step 6--Determination of how valid the teaching staff at the Fort Defiance

Agency feels that the recommendations and findings on the 1980-81

testinr reports are. This will be undertaken by comparison and

calculations of the perceptions of the'teaching staff in review-

ing testing reports.

Step 7--Collection of information on the 1980-81 psychological reports

from the teachers at the Fort Defiance Agency as to how the report

can be improved in wording, format, presentation, length, etc.

Step 8-- .Analysis of the above data.

Step 9--Submission of the progress report, Phase One, Task A (June, 1981).

Task B--Development of In-Service Training Workshops for (a) Fort Defiance

Staff, and (b) School Psychologists Selected to Provide Psycho-

Educational Testing in September, 1981 to the Fort Defiance Agency.

(These workshops will be supported by an in-service training and

testing contract awarded by the Fort Defiance Agency. These workshops

and above activities are not part.: of the Assessment Research Project

budget. The workshop's content among other things, however, will address

an orientation for the Fort Defiance staff and school psychologists of

the project to ensure consistency and understanding of the procedures

and 30 forth when the project begins in September, 1981.)

Step 1--Develop objectives, procedures, manuals, etc. for in-service train-

ing at Fort Defiance Agency.
34 2



Srep 2--Conduct Fort Defiance in-service training.

Step 3-- Develop objectives, procedures, manuals, etc. for in-service

training of psycholoLists.

Step 4--Conduct a,training workshop for the psychologists.

Step 5 -- Prepare an evaluation report of the in-service training at the

Fort Defiance Agency (Fall, 1981).

Commencement of the Assessment Research Grant Proposal As
Approved by U.S. Department of Education, Office

of Special Education Rehabilitation Services.

September 3, 1981

Task C--Start Up Activities for the Assessment Research Study

Step 1 -- Appropriate revisions of time-frames and tasks.

Step 2Employment of staff.

Step 3--Revision of the Psycho-Educational Assessment Format.

Step 4--Monitoring test administration.

Step 5Preparation of the report and evaluation of psycho-educational

assessment.

Task D--Assessment of the Utilization and Educational Relevance of Psycho-

Educational Assessment Reports for the Fort Defiance Agency (1981-82

Academic Year).

Step 1--Identification of the primary users of the 1981-82 individual

psychological testing reports in the Fort Defiance Agency.

Step 2--Identification of the level and/or extent of the 1981-82 psycho-

educational testing reports were used by the Fort Defiance Agency

staff.

Step 3--Identification of the types of information on the 1981-82 psycho-

educational reports which the Fort Defiance staff felt was most

useful.

Step 4--Identification of the information on the 1981-82 testing reports

.
which teachers and other school staff at the Fort Defiance Agency

felt was least useful.

Step 5--Determination of the relationship between the recommendations and

findings on the 1981-82 psycho-educational reports and the recom-

mendations contained on the student's IEP.
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Step 6--Determination of how valid the teachers and staff feel that the
recommendations and findings of the 1981-82 testing reports are.
This will be determined by the sample of the teaching staff re-
viewing the reports and correlating it with other data.

Step 7--Collection of information from the 1981-82 testing reports as to
how to, improve the reports in terms of format, wording, presenta-
tion, length, clarity4, etc.

Step 8--Analysis of the above' data.

Step 9--Preparation of Progress Report, Phase One, Task D.

II. Phase Two Development of Inservice Training Programs to Improve the Utiliza-
tion and Educational Relevance of Psycho-Educational Assessment

Analysis and examination of previous data collected, including Progress Reports

.Task A.--Inservice Training for Fort Defiance Staff

Step 1-.-Develop objectives, procedures, materials, etc. for in-service

training of Fort Defiance Agency staff.

Step 2--Preparation of training manual.

Step 3--Review of training materials and procedures by content specialists

at the ECC and content specialists from Fort Defiance.

Step 4--Preparation of in-service training evaluation materials.

Step 5--Analysis of workshop evaluation and preparation of evaluation

report.

Task B--In-Service Workshop for Psychologists Assigned to Provide Individual

Testing, Fort Defiance Agency, August, 1982

Step 1--Design objectives, procedures, and materials for the workshop.

Step 2--Review by content specialists at the ECC of objectives and materials

for the workshop.

Step 3--Evaluation workshop

Task C--Administration of Psycho-Educational Testing, Fall, 1982 Participating

Schools Following Revised Procedures and Revised Formats

III. Phase ThreeEvaluation of Project Impact

Task ADetermine Project Impact

Step 1-7Identification of the primary users of the 1982 individual psycho-

educational testing reports in the Fort Defiance Agency.
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Step 2--Identification of the level and/or the extent the 1982 psycho-

educational testing reports are used in the Fort Defiance schools.

Step 3--Identification of the types of information on the 1982 reports

which the teaching staff felt to be most-useful.

Step 4--Identification of the information on the 1982 testing reports

which was seen by teachers and other school staff as being least

useful.

Step 5--Determination of the relationship between the recommendations and

findings in the 1982 psycho-educational reports and the recomenda-

tions contained from the students' IEPs.

Step 6--Determination of how valid the teaching staff at the Fort Defiance

Agency feels that the recommendations and findings on the 1982

testing reports are. This will be undertaken by comparison and

calculations of the perceptions of the teaching staff in review-

ing testing reports.

Step 7--Collection of information on the 1982 psychological reports from

the teachers at the Fort Defiance Agency as to how the report can

be improved in wording, format, presentation, length, etc.

Step 8--Analysis of the above data.

Step 9--Submission of the progress report, Phase .One, Task A (June, 1982).

Task B--Analysis of Data Collected

Task C--Preparation for Submission of Final Report

N. Dissemination of Findings
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Seminar II

Orientation and Training in. Individual Assessment
of Native American Children

Exceptional Child Center Staff Psychologists

August 28, 1982

Topic 3 - Writing Reports and Conducting Staffings

Forward

This topic reviewed and provided exercises to sharpen the psychologists'

skills in observation, recording results, and communicating testing results

in staff meetings and written reports. EAamples of test protocols were given

to participants and simulated student staff, meetings were held.

One-line descriptors of commonly used individual assessment instruments

as well as a list of accepted Diagnostic Statements (see Appendix G) for

classification of children in special education programs were discussed and

edited.

Rough draft copies of a testing report were distributed (see Appen-

dix H). Participants were asked to edit this rought draft report. It was

the purpose of this exercise to shorten the reports by eliminating uninform-

ative or duplicative phrases, sentences, or material. Exercises were also

provided for psychologists to utilize the dictating machines to walk through

the logistic procedures of dictating, reviewing, editing, and obtaining a

second opinion of the psycho-educational testing reports.

In the final section of Topic 3, resource material was discussed that

would be available to the psychologists for developing recommendations.

Particular attention was given. to the STEP material to ensure. that psychol-

ogists knew how to use the STEP program in identifying entry points and

sequential steps of instruction in making placement and program recournenda-

tions (see Bibliography).
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Test "One-Liners"

- The AAMD is a behavior rating scale that evaluates the effect-
iveness with which an individual copes with the natural and
social demands of their environment.

- The Arizona Teacher Rating Scale is a teacher observation
screening device designed to detect basic visual, auditory,
academic or behavioral learning problems in the classroom.

- The Bender - Gestalt. Test, a paper and pencil figure drawing test,
was administered to assess Visual-graphomotor and visual-
perceptual-motor skills.

- The Brigance Inventory is an assessment of basic readiness for
and achievement of general academic, physical, and self-help
skills in key areas.

n

- The Columbia Mental Maturity Scale is a non-verbal test which is
designed to assess reasoning ability.

- The Draw-A-Person Test, a human figure drawing task, is a measure
of intellectual maturity and personality assessment.

- The Hiskey-Nebraska, a primarily non-verbal test, is administered
to assess learning aptitude.

- The Key-Math Test is designed to provide a diagnostic assessment
of math skills in content, operations, and application.

- The Leiter International Performance Scale, a non-verbal test,
is administered to assess general reasoning ability.

- The Math Screening Device (Hofmeister) is administered to, obtain
a measure of basic math computation skills.

- The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test ts administered to assess
receptive verbal ability through the student's auditory vocabulary.

- The Quick Test is used as a brief screening device to measure
receptive verbal ability.

- The Raven Progressive Matrices, a relatively culture-free test,
provides a measure of reasoning ability through non-verbal means.

- The Test of Coding Skills is a diagnostic measure of specific
word-attack skills.

- The VMI (Development Test of Motor Integration) is a paper and
pencil copying test; it is utilized to assess visual perception
and motor skills.

- The Weller-Strawser is designed to assess the adaptive behavior
or learning disabled stude4ts.
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- The Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test is administered to
assess the student's ability to differentiate between the
various sounds used. in the English language.

- The WISC-R is administered to assess verbal and non-verbal
cognitive abilities.

- The Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests are used to evaluate the
student's skills in letter and word identification, word attack,
and reading comprehension.

- The Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery is a wide range
comprehensive set of tests for measuring cognitive ability,
achievement, and interests.

- The Wide Range Achievement Test is administered to obtain a
measure of academic achievement in reading, spelling, and
math.
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Style: A psychoeducational
testing report that isn't a chore to read.

The following suggestions on syle have been adapted from Strunk
and White, The Elements of Style. The points have been identified
through the review of a large number of testing reports and through
extensive interviews with test report consumers. They are intended

as guidelines to aid diagnosticians in writing reports which facilitate

the program planning and education of the handicapped child.

No matter how well a psychologist conducts an evaluation, no matter

how valid his conclusions, and no matter how appropriate his recommen-
dations, the time and resources invested in testing will have little

impact on the student's education if the results are not communicated

in a useful manner.

1. 'Choose a suitable design and hold to it.
The psychoeducational report outline provides an-outline.
Information should be presented in a logical and systematic

manner.

2. Use definite, specific, concrete language.

3. Omit needless words.

Examples of inaccurate language and needless words frequently

encountered in testing reports include:

in terms of
the subject
this young lady
results displayed
did extremely well
the format of this test

is that
according to
scored very high

4. Revise and rewrite.

was again
he did
would be
testing device
in that
did extremely poorly
in order to
would indicate
to get some idea

Review each sentence to see that it adds to the meaning of its
paragraph and that each paragraph adds to the meaning of its
section. During revisions, eliminate sections which are repetitive.

5. Avoid the overuse of qualifiers.

Words such as ltrather", "very", and "little" detract from the
meaning of the words they modify.
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
University Affiliated

Exceptional Child Center

MEMORANDUM

To: Members of the Testing Team Who Went to the Fort Defiance Agency This Fall

From: Marvin Fifield

subject Editing Psychological Testing Reports

Date: September 21, 1981

In reviewing the psychological testing reports, I see a number of rather

systematic problems occurring. Please look carefully through your reports

and correct any of the following problems which may be creeping into your

dictation.

1. We agreed upon an abstract. In some of the reports I have reviewed,

an abstract has not been written. This should be about four or five

lines and should run something like this:

was referred for testing to investigate

problems of . He was given a battery

of unbiased ability and achievement tests (or other types

of battery tests). Test findings suggest that he is eli-

gible for placement in special education in a category of
(or not eligible for special education

-enWeplacemmtndations for short-term and long-term
instructional objectives, placement, etc. were provided.

You can add any other pertinent information unique to the child.

2. Two or three poor patterns of dictation are coming through. First,

we put in too many words. In editing a report, the best editing is

to strike out words, phrases, and sentences that don't add. In most

cases, long sentences or awkward sentences can be improved by simply

eliminating them or adding a single word in another place. Good

editing usually will reduce the verbage by 10 to 20%.

3. There is a tendency for testers to make interpretations or impli-

cations; or suggest causes or relationships during the first section

of the report. When you report the findings, referral information,

and background information, just, report the factual information.

Under recommendations and suggestions, you can take some liberty,

but again, don't make inferences. Tell how the child performed and

what he needs; not what is wrong, why, where he should be placed

or how it should be done.

4. We often use trite terms in reports. This is a verbal habit that

we get into. Examples are such things as, "in terms of", "the

subject", "results displayed", "was again ", "he did", "would be",

etc. These phrases and a variety of others we put in as we dictate.

For the most part, they just clutter the report and don't add clarity

or meaning. These should be carefully deleted.
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Be sure and use the word "ability", not intelligence.

6. There is a tendency to use too many superlatives, such as, "did
extremely well", "scored very high", "was extremely low", "was
terribly poor", etc. Delete these superlatives and talk about
"above average", "below. average", "delayed", "significantly
delayed", "testing indicated", "behavior suggested", "it is
suggested that", etc. In reporting results, indicate "skills
are not secure" rather than "skills are weak"; and rather than
saying, "he was particularly weak in arithmetic", state "his
performance indicated that he had not mastered the mathematic
skills of addition combinations, carrying, borrowing, multipli-
cations, etc. Use "may" rather than 'should".

7. In editing, review each sentence to see if it is adding to what
you are saying in the report. You will find that many times when
you dictate, you will put things in that seem to have meaning at
the time of dictation, but don't have any meaning in the sequence
of the report because they are covered in another part of the
report. Thus, you can eliminate a significant amount of the
verbage in the report.
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REFERRAL QUESTIONS.

Characteristics of a good referral question:

A. Poidts to a specific area of concern where assessment can
be made.

B. States the reasons for concern.

Poor Referral Question Good Referral Question

I would like a complete psychological
on John.

John does not seem to be learning
as quickly as the other students
in my class. He is behind in

_reading and math

Mary is not adjusting in the classroom. Mary is having some difficulties
in the classroom. When I am giving
the class instructioni or when she
should be working independently,
she is usually day dreaming. AlsO,
she frequently back talks, fights
with other students, has been
caught stealing twice, and almost
never hands In homework assignments.

Speech evaluation on Wesley. Wesley is 6 years old and almost
never talks. When he does speak,
it is usually with only 1 or 2 words
which are often difficult to under-
stand.
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APPENDIX 8

Psycho-Educational Testing Report Format
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Psycho- Educational' Testing Report Format

Student:.

Date of Evaluation:
Year Month Day

Birth Date: / /

Year Month Day

Age: _ /

Year /onth Day

Grade:

School:

Exarni ner:

Tests Administered: (list all tests)

1
/

REFERRAL INFORPATION

Referred V School IMIONMINMP

Referral Concerns/ReasOni

SACKGROUNO INFORMATION

Tribe

0112.11

Parents in Xome: Mother Father

Foster P1'4oement Adoption

E:rothers Sisters
lmid

Family Position
ORMisOn

Pronounced Xealth Problems

Vision Hearing

Medications 'r4cspitalizations
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Previous Schools Attended

Retention

Special Help Received: Special Education

Remedial Reading

Previous Evaluations

Transition

Tests Administered

Tutorial

(Date) (-Examiner)

Previous Recommendations

Problems the Student Perceives (e.g., academic, social, etc.)'

Interests (e.g., clubs, sports, etc.)

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS

Communication skills, receptivity, accessibility, rapport, motivation,
persistence, distractibility, language skills, enjoyment of the tasks,
shifting from one task to another, any outstanding physical features,
and specific difficulties and/or strengths.
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Appendix 1 Page 2_

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL FINDINGS

Start each. test with a new paragraph. Include a short statement

as.to why the test was used and what it measures.

Lanouaoe Assessment

Include results from the Primary Language Questionnaire and

the Quick Test or the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test.

Intellectual Assessment

Do not report IQ scores. Report what range the child is func-

tioning in, categories, bands, percentiles, etc.

Psycho-motor Skills

Results from the VMI or 3ender-Gestait. Any observations

regarding fine/gross motor skills.

Results from the Wepman Auditory Oiscrimrination Test

ReadinC Assessment

Results frcm the 't;ocdcock-..;ohnson reading suttests or
Woodcock REading, 'ARAI, etc.

3:9
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Written Language Assessment

Socio- Emoti_onai Findings /Adaptive Behavior

Include findings from the DAP, Incomplete Sentences, emotional

indicators from the Bender, etc.
Results from behavior rating soles, adpative behavior, etc.

O

SUMMARY

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Diagnost Statement

This statement should be in the words used in tine BIA

regulations (see example); If student does not meet

BIA guidelines for classification, state so.
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Appendix B Page

C ST CT:' AVAILABLE

Other Placement Considerations

.Small group, one-to-one, reduce reading level of material in

regular classroom, any particular educational placement
considerationsI'modifications, vocational programming. For

students not qualified for special education, address the
student's educational related problems, if any, in terms of
what needs to be done in the regular classroom or any other,
resources needed.

3. Short-Term (Annual Goals

An annual goal represents the achievement anticipated for
the student over a period of one school year. This is an
educated guess or estimate of where the student will be at
the end of one year, if a prescribed intervention program
is followed. In making this statement, the examiner must
consider the following criteria for choosing annual goals:

a) the student's past achievement,
b) the student's present level of performance,
c) the practicality of the chosen goals,
d) the priority needs of the student,
e) the amount of time to be devoted to the

instruction related to the goal.

Many goals will take more than one year to accomplish. The

annual goals should be viewed in .a sense, as the short range
goals leading to broader expectations that will enable students
to achieve their maximum potential upon leaving school.

The areas which may need to be addressed in making short-term
goals include; reading, math, visual-motor skills, writing
and spelling, interest, motivation, social and/or personality
changes.
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4. Long-Term Goals

Long-term goals are a projection of the achievement and levels
of functioning anticipated for a student over a period of two
to four years; longer in some instances. These will be of a
more global nature than short-term goals but should be based
upon extensions of the short-term goals.
These may include: academic achievement, social changes,
functional education, health, vocational, etc.

5. Instructional Materials and Strategies

Any suggested materials or techniques such as small group
materials, AV materials, oral/written sugges tions, etc.

6. Supportive J;sinrisial

Counseling; formal or informal, teacher counseling. Address
any concerns of referrals for vision, hearing, health, etc.

7. Evaluation Criteria for Success

Mastery of academic skills, impulse control, improvement
of self-concept, more group participation, acceptance of
responsibility, independence, confidence, etc., decreased
absenteeism, control over emotions.
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Sample Psycho-Educational Testing Report
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Appendix C

University Atli Hated

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD CENTER
Utah State University

Logan, Utah 84322

Confidential
PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL TESTING REPORT

Name:

Date of Evaluation: September 8, 1981

Date of Birth: December 14, 1970

Age: 10 years 10 months

Grade: 5

School: Boarding School
Fort Defiance Agency

Examiner: , Staff Psychologist

Tests Administered: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Draw-A-Person
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration
Primary Language Questionnaire
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test
Raven Progressive Matrices
Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-educational Battery

Abstract

was referred for evaluation to investigate low academic

achievement. He was given a battery of unbiased ability, achievement, and

psycho-motor tests. Findings suggest that he is eligibly for special

educational services in a category of learning disabled. Recommendations

for short-term and long-term instructional objectives, placement, and

supportive services were provided.

Referral Information

was referred for evaluation by his teacher, Mrs. , who

indicated he was low in all subject areas. She wondered if this was due
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Appendix C Page 2 1!

to language deficits or absenteeism.

Background Information

is a Navajo, who lives at home with his mother and father,

three brothers and three sisters. He indicated that his primary language

is English and. that he also speaks Navajo. He did not report having any

pronounced health problems, but did report that he could not see the board

in the classroom. He said,he had no problems hearing, was taking no medi-

cations, and had not been hospitalized. He has always attended

School and'said that he was retained in second grade. When asked about

his interests, he did not report any. His present teacher said he was

absent frequently from school.

Behavioral Observations

It was the opinion of teacher that he worked slowly on

classroom tasks. This was also observed by this examiner. When answering

a question, he,would look thoughtful for a long time and then arrive at the

answer. He was not conversational while he was working on the evaluation

tasks. On some drawing tasks, for example the Draw -A-Person and VMI, he

worked with his eyes close to the paper. While drawing the man, he covered

his work so that the examiner would not be able to see.

Psycho-Educational Findings

Larmae Dominance

was given both the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the

Primary Language Questionnaire to assess his facility with the English

language. On the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, which is administered

to assess receptive verbal ability by showtng the student a series of
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Appendix_C_Page 3

pictures and asking him to choose the most appropriate one which

goes with the word the examiner says, he achieved a percentile score of

4. This oias an age equivalency score of 7 years. 7 months. On the

Primary Language Questionnaire, which is a series of questions asking

his preferences for speaking Navajo or English, he indicated that he

prefers speaking English but does speak both languages.

Audiological Assessment

In order to ynderstand `ability to discriminate sounds

in the English language, he was given the Wepman Auditory Discrimina-

tion Test. His score on this test indicated he had difficulty

discriminating sounds in the English language.

Intellectual Assessment

was given the Raven Progressive Matrices to assess

reasoning ability... This is a culture-free test measuring problem-

solving ability through nonverbal means. score placed him

between the 25th and 50th percentile when compared to other children

his age taking this test, i.e., within an average range of reasoning

ability.

Psycho-Motor Skills

The Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration, a paper and

pencil copying task, was utilized to assess visual perception and

motor behavior. obtained an age equivalency score of 11 years

9 months.

Academic Assessment

In order to assess academic level of functioning, he

was given three major subtests from the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-
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educational Battery which is,a wide range comprehensive set of tests

for measuring achievement in the areas of reading, math, and written

language. The first subtest was reading which consisted of letter-

word identification, word attack, and passage comprehension. He

received a grade equivalent of 1.6 in overall reading skills. On the

letter-word identification test, he could identify letters and read

three-letter words. Under word attack, he could sound consonants

singly, but was not certain of vowel sounds or combinations of consonants

and vowels.

The mathematics score consisted of two areas--calculation and

applied mathematics. He received a mathematics grade equivalent of

3.6. It was observed during the calculation section that he could do

no division problems and that he failed'to attend to the sign, i.e.,

he subtracted when he shouldhavetadded. His applied mathematics

skills placed him at the third grade level.

His written language skills, which were assessed through a

dictation section and a proofing section, placed him at a grade

equivalent of 1.6. He was able to correctly spell two- to three-letter

words which were dictated to him. In the proofing section, he was able

to recognize capital letters missing at the beginning of the sentence,

bUt appeared to have no usage skills, i.e., the use of "lost" rather

than "losed".

Socio-Emotional Findings

On the Draw-A-Person, a human figure drawing task which is a

measure of intellectual maturity and personality development, he acni4ved

an age equivalency score of 10 years 9 months. He drew a small figure

in the middle of the page and covered this while he was drawing.



Summar/

Appendix C Page 5

demonstrated average problem-solving ability but worked slowly.

He was delayed in all academic areas but ,had no psycho-motor deficits.

He speaks both English and Navajo but -had difficulty discriminating

sounds used in the. English language. No delays were evident in intellectual

and personality development.

Recommendations

1. ljagnostic Statement

Evaluation findings and test results indicate that

is eligible for special educational services under the category

of learning disabilities according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Office of Indian Education Programs, Guidelines, adopted January,

1980. is o normal intelliience and has a documented

record of low achievement in reading, languagt. skills, and spelling

and displays clear evidence of a learning disability in the learn-
'

ing means of auditory perception. The results of this evaluation

should be presented -to the placement committee which will review any

other, factors and obtain a broader basis of professional opinion

regarding such placement-

2. Other Placement Considerations

may benefit from one-to-one instruction to remediate

reading and written language deficits. This may also be accomplished

by having him work with a programmed learning system.

3. Short-term Goals

It is recommended that short-term goals for include

the following:
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a. Increased attendance at school through behavioral

programming.

b. Increased division skill (see STEP Program - Short

Division, #4).

c. Increased reading skills (see STEP Program - General

Reading Skills, #14, Comprehension of Written Material,

#7).

d. 'Increased self-confidence (see STEP Program - Self-

Confidence, #8).

4. Lon9.4term Goals

It is recommended that long-term goals for ?include:

a. Mastery,of basic math (addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tiOn, division) skills.

b. Mastery of spelling and sight word vocabulary, i.e.,

consistent recognition of four- to five-letter words.

5. Instructional Materials and Strate ies

Because of pre-adolescent age, it is.recommended that

vocabulary, reading, and mathematics skills utilize prevocational

words and tasks.

6. Supportive Services

Because there was no record of a vision or hearing test in

file, his poor sound discrimination and his close prd:011ity.

to test materials, it is appropriate that he receive both evaluations

to determine if poor vision or hearing may be interfering with his

learning ability.
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Psycho-Educational Report Critique Form
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RsyChoeducationa11'*%!1411114\BLE

INSTRUCTIONS: pleas, review the attached psychooducational
a student with whom you Narked last year and
form by plaelbg a check ly4 on the tine next
statement that\ is closest to your opinion.

Student:

I Testing Report CrItIqus Form

testing report for
complete this critique
to the

School:

Appendix D

how clearly did this report state
this student's testing results?

Very clear, I understood everything.

Moderately clear, there were very few
things I couldn't understand.

Moderately unclear, there were several
points I couldn't understand.

Not at all clear, there were many
points I couldn't understand.

Please note some examples of things
which were unclear to you for
the Interview:

Was thls report useful In
determining this student's
placement?

Vert', Useful

Somewhat useful

Not useful

Im..0..ImEnollwai ....m.Ermunam

How cftendid you find technical The frequent use of Jargon made the
words or phrases which were not report extremely difficult to
adequately explained? understand.

There was substantial Jargon used
which made the report herd to
understand.

Some Jargon was used, but the report
....... was usually understandable.

Little Jargon was used.

How does this report compah'e with
other reports you have seen In
the past year?

About the same.

------- Worse than the others.

...--- Better than the others

Please note the phrases or Jargon you
found confusing for the Interview (if
you prefer, go through the report and
circle them in red):

wmasiumINO.Enna

Comments:

Do these recomscnWions address
the questions raised xi the
referring teecher.:

Referral question well addressed.

Referral question partly addressed.

Referral question not addressed.

.00111111Mle-1,11177. .1..eMi10..4. *WAD

Please note some specific questions
which were not addressed.

Co your feel that the examiner gave
appropriate consideration to social
and witural facors in this student's
case?

------- Completely appropriate consideration

Partly appropriate consideration given.

Partly inappropriate consideration
--- given.

Completely inappropriate consider-
atlon given.

339
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Listed below are several of the
sections from this student's
report along with their stated

objectives.'

In column A evaluate how well
the section of the mart met
Its objictives.

In column 8 evaluate how useful
the section was in planning this
stucent's educational program.

Place a checkmark ( on the line
corresponding to the statement
that Is closest to your opinlor,

REFERRAL INFORMATION

BEST C3.71 AVAILABLE

Appendix D Page 2

A 8

Now well did this section
of the report meet these
stated objectives?

e e
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How useful was this section
In preparing this student's
educational program?

m,"
14.4'bcts

o
Oft. qt.

611C0
..,

Objectives: I. Provide background about student
(tribe, year at Intermountain, etc.)

2. List referring toacher(s) and
their concerns.

3. List records reviewed end inform#
&flan obteined.

- . .., - ...

....

4. List findings and recommendations
of screening committee.

.... ....

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Objectives: I. List personal information about
the student, family, tribe, health,
school, special Interests, etc.

2. List the problems as the student
sees them.

.

.1.1121

3.' State the student's ability to use
English to communicate.

A
c

alIMMINM

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS

Objectives: 1. Describe how 'student cooperated
during testing (rapport, motivation,
interest, language, injoyment, etc.)

2. Note any specific strengths or

difficulties.

PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL FINDINGS

Objectives: 1. Describe test, what it measures mid
why it Is used.

2. Report results as ranges, percentiles,
and grade placements. ~NAM..--., -........

3. Report personality and social factors
as emotional Indicators.

4.02100 WA IdMIIMB

SUMMARY

Objectives: I. List student's strengths.

2. Summarize tasting findings. ---. ..... .. ....

RECOMMENDATIONS

Objectives: I. Recommend placement category.
2. List other placement conSiderations.

3. List long and short-term goals.
4. Suggest Instruct:onal meterlais

and strategies. ....... ---. -....

5. Suggest support services.

b. Suggest a means of evaluating the
student's educational program.

)IAGNOSTIC STATEMENT

Objectives: i. Recommend most appropriate
placement category for student

end ref:r to specific guidelines

regulations.
---- ---- .---

or

2. Qualify statement to include other
infcrmation to be provided by the

placement committee.
37
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Based on the testing data the psychologist

has made several CoNCIUSiONS. Below are

SOW atateenti about the student taken

directly from the psychologist's report.

Please rate each Statement in the categories
to the right by placing a checkmark
in the box which represents your opinion.

Alfred was given both the Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test and the Primary Language Nestionneire to assess

his facility with the foglish language. On the PPYT,

he Achieved a percentile score of 4. This was an

ago equivalency score of 7 years. 7 months. On the

Pricey language Questionnaire,
which is a series of

questions.asking his preferences for speaking Navajo

or English, he indiceted that he prefers speaking

English but does speak Loth languages.

la order to understand Alfred's ability to discrimin-

ate sounds In the loutish language, he was given the

Depown Auditury Discrimination Test. His score on

this test indicated he had difficulty discriineting

sounds in the English language.

Alfred was given the Raven Progressive Matrices to

assess reasoning ability. His score placed him

between the 25th and 50th percentile when compered to

other children his age Caking this test, 1.0., within

an average range of reasoning ability.

The Develupmental rest of Visual -Muter integration, a

paper and pencil copying task, was (Milled to

assess visual perception and motor behavior. Alfred

obtained an age equivalency score of 11 years 9

months.

Thu first subtest was reading which consisted of

letter-word identification, word attack, and passage

comprehension. tie received a grade equivalent of 1,6

in overall reading skills. On the letter-word Ident-

ifiCetiO0 test. he could Identify letters and read

three-letter words. Undo' word attack, be could

sound consunants %Sooty, but was oat certain of vowel

sounds or combleations of consonants and vowels.

The owthcowilcs score
consisted of two areas, calcula-

tion and eppliqd ewthematics. Pr received a math-

ematics grade equivalent of 3.6.

His written language skills, which were assessed

through a dictation section and a proofing section,

plarea him di d gradv tiptivdient of LG.
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Can you understand what
the psychologist means by
this Ftateuent?
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Was this statement useful
In planning this studonV$
educational program?
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One of the purposes of testing is to provide

PECOMMCNUATIONS or sungestions which may be

helpful in'planning the student's edacational

prugram. Listed below are some of the specific

RECOMMENDATIONS taken directly from the report.

Please rate each of them.

QA

Evaluation findings and test results indicate that

Allred Is eligible for special education services

under tiocetegory of learning disabilities.

Alfred may benefit from oneto-one instruction to

!I:mediate reading and written language deficits.

This emy also be accomplished by having him work

with a pronrammed learning system.

It.is recommended that spurt -tote noels fur Alfred

include the following:

A.. Increased attendance at school through beha-

vioral programming.

b. Increased division skills (see STEP Program -

Short Division, 14).

C. Increased reading skills (see STEP Program -
Gcnural Reading Skills. 114. Comprehension
of Written Material. fn.

d. Increased self-confidence (see STEP Program

Self - Confidence. i(l).

It is recoartended that long-term goals for Alfred

Include the following: 4

a. Mastery of basic math (addition, subtraction,

inultiplicAlun, division) skills.

b, Mastery Of spelling And sight-word vocabulary,

i.e.. consistent recognition of four- to five-

letter words.

because there was no record of a vision or hearing

test in Alfred's file, his pour sound discrimination,

And his close proxlwity to test *Aerials, It is

appropriate that he receive both evaluations to de-

termine it poor vision or hearing may be interfering

with his learning ability.

36

Is the recomendation at at
appropriate level of speci-
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eased on your experience
with this student, does,this
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Given the resources here at
Intermountain, how realistic
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mendation in developing
this student's individ-
ualized education program?
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Instructions for the Teacher Rating Scale
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Appendix E_

ADMINISTRATIVE-MANUAL
For

TEACHER RATING SCALE
For the Survey of Children with Exceptional Educational Needs

Grades K-8

INTRODUCTION

Consideration of a student's need for special education is initiated by
a referral. Referral may be made by the individual student, parent or
guardian; physician; community agencies; other appropriate individuals,
groups, or organizations; school personnel; or as a result of any school

wide testing or screening program which the local school provides for all
students.

The Teacher Rating Scale was designed as an informal screed;ng device
which may be used with other approaches such as teacher obserlizion,
school performance, standardized test scores or medical examinations to
assist- individual school districts in the identification of students with

possible learning problems.

The major objective of the Scale is to identify students with problems in
the categories of vision, hearing, speech, academics, etc., among the

jotal school population. It is based on the assumption that conduct or
performances observed by the teacher of a given pupil reflects the ex-
tent to which that pupil possesses a trait important to success in school.
The traits selected from a factor analysis of mental, emotional and physi-
cal skills relate to achievement acid normal progress in a "typical" elemen-
tary or secondary school. .(Please read Appendix 8, "Categories Surveyed'

before completing scale)

This instrument should not be used to determine a student's eligibility
for placement in Special Education Programs, but rather as an early step

in a careful, comprehensive identification process.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

Complete a Teacher Rating Scale for each student in your class. Rate each

child on his performance and/or conduct listed in'each item. The numeri-sf
from his cultural or ethnic group.. For example, a Mexican American must
be compared for rating purposes with other Mexican American pupils.

lace the numerical rating 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 for each item in the box fol-

lowing the item. Follow the criteria listed at the top of the Rating
Scale to obtain the numerical rating. Example: On item #1 the subject
may be exhibiting occasional performance below his present grade placement
in Reading. Mark the box at the end of item #1, "3". Follow this proce-

dure for all items. Do nct cmit my. item.

SCORING

tf a I- - *

Total scores are obtained for each category as foLows: Add the numerical
ratings in the boxes above the letter at the bottom for each column.

344
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Appendix E Page 2

Example: Column A on page 1, should include the rating scores for items

1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21. Follow the same procedure for all columns

on pages 1, 2, and 3.

On the Profile Sheet, page 4, circle the numbers which correspond to the

subject's total score in each column. Example: the subject's total score

in'Column A might be 20. Column A refers to Academic Skills. For this

subject circle the numeral "20" on the line under "Academic Skills."

*Note: If IBM type scoring card is used, blacken the number 20 following

the Academic Skills heading.

INTERPRETATION

The student should be referred for psychological evaluation for possible

placement in a special program if his score on any of the eleven categories

falls to the right of the heavy line drawn tnrough the center of the Pro-

file Sheet and if the scores are supported by other screening procedures.

(See Sample Profile Sheet)

Final determination of the handicap category to which a given subject may

be assigned will be determined by the results of a psychological evaluation.

Please read the Definitions of Categories Surveyed.

360
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.Appendix E Page 3

Definition of Categories Surveyed

A. Academic Skills

Problems in academic achievement refer to a student's inability to succeed
or perform the academic tasks of his classmates. These difficulties may
be discrepant, in that a child may perform well in one content area but
poorly in another. A child may be functioning below grade level (signifi-
cantly so for his grade placement) in reading, arithmetic, or show severe
problems in handwriting.

In reading he may: 1) be unable to recognize or remember sight words;
2) have difficulty recognizing letters of the alphabet; 3) have difficulty
remembering words from one day to the next; 4) fail to understand meanings
of words; 5) be unable to pick out the main idea of a story.

In arithmetic he may: 1) be unable to count by rote; 2) be unable to
recognize numbers written in random order; 3) fail to recognize his own
errors; 4) rely on manipulating aids to add or subtract well beyond second

grade; 5) be unable to memorize arithmetic facts. High scores may be
associated with poor intellectual functioning.

B. Impulse Control

Some children may exhibit behavioral problems which interfere with classroom
performance. These behaviors may include: 1) inability to delay responses
in an appropriate manner; 2) attention getting behavior; e.g., making noises,
talking out of turn; 3) consistently out of seat or interrupting others at
inappropriate time. High scores may be associated with emotional handicaps
and/or specific learning disabilities.

C. Psychomotor Skills

Motor problems which may affect school performance could be classified as:
1) gross motor difficulty as in walking, running, hopping, jumping, or
balancing. They may appear excessively-awkward and clumsy; 2) fine motor
difficulties such as the inability to write, draw, or manipulate materials.
High scores may be associated with academic skills and specific learning
disabilities.

D. Intellectuality

A learning difficulty caused by low intellectual functioning may be
indicated by a pupil's inability to take part adequately in the activities
of the classroom because of lack of ability.

A child may be noticeably below his peer group in performing academic
assignments. He may do well thinking in concrete terms but fail to grasp

abstract ideas. He may perform tasks well under close supervision but be
unable to initiate activities or do creative thinking on his-own. Social

maturity may be inappropriate for his age. High scores may be associated

with poor academic skills.

381
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Appendix E Page 4

/I

Definition of Categories Surveyed
Page Two

E. Attention Span

A child with short attention span and/or distractibility may be unable to

concentrate on one thing for very long; he especially loses interest when

abstract material is being considered; he may be restless and fidgety,

flitting from one object or activity to another. High scores may be

associated with specific learning disability.

F. Specific Learning Disability

The condition of a child who exhibits a significant/discrepancy between

ability and achievement, The discrepancy as shown on standardized

achievement tests is usually two years or more. The two year discrepancy

need not apply in the primary grades. The specific learning disability

may be manifested by perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain

dysfunction, dyslexia, developmental aphasia. But excluding learning

problems which are due primarily to visual, hearing or motor handicaps,

mental retardation, emotional disturbance, or to environmental disadvantages{

High scores may be associated with attention span and psychomotor skills.

G. 1222.92;

Speech problems in children which may require special-help-might-involve:

1) those of vocal quality, unnatural pitch, loudness or nasality; 2) an

inability to articulate sounds; such as omissions of sounds, distortions

or substitutions of one sound for another; 3) 'stuttering; 4) immature

speech patterns, such as baby talk.

H. Withdrawal
,

.

e

. AA.

A withdrawn child may have social-emotional problems as demonstrated by,toma

of the following characteristics: 1) timid and shy; 2) does not relate to

people; 3) submissive; 4) preoccupied with daydreams; 5) a loneron the

playground; 6) reluctant to talk to peers and/or adults. High scores may

suggest emotional difficulties and are usually associated with poor

Academics and/or specific learning-disability. ,y ,

1. Social Behavior
, .

Social-emotional prOblems may be demonspated by some of the following

characteristics: 1) involved in repeated conflicts with others; 2) defies

all authority; 3) cruel and malicious; 4) is preoccupied with daydreams;

5) failure to value social approval or disapproval. High scores may be

associated with poor academics.and/or specific learning disability.

J. litEipa

Cues to hearing impairments may be: 1) the child may have difficulty

following directions; 2) he may appear listless during verbal lessons;

3) he may speak tdo loudly or too soft; 4) pitch of voice may be unnatural;

5) he may turn.his head to listen to you; 6) he may not hear ))ou when yod--
_

stand behind him.
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' Appendix E Page S

Definition of Categories Surveyed
Page Three

K. Vision

Cues to visual handicap may be: 1) the child tilts his head to one side
when reading; 2) he holds materials close to one eye, rather than using

both; 3) he loses his place often when reading; 4) he holds his book close
to his face; 5) he avoids any work involving visual attention. This should

not be confused with visual-perceptual problems.

;548
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Name

-TEACHER RATING SCALE Appendix E Page 6

For The Survey of Children With Exceptional Educational,Needs .

Grades K through 8.

Age Grade..
Teacher School District

Please rate each item on a scale of 1 to 5 utilizing the following criteria;

1. The child does.not exhibit this performance or conduct

2. The child seldom exhibits this performance or conduct

3. The child occasional lE exhibits this performance or conduct

4. The child frequently exhibits this performance or conduct

5. The child consistently.exhibits this performance or conduct

1. Functions below present gradeiplacement-inl-readingi77'

2. Becomes more excited than other students.-------------------/-7'

3. Functions below present grade placement in spelling.---a
1

4. Is hyperactive and restless, can't sit-still.-----

5. Has trouble holding on to objects.--------- ------

w low ow uslartfa7

6. Functions below present grade placement in arithmetic.-/-7

7. Exhibits explosive and unpredictable behavior.--- ------

8. Exhibits poor coordination in sports and games.

9. Cannot follow academic directions.,
0.11.4.1

wurewwwww.wwwkwamisaLl

10. Little self control; will speak out or interrupt-others. 1-7

11. Handwriting difficult to read. WI &WWI 4.44W1a.

12. Fails to grasp simple word meanings.

13. Often over reacts; new situations are disturbing.

14. Coloring and paintings are messy. WNW. WS WM. 4..4.100.1117

15. Assignments are incomplete and poorly written.--

16. Exhibits impulsive'behavior.

17. Often disorganized in-manner of working. ---7-,

13. Has difficulty in finding his way or locating objects.

19. ,dannot work independently.

20. Very poor balance.

21. Seldom participates in group-discussions.

22. Very poor in manual manipulation.

Developed by the Arizona State Department of Education

Division of Special Education
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TEACHER RATING SCALE
Page 2

23. Speech is unclear and difficult to understand, OJ

Appendix E Page 7.

24. Exhibits erratic, flighty or scattered behavior. / /

25. Learns from listening, but not from reading.

26. Continues activity, cannot shift response.

27. Lacks perseverance, is easily distracted.-- -------

28. Writing is cramped, crowded and laborious.--

r-_..-/ /
MIMMININD

II 11011% MON IMOD INS 111111001SMIIP

=.1111111

29. Cannot remember instructions.- ---/

30. Draws attention to self by his speech.---- /

31. Short attention span.----

32. Does not grasp concept of numbers, space or /

33. Uses incomplete sentences with grammatical errors.-----i7

34. Stutters or stammers frequently.--

35. Does not complete assignments, changes activity.-------------/ /

36. Overactive, uncontrolled, impulsive

37. .Uses immature or improper vocabulary.--

38. Omits sounds to words.
MAMPPOIMOMMIS WIMMINSUMWOMMOMMilf"."7"

39. Can verbally express himeelf far, above his wr:Ltten

40. Unable to relate isolated facts, --- /

41. Listens, but rarely comprehends well.-------------

42. Does not perform well with tasks concerning objects.--

43. Unable to tell a comprehensible

44. Mind often wanders from discussion.-- -

45. Does not use common sense. / /

46. Can follow verbal instructions but not wrttea ones.---- -------

47. Is clumsy or awkward, breaks or tears things. /--7

48. 13 unable to call forth the exact word.----- -----------/ /

49. PLrformance is lower than tarts indicate it should be. 17

D E F G
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TEACHER RATING SCALE

Page 3

50. Speaks in extremely loud or soft voice.

Appendix: E Page 8

',room ..1m1PoollsoaossualsoyeNt

51. .Withdrawn; doesn't stand up for self.-------------------r7

52. Exhibits "Don't care" attitude.-------------- ------

53 . Daydreams II .n"M""s""."."l"""'"""""M"""""".a""o"""""""go"""......i""'bel.'"
rm.?.
ginarao

54. Complains of earaches or running

55, Appears apathetic or

58. Takes things that belong to

57. Is shy, very

58. Holds head in pectieiar position when spoken

59. Has little respect for

60. Shows preference for working or playing

61. Apvaars to hear some things and not hear

62.
Is a bully; picks on others ."."6"..".."..."..."1""m"1..""."8".""486's'"°""Wa.d."4".""

/14.7
#0.1.51#0.1

. 63. Spends excessive amounts of time on assignments.-

64. Often asks to have words, questions, etc.,

65. Is destructive of

65. Rubs eyes frequently. #0#10ftWil~410CM*WMODOW1,0140.6WOWWW4IWAMWOVMPOIWWWWWVWW.ONAV

67. Does not express feelings. ----

68. Frowns or blinks

69. Has little or no interest in school activities.-- ---

70. Complains of aching or burning

r7"

71. Is often tardy or
4wommulelommormsommempamealcsamorbolliallfwaM7

72. Tilts head to ,ne side when

/

73. Is disobedient or defiant in

74. Holds book close to face when reading.----------- -------------------

75. Has physical handicap which impedes educational

progress in regular classroom. No/ / Yes/ /

Flikam/05/7.16
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TEACHEK KATIN6
For Ihe Survey of Children With Exceptional Educational Needs

Grades K-8

U7
U1

A

ti

C

0

F

G

II

I

J

K

Name

Teacher

9 10 11.

Lagonww,if

Normal

12 13 14 15 16. 17 18

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14.1.-0.-a...71La.M#.11.1.

8 9 10

6 7

1112 13 14 15 16

8 9 10 11 12

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

4 5 6 7 8

7 8 9 10 1112 13 14

8 9 10 I.I. i. , 13 14 15 16

5 6 9 10

5 6 7 8 9 10_

Physical impairment

387
No

Age Grade Date

School

Salient

19
Acaaem

20 21 22 23
WOALS
26 28 30 31

13
Impulsv

14 15 16

Control
18 19 20 21

15

Psychomo
16 17 18 19

'r Skills
A 21 22 23 24 25

17

Intell
18 19 20 21

tuality,A
1 25 W 29

13

Attent
14 15 16 1

.n Span
18 19 20 21

19
Specific Learni
20 21 2

ig DisaUlities
23 2!' 26 28

9

Spe

10 11 1'

ch
13 14 . 15

1

Withd
16 17 18 1.9 2)

awal
21 22 23 24 25

2917

Social
18 20 21 2

ehavior
. 75 27

11

Rea
12 13 l'e

lug
15 16 17

11
Vis

12 13 1

on
35 16 17

--- 1 ......ft.

Yes 1--f

4532 34

Craical

36 38 40 42 44

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

29 31 33 3.5 37 39 41 43 45

16 17 18 19 20

26 27 28 29 30 31. 32 33 34 35

30 31 32 33 32 35 36 37 38 39 40.

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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CONFIDENTIAL
Psycho-Educational Testing Report Format

Revised, 1981

Student:

Date of Evaluation:

Birth Date:

/

year month day

year month day

Age:

year month day

Grade:

School:

Examiner:

Tests Administered: (list all tests)

AA%

.1

Appendix F

ABSTRACT

Reason for the Werral

Procedures Used to Examine the Child and to Minimize Bias

4 Findings

Recommendations

REFERRAL INFORMATION

Tribe

Secondary Language

Parents in Home: Mother

Foster Placement11...1.1

Brothers

Primary Language

Sisters

Father

Adoption

Family Position
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Pronounced Health Problems

Vision

Medications

Hearing

Hospitalizations

Retention Transition .1.=11111

Special Help Received: Special Education

Remedial Reading

Previous Evaluations

Tests Administered

(Date)

Tutorial

11110.)

(Examiner)

Previous Recommendations

Problems the Student Perceives (e.g., academic, social, etc.)

Interests (e.g., clubs, sports,:Atc.)

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS

Communication skills, receptivity, accessibility, rapport,

motivation, persistence, distractibility, language skills,

enjoyment of the tasks, shifting from one task to another,
any outstanding physical features, an specific difficulties

and/or strengths.
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PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL FINDINCS

Start each test with a new paragraph. Include a short state-

ment as to what the test measures and why it was used.

La2aLa21.92.....rminance

Receptive Language (QT/PPVT - Report mental age)

Intellectual Assessment

Report as categories, bands, percentiles, range, etc. Do not

report IQ scores.

Psycho -Motor Skills

(Perceptual - Motor)
(Gross Muscle)
(Small Muscle)
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Readin9 Task Analysis

Report grade levels. Describe both comprehension and word attack/
analysis skills. Strengths and weaknesses.

Math Task Analysis

Spellingpe1linq Task Analjsis
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Liagnosticatement

This statement should be in the words used in the BIA

regulations (see example). If student does not meet BIA

guidelines for classification, so state.

2. Other Placement Considerations

E.g., small group, one-to-one, reduce reading level of

material in regular classroom, any particular educational

placement considerations, behavior modifications, voca-
tional programming. ,

For students not qualified for special education, address

the student's educational related problems, if any, in

terms of what needs to be done in the regular classroom

or any other resources needed.
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irk

3. Short-Term Annual),doals

An annual goal represents the achievement anticipated

for the student over a period of one school year This

is an educated guess or estimate of where the student

will be at the end of one year, if a prescribed intervention

program is followed.

Many goals will take more than one year to-accomplish.

The annua4 goals should be viewed in a sense, as the short

range goals leading to broader expectations that will enable

students to achieve their maximum potential upon leaving

school.
. ,

The areas which may need to' be addresied in making,shortl

term goals include: Reading, math, visual-motor skills,'

writing and spelling, interest, motivation, social and/'

or personality changes.

In this section the tester should *indicate the entry point

where instruction should begin in a subject area, state

tho first few instructional objectives, and then the recom-

mended sequence that should be followed (refer to the STEP

Program).

4. Long-Term Goals

Long-term goals are a projection of the achievement and

levels of functioning anticipated for a student over a

; period of two to four years; longer in some instances.

These will be of a more global nature-,than short-term

goals, but should be based upon extensions of the short-

term goals. -

These may include: academic achievement, pcial changes,

functional education, health, vocational, etc.
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Materials

Any suggested materials or techniques such as small group

materials, AV materials, oral/written suggestions, etc.

6. Supportive Services

Counseling; formal or informal, teacher counseling. Address

any concerns or referrals for vision, hearing, health, etc.

7. Evaluation Crits is for Success

Mastery of academic skills, impulse control, improvement

of self-concept, more group pArticipation, acceptance of

responsibility, independence, confidence, etc., decreased

absenteeism, control over emotions.
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Definitions of Diagnostic Categories

and Programming Considerations
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Diagnostic Categories and Programming
Considerations

Much of the following information has been abstracted from the

Division of Exceptional Programs, Nalh. o Area, Bureau of Indian Affairs

Special Education Handbook. Because of the legal nature of the

psychoeducational testing report, diagnosticians should follow the

suggested Definitions, Eligibility Criteria, and Diagnostic Statements.

The Programming considerations are options which diagnosticians may

use in developing appropriately relevant recommendations for each

student.

Due to the low incidence of the medically related handicaps,

programming considerations and eligibility requirements are not
given for some of the handicapping conditions. Diagnosticians should

be aware that they may need to address further medical evaluation in

recommendations for a student if such handicapping condition is sus-

pected. Programming considerations for such cases can be located

through Dr. Fifield or your team leader.

Mentally Retarded

Definition

A significantly sub.average general_intellectual functioning__ . _
existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested

during the developmental period, which adversely affects a child's

educational performance.

Eligibility is determined through a case study provided by a multi

disciplinary evaluation team which must assess psychoeducational and

adaptive functioning. The student's IQ is generally between 55 and 75
(2 standard deviations below the mean) as determined by an individual

psychological examination administered by a qualified psychological

examiner using one or more standardized tests. Adaptive behavior
assessment must show evidence that low IQ is not a function of environ-

mental disabilities, experiencial deprivation, or cultural differences.

Diagnostic Statement

Based on the results of this evaluation, (name of student)

qualifies for special education services under trio category of educable

mentally retarded according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office

of Indian Education Program guidelines, adopted January, 1980. On

repeated testing, (name of student) demonstrated significant deficits

in adaptive behavior.- It is not felt that these deficits can be

attributed to environmental, experiencial, or cultural differences.

These results should be presented to the Child Study Evaluation Team
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which will review other factors to determine the most appropriate edu-
cational placement for this student.

Programing

Mentally handicapped students need a program of systematic
instruction based upon sound learning principles and techniques
which facilitate learning, such as the following:

- Emphasize concrete, meaningful content in initial instructional
presentations.

- Insure mastery of new material through overlearning and
repetition.

- Provide the learner with methoas of verbal mediation, which
is extremely beneficial for learning and recalling associations
between pairs and items.

- Increase attention initially by highlighting relevant dimensions
and minimizing unnecessary stimuli.

- Promote an atmosphere of success on which to base future
learning tasks.

- Incorporate incentives into all learning arrangements.

- Teach sequenced information from the easy to the difficult.

Uie a variety of methods to present materials as well as to
reinforce acquisition.

Reading_

In reading basic emphasis is placed on developing a.survival
vocabulary so the individual can recognize signs and labels. For the
individual capable of achieving at a higher level, reading instruction
is provided. Programmed readers which provide immediate feedback are
appropriate for retarded leaners. High interest, easy-to-read books
keep the student interested in reading. The primary purposes of
learning to read are to assist the individual in being able to function
in an adult world and for recreation.

Arithmetic

Basic skills in understanding number facts and their uses, skill
in measurement, telling time, managing money, etc. are the concepts
of concern in arithmetic. All concepts taught should be of practical
use in daily living.

language arts

Ths basic skills of writing, speaking, and listening are emphasized.
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Social Studies

Emphasis is placed on citizenship, recognition of community
resources, utilization of community resources?, being able to use

a newspaper, and being aware of the everyday world.

Science

Skills taught in this area include the environment, nutrition,
hygiene, weather conditions, etc.

Social Skills

Assist the student in acquiring the ability to cope with persistent
life situations and to interact effectively with others in a variety
of situations. Social skills should be taught as a component of
other activities through participation, interaction, use of appropriate

social behavior for the situation, etc.

A low self-concept is characteristic of most mentally handicapped

individuals. Self-concept is enhanced when a student has developed

a sense of confidence and security. Experiences and exposure through-

out the entire school setting should facilitate a feeling of self-

confidence. These students need to learn ways in which they can develop

a basis for self-appraisal which leads to feelings of success.

The principal goal of the language program is the development
of communication skills which contribute to independence. The, focus

is placed on the development of a usable and effective means of com-
municating. This involves deve.loping receptive and expressive skills

needed in everyday performance. Skills which are emphasized include
listening, understanding concepts, appropriate responses, maintaining
eye contact, etc.

Physical Education

The physical education Program for the mentally handicapped
shgplo concentrate on body movements and body mechanics which
increase the number of activities in which the individual can par-
ticipate.

Both gross and fine motor coordination are a part of the training .

program. Emphasis is placed on experiences which facilitate the
development of perceptual motor ability.. Another aspect of the phy-
sical education program is that of developing a physically fit body.

Another way of developing thl'curricula for a mentally handicapped

student is through the use of 12 life skills:
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1. Health 7. Mobility, travel
2. Safety 8. Art and music
3. Communication 9. Leisure time activities
4. Citizenship 10. _Vocational
5. Homemaking--family living 11. Time and money
6. Emotional growth 12. Independence

Specific Learning Disability

Definition

A disorder,in one or more of the basic processes involved in
using language, spoken or written, which may manifest itself in an
apparent inability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or

to do mathematical calculations. This term includes such conditiors
as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslex-
ia, and developmental aphasia. The term does not include students who
have learining problems which are primarily the result of vision, hearing,
or motor handicaps or mental retardation, or of environmental or economic
disadvantage or cultural differences.

Eligibility Criteria

1. A student eligible to receive special educational programming
must be diagnosed by a team of three or more learning specialists
including one psychologist. They must document all three of the
following conditions:

The student, by testing and observation must be of normal
or above intellectual abilities as measured by an appropriate
intelligence test (I.Q. range of 84- 116)..

The student nst have a documented record of low achievements
in one or more, but not all these subject areas. Documen-
tation must be supported by school records of two or more .

years and by low scores on a standardized individual achieve-
ment test in some but not all of the subject areas of reading,
language skills, spelling or math. '"Low scores" are those
which place the student's achievement clearly below the normal
range, ie. more than one standard deviation from the mean
for the students age group.

The student must display clear evidence of a learning disability
in one of the three common learning means. That is the student
must display, through commonly accepted testsfevidence of
a neurological impairment in a visual, auditory or tactile
stimulus perception to such an extent as to show a specific
wording problem or disability. This identification of a
specific disability is necessary to allow for a plan of prescrip-
tive teaching in terms of compensating learning approaches,
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not merely in terms of subject matter deficiencies
alone.

2. The team may not identify a student as shaving a specific learning

disability if the severe disparity between ability and achievement
is primarily the result of:

(a) A visual or hearing acuity handicap, or a motor handicap;

(b) Mental retardation;

(c) Emotional disturbance;

(d) Environmental or economic disadvantage;

(e) Cultural differences;

Diagnostic Statement

Based on the results of this evaluation, (name of studept)
qualifies for special education services under the category of learning

disabilities according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of
Indian Education, Program Guidelines, adopted January, 1980.
(Name of Studentl's performance during testing suggests that (he/she)
has average CFITETTgOtual abilities and a documented record of low
achievement in the academic area(s) of (choose as appropriate: reading;
language skilTh; spelling; or math). (Name of Student) displays
evidence of a learning disability in the areacsr of (choose,as approp-
riate: visual; zuditory; or tactile) perception.- -The-results-of this

evaluation should be presented to the Child Study Evaluation Team which

will review other factors in determining the most appropriate educational

program for this student.

aluato Considerations

Because of the wide discrepancies which exist within the specific

learning disabilities category and because of the theories which have
evolved, programs have been many and varied. At one time most programs
for children with specific learning disabilities were founded upon an
approach, e.g., perceptual-motor, language development, etc. The

mandate of PL 94-142, however, is the development of a program based
upon the individual needs of the learner. This approach of an indivi-
dualized instructional program means that each student can be served
regardless of the degree of involvement of learning disability, educa-
tional delivery model, or age level of the learner.

Five steps are involved in this process and each of these steps
are broken down into substeps. The steps are:

1. Task Analysis. The objective of the task analysis is to
identify in detail what the learner must possess in order
to perform the task. (The STEP strands and Brigance
outlines are good examples of this.)
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2. Criterion Measures. Behavioral specifications which

are used to determine whether or not a student is able ,

to accomplish the task at a particular performance level.

(This permits the student to be measured against himself/

herself.. -not against a national norm.)

3. Objectives. A behavioral description of a student's

behavior after instruction. These statements must be

measurable, state in terms of student behavior, and

state the conditions under which the behavior will be

performed. (The short-term instructional objectives of the

IEP fit here. If STEP strands are used, evaluation criteria

must be added.)

4. Instructional Sequences. Selecting the procedures and

materials used to teach the skills identified in the task

analysis.

5. Evaluation and Revision. Evaluation measures the success

of the learner; base revisions on results of the evaluation,

make appropriate revisions.

The use of prepared instructional programs such as the STEP and

Brigance materials facilitates the identification of specific long

and short term instructional objectives.

Emotionally Disturbed

Definition

A condition such as schizophrenia, autism or a presence of one

or more of the following characteristics over a prolonged period of

time and to a marked degree which seriously affects educational

performance as defined below, and requires intensive individual therapy

"which may be condu:ted either in or out of the school setting",

individual instruction and supervision:

1. An inability to learn which cannot be explained by intellectual,

sensory or health factors;

2. An inability tobuild or maintain satisfactory interpersonal

relationships with peers and teachers;

3. Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal

circumstances;

4. A general long term mood of unhappiness or depression;

5. A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with

personal or school problems.
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Eligibility Criteria

The following criteria in conjunction with the above definition

shall be used by evaluation teams in determining a student's

eligibility for special education services under the category of

severely emotionally disturbed:

1. Evidence that the student, after receiving supportive educa-
tional assistance and counseling, still exhibits severe emo-
tional handicaps.

2. Evidence that a severe emotional handicap, as determined by

documented observations and clinical psychological evaluation,
exists over an extended period of time.

3. Evidence that the behavior disrupts the student's own learning,

reading, arithmetic or writing skills, social-personal devel-

opment, language development or behavioral progress and control.

4. Evidence that the primary problems of the student cannot be
contributed primarily to physical, sensory or intellectual

deficits.

Diagnostic Statement

Based on the results of this evaluation, (name of student)

qualifies for special education services under the category of

emotionally disturbed according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Office of Indian Education, Program Guidelines, adapted January, 1980.

(Name of performance during testing suggests that (he/she)

has -iVifilji-THIUTictual abilities. Name of student also exhibits

the following characteristics over a ong perm o lme which adverse-

ly affects (his/her) educational performance:

(choose those applicable)

1. An inability to learn which cannot be explained by intellectual

sensory or health factors;

2. An inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal

relationships with peers and teachers;

3. Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal

circumstances;

4. A long term mood of unhappiness or depression;

5. A'tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated
with personal or school problems.

The resultstof this evaluation should be presented to the Child

Study Evaluation Team which will consider other important factors in

determining the most appropriate educational program for this student.
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Programming.Considerations

For the seriously emotionally disturbed student to succeed,

a sound educational and social program must be provided, regardless

of any particular theory. The attempt to increase both behavioral and

academic performance is grounded in an educational plan which provides

growth through remediation of social, emotional, and academic perfor-

mance. To accomplish this, individualized and sequential programming

techniques .-must be .utilized.

Generally, the mild-to-moderate behaviorally/emotionally handl-,

capped child does not benefit from service in the resource room.

These children should be carried on the resource teacher's roll,

but should be served by the regular teacher and resource teacher in

the regular setting. The oderate- to- severe child probably cannot

show change without extends resource or self-contained service.

It is recommended that, whenever possible, regularly scheduled

programming conferences be held involving the school personnel serving

the seriously emotionally disturbed stuaent and a psychologist, psychi-

atrist, or supervised psychological examiner who has worked with the

student(s).

Knowledge and an understanding of behavioral, principles as they

apply to the management of students are essential to the teacher

of seriously emotionally disturbed students. The following list of

basic techniques are applicable to any class setting in which seriously

emotionally disturbed students are being served.

Techniques for

1. Stop misbehavior in time.

2. Program for a variety of changes.

3. Make tasks clear and orderly and give the child time to complete

one task before beginning another.

4. Comment positively when the student is attending appropriately

to a task.

S. Establish limits and maintain consistent, clear ground rules.

6. Manage transitional times with quieting-down periods between

two activies.

7. Set up activity centers a child can go to when he/she has

completed required activities.

8. Set up a quiet corner where a child can go to be alone,

cry, or to calm down.
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9. Plan for anger breaks; give a distraught, anxious, or angry

student a chance to swim laps in a pool, run laps around a track,

beat pillows, hit a punching bagt'throw bean bags at a wall,

pedal an exercise bike, jump rope, or pound clay.

10. Provide success; be sure the material is relevant, interesting,

and appropriate for the child.

In addition to the techniques listed above, other procedures which

might be included in programming are: .

- carrels, for attending behavior

- contracts, for academics and behavior.

- time-out areas

- contingency reinforcement programs

Other Handicapping Conditions

The following is a list of other handicapping
}
conditions, most

of them medically based. Specific criteria and possible programming

considerations can be obtained from your team leader or Dr. Fifield.

Deaf and Hearing Handicapped,
Deaf-Blind
Homebound or Hospitalized (chronic ill).
Multihandicapped
Orthopedically Impaired
Other Health Impaired
Speech Impaired
Visually Handicapped

tA
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

Psycho-Educational Testing Report

First Draft

Name: Alfred

Date of Evaluation: September 8, 1381

Date of Birth: December 14, 1970

Age: 10 years 10 months

Grade: Fifth

School: Boarding School

Examiner: Ted Rogers, Staff Psychologist
Exceptional Child Center, USU

Tests Administered: Peabody Picture Vocabulary rest
Draw-A-Person
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration

Primary Language Questionnaire
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test
Raven Progressive Matrices
Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery

Referral Information

Alfred was referred for evaluation by his teacher who indicated he was

low in all subject areas.. She wondered if this was due to language deficits

or absenteeism.

Background Information

Alfred is a Navajo. Alfred lives at hime with his mother and father,

three brotheris and three sisters. He indicated that his primary language

was English and that he also speaks Navajo. He didn't report having any

pronounced health problems, but did report that he could not see the board

in the classroom. He said he had no problems hearing, was taking no medi

cations, and had not been hospitalizea: He has always attended

School and indicates that he was retained in second grade. Test results
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provided by the teacher indicate that on.the Slasson he achieved a reading

score of first grade level, math placement score of_secOnd grade level, and

a spelling score o;'.second grade level. When asked about his interests, he

indicated that he didn't know.
ve

Behavioral Observations

It was the opinion of Alfred's teacher that he worked slowly on classroom

tasks. This was also observed by this examiner. When answering a question,

would look thoughtful for a long time and finally arrive at the answer. He

was not conversational while he was working onithe evaluatioh tasks. On some

drawing tasks, for example the Oraw-A-Persop and VMI, he worked with his eyes

and nose close to the paper. While drawing the yen, he covered his work so

that the examiner would not be able to see. He worked with his right hand on

44

all drawing tasks.
6

Flycho-Educational Fi ndi

lanallepominance

Alfred was-gtven both .the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the

Primary Language Questionnaire to assess his fa-cility with the English

language. On the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test which is administered

to assess receptive verbal ability by showing the student a series of

pktures'and asking him to choose the most appropriate one which goes

with the word the examiner says, he achieved a percentile score of 4%

indicating that he is functioning as well as 4% of the children who take

the PPVT. On the Primary Language Questionnaire, which is a series of

questions asking his preferences for speaking Navajo or English, he

indicated that he prefers speaking English but does speak both ;wages.

Audiological Assessment

In order to understand Alfred's ability to discriminate sounds in
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the English language, he was administered the Wepman Auditory Discrimination

Test. His score on this test indicates a significant number of errors

which means that he has difficulty discriminating 'sounds in the English

language..

Intellectual Assessment

At this time, Alfred has been given only the Raven Progressive

Matrices to assess reasoning ability. This is a culture-free test since

It measures problem-solving ability thrqugh nonverbal means. Alfred's

scores placed him between the 25th and 50th percentile when compared to

other children his age taking this test.

psycho-Motor Skills

The Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration, a paper and pencil

copying task, was utilized to assess visual perception, and motor behavior

in the student. Alfred obtained an age equivalencyscore of 11 years

9 months. It appeared to the examiner that he was able to concentrate

on more and not only the simple designs like circle and square but also

to draw the more intricate designs with overlapping parts. On the Oraw-A-

Person, a human figure drawing task, which is a measure cf intellectual

maturity and intellectual assessments he achieved an age equivalency score

of 10 years 9 months. He drew a small figure in the middle of the page

and covered this while he was drawing. Both of these are soft signs of

low self-esteem.

Academic Assessment

In order to understand Alfred's academic level of functioning, he

was given three major subtests from the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational

Battery which is a wide range comprehensive set of tests for measuring

cognitive ability, achievement, and interest. The first subtest was a
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reading cluster consisting of letter-word identification, word attack,

and passage comprehension. His overall reading score was a grade equiva-

lent of 1.6. On the letter-word identification test, he could identify

letters and read three-letter words. Under word attack, he could sound

consonants singly, but was not certain of vowel sounds or combinations of

consonants and vowels. His passage comprehension score, a task which

asks him to fill in a missing word in a sentence he reads silently to him-

self, was approximately 1,5 grade level.

The subtest yielding a math score assessed two areas, calculation and

applied mathematics. His overall mathematics cluster score was a grade

equivalent of 3.6. It was observed during the calculating section that he

could do no division problems, that he needed to attend to the sign, i.e.,

he subtracted when adding was the sign of the problem. His applied math

skills placed him at approximately the third grade level. It is the opin-

ion of the examiner that this score is slightly lower because of the

language componm. f the problems. The examiner read the problems to

him-or he was asked to read them himself before solving the problem.

His written language skills, which were assessed through a dictation

section and a proofing section, placed him at a grade equivalent of 1.6.

He was able to correctly spell two- to three-letter words which were dic-

tated to him. In the proofing section, he was able to recognize capital

letters missing at the beginning of the sentence, but appeared to have no

usage skills, i.e., the use of "lost" rather than "losed."

Socio-Emotional Findings

On the Draw -.A- Person, a human figure drawing task which is a meas-

ure of intellectual maturity and personality development, he achieved

an age equivalency score of 10 years 9 months. He drew a small figure

in the middle of the page and covered this while he was drawing.
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Summary

Alfred appears to have average problem-solving ability, but Worksslowly.

He is delayed in all academic areas, but this may be a result of missing school

or inadequate English skills. He had no visual-motor deficits. At this time,

he may need a vision evaluation since he reports difficulty in seeing the board

and the examiner noticed that he worked with his eyes very close to the paper,

It is the opinion of the examiner that Alfred be classified as Learning Disabled

at this time. Although he appears to have average ability, he is delayed in

reading and written language. This examiner, howevers is not certain of the

causes of these delays. These delays may be caused by environmental or eco-

nomic disadvantages. Alfred's teacher also indicated that he misses a lot of

school and does so sporadically.

Recommendations

1. Diajnostic Statement

Evaluation findings and test results indicate that alfred is eli-

gible for special education services under the category of learning

disabilities according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of

Indian Education Programs, Guidelines .adopted January, 1980. Alfred

is of low normal intelligence and has a documented record of low

achievement in reading, language skills, and spelling and displays

clear evidence of a learning disability in the learning means of audi-

tory, and possibly visual perception. The results of this evaluation

should be presented to the placement committee which will review any

other factors and obtain a broader basis of professional opinion re-

garding such placement.

2. Other Placement Considerations

If Alfred is to stay in the classroom, it is necessary that he
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receive one-to-one attention to remediate his reading and written

language deficits. It would also be appropriate that he work in a

small group ir the classroom at a similar academic level or that he

work independently with a program learning system.

3. Short-Term Goals

It is recommended that short-term goals for Alfred include the

following:

a. Increased attendance at school through behavioral programming.

b. Increased division skills (see STEP Program - Short Division, #4).

c. Increased reading skills (see STEP Program - General Reading

Skills, #14, Comprehension of Written Material, #7).

d. Increased self-confidence (see STEP Program - Self-Confidence,

#8).

4. Lou-Term Goals

It is recommended that long-term goals for Alfred include:

a. Mastery of basic math (addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation, division) skills.

b. Mastery of spelling and sight-word vocabulary, i.e., four-

to five-letter words consistent recognition.

5. Instructional Materials and StrLtegies

Because of Alfred's preadolescent age, it is recommended that

vocabulary, reading, and mathematics skills utilize prevocational

words and tasks.

6. supportive Services

Because there is no record of a vision or hearing test in Alfred's

rile, it is appropriate that he receive both of these evaluations to

better understand his learning deficits. It is the opinion of the

examiner that a vision test is particularly crucial because of
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Alfredla own indication that he has difficulty seeing, and the obser

ved behavior while he was being tested.

7. Evaluation Criteria for .SuccessOMOINM.M.....=01101

Success in the instructional program should be determined by the

acquisition and mastery of reading and written language skills. At

the same time, improved self-confidence should be evaluated. pis may
(.6 ,

be, 4sessed by Alfred's willingness to contribute to class discussions.
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